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And in his vision he saw the fabulous lost cities, buried in the drifted
silt of the earth -- Thebes, the seven-gated, and all the temples of the

. Daulian and Phocian lands, and all Oenotria and the Tyrrhene gulf. Sunk in
the burial-urn of the earth, he saw the vanished cultures: the strange
sourceless glory of the Incas, the fragments of lost epics upon a broken shard
of Gnossic pottery, the buried tombs of the temphian kings, and imperial dust,

- wound all about with gold and rotting linen, dead with their thousand bestial
gods, their mute unwakened ushabtti, in their finished eternities.

He saw the billion living of the earth, the thousand billion dead: seas
were withered, deserts flooded, mountains drowned; and gods and demons came
out of the South and ruled above the little rocket-flare of centuries, and
sank -- came to their Northern Lights of death, the muttering, death-flared
dusk of the completed gods.

But, amid the fumbling march of races to extinction, the giant rhythms of
the earth remained. The seasons passed in their majestic processionals, the
germinal Spring returned forever on the land -- new crops, new men new
harvests, and new gods. (Look Homeward Angel, Thomas Wolfe, p.519.)
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PREFACE

We came out of the field a few days before Christmas, 1979; we closed the
field camp in March,1980; we put the last words into the draft report in May,
1981. These are the bare facts. They are shorn of sweat and frustration as
well as of pride and achievement. Since May, 1981, when I have had a chance

for sober reflection--usually when looking out over the Singe] Canal toward
Amsterdam's central flower market--I am amazed and feel extremely proud of the
accomplishments of the archaeologists who comprised the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Project. They, with some direction from me, and with sustained
support and cooperation from a host of colleagues and friends, completed one
of the largest archaeological projects in the Southeast since the days of the
Great Depression. The field crew excavated almost twenty-five thousand square
meters: most of it within the confines of a prehistoric, Mississippian
settlement. From this area they processed almost two thousand cubic meters of
deposit through one millimeter mesh. Much of this volume was excavated by
hand; the remainder was dug with power equipment. The laboratory crew
cleaned, measured, classified, and catalogued almost one million pieces of
material. In the course of this work, only one field drawing was lost and
only three small lots of artifacts were mixed. From excavation to final
report, the archaeologists associated with this project conducted themselves
with intelligence and diligence.

Merely being listed in the Acknowledgements to this report is not
sufficient reward for the effort and skill they expended, but this litany and
my thanks are all that I have to offer. Under the same terms, I also extend

my thanks and gratitude to my colleagues at the Albert Egges van Giffen
Instituut voor Prae- en Protohistorie, Universiteit van Amsterdam, for showing

me that there is "life after Lubbub."

Christopher Spalding Peebles
1981/1983

Amsterdam and Evanston
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roster which said 'no addi tIonal w r " t2 ihc one wh;cn sa i
"significant historical remzns present." Betore the,, just at tnc turn of

the twentieth century, Clarence Bloomfield Moore docked th steamboat GC-iner
at a landing near Lubbub Creek and put a few "trial holes" into the mound that
rose out of the center of the bottoms. He found little there to recommend
further work, so he continued his archaeological odyssey up the Tombigbee to
Columbus, Mississippi. Fifty years ;ater the landowner hu ldczed the mound
because it got in the way of the hay harvest. Perhaps there were
archaeologists in between, but they hav-e left neither collections nor writte,
records, so without either one or the other, the are not part of our

encapsulated past.

That day in November, 197B was fi led w'th more mhan pastoral
impressions. The previous work ;n the Luboub Creek Archaeolog cal Localit

nad been of the highest quality. The inforrmatior, :iich came Iro)n the analyses
of these materials suggested that a iarge anio imp.rrtant Miss ssip ian perioc
agricultural settlement lay buried within the proj.ct area. rurthermore,

these mate:ials suggested that. there were some connec'iort between thiF
settlement ano another Mississippian culture centered at Moundvi:' e, some 6(.
kilometers to the east. Moundville, and the archaeological phase and
"culture" which bears its name, comprises a score of major settlements, the
largest of which, Moundville, covers more than 100 hectares and has 20 large,

truncated pyramidal earthen platform mounds. Thus on that day, and for almost

three years thereafter, four problems would dominate the research in the
Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. First, because the extent of any
surface indications of the Mississippian community was masked by thick grass,
and because some of the remains were buried beneath river sediments, the
limits of this and any earlier archaeological components had to be delineated.

Second, once the extent of the archaeological components were defined, the
problem became: How can a preservation plan be drawn that will conserve, in
situ, the maximum amount of these archaeological resources and, at the same
time, how can a representative sample of remains be drawn from the areas that
cannot be conserved? Third: How can archaeological research and analyses be
structured so that questions about the evolution of this Mississippian

community can be answered in detail? Fourth: What relationships can be

established between this settlement and Moundville? Furthermore, how did this
community fit into the later prehistory of the Southeast?

If we take the broad position that theory and expectation condition what

we see as data, what we see as important, then contemporary anthropological

a-chaeology can be seen as using a very broad net with very fine mesh to

capture these data. Take Albert Spaulding's categorization of archaeological
data as the best first approximation. His "dimensi-,s of archaeology" are
space. time, and form as measured over material remain_. Space can be as
smp!e as three-dimensional, Cartesian coordinates, as complex as the

-- stratl graphs in a Medc .'val town. inelude archaeological features like
sruct, es an0 I n ts, jne end with synthe, i n mdels .,f community plans ano
6,t lement sfylcms. Tme con be measred 'in omctr ;col a h I alendar

...... . .. ..: .- -
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remains: books, documents, artifacts, and the remnants of the natural world.
These items and symbols form the testimony that historians turn into evidence
and facts through a process of question, hypot'-. , cst, and critical
evaluation. It is the preservation of this "encapsulated past" -- or at least
a significant sample of it -- that is the justification for the excavations in
the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. This same justification can be

applied to the words in this report -- which itself can be seen as both

testimony and evidence. Thus this monograph stands here, clearly in the
present, equipped with and guided by concepts and theories from the historical

sciences, human biology, and ecology. Its authors employ propositions about

tne relationships among human populations, culture, and the natural world to
give cont-mporary meaning to the materials abandoned on a piece of high ground

overlooking the right bank of the Tombigbee River by sequent Native American

populations over a span of seven thousand years. The set piece of this
prehistory, however, is not the sum of the individual archaeological reailins

spread out over the millennia but a series of agricultural settlements -- the

archaeologists would call them Mississippian -- which were inhabited between

the tenth and seventeenth centuries of our era.

There are many time-lines and events that must be gathered together in

this introduction. Perhaps the first should be a day early in November, 1978.

On one of that month's cool, clear autumn mornings I stood on the crest of the

bluffs just at sunrise and looked out over the bottomland. The scene was one

of pastoral tranquility: one worthy of a Monet canvas. To the east, far

beyond the Tombigbee, the pine forests on the Cretaceous hills were etched

against an orange and gold band of sky. To the west, behind the barns and

silos, the sky was black. Looking eastward again, the first light of dawn
-- the false dawn of sailors and pilots -- brushed its light gently across

dew-drenched, dusty green bermuda grass in the bottoms. Fog hung thickly,

conformably, tenaciously over the surface of the river, and its edges were

sharply sculpted by the shoreline. Almost as an act of defiance of the

hydrodynamic order, an occasional patch broke away from the coherent ribbon

above the water and drifted slowly among the sweetgum and magnolia trees that
lined the banks. As the first part of the sun's white ball rcse above the

horizon, the ill-defined shapes in the bottoms became intelligible: masses low

to the ground proved to be cows at rest; the large, dark floating masses

suddenly were connected to the ground by thick trunks -- they were oak trees

left for shade when the virgin floodplain forest had been cleared. Owls came

to roost and hawks took up their vigil. Rodents and rabbits emerged ever so

tentatively from their burrows. Deer browsed at the edge of the forest.

Migratory birds awakened and continued their journey south.

in less than three .cck a score of archaeologists would invade tnis
morningtime. They would dri%( their trucks and vans over the crest of the

bluffs, fc1 low thc rcad drwr into tio be- t ams. open ard close the i -numerabIc
gates that Lcpt tc cwo :tneir rar-ur-rS, and stop oi ly -die,, they were wce I1
within the confines War the priet area. Therc th -y would Lin cad field
equipment -- rans , Larr !ab':'. ,..v'eras. !,tadia cds, shcvel,. 3nd f iel,

drsk.-- ad LEun *'- 'j Wd . e~' dsc r .-1 The hackhrre -- t!ac
sm-a) i r moto: s or, g-neratc! and :, J p'+ wouId gr. ,uv thc i tcn-Ir . tirc- fr, .-
wa,rt and foe rfee would Ill !hr air with an -:ik~r p fume. T h k

ritual weald be rcpeaeJ Manday tro u ch Friday - hc idays excep,' -- b ,-

m3nv as fift\ achaeolog ,1s fcr the next th:'teen months.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION TO THE RESEARCH IN THE
LUBBUB CREEK ARCHAEOLOGICAL LOCALITY

Christopher S. Peebles

A series of high bluffs -- relics of the Pliocene, a geological epoch
that ended some two million years ago -- are located just to the east of the
small town of Cochrane, Alabama. These bluffs command mile on mile of the
present course of the Tombigbee River. Just as the river reaches the northern
end of these bluffs it turns abruptly from its southerly path, flows eastward
for a few miles, doubles back on itself, flows westward for a few miles, then
resumes its southerly course as it passes the bluffs once again. The line of
bluffs and the banks of the river define the borders of a triangular tract of
prime bottomland more than 1000 hectares in extent. As the river twists
around the apex of the triangle -- at the point where Lubbub Creek flows into
the Tombigbee from the east -- the bend tightens and describes a peninsula
approximately 600 meters wide and over 1000 meters long. This tract of land
is designated the "Lubbub Creek Cutoff" on U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
construction maps for the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway. Their engineers
viewed the obtuse angle of the bend as a major bottleneck in the orderly flow
of barge traffic up and down the waterway. As a result, they planned to cut a
canal across the peninsula, thus smoothing out the bend, and to build spoil
areas on each side of the new channel to receive the materials dredged from
the canal cut. From the vantage point of the engineer, the peninsula was seen
as an obstacle which had to be overcome by sound design and construction.
Government and academic historians and anthropologists on the other hand saw
this tract of land as a natural repository for the material remains left by
uncounted generations of Native Americans. There was evidence that it had
been a stopping place for hunter-gatherer groups from the fifth millennium
before Christ through the first millennium of our era, and that subsequent
Native American populations had chosen the area for their agricultural fields
and for permanent settlement. Thus for these scholars the project area was
viewed as an anthropological archive which contained information about Native
American prehistory and history that stretched over several millennia.
Because of the extensive and comprehensive nature of the archaeological
resources in the project area, it was designated the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality. It is the course of the anthropological and
historical research in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality that will be
introduced in this chapter and narrated in the chapters and volumes that

follow.

History and prehistory connote the past, but both are firmly rooted in
the present. They are, in Collingwood's words, "the past encapsulated in the
present." The threads which bind the past to the present are material

.. ... ° -.... - ... .......... .
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_ through counting tree rings, and with minute but regular changes in the

decoration and form of artifacts. Form encompasses direct measures of

artifacts, and the measures chosen relate directly to the questions asked.

Does similar form and edge angle in certain classes of lithic artifacts

:ndicate the use to which they were put? Can similarity among artifacts be

related to a common "mental template," to use James Deetz's terms, and

" indicate common cultural connections? Do differences in the decoration of

pottery or any other class of artifacts serve to convey critical bits of

. symbolic information that mark cultural boundaries between groups? Can the

size of seeds from certain species of plants be !jsed as an indicator of their

.' omesticaton? Can the assemblage of floral and faunal remains be used to

measure the adaptation cf a group? Can the level of strontium in human bone

Le used as a measure of plant food in the diet? Can human skeletal remains be

used as a measure of the health and fecundity of the population? Can a
- combinatior of these families of dimensions tell us about the prehistory of a

n..mar population and their culture? Can we use these data to test

p:-opositiors about the evolution of culture and society? By the time that we
have come to the last of these questions, it is clear that two additional

dimensions must be added to and must be seen to cross-cut Spaulding's original

tnree. These are dimensions of precision of observation and measures of

- adeauacy of sample.

Precision of measurement has become finer as the questions asked by

archaeologists have become more specific and complex. For example, both edge-

wear on it[-c artifacts and wear on the facets of human teeth can be related

directly to diet: what materials were cut and scraped by the tools; what

categories of foods -- plants, leaves, seeds, meat -- were chewed with the

teeth. Both measures can be taken best with the aid of a scanning electron

microscope, and in these cases, this level of precision is necessary to answer

questions about diet and use. The notion of sample is even more important.

If the material remains left in the ground -- the encapsulated past -- are

seen as the by-products of the operation of a cultural system through time,

and if this operation is seen as spread out over space and time, then the

materials from which prehistory is to be written must reflect the distribution
and abundance of these materials in the contexts and in the approximate

frequencies with which they were incorporated, through various taphonomic

processes, into the archaeological record. Notions of these three primary and

two secondary dimensions were central to the research design which guided work

in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality.

This metaphor h ich likens archaeologists to fishermen and research

aesigns to fishing nets is very near the mark. As recently as twenty-five
years ago, a few archeologists still used sorting-boards rather than screens

and saved only firIshed atifacts rather than all classes of materials used
-rd discauLd by hmar, populations. Their mesh size was so large and their

r, ct was so im tec tho,. they missed the byproducts of day-to-day activities

that were cofiacterww ofritural systems. ebitage from the manufacture

d d use of ar .3, * m Ia ss as inconsequenLa , and the conceptual mesh

I et floral )nd faur.a reaais slip through completely, only to be

reincorporated :4to the ar chaeological record in a new context. In short,

,-*- materials for radiocarbor: dating, direct evidence for diet, and indirect

environmental indicators were discarded in favor of finished items and the

l
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mate,-ial end-products of purposive acts. Only the marked elaboration of the

quC-tw C asked by archaeologists has broadened our concepts of what
cr,! turer, "dita" ind 'h& means we must croloy to recover tnem. The use o

rlc-f.::h water reens . f iotat ion vc.'i ces, ,ar d i re t prysia- c emica

u -aure., 0f r L, ,; ons I; have b.- n some of the consequences of new

D:hi err" ard m.'c c-.: F c ques: ons. L kewise. the laboratory analyses of

tne riate ai . 3re ecovcred have gone far beyond usuai categorization,

derlKati',e ideal types, and archaeo'ogical "culLures ' ' drawn from an intui Lve
notion of s:mi larity among material remains.

The notion of an adequate sample likewise can be brought within the

boundaries of the fishing metaphor. If one desires a maximum yield of fish,

t- en trawling over the Georges Banks with a wide mesh net is a wise choice.

if, however. the goal is to estimate the density, distribution, abundance, and

var*ety of fish in the oceans off the Maritime Provinces of Canada, then
rawls w;th ,3-i,: mesh sizes set at various depths must be made at a sample

of iocations .ver Canada's eastern Continental Shelf. By the same token, if

pretty arti:acts are the goal, then looting a Mimbres site is a perverse but

goad choice. !f, however, the prehistory of a settlement, time period, and
region arp the goals, then the former requires an adequate sample of remains

4 from a bounded toree-dimensional volume, a site, and the latter two require an

adequate sample of sites from an even more extensive volume, a region.

The metaphor fails only in the end. If left to their own devices, fish

will reproduce. Unfortunately, archaeological sites will not. All other

things being equal, we get only one pass with our net through an

archaeological site.

Precision of recovery and subsequent analysis of the materials from the

Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality generally presented few problems. The

analyt cal net was set at a level of fineness and inclusiveness that was equal

to the best archaeological research anywhere. Archaeological features --e.g.,

pits, bur'als, structures .- were divided into their constituent parts
--- e.g., levels. postmolds, depositional events, rebuilding episodes --and

each micro-context was treated as a separate and significant archaeological
unit. Minimally toe fill from each significant unit was screened through 1mm

mesh, and for most units, a standard volume of deposit was put through a
flotation machine (see Chapter 4, Volume I). All materials from the screens

and flotation filters were saved, processed by the field laboratory, and

eventually analyzed in detail (see Volume II). Throughout the process, from

excavation, to analysis, to curation, a Management Information System was used
to monitor the day-by-day progress of the field and laboratory work (see

Volume Il).

Sampling within the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality presented a

challenge. Basically it required that the haystacks (the archaeological

components) be identified first, and then a representative sample of needles

(the remains) be recm,.,. Certain background information was available from

which a sampling strategy could be built. The evidence in hand suggested that

the Tombigbee River channel had migrated to the north and east of the project

area, and relict terraces and channels were present in the eastern part of the

.() ... . . ... . ....... . . -- .- .
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Locality, but most of the peninsula seemed to have been stable over the last
several millennia. These data indicated that most archaeological components
would be in situ rather than dislocated, rolled, and redeposited by the river.
Much of the bend is blanketed by prime agricultural soils, the nearby
floodplain, prairie, and upland habitats support dense animal populations, and
the river itself supports productive fish and molluscan populations. The
immediate area and region, therefore, would have been attractive to both
hunter-gatherer and agricultural populations, and the sandy loams would be
easy to excavate. Finally the archaeological data in hand showed that there
was a major Mississippian (A.D. 900-1600) settlement as well as earlier
Woodland (500 B.C.-900 A.D.) and Archaic (5000-500 B.C.) components present in
the project area. The problem was that the projecl area covered more than 110
hectares (0 ha = 10,000 m ; 110 ha = 1,110,OOOm ; 110 ha = roughly 300
standard football fields), and archaeological survey and test excavations had
covered less than one percent of it.

The research design, which was constrained only by the time available in
which to complete it, was built around four phases of work. The first phase
encompassed the excavation and analysis of an adequate sample of test units in
the 110 ha project area. Once the density, distribution, and variety of
archaeological components had been established, a preservation plan was drawn
for the prehistoric and historic resources present in the project area. The
second and third phases were designed to carry out the provisions of the
preservation plan, and there was a formal review of the progress of the field
work between these two phases. The fourth and final phase comprised the 0
analysis of the materials recovered by the fieldwork, the preparation of this
monograph, and the curation of the collections.

The Phase I sampling strategy was relatively straightforward. A one
percent sample by volume was excavated in the parts of the project area either
considered suitable for habitation or in which archaeological remains had been
found in the past. In areas considered less suitable for habitation, a one
percent sample by area was excavated. In areas subject to flooding on a
regular basis, deep test units were excavated to prospect for buried sites,
but no other work was conducted in these areas unless the deep tests proved to
be positive. The number of features per unit area constituted the sample
measures. From the test statistics produced, uncannily accurate predictions
of the density and distribution of Mississippian components, and somewhat less
accurate but acceptable estimates of earlier Woodland and Archaic components,
were made. These data provided the foundation for a preservation plan (see

Chapter 4, Volume I).

Phase I fieldwork began early in December, 1978, and ended early in
March, 1979. During these three months, over one thousand test units were
excavated, several hundred features were identified (but not excavated), and
approximately fifty thousand artifacts were recovered. When the densities of
features and diagnostic artifacts were plotted on a map of the project area, a
solid outline of the distribution of archaeological components emerged. The
earlier hunter-gatherer components, the Middle and Late Archaic (5000
'.C.-2500 B.C.) and the Gulf Formational (2500 B.C.-500 B.C.), were for the -

most part small, ephemeral scatters located in the extreme eastern part of the
project area. 'ater hunter-gatherer remains, the Early and Middle Woodland

0i
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components (500 B.C.-500 A.D.), were represented by even sparser scatters of
material which seemed to have no clearcut spatial pattern. The Late Woodland
(A.D. ;50-900) components formed well-defined, separate sites and were located
in the northern and eastern portions of the project area. The Mississippian
components -- the remains of what seemed to be a large agricultural settlement
cf long duration -- were distributed in a dense arc in the center of the
project area. As later analysis showed, these Mississippian compcents were
arranged in a lOOm-wide semicircle which was centered on the mound.

When sample statistics were generated from tne Phase I data, the
estimates for the total number of archaeological features in the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality were staggering. They predicted more than two hundred
structures, more than one thousand burials, more than two thousand pits, and
literally millions of artifacts. Prudence dictated that plans be made to
preserve as much of these remains as might be possible. To that end, the
eastern half of the project area was removed from any construction plans.
Thus, in one decision, almost all the Archaic and Gulf Formational components,
most of the Woodland sites, and the eastern half of the Mississippian

* settlement would be preserved. The whole eastern part of the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality would become an island in the Tombigbee River and it
would be protected as an archaeological preserve. As a result of these
decisions, all subsequent research would be focused on the western half of the
project area. These twelve hectares contained a dense concentration of
Mississippian materials p~us whatever remained of the mound.

The research design for Phases II and Ill of the work called for a 20%
random sample by area of the western components and complete excavation of the
mound remnants. As with Phase I, the sampling scheme was relatively simple.
Twenty 1Cm by 1Cm excavation units would be located randomly in each hectare
that contained significant Mississippian remains. Each test unit would be
stripped, cleaned, expanded to include the whole of any features or feature
complexes present in the original unit, excavated, and then reexcavated until
sterile soil ias reached. Between early May and late December, 1979, more
than 20,000 were cleared and cleaned, mappe and excavated (Figure 1); more
than 10,000m were moved; and more than 2,000m were sieved through Imm mesh.
More than 55,000 person-hours were expended on these excavations -- slightly
more than one half of the 100,000 person-hours expended on the project as a
whole (see Volume Ill).

The quality of the data produced by these excavations lies not in the
superlatives that can be applied to them, but in their manner of recovery and
in the nature of the sample from which they were produced. First, recovery
was standardized across the site. Each feature was treated in the same way,
and the fill from each was processed in the same manner. Flotation samples,
for example, were taken from all features. Thus if a particular species of
plant was present in one context but not in another, it was because it
actually was present in one and not in the other, not because a sample from
one was :ent for flotation but someone forgot to send a sample from the other
(see Appendices B and H, Volume III). Second, these data are an adequate
sample of the western half of the Mississippian components. As such, sample
parameters can be calcLilated, and comparisons among these measures across
space arid through time take on specific meanings and calculable potential for

2
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* errors.

The principies which underly the presentation of the data are a
continuation of Spaulding's "dimensions" set within questions about human
o-ganization and adaptation. The features and their contents have been
grouped into archaeological components and, where possible, into

arcnaeological "communities' based on their temporal and spatial contiguity.

These communities are then cast in the contexts of their cultural and natural
environments. The fundamental data are presented in Volume III and its nine

Appendices. The fine scale analyses of these data are presented in Volume II:

in ChapterF on ceramics, lithics, floral, faunal, and molluscan remains. The

narratives of the excavations, in the context of temporally bounded

archaeological components and communities, are the subject of the remainder of

this Volume.

The results of the fieldwork in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality

give only the briefest of glimpses into the hunter-gatherer populations who

stopped there as part of their seasonal round. The few pits from the Woodland
period indicate intensive use of a variety of plant and animal species, and in

the latest Late Woodland features, corn (Zea mays) is present. Beyond these

observations, there is no information on either the extent of their

susis:ence system, their settlements, or other activities which characterized

their liieways. In short, the data attest only to the presence, not to the

* oetail, of these hunter-gatherer populations (see Chapter 5, Volume I)

What the Archaic and Woodland lack, the Mississippian components more

than mae up in volume and variety. These components can be divided into

three sequent segments -- here labeled Summerville I (A.D. 950-1200), I1-111
(AJ.;. 200-1500) and IV (A.D. 1400-1650) -- which generally correspond to
Ezrly, Mature, and Late Mississippian in the Southeastern cultural chronology

(see Chapter 3, Volume !). In turn, these components can be assembled into

three sequent Mississippian "communities" (see Chapters 6-10, Volume I).
These settlements each seem to be independent, "jural" communities. They seem

to have been neither a satrap of Moundville nor a subordinate of any other

cultural system. Throughout the six hundred years of their span, these
communities prooably contained no more than a hundred or so persons at any one
time. The inhabitants of these communities were agriculturalists, and their

crops, especially corn, evolved through time (see Chapter 3, Volume II). Wild
plants formed a part of their diet, but they were a minor component up to the

Surnmer.i 1e IV, Late Mississippian period, when they assumed a major role.

- an, ais in their diet were drawn from a variety of species, but, like
t'ier P ssissippian groups, deer, bear, and turkey were the mainstays (see

Chapte 4, Volume II). Throughout the span of the Mississippian, the general
* ca:i )f the population was comparatvely good (see Chapter 6, Volume II).

The .olu .in of these communities was bound up in the general Mississippian

cevel.,pments 'n the Southeast, but their evolution was tangential rather than
-encral. Their system remained small, simple, and more-or-less independent,

and it ended in the nascent European rivalries for the Southeast and its

Indians and its natural riches.

I
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CHAPTER 2. ENVIRONMENTAL BACKGROUND

Gloria Cole

The Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality is within Township 24N, Range
2W, SW 1/4 Section 9, and is 7 miles southwest of Aliceville in Pickens
County, Alabama (U.S.G.S. 1970, 7.5 minute series, Aliceville South
Quadrangle, Alabama). Archaic, Woodland, and Mississippian occupations were
represented within the archaeological zone of the project area. This Lubbub
Creek Archaeological Locality covered 75 hectares and included several
numbered archaeological sites. The Summerville Mound (I-Pi-85), a palisaded
habitation area, and cemetery (I-Pi-83) are major features of the
Mississippian occupation in this area. The spatial relationship of the Lubbub
Creek Archaeological Locality to Moundville phase and other Mississippian
mound sites in the area is shown in Figure 1. Since the principal components
within the Lubbub Creek archaeological zone represent a Mississippian
horticultural society that to a certain extent also practiced hunting and
gathering, those features of the environment relevant to this mixed
subsistence pattern are emphasized in this chapter.

Many writers have observed that Mississippian populations selected
certain site locations over others (Ward 1965; Larson 1971; Jenkins, Curren

and DeLeon 1975; Lafferty 1977; Smith 1975, 1978; and Peebles 1978). It has
been stated that Mississippian sites typically are located within flood plain
environments, specifically where the river flows from one natural area to
another (Larson, 1971). It also has been observed that Mississippian sites
are located within meander-belt zones (Smith 1975, 1978). Prime agricultural
soils, as well as diverse biotic communities are concentrated within these
environmental intersections. Larson (1972) has suggested that locations
meeting these requirements were so rare that they were fortified against
encroachment.

The Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality is adjacent to the Tombigbee
River flood plain, within a zone of natural physiographic transition, and,

. during the period of Mississippian occupation, would have been within a
meander-belt zone. It is situated at a point where the Tombigbee River and

m its associated flood plain and terrace deposits form a transitional zone
between the Alabama Coastal Plain uplands (Fall Line Hills) and the Black
Belt. The Mississippian habitation area was, prior to a cutoff which occurred
early in this century, adjacent to a meander which, probably since Pleistocene
times, ranged east of the occupation zone. The flood plain soils in this
area, due to the proximity of the river to an outcrop of the Selma Chalk, are
intrinsically the most productive corn soils in the county. The Lubbub Creek

. . area was fortified during some periods of the Mississippian occupation.
Whether rare environmental resources were one reason for the construction of
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these fortifications is considered in this chapter.

The task of delimiting environmental variables relevant to the Lubbub
Creek occupation is seen here as one of segmenting continua. The surface
geology, soils, and vegetation described for the area have evolved from but
are not necessarily the same as those which existed in the past. In the
following sections, the extant environmental data, and the probable effect of
continued modification by both man and nature, are evaluated so that the
environmental conditions which may have prevailed in the Lubbub Creek area
prior to A.D. 1500 can be reconstructed.

THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

Land forms, the course of stream and river channels, soils, vegetation,
and fauna which develop in an area are ultimately related to the underlying
geologic formations. All of these aspects of the environment are shaped by
the prevailing climatic regime. The geology, climate, and formation of
alluvial deposits, and the effect of these on stratigraphic profiles recorded
during the Lubbub Creek excavations, are described in the following sections.

Geologic Formations

The geophysiography of west central Alabama was formed as Upper
Cretaceous coastal seas receded and exposed a concentric series of old rock
and mar;ne deposits. The division between the Coastal Plain, which was the
limit of the inland sea, and the Appalachian Highlands is marked by the Fall
Line. Within Alabama, the Coastal Plain formations outcrop in a series of
southeasterly trending arcuate bands supporting crescent-shaped hilly belts
formed along the more resistant areas of the underlyir geologic formations
(Figure 2). Upper Cretaceous deposits, which outcrop from northeast to
southwest within Pickens County, are, from oldest to youngest, the Tuscaloosa,
Eutaw and Selma groups.

The Tuscaloosa formation underlies that part of the country north and
east of Carrollton where it supports a hilly upland with steep to precipitous
slopes at elevations of 400 to 500 feet (O'Neal et al. 1917). This formation
consists of irregular beds of sands, clays and gravels deposited by coastal
streams. The maximum depth of the Tuscaloosa formation in western Alabama is
100 feet.

The Tuscaloosa gravels differ in composition within the state and reflect
the composition of ancient basement rocks in adjacent upland areas to the
north. In eastern Alabama, the gravels contain a large percentage of quartz
derived from pre-Cambrian crystalline rocks. In the western part of the
Tuscaloosa outcrop there are large proportions of chert derived from Paleozoic
upland formations (Stephenson 1926:233). This differential composition of
chert and quartz is reflected in the lithic inventories of prehistoric sites
found in these areas. Tuscaloosa gravels are the primary source of river
gravels deposited along the Tombigbee River channel, and these gravels were
one source of chert for prehistoric populations.

The Eutaw formation overlies deposits of the Tuscaloosa group and extends
to the southwestern part of the county to the vicinity of Alicevi lle where it
underlies the S lma Cha I forma;on and alluvial deposits of the Tombigbee

-• - . . . * . .* * . . * . .- _ .. . .-- . 4.. . *- . - - - : - . 4 . * - .
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River (Copeland 1968, Plate 2). The northern part of the Eutaw formation in
Pickens County is called the McShan formation. Both formations were deposited
in shallow marine waters and are composed c. 1.., to medium grained
glauconitic micaceous sand which extends to a depth of 400 feet in western
Alabama. The upper 100 feet of the Eutaw formation (formerly called the
Tombigbee Sand) consists of glauconitic sand indurated with beds of calcareous
material. The sandy portions of the formation support a hilly topography, and
the topography overlying the calcareous clay portion is gentl rolling
(Stephenson 1926:232).

The Selma Chalk formation--called "rotten limestone" in older
publications--overlies the Eutaw sands and consists of chalky sands and clays
containing shark's teeth, foraminifers, and fossil oysters which indicate its
origin in shallow marine deposits. The depth of the Selma Chalk, which has
been measured to 930 feet, supports a gentle to moderately rolling topography
and produces the dark gray to black alkaline clays of the Black Prairie Belt.
The Selma formation is 20 to 30 miles wide in western Alabama (Stephenson
1926).

The Selma formation has been subdivided into the Mooreville Chalk, which
includes the Arcola Limestone Member in the upper portion, and the Demopolis
Chalk, including the Bluffport Marl Member. The Mooreville Chalk overlies the
Eutaw formation in southwestern Pickens County. The Demopolis outcrops in the
extreme southwestern corner of the county and extends some 20 miles further
south to form the major outcrop in- the northern half of Sumter County
(Copeland 1968).

The Demopolis formation is 450 feet thick in western Alabama. The
Mooreville Chalk deposit is 300 feet thick and is differentiated from the
Demopolis in that it is a "uniform chalky marl," whereas the Demopolis is
described "marly chalk" (Copeland 1968:19-20). Demopolis formation deposits
contain up to 80 percent calcium carbonate at Demopolis, Alabama, where they
are mined for the manufacture of cement.

In addition to the Upper Cretaceous deposits which outcrop along the
northern margin of the Coastal Plain, old terrace deposits formed by an
ancient Pliocene ancestor of the present Tombigbee River are interspersed
among the Upper Cretaceous deposits in central Alabama along the highest
divides. These ancient river deposits consist of alluvial gravels, sand, and
red loam (Stephenson 1926:296). Second and third terraces, which were formed
in the Pleistocene, stand 50 to 75 feet, and 100 to 160 feet, respectively,
above the present river leve,. The first bottom, alluvial deposition from the
present flood plain, is still in the process of formation.

Physiography

The northernmost physiographic division of the Coastal Plain is the Fall
Line Hills. I is underlain in the north by the Tuscaloosa formation and
further south by the Eutaw formation. The Fall Line Hills is a dissected
upland; it ranges from elevations of more than 700 feet in northwestern
Alabama near the fall line to 250 fect along the northern edge of the Blac.k
Befl. Valieys jithin the Fa!l Line Hills division range from 100 to 200 feet

deer (Copeland 1968:11).

" , .: ' , .'-' '. ..:/ "." " " .-"



The Black Prairie Belt which i;es south of the Fall Lnre H: , s formed
lon the Selma Chalk. I t ex(ends from western Tennessee mnd northe->.

Mississippi into central Alabama. Elevations along the northern border of the
Black Belt rise to 250 feet. The Arcola Cuesta, a linu of hills tnat rises 70
to 75 feet above the prairie floor, extends along the central portion of thc
B;ack Belt. The Arcola Cuesta trends southeastward from the Mississippi-
Alabama border to southeast of Montgomery, Alabama. To the south, in Sumter

County near the Mississippi-Alabama border, the Black Belt grades into the
Flatwoods, the northeastern division of the Southern Red Hills section. The
Flatwoods, a lowland developed on the Porter's Creek formation, is at an

altitude of 200 feet. Further east, still within Sumter County, the Black
Prairie Belt is bounded by the Ripley Cuesta of the Chunnennuggee Hills. The
Ripley Cuesta, formed on the Ripley formation, rises from 100 to 200 feet
above the prairie floor and continues eastward from Sumter County to Georgia

(Copeland 1968).

Soils

Pickens County soils are derived from the underlying materials, and this
parentage is reflected in the classification system used in this chapter
(O'Neal et al. 1917). The Coastal Plain upland soils (Norfolk, Orangeburg,
Ruston, Greenville, and Susquehanna series) which are developed on the
Tuscaloosa and Eutaw formations, are distributed north and east of the
Tombigbee River. The Selma Chalk soils (Sumter, Houston and Oktibbeha series)
are distributed to the south of the Tombigbee. Alluvial soils, derived both
from the Coastal Plain upland soils (Ochlockonee, Cahaba, Kalmia and Amite
series), and from the Selma Chalk soils (Trinity clay) are deposited along the
flood plain and terraces of the river and streams. The distribution of those

soils which are within the 10 km radius resource catchment area circumscribing
the Summerville Mound (to be discussed later in this chapter) is shown in
Figure 3.

Coastal Plain upland soils are classed within the Ultisol order.
Ultisols are characterized by a B horizon of clay that has less than 35
percent base saturation, which decreases with depth (Cotton et al. 1971:90).
Soils within this order are further classified as Red (Ruston, Orangeburg and
Cahaba series) and Yellow (Norfolk, Susquehanna and Kalmia series) podzolic
soils. The color of the podzolic soils is due to the accumulated iron
compounds in the subsurface horizons. These soils are subject to leaching of
the surface layer which is a thin organic accumulation overlying a horizon
which is friable, acid, high in silica and low in fertility (Wilson 1973:8).

Selma Chalk soils are classified as Grumusols, Vertisol order (Oktibbeha,
Vaiden and Eutaw series) and Rendzinas, Mollisol order (Houston and Sumter
series). The Grumusols. Vertisol order, have a brown surface horizon which
develops vertical cracks under low moisture conditions and becomes plastic and
tenacious under wet conditions (Wilson 1973:8; Cotton et al. 1971:90). The
Rendzinas, Mollisol order, have a surface layer that is black, friable,
organic and alkaline. The subsurface horizon contains a large percentage of

calcium carbonate but no accumulated clay. Mollisols are formed under grass
vegetation and have a thick, friable, dark surface layer, and a base

saturation of more than 50 percent (Cotton et al. 1971:90).

A!luvial so Is within Pickens County are distinguished by their elevation
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ccu is are consvdered to be the best cen soils in the county, their

productivity is limited by poor drainage at low 'evations, susceptibility to
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a narrow range of moisture conditions.

Cahaoa series soils are occasionally flooded but normally lie at

elevations above the annual flood zone. Canaba clay, inundated only by very

high water levels, occurs at elevations between 20 and 5t feet above river

level. Cahaba fine sand and Cahaba fine sandy loam develop in areas flooded

only by extremely high water levels and are between 35 and 55 feet above river

level.

Terrace soils include Kalmia fine sandy loam and Amte fine sandy loam.

Kalmia fine sandy loam, which occurs at elevations ranging from 25 to 55 feet

anove river level, has been inundated once, in the period of recorded floods,

when water levels reached 140 feet (AMSL) . Amite fine sandy loam is an

inextensi,e ancient terrace remnant. Only a few small areas southwest of

Al icevi I le 3re recorded at elevations above 150 feet IAmSL) .
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Corps of Eng neers construction workers, after archaeological excavations were
co, cluded in December, 1979, revealed that in some areas the river gravels
were as deep as 3 m be!ow surface.

Soi !s north of tne 40ON line from -700E to 200E were sandy loam or loamy
sand (Canaba fine sandy loam and Cahaba fine sand). Elevations in this area
ranged from a maximum of 40.20 m (AMSL) at the apex of what remained of the
Summerville Mound and along ridges to the northwest in Hectares 70ON/-600E and
70N/-500E. to 39.00 m (AMSL) along the 40ON line. River gravels were
encountered ;n tests and excavations throughout hectares extending west of the
-20OE line. In Hectares 30ON/-300E, 40ON/-300E, and 40ON/-400E river gravels
occurred in the plowzone of units adjacent to the Ditch (Chapter 10), and

elsewhere gravels which extended to a depth of 1 m were encountered in auger
Tests. East nf the -200E line, fi lled relict river channels with few gravels

ere defined in Hectares 400N/-IOOE, 50ON/OOOE, 50ON/100E and 50ON/200E and
extended eastward to the river. Soils south of the 40ON line were described
as sand clay or clay loam (Ochlockonee silt loam). Near the southern limit
ol the Phase I testing area, in Hectare IOON/-300E, soils were described as
"biack gumbc" (T-inity clay). Elevations south of the 40ON line ranged from

38.60 m (AMSL) along the northern edge of Hectares 30ON/-400E, 30ON/-300E and
30ON/-200E to 37.80 m along the northwestern edge of 1OON/-300E (Figure 5).

Phase II and III excavations were confined to the area south of the 700
*ine from -200E to -600E and extended south to include Hectare 30ON/-300E and
a po-tion cf Hectare 30ON!-200E. Hectares 40ON/-500E, 50ON/-5OOE. and
bOcN,-600E formed the western limit of the excavation. Phase I tests (auger, -.-

I b, 1 m test units, backhoe strips and deep tests) covered the entire
occ:JpaLicn zone not previously tested by the University of Alabama (see

C 'apter 4) . Stratigraphic profiles recorded from deep test pits cut prior to
I-scale excavation in the project area are shown in Figure 6. The plan

'o.ation of these profiles in relation to contour elevations is shown in

gore 5. Profiles A and B, from deep tests in Hectares 80ON/-700E and

70ON -700E, respectively, are to the northwest of the area shown in Figure 5

and consequently are not represented in the figure.

Cultural materials recovered during the testing phase indicate
occupations from Late Archaic through the Mississippian periods. Low
densities of Late Archaic materials were found 60 to 80 cm below surface and
were confined to the extreme eastern portion of the test area, east of Hectare
50ON/-1OO[. Fiber tempered sherds, diagnostic of the Broken Pumpkin Creek
phase of the Gulf Formational period were recovered 50 cm below surface.
Major concentrations of materials of this phase were in Hectares 30ON/-200E.
50ON/OOOE and 50ON!1OOE. Scattered evidence of Henson Springs phase, Miller
, Miller II and ear I y Miller Ill periods were recovered throughout the

excavation area north of the 30ON line. The major components reflect some

occupation of the area from Late Miller II through late Mississippian periods.
Late Miller III components were concentrated in the hectares east of -300E and
north of 200N. particularly in Hectares 50ON/-300E and 600N/-300E.
Mississippian components were concentrated in a 23 hectare area surrounding

the Summervi le Mound (l-Pi-85).

Cultural material generally was found in the first 50 cm below surface.
In a few instances, at low elevations within Hectare 400N,"-300E, eirly
o,-iade trenches per enco.;nTered below-2 a aier occupation zone at 90 to I00
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Flood Plain and Terrace Deposits. River valley deposits nave been
classified by Happ, Rittenhouse and Dobson (1940). These deposits, which may
be encountered in flood plain and terrace stratigraphic profiles are
summarized in Table 3. Typical deposits include: (1) vertical accretion
deposits, (2) lateral accretion deposits, (3) channel fill deposits, (4)
channel lag deposits, (5) flood plain splays, and (6) col luvial deposlts.

Vertical accretion deposits are overbank deposits formed under flood
conditions as sediment carried as suspended load is deposited over the flood
plain adjacent to the river channel. As banks overflow, coarser material is
deposited along the channel banks, building up sandy levees, while finer
sediments are carried further and deposited over the entire flood plain.
Lateral accretion deposits are formed as bed load material is deposited along
the inner banks of the channel. These are normally covered by finer vei tical
accretion deposits as the channel shifts away from the slipoff slope. Lateral
accretion deposits derived from the eroded outside bank of river bends, are
generally coarser than vertical accretion deposits, but finer than channel
fill or lag deposits. Channel fill deposits result from the net accumulation
of fill which exceeds scour during flood stages. Under these conditions the
accumulated fill results in aggradation of the channel bed. Abandoned
aggraded channels may appear as low sandy ridges among other flood plain
deposits. Channel lag deposits are the residual accumulation of sorted
coarser material developed in a stream bed. Lag deposits are found in old
buried channels, and are below the more recent cover of vertical and later
accretion. Flood plain splays, appearing as fan-shaped sandy deposits, are
relatively coarse sediments which have escaped from the channel through
restricted low areas or breaks in natural levees. The constricted chute
results in a localized sand accumulation rather than a generalized deposit
over the entire flood plain. Flood chutes generating these sandy deposits are
located a'ong the northern edge of the Lubbub Creek excavation area.
Colluvial deposits result as material from the valley walls is washed or
erodes onto the surface of the flood plain. A large zone of Trinity clay,
colluvium washed from adjacent Selma Chalk soils, extends along the southern
boundary of the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. This colluvial
deposition may have been one of the more outstanding features of the area for
prehistoric farmers, since the intrinsic potential of this soil for corn
production is one of the highest in Pickens County (see below).

All of the alluvial deposits outlined above (except for evidence of
aggradation) were encountered during tests and excavation of the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality. Deep test profiles included, in addition to channel
lag deposits, sand splays and silt or clay lenses deposited by flood episodes.
The stratigraphy of the project area as revealed in the deep test profiles is
described in the following section.

Stratigraphy. Channel migration across the bend left a series of ridges
and swales, tangible evidence of the bar and levee deposits along the former
course of the channel. Some of these features now function as overflow chutes
along the south bank of the present channel and appear at a series of
elevations along the northern edge of the excavation area. These flood chutes
are apparent in Figure 5 which shows the plan location of deep test profiles
fiscussed in this section. River gravels were encountered in the one by one
meter test units, auger tests, and within the plowzone of some units. In
other areas chanriI ag deposits were well below the surface. Excavations by

• . . . . . •
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The recently cut off meander adjacent to the Lubbub Creek Archaeological
Loc3litv is shown in Figure 4. The photograph was taken at relatively high
water Ievel ir March 942, on the day beiore the peak flood stages for that
year see Table ). Meander scrW Is formed by lateral migration of the river

IhanneI are visible in the pnotograph. The large meander scroll near the
bottom rijht in *.c photograph, called ''Dead River," indicates that the
meander has migrated upvalley to its pre-1942 location.

E3-iy attempts to date channel sequences have met with recent criticism.

Phillips (Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951) attempted to correlate ceramic
sequences with Fisk's (1944) channel chronology for the Lower Mississippi
F;ver. Fisk's chronology was based on the assumption that levees with the
nighest elevation were those most recently formed. However, channel shifts by
avlsion, where the channel assumes a former or entirely new location, rather
than by the more orderly process of lateral migration, are typical of rivers
in some situations. Thus, if the channel assumes a former course where levees

had previously been formed, the relationship between channel sequences and
levee formation is obscured. These channel shifts appear to be episodic
rather than regular, and depend on many variables such as the development of
gravel and sand bars in the channel and the relative resistance of the banks
to erosion at any given locus (Happ, Rittenhouse and Dobson 1940:339).
Saucier (1968,1971) has questioned many of Fisk's assumptions, particularly

the assumption that channel movements occur with sufficient regularity to
permit dating of channel sequences. The historical reconstruction of features
within flood plains and terraces is essentially a problem of stratigraphic

geology. Leopold et al. observe that:

. ..Soils as marker horizons have proved of exceptional value, but like
other markers they may be misused or inadequately treated. Particularly
needed are criteria or tests to demonstrate that a supposed soil is
indeed valid and to differentiate one soil from another (Leopold et

al . 1964:468-469).

The Ochlockonee, Cahaba and Kalmia soils represent a developmental

series; however, it is unlikely that, in the Lubbub Creek area, they represent
a temporal series. An old remnant river channel (now an ephemeral stream)
along the slopes west of the habitation area is at the southernmost limit of
the river valley where it follows the relatively resistant outcrop of the
Selma Chalk formation. Presumably this remnant channel was the location of
the river prior to successive channel deposits encountered during the Lubbub
Creek excavations. The presence of the meander to the east of the habitation
irea, which is mentioned in historical documents dating to 1832, indicates
that the channel migrated eastward to the terrace wall at the 130 foot contour

elevation on .re eastern side of the valley. The exaggerated narrow-necked
meander form appears to have developed after this eastward channel migration.
The la-;. meancer scroll Dead River shown in Figure 4 is in Kalmia soil. If

the river mrigrated from west to east within the valley bounded by the 130 foot
contour elcval i;ons or either side, then the Dead River meander was developed
iter tnan the CGhaba soils in the habitation area.

-he detrrmnat age of alluvial soils is a difficult problem and
r, i re t-iidl-d by a .ompetent geomarphologist. Fleod plain and ter-ace

,is. h ,en, are formed b a limited numb - of p~oesses which cai be
-er-(, b- e pr ; ncountered in archaeolog; al prof les

" .. :.-~ i . . .: - .- ; .:i ! .
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deposits which characteristically accumulate on outside river bends; (7)
backswamp deposits, fine sediments resulting from overflow accumulating
between levees and the valley wall or terrace riser; and (8) sand splays,

coarse sand, or sand and pebble flood deposits.

The flood plain of a river is formed primarily by two related processes:
lateral migration of the river channel and overbank flows (1964:322).
According to Leopold et al. (1964) a river characteristically migrates
laterally downvalley by means of bankcutting toward the outside of river bendspwith concommitant deposition on the inside of river curves. Lateral migration
takes place during flood episodes. In the early flood stages, fine detritus
accumulates near the convex bank or inside of river bends. In succeeding
periods of high water, the channel is enlarged, both by scour of bed material
and by erosion of the concave or outside banks. As the river level returns to
normal, deposition occurs both on the channel floor and on the inside bank.

The degree of lateral movement made in this fashion depends on the erodibility
of the outside bank material and the velocity of discharge during flood
conditions, which determines the amount of deposition on the inside curves of
the river bank (Leopold et al. 1964). When the volume of water entering the
channel during increased discharge is not accommodated by both lateral
increase in the channel and bed scour, overbank flow results. Suspended

sediments are deposited along the river bank, where accumulated sediments
become levees, and over the adjacent flood plain.

The formation of meanders, "S" shaped channel curves, is inherent in the
process of lateral migration, and once established, meanders are persistent
features of riverine morphology (Leopold et al. 1964:295). Meanders are

* commonly formed in laboratory rivers at some point downstream from the source
of flow, particularly in the midvalley section (Friedkin 1945:280). The
Tomblgbee River in Pickens County flows south across old terrace deposits to a

point Just upstream from the Cochrane gaging station (see Figure 3, soils
section this chapter). There is relatively little flood plain development and
are only minor tendencies toward a meandering pattern along this stretch of
river. West of Cochrane station the river channel turns sharply to the east
and follows the northern border of the Selma Chalk outcrop. The Lubbub Creek
meander was, prior to recent cutoff, formed at that point where the river
channel again assumed a southerly course.

Cutoffs are not normally produced under laboratory conditions, and they
are assumed to form when resistant banks prevent normal downvalley migration
so that a narrow neck forms between the upper and lower arms of the meander
(Friedkin 1941:176). The cutoff occurs when the river erodes through the
narrow neck of the meander. Figure 4 shows the completion of this process for
the Lubbub Creek Meander.

Both Russell (1936) and Fisk (1938) emphasize that downvalley migration
of meanders on the Mississippi river is a limited process. Meanders on the

Mississippi River characteristically migrate downvalley only a short distance,
at which point a cutoff takes place, an oxbow lake is formed, and the river
channel is straighto--d tr.-norarily. In a short time, a new meander develops
and the process is . cpeated. Although the lower limb of the meander may
migrate downvalley a short distance, Chawner (1936:23-24) observes that "

the upper limb of the meander may move upstream."

. ." . ."
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TABLE 2 r

The Flood of March and April 1973
As Recorded at the Cochrane Gaging Station (0244500).

I Gage Ht. (ft)
Discharge Accumulated

Date Abov (cfs) Runoff (in.)
Datum AMSL

3-12 22.32 112.17 24,800 0.00
3-13 22.82 112.67 24,900 0.15

3-14 23.05 112.90 26,000 0.31
3-15 23.23 113.08 26,900 0.48
3-16 27.00 116.85 35.200 0.67
3-17 31.00 120.85 43,200 0.91
3-18 34.75 124.60 55,600 1.23
3-19 40.55 130.40 96,000 1.67
3-20 46.13 135.98 160,000 2.57
3-21 47.35 137.20 160,000 3.59
3-2 4 .39 136.24 130,000 44

3-23 44.65 134.50 99,400 5.16
3-24 43.10 132.95 78,700 5.69
3-25 41.48 131.33 62,000 6.12
3-26 39.75 129.60 50,000 6.46
3-27 38.35 128.20 44,500 6.75
3-28 37.10 126.95 40,100 7.00
3-29 35.83 125.68 37,000 7.24
3-30 34.87 124.72 37,100 7.47
331 35.12 124.97 38,400 7.71i4-01 34.66 12451 36,600 7.94

4-02 34.04 123.89 34,800 8.16
4-03 32.70 122.55 32,000 8.36
4-04 30.67 120.52 29,000 8.55
4-05 28.06 117.91 25,300 8.72
4-06 24.44 114.29 20,000 8.86
4-07 22.06 111.91 23,000 8.99
4-08 21.39 111.24 25,000 9.14
4-09 21.00 110.85 23,800 9.29
4-10 20.33 110.18 21,600 9.44
4-11 18.92 108.77 18,400 9.56
4-12 16.27 106.12 15,700 9.66
4-13 13.68 103.53 13,000 9.75
4-14 12.39 102.24 10,900 9.83
4-15 11.57 101.42 9,500 9.89

2Datum: 89.85 ft. AMSL.
Source: Edelen 1976:146-1 4 7.

- - - - - -
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" .llerval of more than 25 years. Despite such predictions, floods cresting
I evations of 135 feet or higher (1979, 1973, 1962, and 1949. Table 1) havc

c-:.jrred aL least 4 timez during the past 30 years. Flood levels wnich woula
submerge at least part of the Cahaba soils within the Lubbub Creek habitation
area (those cresting at elevations of more than 12; feet at AMSL) have
occurred 19 times in 32 years between 1939 and 1970 (Table I); that is, such
floods occur, on the average, every second or third year.

An increase in the frequency and magnitude of floods is an expected
consequence of accelerated land clearing and an increase in the area under
cultivation. However, the major reason that the Lubbub Creek habitation area
Cahaba soils, which were formed under conditions of low flood susceptibility,
now have been placed close to the annual flood zone, is that the meander which
once ranged east of the habitation area was recently cut off (Figure 4). Bank
erosion, particularly along the northern edge of the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality, and flood deposition along the eastern edge of the
bend, are further evidence of the recent encroachment of the annual flood zone
deposits which, prior to the cutoff, were rarely flooded. Flood plain
deposits (Ochlockonee clay, Figure 3) are located well to the east of the

Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality, adjacent to the river banks at that
time. Thus, the flood levels observed during the 1979 excavations were to
some undetermined extent, a consequence of the cutoff, and should not be
interpreted as a regular threat to the prehistoric inhabitants. Recent
geomorphological changes primarily have modified the elevation and area
included within the shifting flood zone. Although the annual flood zone has

encroached on deposits normally formed under conditions of low flood
susceptibility, the regular recurrence of floods in March and April, and the
duration of maximum flood episodes such as the 1973 flood may be similar to
past conditions, since the amount and duration of precipitation is dependent
on climatic conditions rather than recent gemorphological changes. The role
of geomorphological processes in flood plain formation is discussed in the
following section.

Flood Plain Characteristics

A flood plain has been defined as " . that surface which is attained
by floods with a recurrence interval, on the average of 1 to 2 years" (Leopold
et al. 1964:468). A river terrace, by definition, is an abandoned flood plain
(1964:459) and is formed by similar processes.

In the area of the Lubbub Creek, Tombigbee River confluence, the flood
plain soils include the Ochlockonee series and Trinity clay. Terrace soils
are the Kalmia soils and Amite fine sandy loam, the litter a very small and
isolated remnant of an ancient river terrace. The Cahaba series soils, which
comprise the habitation area of the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality, are
transitional between the flood plain and the terrace soils. They are alluvial
deposits which are neither within the active flood plain, nor yet completely
within an abandoned flood plain.

Leopold et al. (1964:317) list the following as characteristic features
of a typical flood plain: (1) the river channel; (2) oxbows or oxbow lakes,
created as meander bends are abandoned; (3) point bars, deposits on convex
(inside) river curves; (4) meander scrolls, formed by lateral migration of the
channel toward the concave (outer) bank; (5) sloughs; (6) levees, overbank

. ...-.... . . ..
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As indicated in Table 1, similar discharge velocities do not necessarily
produce similar gage height readings. This is due to channel scour,
dispersion of water volume over the drainage area -r, nkful stage, and,
perhaps, long term changes in the depth of the channel at the gaging station.
In general, however, water levels for discharges of less than 60,000 cfs (Mean

. Annual Flood) have not exceeded 131.57 feet in the flood record, and discharge
velocities less than 90,000 cfs (5 year flood) have not exceeded i31.85 feet.
The maximum recorded water level at the Cochrane station was 136.75 feet
(AMSL) in 1949 with a discharge velocity of 163,000 cfs. The 1892 flood
level, estimated from reports made by local informants, was 140 feet (AMSL).

Maximum elevations for the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality range
from 126 feet (AMSL) along the southeastern edge of the excavation area, to
130 feet (AMSL) along the northern edge. Elevation grades stp-eply to 110 feet.
or less at the river bank. Thus the river banks adjacent to the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality are approximately 10 feet lower than bank elevation at
the Cochrane gaging station. When bankful stage at 121.85 feet is reached at
the Cochrane gaging station, banks downstream at 110 feet (AMSL) are below
water level. This difference in elevation is reflected in the elevation
ranges of flood plain and terrace soils in the Lubbub Creek area.

Flood stages and frequencies have a direct effect on the development of
alluvial soils. Flood plain soils (Ochlockonee series) are formed within the
mean annual flood zone, and in the area of the Lubbub Creek Archaeological
Locality are developed at elevations of less than 120 feet (AMSL). The Kalmia
terrace soils are above the 130 foot contour elevation and at some lower

elevations where the topography has inhibited flooding. Cahaba series soils
in the Lubbub Creek area are at elevations between 120 and 130 feet (AMSL)--
the area flooded at recurrence intervals with frequencies less than the mean
annual flood.

Cahaba soils are normally developed at elevations 35 to 55 feet above
river level (O'Neal et al. 1917). Since river level (bankful stage) at the
Cochrane Station is 121.85 feet (AMSL), but approximately 10 feet lower
adjacent to the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality downstream (110 feet
AMSL), Cahaba soils should be at elevations of 145 feet (AMSL) or higher. The
Cahaba soils of the Lubbub Creek habitation area, however, are now between 125
and 130 feet--only slightly above the mean annual flood zone. This
discrepancy in elevation suggests that the flood zone elevations were much
lower when the Cahaba deposits were formed.

Table 2 shows the readings from the Cochrane station for one flood which
took place in March and April, 1973. The 1973 flood is similar to that
experienced in April 1979 when the Lubbub Creek excavations were halted by
flood conditions for the entire month of April. As in April 1979, the bend
was entirely submerged during the March and April 1973 flood. Gage height
elevations from March 19 through March 25, 1973 were above maximum elevationsF: for the excavation area. Water levels returned to below bankful stage by
April 4. Although peak discharge occurred on March 21, accumilated runoff
(the depth of water over the drainage area) did not recede to preflood levels
until after April 15. Flood conditions and ground saturation which extend
this late into the planting season can delay planting dates so that crops are
exposed to early summer droughts. According to the predictions based on past
flood occurrences, floods of this magnitude are rare and have recurrence
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inches. Monthly averages for the months of December-, January, February,
March, April, and July were in excess of 5 inches wiLh peak rainfal' occurrr 9

n Apri (L.77 nches) and July .10 inches, . Averages for Ma,,, (3.89 i nc re
and June (3.72 inches) were considerably less. Aucu.;: throucs, November a-c
Lne driest months with precipitation averages of lest tan ,. 4 :'ies for any
m(ont. The October average is 2.39 irches. Late sui:-ner arougl:Ls ranged frorm
mild to severe. Droughts which affect crop yiclds bui Jo ictt p! ouce crop
failure are expected on an averAge of 2 months for each year (Wooden
1971:92-93).

Flood conditions are produced by two types of storms. Broad cyclonic
disturbances occur annually between November and April, and their associated
precipitation results in flood conditions generally in March and April.
Tropical hurricanes produce torrential rains between July and November. July
storms, which produce peak summer rainfall, are generally thundershowers which
may flood small watersheds (Peirce 1954:5). On a few occasions July rains
have produced floods to elevations of 120 feet (AMSL) or more along the
Tombigbee flood plain (Table 1). As indicated in a later section, scheduling
spring planting so that maximum growth coincides with peak rainfall in July is
critical to maximum production of certain crops such as corn.

Flood Magnitude and Frequencies

Flood data for the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality are recorded at
the Cochrane gaging station approximately 3.5 km upstream from the Summerville
Mound. Flood records begin for this station in 1892. However, no published
data are available for the period from 1892 through 1938. Prior to 1930 a
nonrecording gage was located 200 feet downstream. A recording gage was
installed in 1939. The record of peak floods for water years (October 1 to
September 1) from 1939 through 1970 is shown in Table 1 and data for the
Cocrrane station are listed in the note to the table.

The Cochrane gaging station measures discharge in cubic feet per second
(cfs) and gage height above datum (89.85 feet AMSL). The recorded gage height
has been converted to elevations in feet (AMSL) in the table for comparisons
with contour elevations. Bankful stage at the recording station is 32 feet
above datum or 121.85 feet (AMSL). Bankful discharge for the Cochrane station
is 47,000 cfs. Recurrence intervals for floods of various magnitudes
calculated from the Cochrane station flood record are: Mean Annual Flood,
60,000 cfs; 5 year flood, 90,000 cfs; 10 year flood, 115,000 cfs; 25 year

fi-od, 155,000 cfs; and 50 year flood, 185,000 cfs (Gamble 1965:27, Figure

18)

A recurrence interval as applied to flood events is "the average number
of years within which a given flood peak will be exceeded once"(Edelen
1976:16), or stated in terms of occurrence probability, is the reciprocal of
the occurrence interval. A flood with a 25 year recurrence interval would
have a 4 percent chance of being exceeded in any given year, while a 50 year
recurrence interval would have a 2 percent chance of occurring in any given
year. Recurrence intervals are calculated from the formula: (N-l)/M, where N
is the number of years or record and M is the relil,ve order of magnitude
(,circe 1954:7). The mean annual flood s, by definition, the flood magnitude

f a 2.33 year recUrrerce interval (Peirce 1954: 10). For the Cochrane stati-n
this is a flood having a discharge velocity of 60,000 cfs.
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terraces.

The chalk and alluvial soils do, however, undergo evolutionary
development due to the effects of climate and vegetation. Swenson (1941:79ff)
has observed that the Black Belt prairie soils develop in series (fromr
alkaline to acid) through weathering of the underlying chalk and the
development of vegetation. The type of vegetation supported on these soils is
associated with the degree of soil alkalinity and depth of the underlying
chalk.

Sumter clay (white prairie soil) is alkaline and overlies the chalk. It
Z has a white to gray surface layer and supports mainly prairie grasses.

Houston clay (black prairie soil) has a dark gray to black leached surface
layer due to the increased organic development which includes grasses, briars,
canebrakes, and small shrubs. The A2 horizon is slightly acid. With

* increased acidity, which may be due to the development of vegetation, trees,
principally post oak, appear. The Eutaw and Vaiden clays are deep, acid
prairie soils which support a dense post oak forest. The Oktibbeha clay (red
prairie or red post oak land) has a reddish dark brown clay loam surface layer

* and is an acid prairie soil developed under mixed forest vegetation and sedge
'. grasses. Oktibbeha clay is the only forested prairie soil identified in
-- Pickens County (O'Neal et al. 1917).

Climate

Climatic conditions, because of their role in shaping the surface of the
earth, are one basis for major soil classifications. Soils in west central
Alabama are classified as thermic and humid (FAO-UNESCO 1975:11). These soils
are warm, never completely frrzen and are never dry for more than 90
consecutive days. These climatic conditions result in a relatively long
frost-free growing season. Late spring floods, rather than late frost are
more likely to delay planting times, particularly in bottomland areas. Mild
to severe summer droughts are the major threat to crops.

Weather information for the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality is taken
for the most part from records for the 20 year period from 1946 to 1965
recorded at Greensboro, Alabama (Wooden 1971:Table 19). Alabama's climate is

* classified as either "humid subtropical" (Hays 1973:13) or temperate (Wooden
1971:91). Latest spring and earliest fall frosts recorded for the 20 year
period at Greensboro were April 13 and October 28. Average early and late
frost dates were March 25 and October 25 (Hays 1973:11-13). These figures
give a minimum frost-free growing season of 198 days and an average of 214
days.

Temperature. The average annual temperature is 50 degrees F. Summers
are long. Warm to hot weather begins in May and extends frequently through
September. The average summer temperature (May-September) ranges from an
average low of 66.8 degrees F to an average high of 87.6 degrees F. Winters
are mild. Freezing temperatures occur on an average of 42 days per year but

* rarely last throughout the day.

Precipitation. Most precipitation is in the form of rain, but an average
of 1.3 inches per year of snow was recorded for the 20 year period from 1946
to 1965 at Greensboro. The average yearly total precipitation was 53.15

. ... . . .. . .
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f c3 h c o s,.- - U E te -ed 2oc r) Ina d t
. F i g u - e The pl o oe c wL tas t he Lipper ,c r o "3 r ,

"l; j wu hi of ten conta incd m aden depos ts. Be Lv. hzCe, cfze or

a o J sani), I -'am or 1oamy sand extended to depti 3. 0.75 t.o m eo .
Iur ce, fere this s.-2ndy cuam zone inciu ed midden deposits, so cc

ranged from dart vel lowish browr, to very dark grayish brow,. Prof ies wric
contained no midden were yellowish brown, dark yelowish brown, and 3.

brown. This sandy loam to loamy sand hor;zon graded to sand at 75 crr b o,
surface or lower. In Hectares 600N,/-50E 600N/-4OOE, 500N/-5OE, ant
50ON/400E (profi les D, E, F and G) , hoqever, this sand horizon was jLst bel..
plowzone. The sand horizon normally graded to lighter coloring with greater

depth, and ranged from yellowish brown in the upper Ie e s. to brcy, i s
yellow, yellow, or light yellowish brown at the limit of the deep tests.

Intervening strata of clay and gravel depcsits were observed above and
within the sand horizon in some profiles. Gravei lenses are shown in profiles
D, F and G, and gravel extended below the level of excavation in profiles I,
J, L, M and N. Clay strata, ranging in color from yellow, to dark red, tc
dark yellowish brown, and brown, are shown in profiles C, D, F, H, K and M.
These clay and gravel deposits were encountered in auger tests, which were
excavated to depths of 1 meter below surface, throughout Hectares 30ON/-200E,
30ON/-300E, 400N,/-IOOE, 4OON/-200E, 40ON/-300E, 4OON/-400E, 40ON/-500E,
500N/-200E, 500N/-300E, 500N/-400E, 500N/-500E, 60ON/-400E and 600N/-500E.
These deposits probably represent channel deposits of late Pleistocene age.

The successive deposition of extremely high flood waters is shown in
profile H recorded for Hectare 500N/-IOOE, in an area slightly lower in
elevation than the western portion of the project area. Sediment bands
represented in profile K for Hectare 400N/-200E, which were ubiquitous
throughout the lower sandy stratum, generally were not represented in the
profiles. These lines appeared as a series of reddish brown wavy bands of
iron oxide accumulations leached from upper horizons and often cut through
features, such as the palisade wall trenches, which extended into the lower

sand zone.

These profiles reflect both ancient geomorphological processes, which

resulted in the formation of the Cahaba alluvial deposits, and flood episodes,
which continue to the present time. River gravels encountered during the
excavations were deposited during the eastward migration of the river channel

- from a position adjacent to the slopes to the west.

-. Bank erosion along the northern edge of the project area and flood plain
deposition associated with the recent cutoff have encroached to some extent on

the probable limits of the aboriginal occupation. Although recent flood
" deposits overlie archaeological deposits along the eastern limit of the
- project area near the river, archaeological deposits overlie channel deposits

throughout the project area. This stratification indicates that the riverchannel by A.D. 800 to 1500 had migrated to a location well to the east of the

[ project area. The ceveloped Kalmia terrace soils at the location of the Dead
River suggests tnat the meander system is quite oid. Geomorphologists
generally agree that meander systems are persistent features of riverine

- environments. The position of the meander m3y vary and cutoffs occur
occasionally, but the meander, once established, reforms and ranges within a
.imited zone of the river valley. Aerial photographs indicate that the LubbubK

0
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Creek meander has ranged between the Dead River location and its pre-1942

location, perhaps osciltating many times along the terrace wall. Two

locations of the meander are clear: the Dead River meander, and the location

shown on land plats arawn prior to 1835 and on the 1917 soil distribution map.

The Dead River meander, judging from the terrace soils now developed at that

. location, was probably active prior to the Late Woodland and Mississippian

' occupation of the bend. The form of the meander depicted on the land plats,

which is still evident in the 1942 aerial photograph (Figure 4), has probably

undergone considerable modification since A.D. 1500. It is apparent that the

Lubbub Creek occupation extended into the area within the meander zone, but

the exact position of the meander has not been determined.

The Physical Environment: Summary

In April 1979, when excavations were halted due to severe flood

conditions which inundated the entire project area, we wondered what the
prehistoric Native American residents did in such situations. On reflection,
severe flooding of the Lubbub Creek habitation area was probably rare. What

does emerge from the discussion of the physical environmental setting is that

the Mississippian population at Lubbub Creek selected a site location much
like those chosen by other Mississippian populations. The Lubbub Creek

Archaeological Locality is in a transitional zone: geologically it is between
-" the Eutaw and Selma Chalk formations; physiographically it is between the

-.. Coastal Plain uplands and the Black Belt. The river which flows along and

across this transition superimposes a flood plain which at Lubbub Creek
broadens into a meander zone and broad flood plain before the river continues
south across the Black Belt.

Given this geomorphological system, which creates an extensive zone of

-*- alluvial soils, a climate with few late frosts, and a long growing season, the

- setting for subsistence horticulture seems ideal. The scheduling of the

planting on clay soils in the wake of late rains and floods appears to be the

only strategic problem for an agricultural economy.

The flood data presented in this chapter show that flood levels now reach

elevations which inundate at least part of the Mississippian habitation area
every second or third year. The fact that Cahaba soils develop under

conditions of low flood susceptibility and that the river previously ranged
well east of its present location suggests that during the Mississippian

% occupation the residential areas were not flooded frequently. In the

* prehistoric past the annual flood zone was probably restricted to the area

adjacent to the river banks at that time, which were well north and east of
their present location.

The flood data in Tzble 1 show that peak floods occurred in April 5 times

in 32 years, for an average of once every sixth year. These late floods, and

the resultant ground saturation which continued well into the planting season,
may have delayed planting dates on bottomland soils or required alternative

planting strategies which utilized less productive soils at higher elevations.
The oroductive capab;]itv of soils in the Lubbub Creek area is analyzed in the

final section of this chapter. Biotic resources are discussed in the

following section.

0T
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THE BIOTIC ENVIRONMENT

Tie phys;cal en,.'ironmental zones described in the previous section are
here ccnsidered in termn, of the vegetational and faunal systems they
supporLec. The biotic en,,ironments defined in this section ccrrecpond closely
to the dit ibution of soils. The 10 km radius catchment used to define the
maximal exploitative area surrounaing the Lubbub Creek Archae-Iogical Locality
is shown in Figure 3.

Meander-belt Zone Characteristics

Smith Ji978) observed that Mississippian populations systematically
selected the meander-belt zone of river valleys, not only for accessibility to
flood plain soils, but more generally, site selection was a

. .. function of the specific, complex adaptation by Mississippian
populations to this habitat zone composed of linear bands of
circumscribed agricultural land and concentrated biotic resources (Smith
1978:481).

The meander-belt zone of a river characteristically exhibits a higher biomass
density than other flood plain and upland environments. This is a consequence
of both consistent nutrient replenishment by regular flood recurrence
intervals and complex topography characteristic of the meander-belt zone.

The meander-belt zone has been characterized as a "naturally subsidized
solar powered ecosystem" (Odum 1975:18; Smith 1978:481). Waterborne nutrients
supplement solar en -gy to support an exceptionally high biomass within a
restricted area. ..otrplex topography within the meander zone is created by
lateral migration of the river channel which results in a series of levees and
backswamp areas. This complex topography supports a variety of biotic
communities which are not only "stacked in close vertical juxtaposition," but
whose habitat areas are maximized by the curvilinear topography, creating long
edge areas between adjacent communities (Smith 1978:482).

The regular recurrence of flood plain inundation functions to inhibit
climax development of vegetation. Flood plain environments are characterized
by "attenuated seres" (Shelford 1963:88) where progression to climax species
is arrested with greater frequency than in surrounding forests. These edaphic
factors create an immature forest biome which contrasts with the succession to
mature climax forests in surrounding areas. This differential succession is
maximized within the meander-belt zone.

The topo'-rphy of the meander zone creates a situation which is
"envirvnment3lI/ circumscribed" (Smith 1978). Upland areas, separated from
thc rneanur zone by nackswamp areas, are characteristically low in biomass and
I3 "C Aoi Ic. low in Ferti Ii ty. This contrast between a spectacularly productive
Ccoi g; a! situation within a larger arec cf low productivity provides an
r~c Ia'. e of con-efI rated resoorces which were consistently exploited by

Mi-s'csippimn populr -.

P esoa , c, : t i n

r Q-. ij o,J p cf pp s.os a nd a n a we c i mportm ' tc ssissi r ian

K"
r:. : -, -" ::: , : : -: .-::: - . :: : --- -: -. : •. : : "
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populations: (1) backwater fish, (2) migratory fowl, (3) white-tailed dccr,
raccoon and turkey, (4) nuts, fruits and berries (especially hickory nuts,

. walnuts, acorns, persimmons, cherries, plums and hackberries), and ( seen-
. bearing plants (Polygonu and Cheropodumi . in add; Co tr these .,'.

species, aomestic cultigens i udcd maize (Zea mall) beans ("!aoe ,S Sfr.K
-- and squash (Cucu-bita epo) , sunf iov- (He 1ianthus annjus) mar e de- ('

sp.) and gourd (Laqenar r_ ceraria) (Smith 1978:483).

Bctanicai and fauna recove-:es from the 1976 and i977 C risi
Rescrvoir Excavatlns -which included l-Pi-33 withr, 'he Lub-iL Creck
Archaeological Locality) provided evidence for some of these ci! T;aens and
most of the wild species. Mississippian levels included corn, beans, hickor
nuts, pine cones and seeds (Pinus taeda), acorns, and seeds of persimmon,
grape, maypop or passion flower (Passiflora incarnata), chickweed (Stellaria
cf. pubera), pigweed (Amaranthus) and goosefoot (Chenopodium sp.). Corn was
present from the early Miller III period in this area, and was recovered in
large quantities in "smudge pits" assigned to the Mississippian period at
Sites l-Gr-2 and l-Pi-33. A few features other than "smudge pits" from
Mississippian contexts where analyzed and in these features the percentage of
hickory nut exceeded corr in the botanical inventories (Caddell 1979).

.- Very little faunal material was recovered from Mississippian levels in
the Gainesville Lake Excavations, since most excavated Mississippian features

. . were burial pits. Deer, turtle, unidentified bird and fish species were
"" recovered from Mississippian contexts (Woodrick 1979). Species recovered from

earlier occupation levels are shown in Table 4. The presence of mussel
species adapted to stream and river channel sand beds and gravel bars, as well

-. as the identification of base camps adjacent to mussel beds along the
Tombigbee River (Jenkins and Curren 1975) suggests that the river channel, as
well as backwater areas stressed by Smith (1978), was economically important

" • for Mississippian and earlier populations in the Lubbub Creek area (see
Woocrick, Chapter 5, Volume II).

Determination of Resources

Potential resource environments for the Lubbub Creek area were determined
by plotting catchments (in the manner used by Vita-Finzi and Higgs 1970) at 2
and 10 km radii from the Summerville Mound on the Pickens County soil
distribution map (O'Neal et al. 1917). A small portion of the 10 km radius
catchment which extended into Greene and Sumter counties was excluded from the
analysis (Figure 3). The proposed effective radius of agricultural
exploitation is between a 1 and 2 km radius (Chisholm 1968:66; Peebles 1578).
The agricultural potential of the 2 km radius catchment is discussed in the
next section. The effective area of hunting and collecting exploitation is
assumed to be approximately 10 km (Jarman, Vita-Finzi and Higgs 1972:63).
Soils included within a 10 km radius of the Summerville Mound are grouped into
major environmental divisions in Table 5.

A catchment, the "site exploitation territory" (Jarman, Vita-Finzi and
* Higgs 1972:63) may be considered analogous to the "home range" of primate

species (Lee and DeVore 1968). The catchment circumscribes the area
abitually utilized as a resource area. A 10 km radius, based on estirntes of

maximum ranges exploited by modern hunters and gatherers (Lee 1969). the
approximate distance _,_,veed in a two hours' walk. The pu posC of :a: hmr nt

S"

................. .............................................



TABLE 4
Faunal Species Recovered in the 1967-77 Excavations

in the Gainesville Lake (1-Gr-lx, I-Gr-2, I-PK-33, 1-Pi-6I).

Mammals
Canis familiaris domestic dog

Castor canadensis beaver
Didelphis marsupialis opossum *

Felis concolor cougar
Lynx rufus bobcat
Mephitis mephitis striped skunk
Odocoileus virginianus white-tailed deer
Ondatra zibethicus muskrat
Procyon lotor raccoon
Scalopus aguaticus common mole
Sciurus spp. squirrel
Syivilagus spp. rabbit
Urocyon cinereoargentieus gray fox
Ursus americanus black bear

Birds
Meleagris gallopavo turkey
other probably ducks and geese

Reptiles
Chelydra serpentina snapping turtle
Terrapene carolina box turtle
Trionyx spp. soft shelled turtle

F i sh
Amia calva bowf in
Aplodinotus grunniens freshwater drum
Ictalurus furcatus blue catfish
Ictalurus punctatus channel catfish
Lepisosteus spp. gar
Micropterus cf. salmoides large mouth bass

Freshwater mussels
Amblema plicata three-ridge
Elliptio crassidens elephants ear
El 1 iptio di latatus spike
Fusconaia ebena n iggerhead
Lampsil1is anodontoides yel low sand shell
Obliquaria reflexa three-horned wartv back
Obovaria unicolor--

Placfola lineolata butterfly
Quadrula metanevra monkey-f.3ce
giadrjla pii-tulosa pimple-back

L--urcr: Woodrirk 1979.
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i~w r'ie mcarurc, o' ?nc-q expercied:

-t i s i ng i c po i t rim , t r, f ". arou- ,

j . c, -Li ;:.. :. . : es c f  conc entr! c f inc, s -ross

ai ofporr2 i". the oder ! y ys o tte 3s, . r),:- tr n.v ar' CeC

_:a , r:., zone. cr-ircumsc(P ed~u witinth/Iok rdis athrear ~ rnr-iort he eln eno pas ot of th acc 1go aa ich

'!J L cr .( ' -i thi :net are.as for Miss ss n s '.n sIm(:S Eh uO
J Fi Lc: : e; c;S --e l o r e co ot Ic resource I: oses' L. he -

.. .ni r -_ ncr mpot, i r thc. daily 1 \,es of thc i n , Sta ts r tr C, C,

• .tr t<' C, t , U o ter I im' t s c f th1)e ca:t- hmentl.

Tb, e'" n,rn nta I zones circumscribed w itLh in t he I C k fr r-ad Iu s c atL hme nt
r t the "), m-1 e r\, Ie Mtound encompass most of thc ,iiaior. ecolog;cal are-as wraith

ha. :,:':.,; 1ngu sld wi thi rl west Alabama. Four of severn i a Jor Al1abama

,st tyies ,homas 1973) fall within the larger catchrnent area (F gure 7)
t, U C are ( ,. the oak-hickory-pine forest (Shelford's 1963, ecotone p;neland),

(2) the 8a. Belt forest, (3) the Southern mixed forest (Shelford's magnw) ia

foest), and (4) the Southern flood plain forest. Dominant species of these

o-ezt.s are listed in Table 6.

Caddell (1979) described 10 km radii catchments for four sites along the

Tombigbee River. One of these, I-Pi-33, is within the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality. Caddell identified and classified species of trees
reported in 1820, 1832, and 1834 surveys by the United States General Land
Office by correlating species listed in the old land plat distributions with
elevations from current U.S.G.S. topographical maps. Since the Land Office
surveys were made prior to major agricultural development, species represented
should reflect forest composition of the Lubbub Creek area at the time of
European contact (Caddell 1979).

Four forest zones were defined in this study: (1) the upland forest, (2)
the grassland or prairie forest, (3) the slope and terrace forest, and (4) the
flood plain forest (Caddell 1979:18). Caddell's forest zones correspond
approximately to the general classification of Alabama forests (Figure 7,
Table 6) and to the soil classification (O'Neal et al. 1917) used in this
chapter. Species composition of Lubbub Creek area forests constructed from

* the old land surveys, together with Caddell's species identifications, are
ilstid in Table 7. Since forest and other floral species are specific to
var nus soi Is, forest species predominating on Pickens County soi Is (Table 8)

,:e used to supplement CaddeII 's classification.

r-r purposes of this study, biotic communities corresponding to major
Pcke-.:, C;'unty soil classes, Caddel I's forest zones, the general

Lis ' ficiton Qo; Alabama forests (Table 6), and to Shelford's (1963) oak-
r cko, v, 1reac a and flood plain forests ,ithin the Southern temperate fut est
.. om," re referrtcd tc a:: (1) the Coastal Plain uplands, (2) the Black Belt,
.. ' slcpe and terrace, and (4) f lood plain environmental zones. The

str iLution of t'ese envi ronmental zones within the 10 km raaius catchment
rcmscriLb'ng the Sumne -ville Mound is shown in Figure 3.

Wildlife habitats within these zones are indicated only generall) in this

..
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occur on the average of every sixth year, Ochlockonee s It loam ma a.,e ocer,
ta.',,oed for eariy cows and the more moisture retentive clays coLid be danted

lo:e- at som. rin4 of exposire to summer droughts.

, 1 
-na -) pra:;;ces wn ;ch ;n-iuded incorporaiior of organic -es i OI'

Scc" weeds g aost,, c. n na o o bea croPs, ;nterp a nting . th legumes t

-Q- r' and Ferhaps meacures to ccrrect sa; acid':T . arc wC!

, gr anlo These prat ices ma ha.'e
: c s ocer :he lang term tha. c curre t farmir..

t - , eCOT :no wsL .': vnorgar c fer iZEc'-s, and the pract cc
-I'' 1 '-,,.- r-,Cu. ! rc organic content of soi s so that no.

: a "!, ,: ien :r organic matter (Andrews n.d.:21).
c"'o .ec ,n' n c as. o, f 60 to 80 bushels pen avre along the

:- ighu~e. : LKeOP: C yt icL ds ;r 1517 of this magnitudc were obtained only
na,- 1:10, lo, am ano P ;rity ciay, and only if management practices

. e inrc'por.tioc of croD residues ;nto the sol (O'Neal t. a . 1917).

E:r immted 'or" Y i e Id, under Abori inu! Conditions

Miss nr;ppian hortinulturalists, who specialized in corn rather than
voT~on production, who we-e sophisticated in land care, and who were not
pIagoea Ly a)rgart c depletion of soils resulting from iand clearing and
-,:hnnnzeO nulLvatcor, could have obtained the maximum yields reported by
0 -kens Cour:'. farmer_ in 1517. However, the midpoint between the yield
;upo ted b P Frkers County farmers ir, 1917 and the maximum estimated yield is

1-- na L) a Ceter eS ma ! te o the p'odu,_tive capability of soils within the 2
V,- _! mon c t "y "ivnssipi3n horticultural techniques, The projected maximum
,i- ids '-able ' fcr Soi s w;thin the catchment area essential y reflect soil

s a i:.;: v 'cr. ', qar, . aepletar. has been corrected. The larger Pick.ns
,;ntv .re c .nsc ; ,nt c c_1s managem( nt under conc i i ons of organ i c

rn,:,Wt c - ' nt ectimates &t Foductvity under aboriginal conditions

i .D -oAi ra!, h- - to R1 bushel; per acre reported by Romans :n i775.

-he tot. yvarIy producctior f corn which might have been obtained within
the Summe-,,;I e Mound 2 km radius catchment is shown in Table 11. Si nce no
yio'ds were reported for Ochlockonec clay, its yield value was assumed to be
the same as :he rtir- Ochlockonee soils.

-ire estorted product icn for the Summervi 1 le Mound catchment in Table ]1
C 1 C'. - r t ,s fu ,r , II but th-ee of the: Mound' lIe phase si tes (Pecbecs

t, at e -' n-ebi s ('978:I4O7, Table 13.5) estimates are based on
:it A. ,raq . rlds reported by Moundv lie arca firmc, q r Rowe et

' . " " : _" iL,: . r~s' ed '' V ¢e *.' cy._i  et .:,

v- :Le 7 (2 C!, 
5 ce

S - - -,

. * - r - LI (' : ;: - .1'j l
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Worest soils are characteristically acid. Cktibbeha clay, although ;: is

de<;\ed from the Selma Chalk, requires lime since it is aeveloped under fores:
vegetation. The flood plain and terrace soil oH values range from 4.5 to 5.5
indicating trat ali of the soils within tne 2 km catchment with the exception

of 7rinity clay may range below critical values for maximum corn production.
The pH values in Table 10 are from Greene County soi Is which may be more acid
(with a lower pH value) than those in the Lubbub Creek area which are in close
proximity to the Selma Chalk. However, pH values taker from Phase I auger
tests in the habitation area (Cahaba fine sandy loam) ranged from 4.8 to 6.0
with an average value of 5.2. Cahaba fine sandy loam is normally an acid soil

with a pH range of 5.1 to 5.5. The proximity of the Selma Chalk appears to
have no significant effect on the pH value of this soil. Trinity clay in the

Lubbub Creek area may be slightly less alkaline than the pH values given for
Greene County, since it is in part colluvium derived from the acid Oktibbeha
slopes. However, the headwaters of streams bordered by Trinity clay originate
in alkal ne Sumter and Houston clay soi Is above the Oktibbeha slopes to the
west of the Lubbub Creek area. The exceptional productivity of Trinity clay
derives from its flood plain properties without the concommitant disadvantage

3f an excesscvely low pH value. Ccrrect;on of soil pH may have been an
aboriginal c:r.c-or:n and co.ld have been accompl shed by incorporating shell
d e' ' i r "- , c c rl ro a: -;d Sci I .

7 ci! , a or d..rn Lin gro'in'g season of corn not only cont-ol-

-. ' e : 5 p JsM :: :1 mj s-u I. :cJt -ls
h  rct1jrns org anic matt' (the rc-n

r. * " So "ha [.. c v r'at oin retains soi I roisture by creating a
e of sbr'aoc tersip- Y:ong the cul!tivaton line thereby reducing soil

e' -] or . Chang (1968:05) observed that shallow cultivation also serves to
r e, ,J a e so l temperaturc:

By loosening the top soil an creating a mulch, tillage reduces the heat.
flow between the surface and the subsoil. Since the soil mulch has a
greater exposed surface than the undisturbed soil and no capillary
connection with the moist layers below, the cultivated soil dries up
quickly by evaporation, but the moisture in the subsoil underneath the

dry mulch is conserved (Chang 1968:95).

Local farmers normally cultivate corn crops two or three times prior to
silking.

The Dra ice 'f interplanting legumes to supply nitrogen helps to

m nlain organic Ovel: with;n the soil as residues are reinccrporated into
."e so:! Iftc ,  har:t. It also accomplishes a "deep biological t lage" as
-r s re-erite !c depthr of 30 inches or- more, imp-co,ng sci! drainage and

t .. ,l , -34 )

Clay so'!7 such an Ochlockonee clay, and especiafly Trinity clay, can be

- .. '-jtrr- osr, uider a narrnw range of !oist'*rr 7rnnditions vithput damage to

" n. .ructu r f the Y'. These so; ls .n, te cl od and become compacted when
.-. r cd ijrder ' Kr t orn,. ' ! 's this characteristic which could dela,

o articry; wi" p"-g floods ancd soP satr t in cOnt irur late into the spring

a I jr, ' 1 3 M . A I -drained coams, on the othe- hand. can be planted only a
-, I , A -" . 'he ',eatl , ivrcr, t o; n t ' Ime agr icultural so i

r1 j ,d --c mont in a av r ,K' thin loam. Under late flood

. h . .. . .. r, v- nted an earl ier s -ct '-,

: : ...-. " ~i .: :i !: .-::!i~i:-i::: ::.i:: ::( .1
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maintains the soil in a loose, crumbly conditioi . organic matter iniro, e, h

capacity of the soil1 to hold water, increases aeration and drainiaqe. up't
nutr Ients, i mproves L IlIth or friability, and ustinc and e~os.
(Andrews n.d.:21) . The amount of available moisture is cor', nqerl or 'a;",
flooding (fo, *he bottom~and soils), and the water-hoId i r capz Vo i

'oI. Teavai Il-bcb mois t u're wi h i r t he soIlI depends -'soI t J')c
organic content. Adequalc! moistuie during the s 1 V ng a'~a ta~l c
c r c 3 t o Pma ximu m cor yield:. Thi~ f ac tor Tanr b c c q,,t r C IIC 2CT C,
by scheduling p'aniing datuc ~Thai s:' king c n;n c ics , w t'IL' J o 0 -
Ta X mum summer ~c. Maximur, er inrr rs n- -wi ich may -S

flooding--occur r) Jly. F:ng d'e-. 'or- cen, ra i Aaoam Jc,-37El' e c,

m a tun i n c 3C days) are LVjAI -rC4i rn' Apr i 1 O '

pe: i od - o i nci des 1. the perio"d o r i ma,. i" .o .. cvL e iTa- s r) a

planting times may bo delayed by, flood conditlicvs), vspercici1 I~ y c n !om ;a n
so:ils. The maturation of some varieties of corn ocy hav c b e en c a - er, "I2 to
78 days for nont-vorid varieties still avai lable (J. L. Hudson 1q80: 1O4).
Early maturation would allow for later planting or succession planting to
maximize the productive properties of different soils. Soil saturation and
spring floods are more likely to delay planting in Pickens County than late
frosts, which rarely occur after March 25.

Delay of planting postpones silking. Mangelsdorf (1929) found that
si lking (in Texas) was delayed one-half day for every day beyond the normal
planting time. Delay of planting not only exposes the crop to summer droughts
during critical growth 'periods; it also increases injury by insects and
diseases (.-tringfield I19_55: 360) . Drought susceptibi'I ty is cilieviated by,
maintaining a high ievel of organic matter within the soi!.

Nutrients essent.:il to corn dev'elopment are nitrogen, phoasphoruE,
potassium, calcum, and magnesium. Nitrogen is normally requit ed in, a
relationship of two parts nitrogen to one part each of phosphorus and potash
(Andrews n.d.). Unlke the other nutrients, which are normally supplied by
the slow decomposition of organic material in the soil, nitrogen in corn soil
is quickly depleted. However, nitrogen supplied by planting legumes on corn
soils " . .. will supply all the nitrogen needed for corn under normal
weather conditions" (Andrews n.d.: 12). Some Pickens County farmers in 1917
obtained maximum corn yields "Indian fashion" by interplanting cowpeas, velvet
beans, and peanuts between corn rows (O'Neal et a]. 1917: 12). The presence of
beans in Mississippian contexts recovered in the Gainesville Lake excavations
(C ad,]" I 1979) suggests that nitrogen may have been supplied locally to corn
fields in th's manner.

-,e rur H ',' i -UC c r productinn is be Lwc r a d' 7,-~
o c 3 4' h'imui yields wc-e c 'btaiie cJ 0 -c 1;r Il~n

hug An du s nn nd .:I L) cr~ e, r:q -
ecn r1 ,i r vrd w iI h H1 f f c

,De~ en a"pa' "uC, oi f o- ; C-- prTu

*~~~ T !r 7'I.'pi ir

T Id
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plantations ranged from 800 to 1500 acres. The northern one-half of the
county was in smaller farms. The principal crop (62,184 acres in 1910) was

cotton, totally exported and grown for cash. Corn was second in production

(38,854 acres) and used primarily as stock feed and for grinding into meal.
Not enough corn was proauced for local consumption and quantities of this
grain were imported. The use of commercial fertilizers was reported for 2174
,"52.46 percent) of the 4144 farms in Pickens County in the 1910 census (O'Neal

et al. 1917). O'Neal indicated that this represented a decline over previous

years when commercial fertilizer had been used more extensively. Due to a
recent increase in the price of potash, cottonseed meal, green, and barnyard

manures were being substituted for commercial fertilizers.

Cctton production declined in the period between 1890 and 1910 because of
boll weevil devastation of .he cotton crop. , (In 1980, 52,651 acres planted to

cotton yielded 17.283 bales. In 1910, 62,184 acres yielded only 14,000 bales;
O'Neal kt al. 1917:9.) Thus corn production was gaining greater emphasis in
1917, nut stllH a shift from prime cotton to corn soils had not been made.

,., fa-mers recognized that the bottomland soils, especially

9-' _c mf c -'i, ony loam ana Trinity, clay, when drainage was adequate, were

S ('Neal et al. 1917:l2) . Other productive corn soils were

- , ,C. N. yilds were reported for Ochlockonee clav, potentially "one
o: I the county'' (0'Neal et al. 1917:38). Only a small

-, ".. c silt loam and Ca:,aba clay was cultivated. Thus 1917
tr:p%:c and farm man.gement were qua ;Lat ely different

f horticultural practices. Mississippian populations

c,. Ic tea c,: orr a d s, I I . Corn, rather than cotton, was the principal crop,
a;J cr),- wc a' i,., -!or subsistence staple rather than a subsidiary dietary item.
T Ie ]1ta it' Tacle 1, however, can be used to project both aboriginal

norti-iltiral prautices and production levels if the differences between
farm g practices ;n 1917 and those prior to A.D. 1500 can be delimited.
A .,t-c-jgr Lhe o ta n Table 10 reflect 1917 farming practices, the projected
estimated yields, designated management practices and soil characteristics

reflert the productive potential of each of these soils given the limitations

of an abor Iginal technology.

Prere u s ,tes for Maximum Corn Product ity

Reou" re:ent, for maximum corn yield now have been determined by
1ir rca turai exnericentation. Critical factors include (1) soil structure,

-1 L -I. , esst, e ial nutr ents. (4) ui table pH value, (5) appropr iate
,u ,T - a t *- s, ind (6) 1 cropping system which includes either

Jt a r n'g wi egmes or grasses. All of these factors

r., . ;,ro ;.- ,, er and nutr ierts to the plants dur]ng growth and

_J c - rot an intr incic clia-acterist ic. The total effect of

A.cs.oy soi structure tStr;ngf;t-d 1955:349) . Although
f i' . ,re flc7 'esi ,tant to tnis eftect., they, too. are eventually

-I tI - ,' , , n _ (i Ld: r51).

i . i re , gh 'i org nic content, permeable, and both
-e', , . we a - td . The opLimum sci texture is intermediate

u.c arrJ l ti,'at ion and repler ishnent of organic matter

~ a---S " --. :- .----- S. , " - . . - - - -
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meander zone. For the purposes of this study, the 1917 location of the
meander is used as an approximation to the probable ar-ea of agricultural soils
available to Mississippian populations in the Lubbub Creek area prior to

A.D. 1500.

The 2 km Radius Catchment

Soils within the 2 km catchment area surrounding the Summerville Mound
are Ochlockonee clay, Ochlockonee silt loam, Trinity clay, C3haba fine sand,
Cahaba fine sandy loam, and Oktibbehj clay. Only that area within the 2 km
catchment which would have been conveniently accessible to agricultural
de/elopment is included in the catchment analysis. The area across the river
nut within the 2 km catchment area was excluded from consideration. The
soils, expressed as a percentage of the total 2 km radius catchment considered
in this analysis, were Ochlockonee clay, 21.39 percent; Ochlockonee silt loan,
16.58 percent; Trinity clay, 24.06 percent; Cahaba fine sand, 12.30 percent;
Cahaba fine sandy loam 21.39 percent; and Oktibbeha clay 4.28 percent (Table

5).

The greater part of the area within the meander zone was Ochlockonee
clay. The Ochlockonee deposits to the south of the excavated area and along
the bank of the river to the northwest in Figure 3 were Ochlockonee silt loam.
As stated in the previous section, Ochlockonee silt loam characteristically
has developed along the larger sluggish streams. The deposits of this type
within the 2 km radius catchment were the only ones in the county along the
river. The excavated mound and habitation areas were situated on Cahaba

* '--- soils. A small area of Oktibbeha clay extended into the 2 km catchment from
the extreme west. A large area of Trinity clay, colluvium washed from the
Oktibbeha and Houston soils on slopes to the west, extended along the southern
boundary of the catchment. This is the largest Trinity clay deposit adjacent
to the river channel in the county (Figure 3). A review of the productive
capability of these soils indicates that, given certain management techniques,
the most productive corn soils in Pickens County are included within the 2 km
radius catchment surrounding the Summerville Mound.

Farm Management and Emphasis: Pickens County 1917

Corn yields reported in O'Neal et al. (1917) for Pickens County soils are
listed in Table 10. The higher yields reflect management practices which

included but were not limited to the use of commercial fertilizers.
Management requirements for the various soils are listed in the table.
Estimated maximum yields and pH values given are those for soil types which
occur in Greene county (Cotton et al. 1971) . The projected estimated yields
are those which could be obtained where soils are properly drained, if the
specified management conditions are met.

Peebles (1978) devised a productivity model for Moundvillc phase sites
based on early soil classifications for Hale and Tuscaloosa Counties (Rowe et
al. 1912; Winston et al. 1914). Commercial fertilizers, according to those
sources, were not in general use by Moundville area farmers. In Pickens
County, farming emphasis was on the production of cotton as a cash crop and
commercial fertilizers were used extensively.

In 1917, in the Black Belt section and around Aliceville, large

I'

.
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Georgia, and Mississippi observed that these sites were consistently locateo
on seasonally flooded silt boams and fine sandy loams which were both friable
and fertile. Peebles (1978) found that Moundville phase sites were located on
seasonally flooded clay loams, silt loams, or fine sandy loams and were not
only "located on the best perpetually river renewed, corn soils, but their
catchments are also composed of these soils" (1978:405). Jenkins, Curren and
DeLeon (1975:63) located 34 Mississippian sites within the Gaine'i He
Reservoir survey area along the Tombigbee River. All of these sites werc
located on stream and river flood plain and terrace soils, which varied from

,. sand, sandy loam, silt loam, and clay loam to clay. Twelve Mississippian
farmsteads specifically were located on fine sand (n=5) , clay loam (n=),
fine sandy loam (n=4) , silt loam (n=]) and clay (n=l) . The Lubbub Creek
habitation area is situated on Cahaba fine sandy loam, a relatively poor corn
soil. The area of agricultural potential and the soils relevant to estimating

- the resources of a given settlement, then, are not necessarily those on which
the site is located, but those which are within the area of effective
exploitation, i.e., those included within a 2 km radius of the site location
(Peebles 1978).

*O To determine the agricultural potential of soils for the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality a 2 km radius catchment centered on the Summerville
Mound was superimposed on the 1917 Pickens County soils distribution map (see
Figure 3). The soil distribution map included the river meander which
extended approximately 1.5 km east of the Summerville Mound where it formed a
confluence with Lubbub Creek. Maps drawn by Government Land Office surveyors
prior to 1835 indicated the meander in this same location. At that time,
however, Lubbub Creek did not join the river but emptied into a large lake
south of the confluence shown in Figure 3. In 1917 the area within the
meander included some 141 hectares. This area was subsequently cut off when
the channel shifted to form the bend which was tested and excavated in 1978
and 1979 (see Figure 4). The area circumscribed by the 1917 meander is the
minimal area which would have been available for agricultural exploitation
east of the Summerville Mound prior to A.D. 1500. It is possible, judging
from meander scars in aerial photographs and the extent of the flood plain
deposits, that the area within the meander could have included as much as 350
hectares during the Mississippian period. Such an area would have been
available if the river migrated to the 130 foot contour which marks the
eastern limit of the flood plain and the beginning of the Kalmia terrace
deposits in the Lubbub Creek area.

Although the area of soil types may have been greater in the past, the
relative proportion of soil types within the 2 km catchment during the
Mississippian period should have been similar to that defined in 1917. One

* significant difference is that the annual flood zone was probably further east
of the mound and habitation areas included in the 1978 and 1979 excavations.
Cahaba fine sandy loam, which formed the major portion of the excavated area
develops at elevations 35 to 55 feet above river level and is normally above
ordinary overflow levels (O'Neal et al. 1917). The bend, subsequent to the
meander cutoff, is now only 4 to 8 feet above bankful stage measured just

* upstream at the Coch-ane gaging station and floods, on the average, every
'nther year (Table 1,. The annual flood zone, prior to A.D. 1500, judging from
resent flood plain development, probably extended inland approximately 1 km

Crom the river bank at the lowest elevations and was probably more limited
than the distribution of Ochlockonee soils shown in Figure 3 within the
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to g years for h;ckory species, 3 to 5 years for walnut (Juglans nigra) , and
from 1 to 10 years for various oak species (Caddell 1979:74, Table 6; Fowells
1965; U.S.D.A. Forest Service 1948).

Although most faunal species important to Mississippian populations are
concentrated in flood plain environments (deer, cottontail rabbit, waterfowl,
fish, and molluscs), turkeys are not listed for this zone. Some investigators
(see Barry 1974:23) have suggested that turkeys may have avoided the flood
plain where swamps and seasonal flooding were incompatible with nesting
habits. Deer and cottontail rabbit were seen occasionally during the Lubbub

eek excavations. One large turkey ranged along the edge of the cleared area
adjacent to the wooded river bank for several months. On one occasion a
turkey nest with several eggs was found at tre edge of the clearing in scrubby
growth near the river bank. The dependence of deer, rabbit, and turkey on
cutover areas suggests that these species would be abundant along the edges of
cultivated fields.

Smith (1978) observed that meander-belt zones typically are circumscribed
environments--highly productive islands surrounded by uplands of low fertility
and biomass densities. This environmental contrast is modified in the Lubbub
Creek area (1) by the broad terrace zone which extends north and east of the
river, and (2) by the Oktibbeha forest developed on the Selma Chalk outcrop to
the west and south of the habitation area. The prairie and upland environments
were probably low in total biomass density compared to the meander-belt zone,
but the Oktibbeha and terrace forests in the Lubbub Creek area provided a
broad transitional zone of relative biotic abundance. The eastward deflection
of the river by the Selma Chalk outcrop in effect created a 4.6 to 6.5 km wide
"edge zone" of terrace soils which were transitional between the flood plain
and upland soils. The Oktibbeha forest to the west provided a similar

* .transition between the floodplain and prairie.

Potential environmental resources for the Lubbub CreeK area were outlined
in this section; the actual use of these resources by Mississippian and
earlier inhabitants of the area is discussed in the chapters by Caddell and
Scott. The agricultural potential of soils circumscribed by the 2 km radius
catchment surrounding the Summerville Mound is discussed in the following
section.

AGRICULTURAL POTENTIAL OF SOILS: CATCHMENT STUDY

The capability of soils for corn production within a 2 km radius
catchment surrounding the Summerville Mound is analyzed in this section.
S:nce maximum corn production is contingent on land management as well as on
intrinsic so:! characteristics, land management requirements for each of the
soils ro no sented within the catchment are presented in this section. Pickens
County farming practices as described in O'Neal et al. (1917) are used as a
base from which tc; project the yields ard farming techniques which might have
obtaineo under aboriginal technology.

Site-Soil Associatir

Peebles (1978) and others (Ward 1365; Larson 1972) have suggested a
relationship between Mississippian site location and specific soil type.
Ward (1965), in an analysis of 24 Mississippian site locations in Tennessee,

• . . ... .....S ..... .. .. ., ; :
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there were extensive agricultural fields nearby.

Implications of Resource Distribution for Site Selection

In summary, most environmental zones which can be differentiated for west
" . Alabama are included within the 10 km radius catchment surrounding the
* Summerville Mound. These are: the Coastal Plain uplands, the Black Belt

(which includes the Oktibbeha forest and prairie subenvironments), the slope
' and terraces, the flood plain, and cutover woodland and cultivated zones.

If site location is associated with a "series of concentric effort-lines"
(Peebles 1978:404), so that minimal effort is expended on procurement of the
most important resources, the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality is situated
for maximum exploitation of the meander zone at the confluence of the
Tombigbee River and Lubbub Creek. Approximately 4.82 perent of the total
flood plain area of the 10 km radius catchment, together with smaller amounts
of the forests developed on Cahaba and Oktibbeha soils, is contained within

-- the 2 km radius calchment. The concentration of most resources within this
relatively small area suggests that the prairie and upland zones near the

* outer margins of the catchment area were exploited primarily on either a
seasonal or intermittent basis.

The uplands, as suggested by Shelford (1963) and documented by early

Government Land Office surveys, contained a larger percentage of oaks than
other zones within the catchment prior to A.D. 1600. Although a mature oak-
hickory forest with little understory development would provide few favorable
habitats for most animal species, an abundant and concentrated acorn harvest
would attract acorn-loving animals in the late fall. The prairie zone in the
western part of the resource catchment may have also been seasonally exploited
in early summer for its thickets of plums and berries. Mourning doves are
cncentrated in this area, where they nest and roost in the horizontal
b-anches nf ceda- trees (Cotton et al. 1971).

SThese species were all available in the flood plain and terrace zones,
" but they would have been dispersed widely throughout the year. The return for

energy expended (less than two hours' walk after crossing the river) to these
relatively distant, seasonal biotic concentrations may have been justified for

Sthe exploitation of specific species.

Species composition of the forest developed on the Oktibbeha soils was
* not defined in the Government Land Office surveys. It is probable that this

forest, like the upland forest, produced a considerable fall acorn and hickory
crop. The relative proportions of nut-producing species, however, may have
been different for this forest than in the more distant upland areas because

- of differences in forest succession (see Shelford 1963:103). As pointed out
* above, Oktibbeha soils are intrinsically less developed than Coastal Plain
"* upland sciis and consequently support a relatively immature forest. Although

blackjack and post oak are dominant species in both upland and Black Belt
forests, the composition of other oaks and hickory species is different. The
Black Belt forct, typically includes overcup, shumard, chinquapin, durand, and

..0 13jrel oaks, and nutmeg hickory. In the upland forest, post, northern red,
ond sourhcr- red oaks, and bitternut and mockernut hickories are represented

- . Table 6). 'the frequercy of abundant nut crops varies for different species

ofoak, hickory. j-rd walnut, but on tIhe average abundant crops ';ary between I

0
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clay solis consist of cypress, hickory, and bay. Ochlockonee fine sandy loam
.s developed aiong scaller streams in the upland and terrace zone. it is
forested ;n gum, bay, pine, willow, water maple, red bud, oak, and 'a
luur ar, t grownt, of native grasses' (O'Neal et al. 1917:37). Southwest of the

wrnere streams drain slopes composed of the Sumter, Houston, an C
Oktibcha series soils, the flood plain fc, est is dcveloped on Trinity clay.
Tne or!cst dre:t, to tne west. of the habitation area, de,,eloped or, Oktibbeha

inc*ujes rclutively iarge areas o' Trinity r-ay de\'1c!ped along streamc
wrIcn, fo, onto the flood plain to the south of the habitation area.
Vegetat or. characteristic of r*ni ty clay was not listed in O'Nea (eL
a . 1917), since the soil was largely in cultivated fields. However,

cottonwood. sweetgum, ye!Iow pop ar, black walnut, and oak are species
recommenoed for woodland development of Trinity c;ay (Cotton et al. 1971). A
roIat;,,ve y large proportion of the Trinity ca> catchment totai falls withii
the : ki radius catchment (Figure 3) .

Caddell (1979:17) found that the distribution of forest species within
thc flood plain forest varies with elevation. Cypress and tupelo gum
predominated around sloughs and swamps; cypress, tupelo gum, cottonwood,
willow oak, maple, willow and sycamore characteristically grew on low banks
and natural levees adjacent to the river channel. Sweetgum, water oak and
water hickory occurred in the lower backswamp areas between ridges. Post,
black, and white oaks were concentrated on low ridges formed along abandoned
channels. These species, similar to those at higher elevations, were included
as slope species in the slope and terrace zone by Caddell (Table 7). Various
oaks, with red, post, white Spanish, willow and black oaks most numerous,
comprised 33.4 percent of the flood plain forest. Hickory was more prevalent
here than in other zones, forming 16.40 percent of the flood plain forest
composition. Additional species have been observed in this forest biome:
small trees, shrubs, and vines formed a well-developed understory and provided
food and cover for many faunal species. Understory plants included dogwood,
blackberry, persimmon, sparkleberry, wild grape, smilax, and honeysuckle
(Cotton et al. 1971:64). Faunal species common within the flood plain forest
were white-tailed deer, gray and fox squirrel, bobwhite quail, cottontail and
swamp rabbit, beaver, bobcat, fox, muskrat, mink, skunk, and waterfowl (Cotton
et al. 1971:64). In addition, channel and backwater fish species, as well as
molluscs were found in the channels of the river and streams within this zone.

Cutover Woodlands and Cultivated Fields

In addition to the natural environmental zones just described, cutover
areas, an equally natural consequence of human habitation and cultivation (see
Binford 1972:314-326), provided favorable habitats for many animal species
common ir, the larger catchment area. White-tailed deer are described as " a
n usance likely to damage crops in small outlying fields" (Cotton et
_1. 1971:64). Bobwhite quail are attracted to abandoned fields and cutover
oodlands. Cottontail rabbit, mourning dove, and turkey are also attracted to

cutover areas. Young turkeys, according to Cotton et al . (1971:65) are
dependEnt on grass seed and insects found primarily in openings, along
roadsides, field edges, and cutover woodlands. These species, then, are to a
certain extent symbiotic with human horticultural activity. It is of special
sigrnificance that Scott. (Chapter 4, Volume 1) found the remains of numerous
rabbits in the faunal sample from the Mississippian components in the Lubbub

Creek Archaeological Locaity. The abundance of this species suggests that

'. ."I . . . .- , • - .•"_- - ." . - .. . -. ,. ...
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The Slope and Terrace Zone

The slope and terrace soils (Cahaba and Kalmiz e .... , developed on old

river deposits from a belt 4.5 to 6.5 km wide across the catchment north and
east of the river. This zone comprised 48.26 percent of the catchment area.
It is characterized by a greater diversity of forest species, shrubs, vines,
and animal habitats thah the Black Belt and Coastal plain upland zones.

Caddell's slope and terrace forest (Table 7) included some species found
at higher elevations within the flood plain. Post oak, black oak, white oak,
hickory, and pine were the principal species within this zone which is
situated at elevations between 20 and 50 feet above river level. The Cahaba
soils included within this forest zone are occasionally flooded. Cahaba fine
sand, an excessively drained soil, supports only a scant growth of scrub oak,
gum and shortleaf pine. Broom sedge, weeds and wild plum grow in disturbed
areas. Cahaba fine sandy loam supported a forest of pine, oak, dogwood,
hickory, and gum. Forests on Cahaba clay loam, used for timber production in
1917, included water oak, red oak, white oak, swamp pine, gum, beech, hickory,
and ironwood (O'Neal et al. 1917).

The Kalmia soils, located to the south and southeast of the catchment
between the confluence of the Tombigbee and Sipsey Rivers, fall within the
Southern mixed forest zone (Table 6) or Shelford's magnolia forest. This is a
relatively open pine-oak savannah, which in sandy areas develops a dense
understory of shrubs, small trees and vines (Thomas 1973:16).

White-tailed deer, wild turkey, squirrel, beaver, wood duck, black duck,
mallard, bittern, heron, egret, and warblers are characteristic species of
terrace forests. Deer favor cutover areas, where browse plants are succulent
rather than woody, and they thrive on acorns in the fa 1. Acorns, beechnuts,
dogwood, wild grapes, blackberries, and mulberries support rather large turkey
populations. Young turkeys are dependent on grass seed and insects found
primarily in disturbed open areas. Beaver, bittern, heron, egret, and ducks
favor streams, swampy areas, and ponds. Wood ducks, black ducks, and mallards
spend the winter in the swampy areas of this zone (Cotton et al. 1971).

The Flood Plain Forest

The flood plain forest zone comprises 21.51 percent of the catchment.
Approximately 5 percent of this zone is included within the 2 km radius
catchment surrounding the Summerville Mound. The remainder is distributed
along the river primarily to the south, and along streams which flow through
the uplands, terrace, and Black Belt zones.

Four distinct flood plain soils are represented: Ochlockonee silt loam,
Ochlockonee clay, Ochlockonee fine sandy loam, and Trinity clay. Ochlockonee
silt loam is developed primarily along larger sluggish streams draining the
uplands and terraces. However, one large area occurs along the Tombigbee
River adjacent to the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality so that 7.32
percent of the Ochlockonee silt loam catchment total falls within the 2 km
radius catchment. Ochlockonee silt loam supports a forest of gum, oak, bay
willow, holly, hickory, and pine. Ochlockonee clay is developed along the
river and large streams. Approximately 3.75 percent of the Ochlockonee clay
catchment iotal s i:hin the 2 km radius catchmenl. Forests on Ochlocknnec

.
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' :ept for flood plan fauna along the streams, ano fall acorn ar.,
-. nor/ harvest, the coastal plain upland appears as a relatively inhcspitable

'seurce area. Some early summer fruiting trees are listed for this zone
* mulber':, plum), but thee are more numerous in other areas of the catchment.
Tii: species dir!'<butiun uf the coastal plain uplend suggests that this fcest

,.,w, -. ,w s attracti.,c pritnar 1) ir, late fail whet, --corn-Io.'ing species would be
1 , artra ted te C he area. A thi s *.iPe, nurting of white-tE led

deer, tjrkey, squr-c , r and possibly mi g-atory brds, beaver and rac oo r
av.,or i nq stre, areas mi -ht be qu t.u lu.:;cative. A lew persimmons and ,InE

seeds . id be a'.a ladle for collecting.

The Black Belt

Black Be': so is comprise 21.55 percent of the catchment area. Two
distinct etvimonmena i zones are represented. The Sumter clay (white prairie)
and Houston Clay (black prairie) comprise approximately 12 percent of the
ca tchment and are distributed to the extreme west and southwest of the
catch, nt (Figure 3). The Oktibbeha soils (red prairie) comprise 9.55 percent
of the catchment area and extend over slopes to the west of the Lubbub Creek
tArchaeological Locality.

The Sumter and Houston clays support a prairie vegetation with a few
s.rattercd hackberry and cedar clumps, wild plum thickets, and blackberry
'.vines. Typical prairie vegetation includes prairie sunflower, prairie
cornflower, prairie rose, Cherokee sedge, tuberous milkweed, Torrey's rush,
cutleaf verbena, and big bluestem grass (Thomas 1973:16). Mourning doves and
mariy smaller birds are the principal species in this area. Doves roost and
nest in cedar trees; they favor trees with horizontal limbs and which provide
little cover. Cottontail rabbit and quail appear in this zone only
seasonally, and they congregate along stream banks where there is sufficient

food and cover (Cotton et al. 1971:65)

The prairie or grassland trees described in the old land surveys I ere
principally blackjack and post oak. Only 33 trees were reported for 28 km of
grassland (Caddell 1979:18). Caddell suggests that few food plants would have
been available within these grassland areas (1979:18). This forest density
should approximate the original vegetation of the Houston and Sumter clays.
The red prairie Oktibbeha clay soils, however, in 1917 were largely
uncultivated and supported a forest predominately of post oak, other oaks,
hickory, ash, mapie, dogwood, cedar, and pine (O'Neal et al. 1917).

As ,-scr;b d ir. an earlier section, the prairie soils developed in series
-'m .r ' Kinc Sumter and Houston clays, which supported mainly prairie

, o the Euoa.., Vaiden and Oktibbeha clays which developed from these
1; mrhe trc ,.eget,tio . In Pickens County in 19'7, the Oktibbeha soi Is

-ere ut :zed rincipally as w od I ar, d pasture (O'Neal et al. !S17).
C om ,dee usCef thcse soils, where sheet erosicn precluded development due

r. .: ;r'j topograph, was forestry for the production of cedar posts and as
J,3n( presr. cs. qua'lI, "I Id turkey, arid squirrel were listed as species

:,qert ',9L2:72) whicJ would thrive on nui.s, beggarweed seeds, native vetch,
iespedeza, mu)bcrry, dogwood, and other seeds ;n this vegetation zone. Deer
0 ojld have been supported by cane and underbrush along streams.

::.:i:::..... ..:i L.:L.:: :i,::-..:::: .:...............................................................................-i.:i~i??:!
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which 's acja er to te . . a i f 'rrr. hai tat or area iad n. rtcc: : -
Yield -or ]1 h a h . .. pr-e2 of 3 y pe watuuicr E- 1ta
time , : o r , 3 -c: as ac c t J e d u C'

dra Inage. cf - e,. f , O~uCti.,. ',.i .p:rt.ig ' ciucueA ha.e etrfi:', . "

S lea. t des ab c orn s . ] , ' " I ' lF . . F c" fi i1i!S: t -a b' ef- o h

or- .*O;l:. ,--C .'- . ;OC k. Z [ 0 D , nl t Gar -
3: ' : ' a-roac '.: i. :r ,. the c:';rrl-' : h be "7:gh7 a,-

ecta-es) , CL ah 3 r, ;ct~ d c - rlejd t ye -uch

S -" Sum-a;-)': Im ri cat. os c So 1 Di str but ior w t h r, the 2 km Pac uP a, -

The productve capab i ity of soils avai able for ag, I c 1l
exploitatiof-, within te 2 km radius catchment were discussed in this sec ion.
Although some soils are better- than others for corn production, the yields
achieved arc only partially dependent on intrinsic soil characteristics. For
example, Trinity clay, clearly the most productive corn soil in Pickens
County, has a maximum estimated capability of 100 bushels per acre. Yet scme
Pickens County farmers ir i917 obtained only 30 bushels per acre on this soil
(Table 10). Analysis of the 2 km radius Summerville Mound catchment indicates

* that it strategically includes in combination the most productive corn soils
concentrated within a minimum area. If prime corn soils were conscientiously
selected, it is probable that land management included those practices which

produce maximum yields on these soils.

Minimally, land management for maximum yields would include shallow

cult!',ation, precautions to prevent organic depletion, the use of a
.* suppiementary legume crop to supply nitrogen, and, for the flood plain soils

other than Trinity clay, perhaps additional measures to correct the
- intrinsically I-, pH value. Although flood plain soils receive an annual

nutrient subsidy through the regular recurrence of spring floods, it is likely
* that Mississippian horticulturalists were aware of the destructive effect of

continuous cropping of corn soils.

;i- -The concentration of a maximum area of prime corn soils within the 2 km
radius catchment implies site selection for maximum agricultural productivity.
The Summerville Mound catchment area is unique in that it includes (1) one of

the largest areas of Ochlockonee clay north of the Tombigbee confluence with
- the Sipsey River; (2) the only deposits of Ochlockonee sult loam adjacent to

the river channel; and (3) the largest deposit of Trinity clay adjacent to the
river channel i'i Pickens County. It is furthermore the only location where
all three of the productive flood plain soils are adjacent to a relatively

. large area c, well -drained soil with low flood susceutibility suitable for

-. habitation by a comparatively large population,

0
* •Larson (1971:21) observed that Mississippian sites are typically located

in transitional areas, where rivers f ow out of one ecological zone into

anotr, r." Based on Ward's (1965) analysis of Mississippian site locations
- Las s 'i972) suggesteor that the occurrence of productive sc Is was s(. rarc

trat >crtf cations -.e-c used to defend these gc-ographically prized locati. '
S m , !y8) 3lso ,bc~r-ved that Mississ~ppian si to.t tenid tc F:

r scr be a r- C are :yp a 1l 1v loi>, ted i r a rea oa ma04 fa', L ' -
* .- .-c, r ,. r --- ' . --c, ,.hi:t . e :rro rr d t:, o c-s rf d.v s c " "

- yrl 1:, .. ' ~d S :S tow ~ rt.i y
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The Lubbub Creek-Tombigbee confluence area is buffered from the uplands
by a broad zone of terrace deposits. Vegetation within the terrace zone
probaby supported faurial commun ,ies at relaLively high densities, althoceh
Ajt densities considerably less than. n the meander zone. Thc terrace scils,
however, have o agricultural potential accc, fJ ng to the data pesented .r

- - this section. The 2 km radius catcrment, !.hen. s circumiscribed by terrace
"and upland so: Is J e. rert ii!t This avset nay be p;r ni the aeason for
the presence ot fr fif cat Iori dur ng -onT periods of the 'ubbub Creek
Mississippian occupation (see Chapters 6 and I) .

The distribution of soils withite the 2 km radius catchment suggests that
cornfields were distributed over the countryside at some distance from the
residential area, since the mound and habitation areas are on intrinsically

poor corn soil. In years of late floods, the predominantly clay soils within
the catchment may have been a problem, since they can be worked successfully
only under a narrow range of moisture conditions. Ochlockonee silt loam
provided a fairly well-drained alternative to cover this contingency. In
excessively wet years, the Cahaba soils, if cropped only occasionally, would
produce fair corn yields. In normal years, and especially under drought
conditions the clay soils, which retain moisture if organic content is
adequate, would have provided a definite yield advantage over the sandy loam
and silt loam soils within the catchment. The different characteristics of
soils within the catchment may have been maximized by planting strategies such
as succession planting and perhaps by the use of corn varieties adapted to
various soil and moisture conditions.

THE ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The environment as reconstructed in this chapter for the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality corresponded to the model of site location projected
for Mississippian populations by previous observers. It was in a zone of
transition geologically and physiographically between the Coastal Plain
uplands and the Black Belt. The flood plain and terrace deposits superimposed
on this transition, together with the meander, which in all probability ranged
east of the excavated area during the Mississippian period, created a myriad
of environments of extraordinary complexity.

The Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality was furthermore the only point
on the river where a meander-belt zone was developed within a zone of natural
transition. If 10 km radii catchments were plotted either upstream or

. downstream adjacent to the 10 km radius catchment analyzed in this chapter,
neither would have the productive potential of the Summerville Mound resource
catchment. There was little flood plain development upstream since steep

- .banks border the river on either side and the greater proportion of upland
soils to the north provided only seasonal biotic resources. The relatively
unproductive prairie and terrace soils would comprise the major part of any

0 resource catchment to the south. The Lubbub Creek resource catchment then,
may be considered a "circumscribed environment' in the sense which Smith
(1978) described:

A final point that should be made in reference to these meander-belt
zones is that they are environrentally circumscribed . . . . These

- energy-subsidized linear bar, s of high quality, easily tilled soils that
support high biomass levels Af plants and animals are partially isolated
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from upland areas by parallel tracts of low backswarnp areas. Beyond
these backswamp areas. unsubtidized upland region- often contain less
fert i c , ei I t haI would be more d fficult to clear ,nd farm ano wou d
not be renewed b\ fIood waters (Smith 1978:482).

he Lubbuh Crec, cctjment data in icates that agrIcutu' s. t.s u- thIn the

-,ande -beK ;zone v:.'ere surrounded -bv sols of low fertility. Biotic resources
S'hir: the mead e--belt zone, hwcv.,2er, were surrounded by a transi)onl zone
rf relative!, h gh car:rv'ing capacity. The uplands and prairie soils, which
,'ud ha.'e pro.,ed resources only seasonally in this instance, were not
-ajacert to the meander-belt backswamps. Instead there was a relatively broad
rarnsitional zone of forests of varied composition developed on immature soils

so that undertor) vegetation supported many faunal species.

The catchment study of biotic resources in the Lubbub Creek area
suggested that three major concentric zones may have been differentially
exploited by Mississippian groups: (1) the meander-belt zone and flood plain
forests, (2) the slope and terrace forests, including the Black Belt forest,
and (3) the upland forest and prairie zones. These three zones comprised
21.51 percent, 57.82 percent and 20.67 percent, respectively, of the total
resource catchment (Table 5). Biotic resources were most concentrated within
the meander-belt zone immediately adjacent to the Mississippian residential
area. The effect of the meander was to maximize riverine and flood plain
resources in a limited area so that fish, molluscs, waterfowl and small
mammals, such as beaver and swamp rabbit, which favor flood plain habitats
were readily available with little energy expended in transport time and 4"
effort. Flood plain environments extend along drainageways through all
environmental zones within the resource catchment.

Vegetation which developed on the terrace and Oktibbeha clay soils
adjacent to the habitation area was an open forest with a relative abundance
of undergrowth which would have supported faunal populations such as deer,
turkey, cottontail rabbit, and quail at a relatively high carrying capacity.

. Environments favorable to these species would have been enhanced by land
clearing and cultivation associated with horticultural activity. In contrast,
, he distant Coastal Plain uplands, which supported a mature oak-hickory forest
.ith little understory development prior to A.D. 1500, may have been a biotic
wasteland for most of the year. The prairie soils near the west and southwest
boundaries of the resource catchment also provided little food or cover to
support faunal populations, other than the mourning dove, on a year round

,- basis. Crops of nuts and fruits in these areas, howewer, may have attracted
faunal species seasonally. At these times, hunting of faunal concentrations,
which would otherwise be dispersed throughout the catchment, may have b- n
ouite productive.

The transitional forest zone, which surrounds the meander-belt zone in a
bhat ranging from 3 to 7 km wide, directly contributed to the botanic
:-oductiv'ty within the resource catchment. Since the relative abundance of
rut crops, and prcbably of other seeds and fruits as well, is cyclic, the
di ferential UC, :on of forests developed on various soils withir, the

a:, ,,,me) I may h e p-r vioed many more opt ions than prcected by Ihe
r ums<r-' er,,,ro'onrc ther;r ,fch 'm i maximum bi t ic predur Ii' Y t "

tr me nder -[- t zone.
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The agricultural catchment captured one of the maximally productive

combinations of bottomland soils within a limited area in the county.

Moreover, these highly productive soils were adjacent to a large area of 4ell-

drained soil which would have been suitable for habitation except under

extreme flood conditions. Although Ward (1965) found that most M'ssissippian
sites were located on sandy loams or slit loams, the most productive corn

soils within the 2 km radius Summerville Mound catchment were predominantly

clay soils. The sandy loam soils in this area were intrinsically low in

fertility, although they may have been more fertile in the past prior to the

generalized soil depletion which accompanied modern agricultural practices.

The moisture retentiveness of the bottomland clay soils, when properly managed

to prevent organic depletion, provided a definite advantage since early summer

droughts were a fairly consistent threat to crops. Trinity clay had an

additional advantage in that it did not require lime which may have limited

yields obtained on other flood plain soils.

The disadvantage of clay soils was that they could be worked only under a

limited range of moisture conditions. Late April floods, which according to

the Cochrane gaging station flood record occur on the average every sixth year

in the Lubbub Creek area, could have delayed planting on bottomland soils so

that crops planted late would be exposed to early summer droughts. The

* moisture-retentive capacity of the clay soils, however, would have ameliorated

many of the effects of a prolonged drought. The frequency of late floods and

the diversity of soils within the agricultural catchment suggests that

Mississippian farmers may have developed planting strategies, such as

succession planting, and perhaps selected corn varieties as well, which were

adapted to these climatic and soil conditions.

. It has been suggested that Mississippian site selection prerequisites

were so rarely found in nature that these areas were defended against

encroachment by the construction of strategically located fortified

,*' settlements (Larson 1972). The Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality is unique

In many respects. The Ochlockonee silt loam and Trinity clay soils, for

example, were among the largest areas of these soils to be found adjacent to

*. the river. Although access to these soils was probably considered an asset,

it is unlikely that they were the only reason for the fortifications

constructed around the Summerville Mound. The location of the habitation area

adjacent to the meander-belt zone was in a strategically vulnerable position,

since it exposed the settlement on three sides to possible encroachment from

the river. It seems likely that the Lubbub Creek area was selected for the

diversity of biotic and agricultural resources which it provided, and that

fortifications were constructed later, for reasons other than defense of

environmental resources.

0"

r0 .



CHAPTER 3. CULTURE AND CHRONOLOGY IN THE LUBBUB CREEK ARCHAEOLOGICAL LOCALITY

Christopher S. Peebles and Cyril B. Mann, Jr.

I NTRODUCT ION

The cultural-historical framework for the Black Warrior and Tombigbee
Valleys of western Alabama is (at least in outline) relatively secure at this
point. A combination of diagnostic ceramic and lithic artifacts,
stratigraphic sequences, and radiocarbon as well as paleomagnetic
deteri,,inations are the elements from which this framework has been
constructed. For the central Tombigbee Valley this chronology, both in detail

4 and in outline, has been developed by Ned J. Jenkins. It is reported in
various of the volumes subtitled Archaeological Investigations in the
Ganesvi Ile Lake Area of the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway (see especially
Jenkns 1979a) . In addition, much of this cultural historical material is
summarized in John Walthall's (1980) recent book on the archaeology of
Alabama.

The first Native American inhabitants of Alabama were present in the
state by 900C, B.Cz. These 'fluted point' hunters of the Paleo-lndian period
are witnessed by their distinctive lithic artifacts, especially their well
made, lanceolate projectile pcints. Yet we kncw almost nothing more about
thiese populations beyond that which can be garnered from surface finds of
Their tools. Presumably they were hunters, but unlike their contemporaries in
t.he Western United States, they probably focused on medium-sized mammals

Lh~rtan cn the Pleistocene "megafauna" such. as mastodon, mammoth, and the
~rc:~orof modern bison.

1 ne Paleo--Indian period is followed by thie Archaic. This period is

q rad i cra I d>,i-e i n t EarlIy, Mi ddl e. and 1,ate segments on tebsso

A ~ froj e,. ti I c po int1 style-. As a whc le, Lhe Archaic begins in
)ra - r h oif t he E as: ern Uni ed Stotes for that matter -- at

5h arid, dlepending on hoiw one dtaws 'The line, ends at some
2.er Co and 1 000 B.C. lr.e Ar:haic perioc (or stage, as some
-3 ;ti important because it eric'mpasses the developm(ont of

4 r n C! gatherer -daptaltmnrs. In -add'tion, throughout the
n ~f !,!) Ar-haK,, thr I a cr.nhnert-wide trend for a

rir, s ir, ni-c to ,3( n!cr', prrn x.d ;ritc the diet oi the

I cl rn ef c-. Lthe c-u 1 t-rnl s,, tcis wh i ch cons t ituted t he'~ t r Z0' L'. I 7d I. I? n~i ~ b i omp, but 'hey
'io"~~), r ,i0.'~Cl~ r s ~ n-ased f rgern or collectors -

~'~ n *i mW 1 rencus chcn-ges n r opu IaI.i on, 1,echnology , andK C, 0 the 01'cio of --ad -aed sui> i erice system is tu the expected.
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." ". At some point in time near to 2500 B.C. in some parts of the Southeast
fiber tempered pottery is added to the Late Archaic technology. This event
has been used to define a Gulf Formational Stage in Alabama. At the early
end, this "stage" overlaps with the Late Archaic; at the late end, it merges
with the Woodland period (stage). For some parts of Alabama, including the
Tombigbee Valley, these fiber tempered ceramics are a good temporal marker.
Given present knowledge, however, their addition to the tool kit does not
signal major shifts in either settlement or subsistence on the part of the
local Archaic populations.

The Gulf Formational Stage ends either with the appearance of sand
tempered ceramics (at approximately 500 B.C.) or with the appearance of sand
tempered, fabric marked ceramics (at approximately 100 B.C.). In west Alabama
and northwest Mississippi, the latter event signals the beginning of the
Miller sequence. The Miller framework begins with Miller I (100 B.C.-300
A.D.). As the surface finish of the sand tempered vessels shifts from fabric
to cord marked, the Miller II period is signalled (A.D. 300-550). The use of
clay ("grog") tempered, cord marked ceramics defines the Miller Ill period
(A.D. 550-900). There is circumstantial evidence that fields (for
agricUlture?) were cleared during the Miller II period, and there is equally
circumstantial evidence that one or more of the "weedy" annuals that make up
the Eastern Agricultural Complex might have been cultivated. Llear evidence
for plant domestication comes only with the Miller III period. Corn (Zea
mays) forms a small but significant part of the diet in the later part of this
period.

The final prehistoric period in Alabama, and in the Southeast as a whole,
Sis called the Mississippian. In Alabama, as in much of the central part of

the Southeast, the adoption of shell tempered ceramics at approximately 900
A.D., marks the beginning of the Mississippian. The several societies which
are included in the Mississippian are, above all, sedentary agriculturalists.

*They are ecological specialists who focused their subsistence efforts on a few
domesticated crops, notably corn, beans, and squash, and a limited number of
animal species, especially deer, turkey, a few small mammals, birds, and fish
(depending on local and seasonal abundance). Generally, Mississippian
societies are more complex than their Woodland predecessors, and most but not
all Mississippian social groups constructed truncated earthern mounds and
plazas as a symbolic and material focus for their existence.

Generally, the Mississippian is divided into Early, Middle, and Late
segfrents, although the term Middle Mississippian usually refers to a
geographic rather than a temporal division. Therefore the terms used here
4iil be Early, Mature, and Lat.e. The Early Mississippian begins at a point
arou;nd A.D. 900. It is a period in which the later, fully agricultural
so'iet;es of the interior of the Southeast were formed. The Mature

0 Mississippian, which runs from approximately A.D. 1000 to 1400 or 1500 (these
endpo:nts vary from region to region in the Southeast) comprises the major
growth and a period of relative stasis among these several cultures. The Late
Mississippian, which also has been called the Mississippian "Decline," begins
at approximately A.D. 1450 or 1500 and continues to the point at which the
Native Amer;can societies of the Southeast have been subjected to major
disruptions and dislocations by European settlers and traders.

Cultural chronologies which postdate the initial Sparish explorations of

0. . . " • • , i : : . :. . . - - - - . . . . . . - . . - - . - . - " - -
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the Southeast can be constructed from European trade goods. As the volume of

trade increases and as archaeologists become more familiar with the temporal
position of various goods manufactured in Eur-' divisiuns in the

culture-history of the southeastern Native Americans can be drawn more and
more finely. Unfortunately as the density of Euro-American t raders and

settlers increases through time, the number of Native Americans decreases. by
A.D. 1840 all but a few Nat ive Americans in the So theatt have beer,
dispossessed: they have been moved to Oklahoma Territory. In the -nibigbee
Valley of Alabama, almost all Native American lands were trasferred by tic

Choctaw to the United States of America in 1816 under terms of Lne Treaty of

St. Stephens.

Every cultural-historical period, except the Paleo-Indian and the
earliest Archaic, are represented in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality.

In the easternmost portions of the project area several Phase I test pits
located Archaic materials conformably stratified below Gulf Formational fiber

tempered ceramics which, in turn, were situated below clearly separated
Woodland and Mississippian ceramics. This type of stratification, however, is

not typical of the project area. It is restricted to a small part of the bend

* that is criss-crossed by relict levees and channels. Throughout the remainder
of the area, Woodland and Mississippian components are distributed throughout

a 30 ha tract, all of which lies at an elevation above 38 .6m MSL.

* In general, within th;s tract of high ground, there is an east-to-west

and north-to-south progression of archaeological components through time. The

earliest components -- the Middle and Late Archaic and Gulf Formational -- are
- situated near the near eastern point of the bend. The Woodland components are

located on the northern fringe of the high ground which overlooks the right

bank of the Tombigbee River. The dense scatters of Mississippian materials,

which cover almost 23 ha, are located near the center of the bend and are

arranged in a semicircular arc around the mound. The western one-half of the
area which contained Mississippian components was to be destroyed by
construction, thus the excavations and subsequent analyses were concentrated

on the Mississippian period in general and on these components in particular.
It is not that earlier materials and cultures have been bypassed by the

.6b research and are slighted here, They are not. Instead they have been

preserved in situ on what has become an island in the Tombigbee River.

Within the excavated area, the vast majority of Mississippian features

were inclusive within the first 50 cm below the present ground surface.
Almnst all the Mist;ssippian and later features had their origin with thir

,stratum, mat structi. res and pi t- were conta ned whc 1y within it ,nd an I
the bur :a s ,.ere below it. Again, with a few excepCiors, these lrI issi rp v,

fc r.;res erc rr str5 t f;cd o,¢ aLo\, e another, bU ./- r p , at e
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Moreover, the landowner bulldozed the mound flat in the 195Os and used it to
fill in and to smooth out various man-made and natural depressions. The net
effects of modern activities in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality have
been: 1) to mix the topmost 20 cm of soil and to create a semi-homogenized
plowzone deposit; 2) to truncate if not to destroy many of the later
Mississippian and historic features; and 3) to reverse the stratigraphy in
several man-made depressions -- e.g., the pits from which the mound fill came
originally.

The attempt to use radiocarbon dating techniques on the Mississippian
components proved even more frustrating than attempts to read
microstratigraphy below the plowzone. Despite the fact that these components
produced one of the largest and best documented collections of floral ana
faunal remains yet excavated in the Southe st, only 14 charcoal samples of
sufficient bulk and from adequate contexts were judged suitable for analysis
(see the Appendix to this chapter). Of these samples, the earliest acceptable
dates were near A.D. 900: one for a Late Woodland pit, the other for an early
Mississippian structure. The latest date, A.D. 1450, was for materials
recovered from a Mature Mississippian structure. There was a good spread of
dates for Early and Mature Mississippian features between these ey*remes. Not
one sample, and not one date, however, came from either clear p otohistoric
(Late Mississippian or historic contexts or periods. In retrospect, it seems
as if a century cf plowing and other earth moving activities has destroyed
much of the integrit) of most features from tnese periods.

Once microstratigraphy and radiocarbon had been eliminated as a major
source of data frot which to construct an internal chronology for the

Mississippain components, only ceramics remained as a promising source of
temporal information. The remainder of this chapter describes the manner in
which a chronological framework for the Mississippian was constructed from a
ceramic seriation.

MISSISSIPPIAN CERAMIC CHRONOLOGY

A ceramic chronology was one of the most important goals of the research
in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality, but only the Mississippian
ceramics were sufficiently numerous for such an analysis. The Late Woodland
ceramics, which numbered approximately 14,000 sherds, were represented by
fewer than 100 "diagnostic" sherds. The Miller I and 11 ceramics numbered
less than 2,000 sherds, of which fewer than 20 were suitable for further
analysis. The Mississippian shell tempered sherdt on the other hand numbered
almost 200,000 sherds. Of this total, 1,751 sherds were suitable for analysis
at the level of attributes and other measurements. One of the fundamental
analytical strategies, the division of the Mississippian components, hinged on
the ability to create a ceramic chronology and then to scale the various
features and feature complexes in terms of this chronology.

The strategy used to create the chronology followed that used by Vincas

Steponaitis (1980) in his work with the Moundville phase ceramics. Because
the ceramics from Moundville are closely related to the Lubbub ceramics--the
same type and variety descriptions cover both--Steponaitis' pioneering work
provides an especially appropriate model. There are four steps associated
with the production of a chronological seriation: 1) the choice of ceramic
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attributes; 2) the choice of a mcasure to express the relationship among --
attributes; 3) the choice of a numerical method to order the attributes and
then to read 'hat order ar a chronoiogical scale; 4) the choice of a visual

an verbaJ' m-thod to prtrent the chronology. We will aeal witn these topics,
n tne above rder. n tr contex.t of the analysis of the Lubbub ceramics.3

Trie c s \,'cn se.s of ceramic attributes that show chronological
r I r i t n n the Mound. i11e ce-airc assemblage: 1) type and var Iety; 2) basic

Kape: 3) !se:ondary shape fectures; 4 surface treatment and coloring; 5)
'uroer of han les; 6) nooes cri the handles; 7) handle morphology. The
acplication to the Lubbub ceramics of :.hese several sets of attributes is
cscussea in great detail in Chapter 1 of Volume II and in the introduction to
,/olume '11; it will not be be described here. Instead, onl) a very general

K,-tch will be given.

The type-variety concept, at least in its application to the Moundville
i1c Lubbub ceramics, produces only a monothetic set of di\vis'ons and a key
ciagra, for- sor*;ng. At the le',el of type, temper, paste, surface finish, and
: ,. of decoratior arc ncfficien for classification. A sherd is either shell

teiipe-ea or shell and grog tempered; a sherd has either fine or coarse paste;
sherd his either a burnished or an unburnished surface; a sherd is either

slo:n o- decorated; if the sherd is decorated, then it is either incised or
e:,g-aved. At the level of variety, specific sets of motifs and the location
of motifs on the vessel are the defining characteristics. Therefore, all
Thel tempered coarse paste, unburnished, plain vessels are Mississippi Plain
ir. War-i-,r. All shell tempered, coarse paste, unburnished, decorated,

n: sed vessels are either Moundville Incised or Barton Incised. If the
rtecnratieof con::sts of serial arches or. the shoulder, then it is Moundville
nocised var. CarrolIton; if the design is nested triangles on the neck, then
It Is Barton Incised var. Cochrane.

Basic srat)c, such as jars, bowls, bottles, and plates cross-cut type!
'Ind varict;ec. There are both Mississippi Plain and Moundville Engraved
bottles. Secondary shape features such as beaded shoulders, folded rims, and
notched lips also cross--cut types and varieties. Surface coloring, such as

There are two complementary approaches to chronological seriation of
ceramics. One uses the abundance of ceramic types and varieties (usually
,-(rcentages) per n'-chaeological unit as data; the other uses the presence or

- bserce n i d 'iduul ceramic attributes (which may include types and
.. e ..: e , per chaeo'ngicai unit for aia. In the case at hand, attributes

drnc- .r_ chcrcr,. h reacison for this choice is relat ivel"

. e ri -ir T). i~ c n thc r Jc-r than 2".,000 sherd. -ec,r d are ari
", ac c: . . : : p ain !:i :nurnareo, sh l I and grog

) . .. 9 of t. he 200n oo C " M P r ian e1
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red paint and deliberate blackening of the surface during firing are
restricted to a few types, but they too are found on at least two types.
Handle decoration, number, and morphology are independent of type and of one
another. All three are, )owever, chronologically ''sensitive.''

In total, 55 attributes were measured for the collection of 1,751 sherds.
The next step was tc match sherds with their archaeological contexts and then
choose only those from secure contexts for analysis. In the end, 41 contexts
were selected which contained 681 sherds. These units included five
structures, 15 pits, several 1 by ] m by 20 cm levels from middens, and
-tratigraphic cuts made near the mound and other large features. At this
point, the number of attributes was truncated to 47 ordinal scale measures.
This yielded a 41 observation by 47 variable matrix. Next this matrix was
transformed to a 41 by 47 incidence matrix. That is, whenever an attribute
was present in a unit it was scored as "I" or present irrespective of how many
times it occurred in that unit. If it was not present, then the score for
that unit or that attribute was "0" or absent.

This incidence matrix was transformed into two matrices: 1)
interattribute distances and 2) interunit distances. The measure used was I-
the Simple Matching Coefficient, i.e., 1-(A+D)/(A+B+C+D) where A,B,C, and D
are the traditional cell designations in a four-fold table. The resulting
matrices looked like the triangular matrix found at the bottom of a road map
that tells you how far it is from Tampa to Miami or New York to Boston. But,
instead of mileages, one matrix gave distances between attributes, the other
distances between units. In essence they measured how many times attribute x
was found with attribute y, and how close Structure I was to Structure 5 in

0 terms of their ceramic content. Unlike road maps, which are constructed from
two dimensions, these matrices were constructed from 47 and 41 dimensions,
respectively. The task then was to attempt to reduce these matrices to two or
fewer dimensions.

The technique used was non-metric multidimensional scaling; the program
used was Lingoes MINISSA (Lingoes 1973). William Marquardt has presented an
efficient description of the use of this numerical technique in chronological
seriation:

Several seriation techniques reported in the past few years have
utilized one form or another of multidimensional scaling, sometimes
called "proximity analysis." Speaking generally, multidimensional
scaling techniques fashion a geometric representation of the pattern
of a matrix of similarities such that the rank-order of geometric
distance between points is the inverse of the rank-order of
similarities between the units being analyzed. The geometric space
(sometimes called a "hyperspace" when more than two dimensions are
involved) necessary to represent n units in multidimensional space
consists of n-i dimensions. Often it happens that the rank-order of
interpoint distances can be preserved, or nearly preserved, in fewer
dimensions than the originally required n-l dimensions. By means of
an iterative procedure, the number of dimensions in which the data are
represented eouu.ed by 1, and a measure of "stress" is calculated
that is proportional to the number of violations of the original rank-
order. This process is repeated, expressing the data in fewer and
fewer dimensions, until the calculated stress becomes too large for

• - : . , < ... . .- : . . :-
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adequate representation of the rank-order of interpoint distance-

(Marquardt 1978: 278-279).

As it turned out, two was the fewest number of dimensions with which th

Lubbub ceramics could be represented.

The original 47 attributes were reduced to two dimensions i gurc' ]).

The 'strain,' here the Guttman-Lingoes Coefficient of Alienation, was 0. 9331 "

and Kruskal's stress was 0.17865. The latter figure is sufficiently close tV.

the magic figure of 0.15 to say that the two-dimensional solton .S

acceptable. The two dimensions in the final configuration -epresent two ,ury

different kinds of variability. The vertical dimension seernz to be p' ma,11r v

temporal; the horizontal dimension represents the durat on of an altri,.1c.

For example, MDoundville Incised var. MoundviIle is the earliest type ann war

present only in a fev. units which were shown to be earl, by other mean, CC.

radiocarbon analyses. Moundville Inc;sed var. Carro1ltor, on :.hc ot'1e, har',

;s !ound in 1:)its that are demonstrably early and late ;n the seau'ice.

'best f t' I ine was interpolated (b polynomia regression) through ihis

scatter of points to give a singlc time ine to the two dimensions.

The original 4. u:'t: likewise were ordered, this time in one dimension.

Kruskal's stress wa, 0.2Lo 48., an expected resu!t given the number of atempo-al

attributes used. Nonet'eiess, when the unit by attribute incidence malr'x wae

printed ir tee unit order !,p 'ed by tne one-dimensional so!ut ion and in the

two-dimensional attr~bute order, the results were surprisingly good. Figure

2, which has been "cleaned up" by removing the mixed proveniences and

atemporal attributes does give clear trends in ceramic variability through

time.

When the two orders are combined and divided into periods (see Figure 2),

the attributes can be grouped into three periods: Summerville I, Summerv 1e

I1-111, and Summervi Ille IV (Table 1) . The two part designation, 1-Il, was

given in the hope that it could be further subdivided in the future.

The Summerville I period is characterized by the occurance of Moundvi le

Incised var. Moundville, neckless jars, two nodes in toe center of strap

handles, and small loop handles.

The Summerville 1-111 period is characterized by all varieties of

Mound.'ile Lngraved, C3rthage Incised va-. Foster, terraced ceremonial bowls,

outslanting and restricted bowls, notched lips, and most configurations of

nodes on strap handles.

The Summerville !V period is characterized by the occurrence of Aabama

River Applique var. Alabama, ten or more handles on the iars. ann several one-

of-a-kind types not used n the seriation.

The few radiocarbc dates on feature, with a sufficicnt number cf

cer3mf:s to be included n the ,ct "ation suggest the fol 1 owinn kalendr icn.l

dates for these perinds:

%, 'f'r., i1 e I A .19 9 2 to 21 7

,ummer< ICI I 5. .'17' to ,2 or mOC
1:,'_, ~~L r-d r li C ; : z r , " ( )-
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" In large measure this scheme corresponds to the Moundville chronology. There

are, however, several major cifferences between the two ceramic orders. At
*- Moundville, decorated coarse wares cease to be made at the end of the

.Moundville I period. At Lubbub, only Moundville Incised var. Moundville
generally is limited to the Summerville I period; var. Snows Bend is found in
Summerville Il-Ill features, and var. Carrollton is found with Summerville IV

features. The root cause of this difference is probably in the organization
of ceramic production at the two sites. There is evidence that the fine ware
tradition at Moundville was produced in a highly organized context. These

.,. fine wares, Carthage Incised and Moundville Engraved, supplanted completely
-. the decorated coarse wares. At Lubbub neither ceramic tradition was conducted

.... at a level of organization beyond the household. As a result, coarse ware
continued to be decorated for the duration of the site. Moreover, the

Moundville ceramic chronology was created from whole vessels found in "closed"
mortuary contexts. This ceramic chronology then was cross-checked with sherd

'-". counts from stratigraphically controlled contexts and with radiocarbon dates.
At Lubbub there were few intact vessels and most of the sherds are from

domestic contexts.

FEATURE ASSIGNMENTS

Once the chronological framework had been constructed in outline, the
remainder of the features not included in the seriation were given a "best-
fit" position. In no case was this assignment automatic, and in several cases
features were moved back and forth between two periods before they were placed
finally into one or the other. In each case ceramic, stratigraphic, and
horizontal associations were considered in detail. Generally, if a feature
contained Moundville Incised var. Moundville but no later ceramic varieties,

p and if other evidence was not contradictory, then it was assigned to the
Summerville I period. If a feature contained either Carthage Incised
var. Carthage or var. Fosters as well as any of the Moundville Engraved, and
if the other evidence was not contradictory, it was placed in the Summerville
Il-I1l period. If either Alabama River Applique or Alabama River Incised were
present then, all other things being equal, the feature was assigned to the

Summerville IV period. In almost every case, the specifics of these
.' assignments are discussed in detail in the chapters on the various Summerville

conmunities (Chapters 5-1l) which follow.

We are sympathetic with the positions of several of our colleagues who
have said: this chronology is "too flexible" and "too rigid" and "too fine"
and "not fine enough." We agree! It is, however, the best chronology that
_ar" be ccnstructed from these data at this point in time. The context of
CU-imic produ-tion, the variability which results from this context, and the
.c--L ext of rerovery are neither as clearcut nor as patterned as they are at
Moundville. Therefore, although the Moundville types and varieties can be
usel to ... 'er the Lubbub ceramics, they are in fact different ceramic

- assemblages ,;th different underlying dimensions of variability. The two
chronologies have been more or less brought into alignment, but they will
never be brought into lock-step.

,-..
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APPENDIX. RADIOCARBON DATES FROM THE LUBBUB CREEK ARCHAEOLOGICAL LOCALITY

Date:
Lab number USN Context Radiocarbon Comments

Beta- years

1104 9022 500N/-300E 500 ± 70 Summerville IV

Structure 3. Structure
1098 4018 400N/-300E 605 ± 90 Summerville IV

- ,. PM 333. Part Structure
of Structure 5
postmold
pattern.

1092 2415 40ON/-400E 660 ± 65 Summerville Il-Ill
Pit 42. Part Complex
of Structure
3 & 4 complex.

1094 2511 400N/-300E Pit. 660 ± 80 Perhaps Summerville
Il-Ill

1092 2286 400N/-2OOE 690 ± 110 Context not clear.
"Hearth" over Fired clay cap
Urn Burial plow-scarred and
USN 2290. cut by rodent

burrow.
1095 2973 40ON/-300E 760 ± 80 Summerville I

Structure 2. Structure
1101 7483 50ON/-300E 825 ± 75 The Structure is

Structure 1. assigned to
Summerville IV.
Either this date is
too early or the
assignment based on
ceramic associations
is too late.

1097 3636 500N/-400E 880 ± 125 Summerville I
Hearth (USN 3624)
Associated with
Structure 1.

1099 4880 40ON/-300E PM 654. 980 ± 120 Structure assigned
Part of Structure 6 to Summerville
postmold pattern. Il-Ill.

1103 8968 500N/-2OOE Pit 13. 980 ± 90 Pre-Mound Surface.
Cut by Structure Good date for
5-A. early ceremonial

precinct.
1100 6847 400N/-300E Pit 1010 ± 145 Palisade 1 date?

123 intruded or

was cut into
by Palisade I
postmold.

1e

6. : :
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Date:

Lab number USN Context Radiocarbon Comments

Beta- years

1091 2012 3OON/-300E Pit 32. 1040 ± 100 Good Miller III
association.

1096 3598 50ON/-400E Pit 4. 1050 105 Structure 1
Part of Structure assigned to
I complex. Summerville I.

1102 7486 50ON/-300E 1525 _ 90 Structure 2 is
Structure 2. clearly assigned

to the Summerville
IV period on the
basis of associated
ceramics. Either

the date is an
aberration or the
context has been
misread badly.
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CHAPTER 4. AN OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH IN THE
LUBBUB CREEK ARCHAEOLOGICAL LOCALITY

1 '.

Christopher S. Peebles

Presentation of the results from a project the size and complexity of the
one undertaken in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality demands that the
substantive threads of the work be drawn together before rather than after the
bulk of the descriptive and analytical narrative. This chapter, therefore, is
designed to be both introduction and guide to the chapters that follow. It
comes naturally after the three chapters which established the space and time
frameworks for the research. Its goals are to give some content to these
frameworks. The chapters and volumes which follow, however, must fill in the
rich details.

This chapter begins with the history of archaeological research in the

Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. The background to our work is important

because of the seven years of effort on the part of the University of Alabama
archaeologists that led directly to the excavations reported here. The next
section summarizes the Phase I test excavations that defined the spatial
distribution of archaeological components in the Locality. The testing
program provided the information needed to conserve a great many of the
archaeological remains and to choose others for excavation. A general
overview of the Phase II and III excavations completes this introduction.

EXCAVATIONS 1901-1977

The core of the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality encompasses the
easternmost and interior portion of Kearney's Bend that lies above 120 ft MSL.
This area is essentially coterminous with the project area of the Lubbub Creek
Cutoff and spoil areas G-15. It now includes Summerville Island, the portion
of the bend detached by the canal. The Locality can be expanded to include

• all of the first terrace along the west bank of the Tombigbee from the
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad bridge in the north to a point opposite
Dead River in the south. This sinuous ribbon of first terrace, which is up to
one-half mile wide and five miles in length, contains a Mississippian moundA and village in its center as well as a number of other Mississippian,

Woodland, and even Archaic components scattered along its length.

The first archaeological excavations in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological
Locality were conducted by the indefatigable Clarence B. Moore (1901). In

what he described as an otherwise boring 1901 winter campaign, work at the
i Summerville Mound provided an interesting interlude. He tested the mound,

found fired clay and "midden" in the units, and refilled his pits to prevent
erosion. Almost 50 years later the mound was flattened by a bulldozer to

79S-d- '7
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facilitate the hay harvest.

Seventy years elapsed between the backfilling of Moore's testpits in the
Summerville Mound and the next archaeological work in the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality. in 1970, in anticipation of the construction of the
Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway, an archaeological reconnaissance and subsurface! exploration were carried out in the Locality over the subsequent seven years.
These sequent small projects were testimony to the keen intuition and
remarkable tenacity of two archaeologists from the University of Alabama,
Jerry J. Nielsen and Ned J. Jenkins. Each time funds were available and the
recalcitrant landowner had released a few more acres of pasture for survey,
they returned to explore yet another part of the river bend. Their aim, inr addition to discovering more sites, was to define the areal extent of the
sites already located and to try, once again, to find the remnants of the
Summerville mound (Nielsen and Jenkins 1973; Jenkins, Curren, and DeLeon 1975;
Jenkins 1975; Jenkins n.d.a, n.d.b).

The first survey, which does not seem to have been reported formally,
noted a discontinuous band of Woodland and Mississippian components

WP distributed along the west bank of the river from the railroad bridge to a
point opposite the mouth of Lubbub Creek. In 1972 Nielsen and Jenkins tested

* portions of five of these sites: 1-Pi-7,8,9,10, and 18. Each of these small
S-. sites were multicomponent; all were capped with Mississippian materials; and

all lay just outside the western boundary of the project area.
-bbA

Sometime after the initial survey, the landowner leased part of the
project area to a sand and gravel company. The mining operation destroyed all
of I-Pi-Il, which was just to the west of the project area, and digested parts
of l-Pi-12 and 13, which were within the project area. Jenkins tested the
remains of these two sites during the summer of 1974. Although both were
multicomponent sites, the deposit at I-Pi-12 was for the most partf Mississippian, and that at 1-Pi-13 was predominantly Late Woodland (Jenkins

, 1975: 4-35). Additional test excavations west of the project area at I-
Pi-1415, and 18, yielded remains from the Archaic through Mississippian
periods.

In 1975 Jenkins directed a more intensive survey of land in the
Gainesville and Demopolis construction areas. During this survey he managed
to get his crew into the center of the Lubbub Creek Cutoff project area and he

found a large, dense Mississippian site, I-Pi-33. Based on interviews with
local residents, Jenkins believed that the Summerville Mound should be located
nearby (Jenkins, Curren, and DeLeon 1975: 104-106).

In 1977 Jenkins returned to the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality yet
again. This time he had access to most of the bend, and he intended to define
the nature of the Mississippian component and to locate the mound. His
intensive testing program located the mound and found a Mississippian cemetery
and two structures (Jenkins n.d.a, n.d.b). After seven years of work, Jenkins
concluded that the entire river bend could be viewed as one large
multicomponent site of great historic and scientific value.

In the seven years between 1970 and 1977 Nielsen, Jenkins, and their
crews had defined five sites in the project area: l-Pi-li, l-Pi-12, l-Pi-13,

-P i-33, and the Summcrvillc Mound, I-Pi-85. During this per iod, and

I=."
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unbeknown to these archaeologists, sand mining had destroyed all of 1-Pi-lA
plus portions of 1-Pi-12 and 1-Pi-13. The archaeologists had excavated 28 m"
of 1-Pi-12 and 12 m of 1-Pi-13. They had plowed through the thick mats of
coastal bermuda grass and made surface collections from 5,100 m' of 1-Pi-33.
T~ey then excavated one of their collecting locations which encompassed 1,198
m . Finally, with one well-placed backhoe trench, they had located the
northern edge of the Summerville Mound and one of its borro4 pits. Yet in the
end, it was apparent that they had only scratched the surface of the
archaeological remains in the project area. Additional exploration and
intensive excavation would be necessary.

Because Jenkins and the University of Alabama Office of Archaeological
Research were committed fully to other projects, Jerry Nielsen--who by then
had become the senior archaeologist with the Mobile District U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers--and Bennie C. Keel, Chief of Interagency Archaeological
Services, Atlanta, asked Christopher S. Peebles, who was then at the
Univers;ty of Michigan, to take on the project. The data developed by Jenkins
demonstrated not only the importance of the several sites but the enormity of
t~e problem. The project area as a whole covered 111.5 ha (over 1.1 million
m ). Even when the perennially flooded areas were eliminated, over 65 ha
could have contained archaeological components. The initial surveys had
defined sites that covered approximately 3 ha. Of this area only 1 ha had
been documented by surface collections and only 0.12 ha had been excavated.

EXCAVATIONS 1978-1979: PROGRAM AND RESULT

A four-phase project was designed to identify, conserve, and excavate the
archaeological remains in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. At each

'stage in the development of the research design, the archaeologists from the
University of Alabama, the Corps of Engineers, and Interagency Archeological
Services were consulted. In fact the project timetable was constructed to
include two major external reviews of the progress of the research. As
envisioned and ultimately carried out, the project encompassed: 1) an
intensive testing program followed by a project review (Phase I); 2) extensive
excavation in areas that contained components but could not be preserved
(Phases II and III) with a project review between the two phases; and 3) a
period for analysis and report preparation (Phase IV).

On the whole, the research environment was ideal. The level of funding
was, by any standard, adequate. The senior laboratory and field staff were
dedicated and knowledgeable. The field and laboratory crews worked hard at
their respective tasks. The people of Aliceville were for the most part
helpful and friendly, and the former landowner's foremen broke with past
practice and d;d not impede access to the project area. The only resource in
short supply was time, and even the ultimate demands of the construction
t;metable were not unreasonable or unworkable.

Phase I Summary

The Phase I research design had only one goal: to provide the information
necessary to rationally and efficiently plan conservation efforts and
excavation in advance of construction. As such, it was an exercise in
sampling and the production of sample statistics for the density,
distribution, and abundance of archaeological remains in the project area.
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Time for this phase of the project was short. Initial planning took place in
late October, 1978. Preparation of the site, which included building 1.5
miles of barbed wire fence to keep cattle out, and 2 up the field camp
began on 7 November 1978 and was completed on 11 December 1978. Fieldwork
began on 12 December 1978 with a crew of 25 persons and was finished on 2
March 1979. The initial report on the Phase I research was presented on 15
March 1979.

The sampling design was relatively straightforward; it encompassed a
stratified random sample of locations drawn from one hectare (Iha = 100 by
100 m) units. The metric grid system conformed to the grid established by
Jenkins for his 1977 excavation. His grid point 90ON/OE in the English units
of measure became 50ON/OE in the metric grid system (Figure 1). Jenkins
oriented his grid base line to conform to the general shape of the river bend.
His grid, and ours as well,. were oriented 30 degrees west of north; that is,
grid north is 330 degrees true.

The hectare, a 100 by 100 m area, was used as the basic unit for
stratification and sampling. Each hectare--or partial hectare if a unit fell
near the boundaries of the project area--was designated by the grid
coordinates of its southwest corner. For example, Hectare 40ON/-400E has its
northwest corner at 50ON/-400E, its northeast corner at 50ON/-300E, and its
southeast corner at 40ON/-300E. Each hectare was scored in terms of its
demonstrated archaeological potential and its average elevation AMSL. Five
sampling strata resulted from the combination of these two dimensions: 1)
hectares with high potential situated at the higher elevations that had been
tested adequately by tne University of Alabama; 2) hectares with high
potential demonstrated by surface survey and which were located at the higher
elevations, but which had not been tested; 3) hectares well above the
floodplain, but which had not been covered by surface reconnaissance; 4)
hectares with low potential which were subject to frequent flooding; 5)
hectares flooded in all but the lowest of river stages.

Hectares from the first and last strata were eliminated from the sample
universe. The perennially wet areas (46 ha) could not have been excavated
without a cofferdam, and to retest the areas excavated by the University of
Alabama would have been a needless duplication of effort at that point. For
hectares in the remaining strata, the sampling strategy was adjusted to their
archaeological potential.

In hectares with demonstrated archaeological potential (12 ha), a 1

percent sample by area was drawn. This sample comprised up to 100 randomly
ocated 1 by I m units per hectare. Each test square was excavated in 20 cm
levels, and a unit was terminated either when it encountered two sterile
levels or when ;t hit intact features. In the latter instance, features were
cleaned and mapped, but they were not excavated. All the deposit from each
level was waterscreened through 1 mm mesh.

In hectares with high but undemonstrated potential (26 ha) a 0.6 percent

sample by area was drawn. This sample consisted of 20 randomly located auger
tests, each 25 cm in diameter and I m deep, and 2 randomly located transects,
each 2 m wide, 15 m long, and 30 cm deep. The fill from the auger tests was
screened dry directly back into the hole through 6 mm mesh. he transects
were cleaned, features were mapped but not excavated, and a 0.9 m sample of
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Figure 1. Metric grid system for the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality.
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the fill was waterscreened through 1 mm mesh. In addition to the auger tests
and transects, a deep test unit was excavated at the end of one transect in
each hectare. This unit was used to prospect for deeply buried soil zones and
was excavated to a depth of 4 m below the surface. Not one of these deep
units discovered anytning except relatively undisturbed, homogeneous fluvial
deposits.

Finally, one deep test unit was excavated in each of the low-lying
hectares that were subject to frequent flooding (35 ha). Like the deep test
uni;t excavated in higher ground, these tests yielded undisturbed profiles of
sands and gravels. Unlike the other units at the higher elevations, they
contained no archaeological materials in their upper levels.

Exclusive of the deep tests, 1097 units were excavated during Phase I.
Included therein were 307 one meter squares (which comprised 653 individual 20
cm levSls), 399 auger tests, and 45 tansects. From these units approximatel
200 m of deposit was waterscreened through I mm mesh and approximately 20 m
was screened dry through 6 mm mesh. A total of more than 40,000 artifacts was
recovered from these unIts.

During Phase I the hectares that were scheduled for a single deep test
were located in the southwest one-third of the project area. They were
bounded on the south and west by the federal property line and on the north
and east by a line that ran from 5OON/-700E to 40ON/-700E to 40ON/-400E to
30ON/-400E to 300N/-300E and then to the river at a point near ON/-300E. The
test units in these 35 ha yielded neither archaeological remains nor buried
soil horizons. This area contained no historical, geological, or
paleontological materials except for riverine deposits and grass.

The hectare and partial hectare units that were above the active
floodplain and that were not covered by the spoil piles left by the gravel and
sard mine, were sampled by either 1 by 1 m test units or transects and auger
tests, or in some cases, a combination of all three. The results of these
test excavations will be sketched below. The topographic map of the eastern
two-thirds of the project area (Figure 2) can be used for a guide. The
discussion will proceed hectare by hectare, from north to south and from west
.-o east. The summary statistics for the features and the most abundant
ca-egories of artifacts are presented for each hectare in Table 1.

A total of five I by I m units was excavated in Hectare IOON/-300E. Each
or these -init '.i -nprised a single 20 cm level, and, except for a low density
-, cadb, _!'. verc C, i le. in fact, th- cnly artifacts found in this hectare

ge , rmDnr(. sherds straitereo on the surface of a remnant levee.

I< ',e I V in .,ni 's was excavated in Hectare 20ON/-300E. A
gog ' :1 5herd - had been found eroding out of the river bank, but the

s ngle 20 cm ices !n each of the test units produced only a low density of
daub and Mi sisz:rp* Pian ceramics.

A single, ntu'ti (-Iv placed 1 by 1 m unit in Hectare 20ON/-200E produced
no artifacts.

Five I by 1 m units which comprised thirteen 20 cm levels were excavated
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The fundamental adequacy of the data and techniques used to construct

this distribution maD was demonstrated many times over during the Phase II and
III excavations. A final set of maps based on .. ,'§ wles of deposit was
produced from a combination of the initial 701 Phase I points and an
additional 1S3 points fror Phases II and Il1 . This latter set of points

comprlsed I m samples taken from the plowzone that was stripped from 10 by 10
m excavation uni s. The sample stitistics for these 864 points were: 1) daib,
mean=101.89 gim , so= 4 04.04 3g/m ; 2) Missis.:ppi Plain var. Warrior,
mean=92.96 g,'m 3  sd=273.16 g/m 3; 3) Mulberry Creek Cordmarked 'ar. Aliceville,
mean=32.05 g/m , sd=126.42 g/m . (See also Table 5 below for Pihase II and II

sample statistics.)

These values and sample points were used to produce summary distribution

maps for the Mississippian and Late Woodland periods in the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality. The isopleth maps for the three categories of
material were constructed in the same manner as the Phase I maps. However,
this time the contours were plotted on base maps that included the three major
Mississippian palisade systems discovered during the Phase I I and Ill
excavations. As Figures 4 and 5 show, in the areas that were excavated
extensively, the daub and Mississippi Plain ceramics are bounded by and
associated with the palisades. That is, the markers of the boundaries of the
Mississippian settlement also mark the limits of the debris from that

settlement.

The distribution of the Late Woodland components changed slightly with
the addition of the Phase I and III plowzone samples. A fourth very small
component appeared on the north bank of the river. Another small component
turned up southwest of the mound. The area designated I-Pi-12 showed areas of
high density of materials within the overall scatter that defined this site.
If the gravel mine had not truncated 1-Pi-12, the site certainly would have
extended eastward, perhaps to link up with 1-Pi-13.

The general model of settlement density and distribution was supported by

the analyses of the soil samples for phosphates, and to a lesser extent by
measurement of pH. A soil sample had been taken from a point 10 cm below the
base of the plowzone in the auger tests and from every level in the I by 1 m
squares. Determinations of pH and total phosphates were made for 440 samples.
This total included all soil samples from the auger tests. Soil phosphates
ranged in value from 200 to 1000 ppm. Where soils contained more than 600
ppm, features were present. Soil pH valued ranged from 4.6 to 6.2.
Generally. if the sc I pH was above 5.0, archaeological remains were present.

Samp e !rtatistics for the oensity of features--pits, burials, and
st uctures--comprIsed the ; na gro-up of Phase I data that was used fo plan
the conservatIoo avd e 3 a:t;o effcrts. The sample statistics for the

dens! ty c' 'atu-c , 'rarlsi -tc and 1 by I m squares are giver, in Table 3.

Wher vrcject ons were rade for rlan!niny purposes, 'he figure of 23 ha was

used as the max n,: m 5,r. t area. [f the mean measures are used, then in 23 ha
there wou t d te a!mo, t i C)5 bur ,. 30 structu: , and 74OO pi s. A

Corpa sor of the P ase I sam;e c: at cs. tiCs ci th the same treasures fe' the
Pha e 'I and : excava' or, . shc .. tat the accracy of I he fnrmLr Is quite

high: unr:ur .- ,n v co e, o- f a . Tho prospoct of ev-era I huodred houses and

sE. 3 t )oucand pit . a 1o c-:r tn the plans for subsequent

"..': .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ..:...-. . . . . . ... .. . . ... .: : : . :. , - . . .. , . .....
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south of 20ON--that is, hectares below 38.60 m AMSL--contained no significant
archaeological remains. The portions of the river bend above 38.60 m AMSL,
however, were, as Ned Jenkins had pointed out on several occasions, one large
complex archaeological site. Hence the accuracy of the name Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality. There were small, ephemeral Archaic components
buried in relict terraces in the extreme eastern portion of the bend. There
were several hectares located along the 39.20 m AMSL elevation that contained
well-defined sites of the Gulf Formational period. There were four groups of
hectares that had Late Woodland components. Finally, Mississippian remains
covered an arc of territory around the Summerville mound that was 23 ha in
extent. Now a site 230,000 m in extent creates problems merely because of
its size. Nonetheless, the testing program had reduced the area of interest
from I11 ha to 65 ha to 23 ha. The density of key artifact categories could
be used to further define the Late Woodland and Mississippian sites.

The Archaic and Gulf Formational components were small and spatially
compact; the Miller I and II materials were sparse and widely scattered. None
would yield additional information without further excavation. The Miller III
and Mississippian remains were ubiquitous and samples of their material from
the test units were varied and numerous. To better come to grips with these
latter two periods, contour maps were constructed from the densities of daub
(clay plaster for houses) and two key diagnostic ceramic types that were
abundant in the test units. Daub was chosen as a general indicator of the
location of structures. Mississippi Plain var. Warrior was used to delineate
the Mississippian settlement. Mulberry Creek Cordmarked var. Aliceville was
used to trace the extent of the Late Woodland components. .1

These three categories of material, which came Srom transects, test pit
levels, and auger tests, were standardized as counts/m of excavated matrij.
The sample ;tatistics for all 1097 test units were: 1) daub, mean=64. 96 g/m ,
sd=243.5 g/m ; 2) Mississippi Plain, mean=ql.67 g/m , sd=196.40 g/m ; 3)

3Mulberry Creek Cordmarked, mean=32.95 g/m , sd=122.73 g/m . The values for
each class of material were then used to create an isopleth (contour) map of
their distribution over the site. There were 701 sample points and 3 values
per point for the hectares east of -600E. The Surface II Graphics System
(Sampson 1978) was used. A nearest neighbor search which used a weighted
average of the 8 nearest data points to estimate the values at the unknown
grid points was employed. The resulting matrix was smoothed to eliminate any
"noise" in the data, and three contour maps were drawn. These maps have been
combined to form Figure 3.

3
When daub and Missilsippi Plain were plotted at 200 g/m and Mulberry

Creek Cordmarked at 100 g/m (approximately the value of their respective
standard deviations), the distribution of the several components was clear.
The daub and Mississippi Plain var. Warrior formed almost a continuous band
around the mound. It seems as though the Mississippian settlement was a "U"
shaped community with the mound and a plaza in the center of the "U." The
Late Woodland components in contrast evidenced a discontinuous distribution.
The largest of these components, which is located northwest of the mound, is
in the area identified as 1-Pi-12. The three smaller components in the
eastern part of the bend can probably be lumped under the 1-Pi-13
identifica'ion. The fifth Late Woodland component, which had not been noticed
earnler, is south of the mound.
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transect which was situated in the southeast corner of the hectare, it was a
generally sterile area.

Ten auger tests and two transects were excavated in Hectare 700N/-6OOE.
The transect situated in the center of the hectare contained eight postmolds.
The transect located in the northeast corner of the hectare contained 15
postmolds and 3 pits. Other than a low density of Mississippian ceramics, no
other materials were found.

Ten auger tests and two transects were excavated in Hectare 70ON/-500E.
The transect in the southeast quarter of the hectare contained three
postmolds. The transect in the south central portion of the hectare contained
40 postmolds and one structure floor. All the test units in this hectare
contained daub and Mississippian materials.

One transect and one deep test were excavated in Hectare 700N/-300E. The
transect, which was located in the extreme southeast corner of the hectare,
contained three pos!rnolds. Artifacts were sparse in this unit.

One transect and one deep test were excavated in Hectare 80ON/-700E.
They were sterile.

A total of twenty-nine I by I m units which comprised sixty-one 20 cm
levels was excavated in Hectare 800N/-600E. Both Mississippian and Late
Woodland components were found on the remnant levee in this hectare. However,
like several other hectares in the northern part of the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality, the flood of 1979 destroyed the archaeological
deposits.

Phase I Ana!ysis and Evaluation: The Basis for Conservation.

The 1079 test units--auger tests, 1 by I m tests, and transects--yielded
an abundance of high quality data on the distribution of archaeological
components in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. In addition, these
data provided sample statistics on the density of archaeological features
which, in the end, turned out to be amazingly accurate. Several indices were

constructed from analyses of the contents of the test units. One such
collection of summary measures took the simple sum of diagnostic artifacts per
unit volume for each of the several cultural-historical periods, plus the
overall rount of features per unit area for the Mississippian period, and
ranked each hectare on the basis of these densities (Table 2). A second
technique focused on the statistical measures of the density of features and
key material categories for each hectare (Table 1). Fine-scale distribution
maps then were drawn to delineate the boundaries of the Mississippian and Late
Woodland components. In addition to the analyses of the material remains,
soil pH and phosphates were taken from a sample of units, for the most part
from auger tests, and were used to cross-check the conclusions drawn from the
distribution of artifacts and features. Together these several lines of
evidence were used to construct a conservation and excavation plan for the
project area.

The ranked indices of settlement intensity for each cultural-historical
- - period for each hectare served to eliminate a large part of the project area

from further consideration. For the most part all hectares west of -600E and

Ip

..
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the eastern portion of the hectdre and a Mississippian period component was
found in the center of the hectare. Low densities of Woodland materials were
found throughout the test units.

Forty-two I by I m units which comprised ninety-six 20 cm levels were
excavated in the terrace remnants that bordered the channel which cut through
Hectare 5OON/IOOE. Many of these units showed clear stratification of
Mississippian materials above Late Woodland materials above Gulf Formational
materials above Middle and Late Archaic materials.

Thirty-four I b,, I m units which comprised eighty-two 20 cm levels were

excavated in Hectare 50ON/200E. These test units were located on the same
terrace remnant that traversed Hectare 500N/lOOE. The components recovered

from these units ranged from the Mississippian to Middle Archaic.periods.
Like the test units in Hectare 500N/lOOE, the stratification of these
components was clear and complete.

Ten auger tests were excavated in Hectare 60ON/-800E. All were sterile.

Fifteen auger tests and one transect were excavated in Hectare
600N/-700E. The transect, which was situated in the southwest corner of the
hectare, contained eight scattered postmolds. The units contained some dense
daub concentrations but few other materials.

Fifteen auger tests, two transects, and one deep test were excavated in
Hectare 600N/-6OOE. The transect in the northeast quarter of the hectare A
contained one pit; the second transect, also located in the northeast quarter
of the hectare, contained four pits. A low density of daub and Mississippian
materials was found throughout the hectare.

Twenty auger tests, two transects, and one deep test were excavated in

Hectare 60ON/--500E. A low density of daub and Mississippian materials was

noted in all units.

Twenty auger tests, two transects, and one deep test were excavated in
Hectare 60ON/-400E. One transect, located in the northwest quarter of the
hectare, was sterile. The second transect, located in the south central
portion of the hectare, contained seven pits and thirty postmolds. Moderate
amounts of daub and Mississippian materials were found in the units located in
the southern half of the hectare.

Five I by 1 m test pits and one transect were excavated in Hectare
6OON/-30OE. All these un:ts were located on the levee that was located in the

eastern portion of the hectare. A well-defined Mississippian and Late
Woodland midden was present in all the test units. The transect, which was

situated in the southeast quarter of the hectare, contained 49 postmolds and
one structure floor as well as midden deposit.

One transect was excavated south of the gravel spoil in Hectare
600N/JOOE. One burial and forty-five postmolds, as well as abundant

0
Mississippian materials, were found in this hectare.

Fifteen auger tests, two transects, and one deep test were excavated in
Hectare 7ON/-700E. Other than six postmolds and one pit found in the

0
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Twenty auger tests and one transect were excavated in Hectare 50ON/-800E.
All were sterile.

Twenty auger tests and two transects were excavated in Hectare
50ON/-700E. Low densities of daub and grog tempered ceramics were recovered
from the easternmost test units. Three postmolds were located in the
easternmost transect.

.1

Twenty auger tests and two transects were excavated in Hectare
50ON/-600E. Three postmolds were found in each transect, and a very light
scatter of daub and grog tempered ceramics was recovered from all the units.

Twenty auger tests, two transects, and one deep test were excavated in
Hectare 50ON/-5OOE. The transect in the northwest quarter of the hectare
contained two small pits and one postmold. The transect in the northeast
quarter was sterile. Sparse amounts of daub, Mississippian ceramics, and Late
Woodland ceramics were recovered throughout the hectare.

Twenty auger tests, two transects, and one deep test were excavated in
Hectare 50ON/-400E. The transect in the south central part of the hectare
contained a large pit and three postmolds. The transect in the north central
part of the hectare contained a single pit. Small lenses of midden were
observed in both transects and in the profiles of several auger tests. High
densities of daub and Mississippian materials and a moderate density of Late
Woodland artifacts were recovered throughout the hectare.

The remains of the Summerville Mound occupied the eastern half of Hectare
500N/-300E. Therefore, only the western half of the hectare was tested.
Thirty I by I m units which comprised sixty-two 20 cm levels were excavated in
that half. These units located midden deposits near the western margins of
the mound and along the western boundary of the hectare. All the test units
yielded copious amounts of daub, Mississippian materials, and Late Woodland
materials.

The remains of the Summerville Mound occupied the western half of Hectare
50ON/-200E. Therefore only the eastern half of the hectare was excavated.
Thirty 1 by 1 m units which comprised seventy-three 20 cm levels were
excavated in the portion of the hectare not covered by the mound. These test
pits, especially those located near the mound, showed two superimposed middens
below the plowzone and 60 cm of sterile sands. The contents of the test pits
included high densities of daub, as well as Mississippian and Late Woodland

materials.

Twenty auger tests, two transects, and I deep test were excavated in

Hectare 50ON/-IOOE. The transect excavated in the southwest quarter of the
* hectare was sterile, and the transect that was excavated in the southeast

quarter contained only a single postmold. The fill of the various units
showed a moderate amount of material from the Mississippian and Woodland
periods but a very low density of daub.

The northern half of Hectare 50ON/OE had been tested adequately in 1974
by Jenkins (Jenkins 1975). Fifty-one 1 by 1 m units which comprised one9 hundred and four 20 cm levels were excavated in the southern half of the

1%- hectare. A spatially well-defined Gulf Formational component was located in

..

% %..-



them.

Twenty auger tests, three transects, and one deep t- were excavated in
Hectare 40ON/-300E. All the transects and most of the auger tests were packed

with daub and Mississippian ceramics. The transect in the south central
". portion of the hectare cut into a large "pit" which, when excavated in Phases

II and IIl, turned out to be a part of the ditch fortification system. The
transect in the northwest quarter of the hectare contained 38 postmolds; the
transect in the northeast quarter of the hectare contained more than 20
postmolds. This hectare encompassed part of the core of the Mississippian
community.

Twenty auger tests, two transects, and one deep test were excavated in
Hectare 40ON/-200E. Both transects, one of which was located in the south

central part of the hectare, the other of which was located in the northwest
- quarter of the hectare, contained no features. As a whole this hectare

evidenced a low density of daub and Mississippian ceramics and very low
densities of earlier materials.

The eastern half of Hectare 40ON/-IOOE had been explored completely by
the University of Alabama during 1977 (Jenkins n.d.a, n.d.b). Two of their
recovery strips, five of their 5 by 5 ft test squares, and their excavation of
a single late Mississippian structure all fell within that area. The recovery

strips, which were 30 ft wide and ran almost the entire length of the hectare,
had been plowed and then collected. The westernmost strip was then cleaned to
the base of the plowzone by a road-grader. This strip was mapped and showed
numerous pits, burial pits, and postmolds in plan view, but the weather and
available time prevented excavation of any of these features. A single
Mississippian house, however, was located near the north end of the
easternmost recovery strip and it was excavated completely. A radiocarbon
date for this structure was reported by Jenkins (1979a: 39) as A.D. 1410 + 45.
Except for this structure, the majority of the ceramics recovered from the
eastern half of the hectare appeared to be associated with the early part of
the Mississippian period (Summerville I in the chronology developed here).

were Fifty 1 by 1 m units which comprised one hundred and six 20 cm levels
were excavated in the western half of Hectare 40ON/-IOOE. They contained

dense concentrations of daub and Mississippian ceramics and lesser amounts of
Woodland ceramics. They contained indications of several burials and pits.
The vast majority of the units that contained exceptional amounts of daub were
situated on the ridge that runs from south to north across the hectare.

Hectare 40ON/OE was deleted completely from our sample. Four of the
University of Alabama's recovery strips were located in this hectare. One of

0 these recovery strips was excavated and it produced 18 burials, 5 pits, 1

structure, and many, many postmolds. Most if not all of the features can be
assigned to the Summerville I or II periods, but there seems to have been a
significant Late Woodland component in this area as well.

Five I by 1 m units, each three 20 cm levels deep, were excavated on the

small segment of levee in the northern portion of Hectare 400N/lOOE. Recent

alluvium capped all these units, and only low densities of daub and ceramics

were recovered from them.
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near the waterscreen station in Hectare 200N/-lOOE. Although no features were
located, the density and diversity of artifacts from the test units showed
multicomponent, Gulf Formational through Mississippian midden near the river
bank, The remains of an historic sugar furnace--bricks and metal--were found
nearby.

Two transects, one deep test, and twenty auger tests were excavated in
Hectare 3OON/-400E. Overall, artifacts were rare and features absent in all
these test units. A low density of ceramics from the Mississippian and Middle
Woodland periods, and a moderate density of ceramics from the Late Woodland
and Gulf Formational periods were found in units placed in the northern
portion of the hectare.

Two transects, one deep test, and twenty auger tests were excavated in
Hectare 30ON/-300E. The transect that was situated in the southeast quarter
of the hectare contained several postmolds, a large pit, and areas of deeply
stained soil. The transect in the west central portion of the hectare
contained no features and few artifacts. As a whole, Hectare 30ON/-300E
contained an abundance of daub and Mississippian sherds as well as lesser
amounts of Late and Middle Woodland ceramics.

Based on surface indications, a total of twenty-one 1 by I m units which
comprised forty-five 20 cm levels was excavated in the southwest quarter of
Hectare 300N/-200E. A single transect and 20 auger tests were excavated in
the remaining three quarters. The single transect, which was located in the
northwestern quarter of the hectare, contained a midden which contained mussel
shell, pits, and several postmolds. The artifacts recovered from the several
test units show moderate levels of Woodland and Mississippian materials and a
well-defined Gulf Formational period component.

Two transects, twenty auger tests, and one deep test were excavated in
Hectare 40ON/--600E. Both transects showed a moderate density of features.
One transect, which was located midway along the 600E line, contained 10
postmolds, 4 pits, and two concentrations of gravel. The second transect,
which was located in the northwest quarter of the hectare contained ten
scattered postmolds and one pit. Sparse amounts of daub, Late Woodland
ceramics, and Gulf Formational ceramics were found throughout the various
units. A concentration of Miller I-I ceramics was located in the northwest
quarter of the hectare.

Twenty auger tests, two transects, and one deep test were excavated in
Hectare 40ON/-500E. The transects in the southwest quarter of the hectare
produced four scattered postmolds. The other transect, which was located in
the southwest quarter of the hectare, was packed with features: 32 postmolds,
3 pits, and some large soil stains. The daub and artifact density, however,
was quite low in this hectare.

Twenty-two auger tests, two transects, and one deep test were excavated
in Hectare 40ON/-400E. One transect, which was located in the southeast
corner of the hectare, was packed with daub and shell tempered ceramics but
contained only five postmolds. The second transect, which was located midway
4Up the western boundary of the hectare, produced a small concentration of
"ithic debitage and a single postmold. Woodland ceramics were scattered
lightly throughout all the units, but Mississippian materials dominated all of

4
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TABLE 3

-. PHASES I, II, 1I FEATURES SAMPLE STATISTICS

Phase I Phases II and III
-Features MaF u Mean S.D. Mean1  S.D. I

Burials 0.42 1.23 0.39 1-19

Structures 0.10 0.53 0.06 0.08

Pits 1.03 2.42 1.15 1.21

2Count/lOOm

phases of research.

In the week that elapsed between completion of the Phase I report and the
project evaluation, several alternate plans were developed for the
conservation of archaeological remains in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological
Locality. Each plan, or better, set of plans, had to recognize that time was
limited but adequate, that funds were available but not unlimited, and that
support from federal and state archaeologists was available and abundant. The
research program and conservation plans finally agreed upon maximized

, preservation in situ, kept excavation to a minimum, albeit a large minimum,
and kept destruction of archaeological remains to an absolute minimum.

The crucial element in the proposal was a change in spoil area G-15. The
maintenance spoil bank had to be eliminated. Col. Charles Blalock, District
Engineer, on the advice of Jerry Nielsen, District Archaeologist, agreed to
this modification in the design of the Lubbuo Creek Cutoff. The historic
preservation plan had three elements: 1) conservation of all components in the
area east of the -150E line; 2) excavation of a 20 percent sample, by area, of
all hectares with significant archaeological remains; 3) no further work in
the hectares south and west of the Mississippian settlement. As a result, the
eastern portion of the bend would become an island when the canal was dredged.
These 15 ha would contain the eastern one-half of the Mississippian
settlement, a large percentage of the Late Woodland remains, and all deeply

* buried Archaic and Gulf Formational components. The sampling fraction of 20
percent for 12 ha 2would result in excavations that would encompass
approximately 24,000 m . An excavation of this magnitude would yield one of
the largest samples of Mississippian remains thus far recovered in the

r " Southeast. Finally, at wcrst, only a very few, small compunents would be lost
completely, and they would be under tie spoil pile, not destroyed by the

* dredge.
....-

iaS II and II ca ,at ;on

Or, tie u f a C. c ''~ i lt i ntcn ava~ j!t Cl~ r~an in the
-. ,

I .
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Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality were deceptively simple: excavate, in the

span of 9 months, a 15 to 20 percent sample of all hectares which, on the
basis of the Phase I data, contained significant archaeological remains and
which would not be preserved on the island east of the canal. Sober

reflection produced more realistic assessment: only 9 months to excavate

approximately 20,000 m spread over at least 12 ha and to excavate the remains

of the mound completely. The opportunity to create the archaeological

disaster of the decade had been presented on the proverbial "silver platter."
Three factors, however, kept calamity away: 1) a good staff and crew; 2)

generous support from federal and state archaeologists; and 3) an explicit but

flexible research design.

The foundation of the research design was a sample of 10 by 10 m

excavation units. A minimum of 5, usually 15, and as many as 20 of these

units were randomly located in each hectare. The choice of a sampling

fraction for each hectare was determined by Phase I information, by data from

adjoining hectares, and by negotiation with federal archaeologists.

Each hect re was stripped to a depth of approximately 20 cm by the

backhoe. A I ml sample of this plowzone was waterscreened. The floor of the
unit was cleaned by hand, features were identified, Unit Serial Numbers were

assigned to the features, and the floor was mapped. (See Volume Ill for a

discussion of Unit Serial Numbers.) If any features or feature complexes were
cut by the boundaries of the unit, then extensions were stripped until all
units or complexes in the original unit were exposed, identified, numbered,

and mapped. All features were excavated completely, and the specifics of

IO their excavation were determined by the supervisor responsible for the

hectare.

In general, pits were cut in half, and one half was taken out as a unit.

If the pit was stratified, then the second half was taken out level by level.

If it was not stratified, then the second half was taken out as a unit. In

9y eral, structures were divided into pie-shaped quarters as soon as the top

of the ash and daub layer had been defined. Then, quarter by quarter, the

daub and ash were removed and the "floor" was cleaned and mapped. Next, the

floor was excavated, and finally the level below the floor was removed to

check for additional features. Postmolds were sectioned, mapped in profile,

and their fill was screened dry. In almost all other cases the fill of

features was waterscreened through 1 mm mesh. Flotation samples (multiples of

3 liters) were collected routinely from all features or significant parts of

features and from other units whenever the supervisor thought it was

necessary.

Each supervisor decided what constituted a significant archaeological

unit and therefore was to be given a Unit Serial Number (USN). The supervisor

of the waterscreen crew, however, maintained control of these USNs. She

passed out blocks of numbers, recorded in her log the nature and location of

the unit, checked to make sure everything was in order when the deposit came

to the waterscreen for processing, and made sure that deposits were never

mixed during the process. On the busiest day 40 m3 were processed through the

waterscreens. In the entire project only 3 of almost 10,000 units were mixed

S - inadvertently. Even in these 3 cases, the USNs of the units could be

enumerated and the field laboratory could analyze the mixed bag.



The materials from the flotation units and waterscreens were tagged and
. sent to the field laboratory. There the materials once again were matched
* with the field records. Preliminary analyses were completed within a few days

and the field and laboratory forms were sent to the project data clerk. He
then entered the information into the project's computerized data base
management system (see Volume II).

". The flow of material was swift. A unit excavated on Monday could be
*" processed by the laboratory on Thursday. If the data clerk received the forms

on the weekend, the data would be entered by Monday and verified by Wednesday.
Y Thus, only 10 days would have elapsed between excavation and instant access to

the materials contained in the unit. Such were the average figures throughout
the fieldwork.

In the end the project' accomplishments were substantial (Figures 7 and
J 8; Table 4). Almost 22,000 m had een excavated; more than 10,000 m3 had

been moved; approximately 2,000 m had been waterscreened. A total of 5,593
units had been catalogued. Among these units were 25 structures which
comprised 41 floors; 43 burials, one of which contained 43 individuals; 425
pits; 3,984 postmolds; 55 artifact concentrations; and 451 "other" features.

S' In addition, 852 three-liter flotation samples had been collected and
processed. Several hundred thousand sherds and other artifacts had been
catalogued; several million seeds and other botanical remains had been
recovered (Table 5). In the 9 months 55,340 person-hours had been expended.

The results of their labor will be sketched next, hectare by hectare.

IOON/-300E

A total of 450 m 2 was excavated in Hectare IOON/-3OOE. All these units
proved to be sterile and this hectare was abandoned midway through the fifth

10 by 10 m square.

30ON/-200E

2A total of 203 m was excavated in Hectare 30ON/-200E. The excavation
units comprised two 10 by 10 m units and three slot-trenches (Figure 9). The
northernmost 10 by 10 m unit proved to be sterile. It was set entirely within
a deep gravel bed overlain by only a thin level of topsoil. Neither features
nor more than a few artifacts were found in this unit.

The southernmost unit contained a thick, badly disturbed midden which

overlaid and was inclusive with a welter of small pits and two burials. Only

twi levels were cut in the midden, and it was abandoned before the third level
was completed. However, all features were excavated completely and only the
lowest level of the midden was left in place because of weather and scheduling
ooblems. Neither the midden nor the features contained ceramics that were
diagnostic beyond their ident fIcatior, as Mississippian. Both burials,
hIowsver, c-uld be assigned to the Summervi le I period.

h 'e r,,, trtr) sies we-e ci.t in the northern part of this hectare
I, 'ra-e the wJTrrC ,ir I IK, 1 tct fortif Ica, ''n. Al1 three trenches showed

Z
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the ditch in their profiles.

30ON/-300E
2

A total of ten 10 by 10 m sample units and 1,445 m in total was
excavated in Hectare 30ON/-300E (Figure 10). These units can be grouped into
four major spatial clusters: 1) a southeastern trio which was generally
sterile; 2) a southwestern unit with a dense collection of Miller III pits; 3)
a central group of five units which had both Mississippian and Late Woodland
features; and 4) a northern group of test units and trenches which contained
protohistoric features including the ditch.

The three southeastern units, 30IN/-2;OE, 302N/-227E, and 311N/-245E,
were, with the exception of three postmolds, sterile. The southwestern unit,
303N/-287E, was packed with Late Woodland pits. The contents of these
features included Baytown Plain, Mulberry Creek Cord Marked, Alligator
Incised, and Withers Fabric Marked ceramics. There were significant
quantities of unmodified lithic debris and unmodified rock in these pits.

The central group of units, which contained two burials, one of which
could be assigned to the Summerville I period, and a midden in 345N/-273E and
extensions thereto, evidenced both Late Woodland and Mississippian ceramics.
However, the density of features in these units and the density of artifacts
in the midden were very low.

The northernmost units, centered on 385N/-250E, which were excavated to
define further the ditch discovered in the extreme southern portion of Hectare
40ON/-300E, contained a highly visible, densely packed Summerville Il-Ill and
Summerville IV group of features. The ditch was excavated in plan and in
profile and traced northward and eastward into adjoining hectares. At least
in this area, the ditch had been filled with a compact collection of lithic
debitage, Alabama River Applique, and Mississippi Plain ceramics, and what
seemed to be burned timbers at the lowest level.

40ON/-200E

A toal of six 10 by 10 m units, five of which were part of the sample,
and 780 m was excavated in Hectare 40ON/-200E (Figure 11). These excavations
were clustered in the extreme western part of the hectare--the area that would

be affected by construction of the canal. The three northwestern units
contained a low density of Late Woodland and Mississippian ceramics. The
soutnernmost contiguous set of units contained a Summerville IV structure
(S-1) and two urn buriils which had been intruded through a Late Woodland and

Summervi le I n,,iden.

4 p0 j 0 E_

Hectare 40ON/-300E, which was located just southwest of the mound, I-
P;-85, contained the most complex archaeological deposits found in the Lubbub

Creek Cutoff (Figure 12). Three palisade lines--one of which was bastioned--
ran from he outhec. . n'- rthwest quadrants of the hectare. Two of these
1;nes of fortificit.on showed distinct stages of repair and rebuilding, and
after they were abandoned, at least three structures were built over the
remains. There were perhaps two additional pal sade lines northeast of the
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A large, complex, multicomponent midden covered parts of the palisade.
This midden, which seems to have extended throughout much of the northwest
corner of Hectare 500N/-400E, was encountered by !,c , a vation units. A
mixed shell and organic midden filled the 10 by 10 m unit, 579N/-398E, and the
organic portions of the midden extended southward at least tc the excavation
unit placed around the bast;on located at 570N/-384E. The ceramics associated
with this midden span all of the Mississippian period, from Summervi lie I to
the protohistoric.

500N/-500E

Five 10 by IK m units were excavated in this hectare. All fi,,e proved to
be sterile.

6nON/-3OOE

A total of ten 10 by 10 m units and two stratigraphic trenches was
excavated in Hectare 60ON/-300E (Figure 18). All but the four southeastern
units proved to be sterile. These four units contained elements of an
extensive midden--which was probably contiguous with the midden north of the
protohistoric component in Hectare 5OON/-3OOE--and the deeply buried remains
of the ditch that surrounded the protohistoric component.

A total of 1,006 m2 was excavated in this hectare.

600N/-400E 0

A total of sixteen 10 by 10 m units, one extension, and a trench 110 m
long and up to 5 m wide which encompassed the palisade were excavated (Figure
19). Other than the palisade itself and a few units near the palisade in the
southern portions of the hectare, there was little evidence of prehistoric
human activity in the hectare. A midden and daub deposit near the palisade in
Unit 600N,/-375E can be assigned to the Summerville I period, and a scatter of
pits just west of the palisade in Unit 614N/-388E were of Summerville I1-111
vintage. A Mississippi Plain jar found in the bottom of a postmold associated
with the northernmost bastion in this hectare has handles that clearly
indicate a Summerville I period date for the palisade.

A total of 2,060 m was excavated in this hectare.

600N/-5OOE and 600N,/-600E

Five 10 by 10 m units werc. !2'>avated in each of these hectares. All t r
units were sterile.

700N,'-400E

Most of Hectare 70ON/-400E was dissolved by the 1979 spring flood. One
segment of the palisade traversed part of this hectare, and it was excavated
up to the point at which it crossed the river bank (Figure 20).
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a Summerville I palisade segment in the southwest corner; a midden near the

mound; and an extensive Summerville IV component in the northeast corner of

the hectare.

Two superimposed structures and six burials, several pits, and scattered

postmolds were located in units centered on point 566N/-280E. All these

features can be placed in the Summerville I period except the daub cap over

S-i which must be assigned to the Summerville IV period.

A thirty-five meter segment of the interior palisade cut across the south
central portion of this hectare. This palisade changed course from west to

north just as it crossed the boundary between 40ON/-300E and 50ON/-300E.
Based on the data at hand, this palisade seems to have enclosed the mound.

A complex, stratified midden and superimposed buried soils were located

near the flanks of the mound. Two burials were found in the upper zone of

this deposit. A deep stratigraphic test trench was cut through this midden

and was carried eastward into the margins of the mound.

A major protohistoric component was located in the northeast quadrant of

the hectare. Two amorphous, ill-defined structures (S-2 and S-3) and several

pits were the major elements in this component. An urn burial was associated

w~th the easternmost building (S-2), and an ossuary was located approximately

5 m northeast of this structure. At least 43 individuals were interred in

this pit.

50ON/-400E

Twenty 10 by 10 m test units, four extensions, and a trench 85 m long and

up to 8 m wide which encompassed the palisade and three bastion were

excavated in this hectare (Figure 17). A total area of 2,370 m was

excavated. Several of the 10 by 10 m units, especially those in the center of

the hectare, proved to be sterile. The remaining units can be divided into

four groups: 1) a multicomponent midden in the northwest corner of the

hectare; 2) the palisade and three bastions in the western part of the

hectare; 3) a structure and several large pits in the north central part of

the hectare; and 4) a concentration of small pits in the southeast corner of

the hectare.

The scatter of pits near the border of Hectare 400N/-400E all have

ceramics that suggest a Summerville Il-Ill date. Furthermore, they seem to be

associated with the Summerville II structure and burials in the northeast

corner of Hectare 400N/-400E.

A single large ci5 cular structure (S-1) flanked by two large pits was

located in a 400 m area in the north central part of the hectare. The

ceramics associated with the structure gave a Summerville I chronological

assignment; the ceramics found in the large pits can be placed in the

Summerville I and IV periods. No artifacts were associated with any of the

three burials in this complex.

An 85 m segment of the outermost palisade cut across the western portion

£ - of this hectare. This palisade was clearly of Summerville I vintage.

i'
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the outlines of two ramps stood out in sharp relief. The alternate bands of

sand and clay, of fill and floor, show that the mound grew in three distinct

stages. However, only the basal portion of the first stage escaped the
bulldozer, and only a few features within this layer survived the leveling.
It also became apparent that there were two borrow pits associated with the
mound, and it was into these depressions that the mound fill was redeposited

in the 1950s.

Once the remnant of the first mound stage had been mapped, it was removed
almost completely. Approximately 1 m below this fill a yellow clay layer was
encountered. As it turned out, this layer was a clay cap placed over part of
a pre-mound complex of buildings (Figure 15). Below this cap there were three
or perhaps four structures. In addition, there were two other buildings
outside the area covered by the cap but which were clearly part of the pre-
mound complex of structures.

2
"7 The 630 m of excavated area in the pre-mound level encompassed at least

six buildings and vestiges of what seem to have been screens or fences around
these structures. The stratigraphic relationships among the postmolds, wall
trenches, and floors of the structures were sufficiently clear to place them
in chronological order. The earliest buildi as were a small, ca. 4 m diameter
structure constructed of single-set posts, wholly contained in a later set of
wall trenches, and a 5 m square clay floor bounded by single-set posts and
covered by all but one of the later structures. These two buildings may have
been contemporary. The next buildings to be constructed were the square, 5 by
5 m wall trench patterns in the westernmost part of the excavation, and the
large, 14 by 9 m building, outlined by wall trenches and showing single-set
posts as interior supports, which was located in the eastern part of the
excavation. These two structures were, like the earlier pair, probably
contemporaries. The final building to be constructed was the 5 by 5 m square
structure outlined by single-set posts, as well as a rebuilding of the large
structure with single-set posts. All of these structures contained ceramics
that place them in the Summerville I period. It was at some point during this
period that the large structures were capped with a layer of yellow clay, and
the construction of the mound began.

The information from excavations along the peripheries of the mound
clarified the chronological relationships among the several building stages.
Two sets of trenches were cut along and across each ramp, and the
stratiqraphies in these cuts have confirmed the number of building stages of
the mound as a whole. In addition, a large, 5 by 10 m test was excavated
across all the building stages and into the borrow pit. The ceramics in each
fill and mound face showed that the mound was used throughout the Summerville

I1-111 period.

A total of 4,260 m 2 was excavated to expose the mound and pre-mound
surfaces.

50ON/-300E

2
A total of fifteen 10 by 10 m test units, and 1,830 m was excavated in

the portions of this hectare not covered by the mound (Figure 16). These
- excavations can be broken down into four areas: a Summerville I component

covered by a Summerville IV component in the northwest corner of the hectare;
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reek Cutoff. ;t is of note that the building clusters in this hectare were

separated by sterile areas devoid of features. It is of additional interest

that both structure complexes in this hectare were ring the early part

of the Summerville phase: all can be placed in the early part of the

Summerville I1-111 period.

The earliest of the structure complexes was composed of a pair of

superimposea generally rectangular buildings constructed of single-se' posts

(S-i,2) . These features were located in the center of the hectare, in Unit

458N-35; E. The ceramics associated with the uppermost of the two buildings

included Mississippi Plain, Moundviiie Incised var. Moundville and var. Snows

* Bend, Mound Place Incised var. Havana, plus Baytown Plain var. Roper, Mulberry

C-eek Cord Marked var. Aliceville, Solomon Brushed var. Fairfield, and Withers

Fabric Marked var. Gainesville. The ceramics in the sub-floor levels of the
lower structure, although vastly reduced in number and variety, generaily were
consistent with the types and varieties found in the level above. A cluster
of burials and pits was located about 5 m south of this complex, and the
ceramics in these pits were of generally the same types and vintage as those
in the structures.

2
The second structure complex was contained within a 400 m area in the

extreme northeast corner of the hectare. Two structures and two burials made
up this complex. One structure (S-3) which was irregular in outline, had four
center posts set around a fire basin. The other structure (S-4) was a
rectangular building outlined by single-set posts which had, in addition, an
entryway outlined by two short, parallel protruding wall trenches. Neither
structure contained chronologically diagnostic ceramics. However, one of the
two burials within the midden that encompassed these structures had a square
terraced bowl, a clear indicator of the Summerville II period.

40ON/-500E

Twenty 10 by 10 m test units were excavated in this hectare (Figure 14).
Several of these units were completely sterile, and only a few had more that a
light scatter of features. One unit, 424N/-494E, had a small, dense scatter
of Alexander Pinched and Baldwin Plain sand tempered sherds. In addition,
several small pits, one of which was packed with almost 1 kg of fire-cracked
chert and rock, were found in this unit. Another unit, 478N/-444E, had a
Mississippian pit within its borders. Yet another unit, 418N/-464E, contained
two Miller II! pits. Three burials were found in Hectare 40ON/-50OE: a skull
cap in a small pit in 444N/-445E, an infant in a small pit and an extended
adult burial in 464N/-448E. In summary, the level of human activity in tho
hectare was very low.

2

A total of 2,000 m was excavated in this hectare during Phases Il-I11.

500N,,-200E ana IOO0E, l-Pi-8 , the Summervilie Mound

After several attempts to explore the remains of the Summerville Mound by
str a !igraphic cuts, the decision was made to return to the original strategy
of exposing the intact portion of the mound in horizontal plan. To that end
the plow zone was removed from the general area of the mound, and 3,475 m
were cleaned by hand and mapped. The results were well worth the time
expended. The extent and number of building stages were clearly visible, and
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main system of fortification, and the protohistoric, Summerville IV ditch was
located approximately 5C m southwest of this system. Between the ditch and
palisades, three additional structures were located. For the purposes of a
brief discussion the hectare can be divided into three areas: the single
structure in the northwest corner, the palisade sequence in the center, and
the ditch and nearby structures in the southcentral portion of the hectare.

A poorly-defined, assymetrical postmold pattern (S-7) covered by ash and
.. daub was located in test unit 479N/-296E. The remains of a pit of heat-

treated chert were found adjacent to this house, and pits with ceramics
*' . broadly diagnostic of the Summerville I1-111 period were found within and

nearby the structure.

The palisade system that cross-cuts the hectare from southeast to
northwest can be grouped into as many as seven lines. The westernmost, which
was built of single-set posts and has at least one bastion (in Unit

, 463N/-271E) was exposed only along 25 m of it course. The next pair of
palisades, which were excavated for almost 100 m of their course, were
constructed with a combination of entrenched and single-set posts. There were
at least two episodes of rebuilding associated with this fortification system,
and four sets of wall trenches can be seen in Unit 477N/-261E. At least one
and probably two more lines of posts showed up in profile and in plan about 10
,m east of this pair of palisades, in Unit 461N/-229E, but there was no time to
trace them through their course. At least the central pair of palisades, and

* perhaps all of these fortifications turn to the east near the boundary of
Hectare 50ON/'-300E. Thus, at least the palisades built in wall trenches
enclosed and were parallel to the southern and western sides of the mound.

At least two, and probably three structures were constructed over the
* paired palisade line sometime subsequent to its demolition. The two
-'." southernmost structures, in Units 446N/-240E (S-5) and 463N/-246E (S-6) were

large, irregular, generally round buildings. Both had inclusive pits, and one
had inclusive burials. The northernmost structure (S-8) which was more or

-. less rectangular, had an entrance marked by small wall trench segments, but
the remainder of the building, like the other two, was constructed of single-
set posts. The southernmost structure (S-5) which comprised three
superimposed structures, 5A, 5B, and 5C, can be assigned to the Summerville IV
period. The other two structures (S-6 and S-8) can be placed in the
Summerville li-Ill period.

The pair of structures in the southern portion of the hectare (S-2 and
S-14) can be grouped into a Summerville I period complex. The Summerville IV
dtch is located just south of these structures. This ditch was traced
eslward by a series of slot trenches.

A total of twenty-two 10 by 10 m units, twenty of which were part of the
*rrp e, and 2,771 m were excavated in Hectare 40ON/-300E.
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CHAPTER 5. PRE-MISSISSIPPIAN COMMUNITIES

John H. Blitz

The earliest human occupation of the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality
is identified by lithic debris associated with the Late Archaic Period. The
distinctive lanceolate projectile points of the Paleo Indian Period have been
discovered as surface finds at several locations in eastern Mississippi and
western Alabama, but no such component has been found in the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality. It was recognized at the beginning of the research
project that the earliest components might be deeply buried beneath the sandy
loam alluvium. For this reason, a random sample of deep backhoe excavations
throughout the project area was a necessary site testing strategy (Peebles et

Sal. 1979).

No intact Paleo Indian or Archaic deposits were found. On several
occasions, a few late Archaic projectile points were recovered as surface
finds eroding from the river bank. The negative results of the deep tests

0 permit the conclusion that small groups of hunter-gatherers made sporadic,
short-term use of the site during the Archaic Period.

The emergence of the Woodland Period in western Alabama is marked by the
appearance of fiber tempered pottery of the Wheeler series. This period of
initial ceramic development in the central Tombigbee Valley has been labeled a
Transitional Archaic-Woodland Period and the local manifestation defined as
the Broken Pumpkin Creek phase (Jenkins, Curren, and DeLeon 1975). Other
investigators, citing the almost total lack of knowledge about the settlement
system arnd chronological position of the fiber tempered pottery makers in this
area, have argued that the designation of a cultural phase would be premature
(Blakeman, Atkinson, and Berry 1976).

An early chronological position for the Wheeler series in the central
Tombigbee Valley has been demonstrated at l-Gr-2, a multicomponent site that
contained this ware in the lowest ceramic-bearing stratum (Nielsen and Jenkins

r,. 1973; Jenkins 1975). Depression Era excavations on the Tennessee River shell
middens first identified the Wheeler series as the initial ceramic ware in
northerr, Alabama (Webb and Dejarnette 1942). A tentative temporal position of
1000 B.C. for the emergence of this ware in central Tombigbee Valley has been
proposed b/ Jenkins (1975). At Lubbub Creek, Wheeler sherds were present over
1 wide area of the site but concentrated in Hectares 40ON/-50E, 40ON-300E,
and the extreme e3stern tic of the bend. However, only one intact feature was
d discovered that con' - ber tempered sherds (Pit I, USN 1937)

S The sand tempered Alexander series was also present at Lubbub Creek. The
patial settlement and temporal distribution of the people who manufactured
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this ware are as poorly knovwn as the Wheeler series. In the 'ombigbee area,
the local manifestation of this ware is the Henson Springs phase (Dejarnette,
Walthall, and Wimberly 1975; Jenkins et al. 1975). Although during this phase
the Alexander series became the dominant ware, the Wheeler series continued to
be manufactured for a short time thereafter. It has been noted that Wheeler
sherds are almost always found on major Alexander sites, and the hypothesis
has been proposed that indigenous fiber tempered pottery manufacturers in west
Alabama adopted the Alexander series as the result of diffusion rather than a
population movement or replacement (Dejarnette, Walthall, and Wimberly 1975).

This is an interesting idea, when considering that the distribution of
Alexander sherds recovered at Lubbub Creek appears to be similar to the
Wheeler distribution. Artifact Concentration 1 (USN 1953) was the only intact
Alexander (Henson Springs phase) feature located on the bend. Little else can
be said about these Early Woodland components other than that they seem to
represent a widely scattered, perhaps seasonal occupation by a small
population. There is a possibility that clusters of Early Woodland features
exist intact in the extreme eastern portion of the site.

Sometime after 100 B.C., the inhabitants of the central lombigbee Valley
began making sand tempered, fabric impressed, and cord marked pottery.
Whereas the preceding Wheeler and Alexander series had Southern origins from
the Gulf of Mexico, the new fabric impressed and cord marked wares represented
a northern influence (Caldwell 1958; Walthall and Jenkins 1976).

The appearance of these ceramics initiated the Miller cultural sequence
of west Alabama and east Mississippi. The Miller I phase is characterized by
Saltillo Fabric Impressed, Furrs Cord Marked, and Baldwin Plain (Jenkins
1979) These people began the construction of mortuary mounds and
participated in the long distance trade networks that o(curr ed in, much of the
Eastern United States at this time (Cotter and Corbett 1951). During this
phase, the plain and cord marked wares increased substantially and almost
replaced the fabric marked pottery (Jenkins 1979). While all of these ceramic
types were found at Lubbub Creek, the sample is very small ccmpared to the
succeeding Miller Ill phase. No intact Miller I or II phase features were
discovered.

The largest pre-Mississippian group to occupy the river bend at Lubbub
Creek was the Late Woodland Miller Ill people. The Miller III phase is
defined by the appearance of grog (clay) tempered cord marked and plain
pottery representing a local mani festat i ,on of I he laytown Period. The
principle ceramic typcs present were Bay t.:n l'laii n r. ; f ishomingo and
var. Roper, Mulberry Creek Cord Marked var. Aliceville, and Withers Fabric
Marked var. Gainesville (Jenkins 1979). For a detailed analysis of the
ceramic chronology at the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality, the reader is
referred to Chapter 3, Volume I.

The subsistence strategies, temporal position, and spatial extent of the
Miller III phase are better known than those for preceding phases. The Late
Woodland Period in the central Tombigbee Valley was a time of dramatic
population increase, a change from earlier settlement patterns, a different
strategy in the exploitation of natural resources, and the earliest
substantial evidence for the cultivation of corn (Jenkkins et al. 1975;
Biakeman et. al. 1976; Caddell 1979).
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PRE-MISSISSIPPIAN FEATURES

The following descriptions provide a brief examination of the pre-
Mississippian features in Hectares 30ON/-300E and 40ON/-500E. Most of these
features were moderate to large pits which presumably functioned as food
storage facilities. In Chapters 3 and 4, Volume II, the faunal and botanical
contents of these pits are analyzed and provide an insight into seasonal
subsistence strategies. The excavated features are summarized by provenience
in Table 1.

Hectare 30ON/-300E

Two 10 by 10 m units in the southwestern portion of Hectare 30ON/-300E
had the highest concentration of Woodland features found on the site.
Plowzone samples from Units 325N/-272E and 303N/-287E contained high
percentages of grog tempered ceramics. The presence of a few shell tempered
Moundville Incised var. MoundvilIe sherds and the absence of the later
Mississipp;an engraved wares indicated that the Mississippian occupation in
this location was early (Summerville I) and not as intensive as in other areas
of the bend.

After the plowzone had been removed from Unit 325N/-272E, several
postmolds were found, but no structure pattern could be defined. The most
s grficant Woodland feature was Pit 9 (USN 1397). It was circular, 2 m in
diamcte7, and 80 cm deep. The walls of the pit sloped at the top but became
more vertical to form a basin shape with a flat bottom. The pit was
stratified into three distinct zones. The uppermost zone was a dark loamy
sc; flled with g-og tempered sherds. The middle zone was a thin sandy soil
.it5 !,ttle orgaric content. The bottom zone was a dark organic soil similar
to *he first zone. The associated ceramic material was typical of the Miller
1 component.

The densest concentration of Woodland features was found in Unit
3031. -27E. A ceramic sample from the plowzone of this unit revealed a
ma Ic'' tt of grog tempered sherds. A few shell tempered plain and incised

snercs indicative ot the initial mature Mississippian community, Summerville
. were also present. After removal of the plowzone, 11 large circular pits

and two coizen postmolds were exposed. The postmolds did not form any
aiscernoble patter- and varied in size and depth. The pits were filled with a
rigfIy c-ganic soil that contrasted sharply with the lighter surrounding
m atr;x. Several of the pits intersected each other in a manner that
demo,3trated that not all pits were in use at the same time.

The ceramic sample recovered from these pits consisted of grog tempered
wares a2sociated 4ith the Late Woodland Miller IiI phase in the Tombigbee
"alley. The dominant types are Baytown Plain var. Tishomingo and var. Roper,
Mulberry Creek Cord Marked var. Aliceville and var. Tishomingo. A minority
t' pe, Withers Fabric Marked var. Gainesville. occurred in several pits (USN
*39. lY)8, 1599, 1610) with the dominant types. Most of the refuse deposits

in 'he pIts had lartie quantities of mussel shell, fish, reptile, and mammal
DDne4 . Tho most common botanical remains were carbonized hickory nut ,[ar 3

. -c.; and ic-rn shdt Is (Qaecus sp.) . In addition to the mast crops., tiri its

C, r) Zea ma'/lj wE.r k rc,,cnt in two of the pi ts

0
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TABLE I

Summary of Major Woodland Features by Provenience and (USN).
Postmolds, I by 1 m Tests, and Plowzone Samples Excluded.

Hectare

30ON/-300E 40ON/-500E

Pit 9 (1397) Pit 1 (1937)

Pit 20 (1598) Pit 25 (2161)

Pit 21 (1599) Pit 28 (2163)

Pit 22 (1600) Artifact Concentration

1 (1953)

Pit 23 (1601)

Pit 24 (1602)
KI

Pit 25 (1603)

Pit 26 (1802)

Pit 27 (1605)

Pit 28 (1751)

Pit 29 (1607)

Pit 30 (1608)

Pit 31 (1609)

Pit 32 (1610)

Pit 33 (1610)

4 Pit 34 (1612)

.7*

--
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Pit 20 (USN 1598) was a large circular feature 157 cm in diameter and 50
cm deep. In profile view the pit had straight sides and a flat bottom (Figure
1). Pit 20 was a typical Miller III storage pit. The pit was stratified into
four distinct zones. The uppermost layer was Zone A, a dark soil mixed with
grog tempered sherds, burned mammal and turtle bone, two triangular projectile
points, and a few lithic flakes. Very little mussel shell or charcoal was
present. Underlying Zone A was Zone B. This zone was a layer of loamy sand
that contained little cultural material. Zone C consisted of a layer of whole
and carbonized hickory nuts and acorn shells, sherds, fire-cracked pieces of
sandstone, animal bone, and mussel shell. Zone D was a layer of sandy soil
with few artifacts.

Pit 21 (USN 1599) was an oval feature 105 by 85 cm and 40 cm deep. In
profile view the pit had straight sides and a flat bottom. The upper western
portion had slumped inward creating an irregular profile. No stratification
was visible within the pit fill. Numerous grog tempered sherds, a sandstone

S, abrader, and a fragment of deer mandible were present. Also recovered were
, bits of hickory nut and acorn shells.

-- 4 Pit 22 (USN 1600) was a flat-bottomed, straight-sided, oval pit. It
measured 125 by 130 cm and 45 cm deep. The pit was stratified into three
clearly defined zones. The uppermost layer, Zone A, was a dark organic soil
filled with grog tempered sherds, bits of fired clay, animal bones, and a
moderate amount of mussel shell. Zone B, the middle layer, was an ash lens
with small pieces of fired clay mixed with sherds, fire-cracked sandstone, and
fish and animal bones. Both Zones A and B contained minute quantities of
hickory nut shells and acorns. Zone C was a tightly concentrated mass of
mussel shell in a dark loamy sand. Most of the pit fill appears to be refuse,
presumably deposited after the use of the pit for food storage. The ash and
bits of fired clay suggest that the pit either contained a fire at one time or
received the secondary debris from a fire. A careful examination of the pit
wall failed to find evidence of heating.

" ". Two small pits, Pit 34 (USN 1612) and Pit 23 (USN 1601), were intersected
* by a later intrusion. Pit 30 (USN 1608). All three were unstratified pits
• . filled with small amounts of grog tempered sherds and debris. Pit 23

contained bits of hickory nuts and acorns.
* Pit 31 (USN 1609) was an unusual oblong feature, 203 by 80 cm and

oriented along an east to west axis. In profile view the pit had gently
sloping sides and a flat, shallow bottom 12 cm deep. The pit fill was a
uniform loamy sand. The only contents were a shell tempered Mississippi Plain
sne-d, a deer bone fragment, and a few lithic flakes. The shell tempered- snerd and the extreme shallowness of the feature suggest this was a
M'ssissipoian featue partially destroyed by the plow.

PI! 32 (USN 610) was the largest Woodland feature discovered on the
It wv an o' 1 v;t 2.20 by 1.97 m and 45 cm deep. The pit had steep

td .F fi b, t o ad eh b;tcd a complex internal stratigraphy of eight
[tin, . i. T r. cJrmovr layer, Zone A, was composed of

* h,,'e ' , ci , y. and fish and arimaI boric, mixed withi- a
", .IT -, ,',dv 'ayer with smaIlI quanti i es of fish

!. j f t c m jaterial as Zonc A but did

I-.
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not cover the entire pit. Zone F was a thin deposit of ash, sherds, and
burned mussel shell. Beneath Zones C and F were two adjoining strata, Zones G
and H. Zone G, a sandy soil with sparse cultu " ial, was similar in
color and texture to Zone B. Zone H was filled with mussel shell mixed with a
loamy soil. Zones D and E were the lowest strata. Both contained animal bone
mixed with grog tempered sherds.

These various strata undoubtedly represent individual episodes of dumping

debris, but the events involved in the deposition remain poorly understood.
All zones except Zone C contained small quantities of carbonized hickory nut
shell and acorns. At two locations within Zone D were fragmentary pieces of
split cane matting. A radiocarbon sample taken from Zone C has dated this
feature to A.D. 910 (1040 +100 radiocarbon years, Beta I091) . This date is
consistent with previously published radiocarbon dates for the Miller IlI
phase in the central Tombigbee Valley (Blakeman et al. 1976; Jenkins 1979).
This pit contained a typical Miller III ceramic sample of grog tempered plain

and cord marked sherds and a minor amount of fabric marked sherds.

Another large feature was Pit 33 (USN 1611). This pit was circular, 95
cm in diameter and 70 cm deep. The sides of the pit were vertical at the top
but sloped inward at the base to form a flat bottom. Three distinct strata
could be identified within the pit fill. Zone A was a dark greasy deposit of
mussel shell, sherds, animal bone, and a few lithic flakes. Underlying Zone A
was Zone B, a layer of sand devoid of cultural materials. The bottom deposit

was Zone C. which contained mussel shell, sherds, and other debris. Zones A,
B, and C contained small bits of hickory nuts, walnuts, acorns, and bark. A
single cupule of corn (Zea mays) was recovered from Zone B.

Hectare 400N/-500E

Another intensively excavated area of Woodland occupation at the Lubbub
Creek Archaeological Locality was the southern portion of Hectare 400N/-5OOE.
Plowzone samples from twenty 10 by 10 m units yielded Early Woodland, Late

Woodland, and Mississippian pottery. The principal fiber tempered ceramic
type present was Wheeler Plain var. Wheeler.

One small pit discovered in Unit 402N/-487E was the only intact Wheeler
feature excavated on the site. Pit 1 (USN 1937) was a circular mass of clay
76 cm in diameter. The red clay contrasted vividly in color and texture with
the surrounding soil. In profile view the pit was egg shaped with one
vertical side and one gently sloping side. Beneath the clay was a distinct
zone of sand, ash, and gray clay clumps. Several sherds of Wheeler Plain
var. Wheeler were found at the interface of the red clay and the underlying
ash and sand layer.

Apparently this feature did not serve as a food storage pit. The feature
may have been a fire hearth from which all evidence of charcoal has been

leached. Red clay is not naturally present in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological

Locality, but the loral yellow clay turns a vivid red when heated. However,
F the clay was soft and wet in contrast to the hard hrick-like consistency of

other observed hearths. The functien of this feature remains unknown. It is

not clear if this feature was ever associated with a structure, but a few

random postmolds were found at this level in the surrounding area.

. , - .. .
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The only intact Henson Springs phase feature excavated was Artifact
Concentration 1 (USN 1953) in lh~i 424N/-494E. This feature was a fragmented
portion of a sand tempered Alexander Incised vessel. The vessel was found on
a very shallow stain fr,)m which bits of hickory nut shell were recovered.
Cultu-al debris was quite sparse within the unit. Several other small pits in
the 10 by 10 m area were recognized by light stains barely perceptible to the
evc. The contained a few chert flakes, fire-cracked pebbles and sandstone
but no pcttery. Eight postmolds were found at this level, but they contained

art fact!. Tne plowzone sample from this unit revealed an absence of
r-daen or other deposits that would indicate an intense occupation. There
e-e or'ly a few shel: tempered or grog tempered sherds. Fiber tempered

W'reele- r'e~c. were present, as were a few sherds of Alexander Incised.

Twc i;gnificant Woodland features were uncovered just beneath the
plowzone in Unit 418N'-476E. Pit 25 (USN 2161) was a large Miller Ill pit.
It was circular, 182 cm in diameter and 60 cm deep. The pit was stratified
into four zones. Each zone was filled with grog tempered sherds, mussel
shell, and three zones contained carbonized hickory nut shells.

Pit 28 (USN 2168) was a large oval pit 130 by 107 cm and 170 cm deep.
The pit presented a complex internal stratigraphy of seven distinct zones
(Figure 3). Zone A was a dark loamy sand filled with mussel shell. Zone B
was a concentrated mass of mussel shell mixed with grog tempered sherds. Zone
C had few artifacts. The bottom portion of this zone had intruded into a
natural gravel stratum 80 cm below the ground surface. Zone C appeared to be
intersected by a later depositional event, Zone B. Zone 0 was an organic fill
with mussel shell and sherds. Zone E contained similar debris. Zones F and G
were filled with a small amount of chert, fire-cracked sandstone chunks, and
sherds.

The fill in all zones had minute pieces of carbonized botanical remains,
particularly hickory and acorn nutshells. Corn kernel fragments were
recovered from Zone D. Large quantities of faunal remains were also present.

. The most numerous vertebrates were deer, squirrel, fish, and turtle. The
amount of molluscs recovered from each zone varied widely, with thousands of
pieces associated with Zones B and E, while Zones A and G had only one piece
each.

SUMMARY

The preceding discussion has described the principal late Woodland
features on the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality: the large circular
trasr-filled storage pits. After the ret-oval of the plowzone from the sample
units, these pits were easily defined for excavation. The dark organic pits
contrasted silarply with the lighter surrounding soil. The pit contents
,_onsisted of mussel shell, fish and animal bone, grog tempered sherds, and
' rboniZeC .,ckory nutshells deposited in distinct layers. These layers were
+,rmed ;ir c ', ;du,3l episrdes of refuse dumping, deposited after the pit had

'rd t: m,- purp,.,sc ,it, an underground storage facility for autumn nut
*- .. : ,ierprcration is based on the faunal and botanical analysis of

" p cortents (Chaptc's 3 and I., Volume I I) and knowledge of Late Woodland

SJDs ston,': strategies from previous survey and excavation.

The faunal analysis suggested that the pit debris must have originated in

..
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the warmer mcnths of summer and early fall. Warm weather species, such as
certain seasonal birds, turtles, and other reptiles, were well represented in
the sample.

All large Miller Ill pits contained small quantities of carbonized
hickory nutshells. Black walnut (Juglans nigra) and acorn shells (Quercus
sp.) were present in some of the samples. This material may represent a
residue of stored nut foods, but since the majority of the nuts recovered from
the pits were not whole but carbonized shells, it would appear that this
material was deposited into the empty pits along with the mussel shel',
sherds, bone, and other trash. One possible reason why the pits contained
none of the faunal species normally exploited during the cold months is that
this was precisely the time when they were utilized for their primary purpose
as storage facilities for nut crops. Later, Ln the warmer months, the empty
pits became convenient receptacles for the remains of meals and other garbage.

it is not known whether any of these pits were used repeatedly from year
to year. Several pits (USN 1397, 1611, 1598, 2168) had thin layers of clean
sand separating episodes of garbage deposition. Whether this separation
resulted from intentional modification for re-use or was a consequence of
erosion is difficult to determine.

The contents of the Miller Ill pits at Lubbub Creek are similar to other
Miller III pits in the Tombigbee Valley (Blakeman et al. 1976; Caddel 1979).
Indeed, large circular pits are a common feature at many Woodland sites in the
Eastern United States. There is little ethnographic information on 0
underground food storage in the Southeastern Uni~ed States, but underground
food storage is widespread in the Middle East, Africa, and Europe (Hall,
Haswell, and Oxtey 1956). No less an authority than the USDA has recommended
a mcthod for storing hickory nuts underground over the winter (USDA 1948:110).

Twp ieces of cane matting were recovered from Pit 32 in Unit 303N/-287E.
One o ece was woven of strips of split cane 1/8 inches wide and the other
wover st' ps of 3'8 riches wide. Similar fragments of cane matting or"
ba: ,", were recovered from a Mi I ler Il storage pit at th( Ccfferdam F te ;n
. " ;Kss~4p (B!ake no et a). 1976:72). The cane ma'ting may hale been
SU 1- 'c7 iI ' p t alo , t. the other garbage or it ma have ser'. d to

po(.zI the nut fooos from the most rides of t.he pit. The ira(1 ' c C4 in ng
he. £ de s of thr: pi w th matting is common in other areas cf the wor1( trday
Ha , - aswe V. and OxIC/ 1956) . C(-LainIy, containers such as cat, baskets

would have been essertial ;n transporting the gathered nut foods to the site.

Se'.'eral pits intersected each otner. This indicates that not all of the
p.to were '- use at the sarmie time. Although tests indicated that grog
lempered ceramics were widespread across the site, the large storage pits were
confined to an a-ea ir Hectares 400N,'-50E and 30ON/,-300E. Another group of
M;licr I, p Ls was in Hect.are 40ON/-OE (!-Pi-33) , an area excavated ty the
Uri i ~ s 'y of Alabama in 1977 (Jenkins 1979). The pits clustered along a
si get i ele,.ated are-a or, an old terrace. A possible reason the p'ts were
ocat ed , these p; a:t may have been the so' I cxturc. Ali ef the In !C

Mil I r 1 ; p ts were du, i sandy loam soils w th a moderate r ornei:
.' s that 4ere too sancy would c, t retain the desired t t shape, an n T

; n c'ay would rea ai r water. oles (1973:41 ) reported ir r cut o' p,
g dge experrni'.,ts n br Lair. The most sat isfactcr med',: fot pc1.
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construct on -3s sandy loam. Pits dug in clay experienced fiooding during the
it e,.

L t Ie s Knoo about Pi ;er Ill domestic die i ings. A 'ight To moderate
aeniIty of postmclds was found near the pits, Dut no :tructure patterns could
be oef ned. A possible Miller I II structure was discovered in 500N/-300E. A
fe grog tempered sherds were present in the surrounding soil bu not in
direct association with the postmolds (see Chapter 7, Volume 1). At other
M !ler sites in Alabama and Mississippi (Cotter and Corbett 1951; Jenkins
1979), large, circular structure patterns without associated daub have been
found. Perhaps Miler III structure patterns at Lubbub Creek were obscured by
the later building activities of the Mississippians.

During the Late Woodland Period in the central Tombigbee Valley,
mportant changes were taking place in subsistence and settlement patterns.

The first appearance of corn (Zea mays) in the archaeological record implies a
developing agricultural orientation. A new technological achievement, the bow
and arrow, indicated by the first appearance of the small triangular
projectile point, provided a more efficient hunting weapon. Analyses of
faunal remains at other sites along the Tombigbee River have noted a wider
variety of species associated with Miller iII features than in earlier
occupations (Curren 1975; Woodrick 1980).

Site survey along the river has demonstrated that during the Miller Ill
Phase, the number and size of sites substantially increased with a
corresponding change in settlement which favored sandy loam soils (Jenkins,
Curren, and DeLeon 1975). The largest sites cluster near freshwater mussel
beds. Mussels were probably gathered during the late summer and fall when the
water level was lowest. In the winter and spring, annual floods would have
made collection difficult. If the evidence is accepted that the Miller Ill
people were engaged in rudimentary agriculture, this practice would have
demanded their presence on the site for planting in the spring or early summer
and the fall harvest. If the large circular pits were utilized for the
storage of nut foods to be consumed during the late fall and winter, then the
Miller Ill groups remained at the site through most of the year.

The Late Woodland people's adaptive response to their rich environment
had two major emphases: the intensified use of selected natural resources,
and the creation of new food producing environments through the cultivation of
plants. By the combination of the nutritious autumn nut harvest with the
added reliability of cultivated foods, these people gained a greater economic
security. These changes in resource exploitation are reflected in the
archaeological record, whether as cause or result, by increased population,
new settlement patterns, and technological innovation.

The Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality meets all of the requirements
for this type of subsistence base and consequently, it is one of ho largest
known M i ler ill sites in the Gainesville Lake. By 'O0 A.D., te ind igenous
0ooZles of the central Tombighee Valley were a n cpanding population,
,lommi tted to an incr eus :iqly sedentary c fety l thst o c' ,acd a bcsis for thc
emerg ng Miss i ss pp an a i n.



CHAPTER 6. SUMMERVILLE I-! I FORTIFICATIONS

Gloria Cole and Caroline H. Albright

INTRODUCTION

The Mississippian components in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality
had a multi-faceted system of defensive networks. The earliest systems
comprise two major wooaen palisades. These two systems, which can be assigned
to the Summervi lie i and perhaps the early part of the Summervi lie I period,
have been divided into two spatially separate entities for purposes of
discussion: the inner or easternmost palisade system and the outer or
westernmost system. Another equally important defense work, a large
fortificat on d;tcr or ''dry moat," which enclosed the Summerville IV
communty, is discussed in Chapter 10.

Ths 'ihap'.e- focuses on the inner and outer palisade systems; it will
emphasize the description, chronological placement, construction technique,
motels for calculating total height and length, as well as estimates for post
spacing, and functional significance of these systems. It will begin with an
in-depthr discussion of the inner palisade system, which was composed of five
and possibly seven palisade lines located just south and west of the mound.
Foi iowing this presentation will be a shorter discussion of the long, outer

palisade system that was traced in the western portion of the site.

THE EASTERN PALiSADES

Irtroduct ion

Five palisaae lines composed of a continuous series of postmolds and
wailtr.nrches, plus ephemeral evidence for two additional palisades, were

e. rc by thc excavations in Hectare 4OON -300E. These palisades, which
, ,liel ore another and spaced at a distance of 1 to 25 m apart,
, r: I -. o t ea - tc northwest across the tectare. The location of these

.umbered in order of their discovery, is shown in Figure 1.

-s_ o n 'hc :u sa-s (Pa isaL I d Valisae >) were traced across the

C1 T y " m i c, - r wht r e b tc h tuned sharpl to the
Tio. t pal 'ern nd a t eC th, t h: , , i sades formed a series of

c t, he r 'r I Mound near its northern

- :arc ou In c, c I, u la2a-: ike aroer w ich measured
J. ', .-,q . r ?I err i Asi r,g ha: rppro imately one-eo , tn

.. tt£. ,. tr(? r r t ,oat: i ppeci --)id thait the 1 3,, a area wae. symretricai, thE-

' '' s ''oe.C 0 ':j ,3, deS a 3_ r:-ox "mateI\, 15 00 ni . Su h ar
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surface elevations were compared to beginning elevations for the extreme
northern and southern posts to estimate the original surface slope of each Cf
the palisades. The estimated original slope for each of the palisades should
reflect the degree to which the topographic depression (shown in Figure 1)
influenced the vertical range of the postmold base elevations listed in Table
2. If the vertical range of the postmold base elevations for any palisade is
much greater than the estimated original slope, then other factors in addition
to the topographic depression may have contributed to the vertical dispersion
of the base elevations.

The difference between the vertical span of the postmold base elevations
for each of the palisades and the estimated slope should provide an index to
the normal base elevation ranges (vertical dispersion) independent of
topographic influences, and this measurement should be simi lar for each of the
palisades.

The vertical difference between the minimum and maximum postmold base
elevations (from Table 2) and the estimated palisade slope (from Table 1) for
Palisades I, II, I1, IV, and V is shown in Table 4. The residual difference
is the remaining vertical distance spanned by the postmold base elevations
independent of the estimated slope. As indicated in Table 4, the vertical
span of postmold base elevations, corrected for topographic influences, was l3
cm for Palisade IV, 14 cm for Palisade III, 25 cm for Palisade V, 35 cm for
Palisade I, and 38 cm for Palisade II. Two major variables could account for
the greater vertical distance spanned by base elevations of Palisades I. iH,
and V relative to that spanned by Palisades III and IV. First the sample size
of Palisades IIl and IV is relatively small compared to the sample size of

* Palisades l, I, and V. Second, a greater number of walltrenrhes were
recorded for Pal isades I, II, and V than were recorded for Palisades III and
!V. The significance of the walltrenches within the palisade pcstmoids series
is described in the following section.

Comparison of Single Set and Wall Entrenched Postmolcs

As srown in Table 2, 39 walltrenches were recorded for Palisade I, 12 for
Palisade I , 2 for Palisade III, 1 for Palisade IV, and 3 for Palisade V.
Comparative data for single set and postmolds set in walltrenches for
Palisades l t-rough V are listed in Table 5.

The dati in Table 5 show that the mean base elevat ion for postmolds set
in tlItrencres was slightly lower (by approximately 10 cm) than the mean base
ee'at i fo- s ngle set posts in both Palisades and I. Thi s ghtl

lower mean ra e elevation of postmolos set in waitrcnches reflects. the
effects _f t n i npographic depression. All of the Palisade I postrnolas which
oxtended nto no topographic deoression were set in walltrenches, arid all of
thc Pa' .;> I oostmolas set in wal trenches which had lowe- base elevations 4
than the sinqI e s o posts wee in Unit 433 -22CE and within the topographic

depression 'see Figure 1) .

Within Palisade base elevations for single set postS (N=43) ranged
between 37.'7 m an,, . w W h a moan of 38.16 m AMSL s= .]- m) . Palisade
I sIngle set postmolds spanned a vertical distance o f ., cm. Base clevations
for Palisade I oostmolds which were includod in wailtenches 'N=112) rangedI
net:en 77 m and 3F.55 m, and the mean wa m S=.2 . Pa isaCe

*12



posts extended over terrain slightly upslope from Palisade VI I, and the
Palisade I postmolds were slightly downslope from Palisade VII, the base
elevation comparison does show that Palisade VII and Pal isade III base
elevations were sim lar and that both of these constructions appear to be
relatively later than Palisade I in the sequence of events within the palisade
zone of Hectare 400N/-300E.

Several observations can be made with tne data outlined in this section.
Frst, walltrenches were present in all of the excavated palisades, but no
pa~isade consisted entirely of posts set in walltrenches. Second, the mean
irnstmold depths. which ranged from 19 cm for Palisade IV to 35 cm for Palisade

, reflect no apparent consistency fo, The various oost series, and this
;'cinsistenc) in the recorded depths suggests that the depths re' iect
Preservation .nqd !and modification, rather than the original depth of
nt'us;or of the palisade posts. Third, Palisade IiI was the ony one of the

Eastern Palisades for which a bastion was defined, and there was some evidence
of a gate o entryway near the curtain wall just south of the bastion. The
-.esencc of the gatewa, anc bast on could indicate that Pal isacle il! was
f,-c * ona; 1v d i trci fron t hc cthe- palisades which had no bastions
a-soclated along their excavated courses.

The base elevations described in this section suggested a sequence of
-.nr truc tLon from Palisades I and I I, tc Palisades IV and V, to Pal isade I .
7nore was I1! ie difference in the base elevations of Palisades I and 1i, or
nec eon Paolsades V and V, but these appeared to form distinct sets of
..-- ier ana later :onstructions. The mean base eleation of Pa ,  sade ',
pcs:nmolds was higher than Palisades IV and V., out at least some of this
6 'ference is probally due to the construction of Palisade I I at a higher
-:eva i or .har the oterer palisades. The palisade status of Paiisade VI is
unce-tair because of the small sample and because approximately half of tne
Ostmcidn assignwd to this palisade were residual shalio postmolds wh~cr did
rnot conform tU tthe STrjcture 5 post pattern and only vaguely suggest a series
ir the Structure 4 area (Figure ]). 75L data for Palisade Vii postmolds,
,.,eer, provided a link for the comparison of Palisade Ill with the remaining
F.-, sd 1 in Hectare i0ON./-3O0E. Because Palisade VII posts in Unit

.LN -25'E 'e-e eq-ounte-ed at the same level as Pal isarle IiI posts in the
q7'' wnit. and beovuse the mean base elevations of Palisade ill posts were

7n i, h rher (by 7 cm) than the& Palisade V postmolds, Palisade ill would

t rt ong !L !O lAter scr ies of palisaae constructions. Th
t A; ' r-. , ,- dt ! base c ovations with Palisade I base elevations for

-C 7 V :. .... - i cate- much highcr bat-e ele' tr ns for

: . Fai isad I potrmola .

0 1r lce s 4-nO w 'r Y. di-i as local

. 7 a -,pared . h a e. - f struLture
1 u [.:A -' On, a : s which may

n' t: c Lasc t!e.an--' ued hero as p: inary data,

Ova! ,. s wrr., .u a r .,ry 'cc, :e of data in the

ti Ec.c',er Palisanes, t is impcrtant to delimit the factors
va ,c c va' tabi ty n these data. In an oariie r sect ion, present
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TABLE 3

Postmold Base Elevations and Depths, Pal sous I E I, Usc 5s9k/-:4E.

Mean s
Range (m) (M)

Palisade I

Base elevatior 10 38.28-38.66 38.50 0.14

Depth 10 0.23-0.67 0.43 0.13

Palisade 11

Base elevation 17 38.59-38.87 38.71 0.43

Depth 17 0.10-0.36 0.21 0.07
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to the initial definition of Palisade V in Unit 477N/-261E (see Figure 1).

Within Hectare 40ON/-300E, the mean base elev Lo: - Palisades IV and V

postmolds were less than the mean base elevation of Palisade II postmolds (8
cm less for Palisade IV and 4 cm less for Palisade V), and as a group the base

elevations of Palisades Ill, IV, and V appear as a distinct set in comparison

to Palisade I and II base elevations. In addition to the base elevations of

Palisade III postmolds which were higher than Palisade IV and V postmolds, the

depth below the modern ground surface at which postmolds were detected for the

three palisades gives some further indication that Palisade III may be later
than Palisades IV and V. Palisade III postmolds were encountered at the base
of the plowzone within Level 1 at 38.78 m AMSL in Unit 446N/-250E, 25 cm below

surface, and at 38.87 m AMSL in Unit 463N/-261E, 30 cm below surface. Within
Unit 477N/-261E, Palisade IV postmolds_ were found at 38.66 m AMSL, 46 cm below
surface, and Palisade V postmolds in the same unit were found at 38.72 m AMSL,

40 cm below surface.

Evidence for the existence of Palisade VI (Figure 1) consisted of 47

postmolds encountered within the 6 by 6 m area encompassed by Unit 462N/-229E

(Extension 14, USN 8181). These postmolds were adjacent to a single postmold
within the stratigraphic trench cut perpendicularly to Palisades I and I.

Some of the postmolds in Unit 462N/-229E appeared to be in series, and they
were parallel to the previously excavated palisades (Figure 1). The postmolds

in Unit 462Ni-229E were encountered at 38.72 m AMSL, at a depth which was 38
cm below the present surface. Because none of the Palisade VI posts were

excavated, base elevation data was not obtained. The surface in the area

adjacent to the mound, where Unit 462N/-229E was located, had been bulldozed

during the land leveling which took place prior to the Lubbub Creek

excavations. Therefore, the depths of the postmolds below the present ground

surface in this area may be considerably less than if measurements had been

made prior to this modification.

Eighteen postmoids were assigned to Palisade VII and appeared to form a

continuous series over a distance of 12 m in Units 446N/-240E and 446N/-250E
parallel to previously defined Palisades I and III. Palisade VII postmolds
within Unit 446N/-250E were encountered at the same level as Palisade III

postmolds in the same unit. Base elevations of Palisade VII postmolds ranged

between 38.36 m and 38.62 m AMSL, and their mean base elevation was 38.45 m
AMSL. Palisade VII postmolds intruded to an average depth of 10 cm below the

base of plowzone. Surface elevations above Palisade VII ranged from 38.89 m
AMSL at 446N'-234E near the southernmost post assigned to this palisade, to

39.0; m AMEL at 4,6N --240E near the northernmost post, which indicates thai

the disturbed zone atove Palisade Vli was 60 cm deep near the southern 1imit
and 4L cm eep near +,he northern ii,i t of posts ass;oned to t)Is pal isade.
Thi-, area was apparen' f tled dJring the surface modification of the project
area p- ',)' r th( Lubo ub Cre e.. -:avat ens, and it was clea- that the
di ttj'bod zooe w: except ic-al Y deep in th;s part cf the site.

The Paliade Vii posrmold series was parallel to Palisades I and II at a

distance of 3.5 m and 7 m respectively. The mean base elevation of Palisade

Vl1 postmolds was 49 cm above the mean base elevation of Palisade I postmolds

over the distance between 446N and 456N (see Table 5), and 7 cm less than the

mean base elevation of Palisade III postmolds which extended from 446N to

473N. Although the topography in this area would indicate that Palisade Ill
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Pa;isade V included 67 postmolds, )5 of which were within walltrenches.
Two wal trenches were excavated and a third intruded into the west wall of
Unit 490N/-266E (Figure 1). Palisade V postmold base elevations ranged
bezween 38.27 and 38.60 m, and the mean was 38.48 m AMSL (s=0.07 m), only 4 cm
higher than that of Palisade IV postmolds, but 42 cm above the mean base
elevation of adjacent Palisade I postmolds. The mean depth of Palisade V
postmolds was 19 cm (s=0.07 m).

At the time of excavation, Palisades IV and V appeared to be rebuilding
episodes of Palisades II and I because all four palisade lines were
encountered at the same level in Unit 477Ni,-261E. The base elevations,
however, indicated that Palisades IV and V represented distinct and later
episodes of palisade construction relati\ve to Palisades I and II. When the
mean base elevations for Palisades 1, t1, IV, and V were computed for the
restricted area Detween 477N and 487N to determine their sequential
relationship to Structure 8. its post pattern was also encountered at the same
level as the four palisades. (This analysis is discussed in a later section.)
Th, comparison of palisade postmolds between 477N and 487N indicated a mean
base e'evatior or 38.1t m AMSL (s=C.11 m) for Palisaoe :1, 38.22 m AMSL
'-C.09 m! for Pai sade I, 38.45 m AMSL (s=0.03 m) for Palisade !V, and 38.47
1r AMS. s=0.07 m) for P5lisade V. Thus there v as a 29 cm diference between
the mean oase cevatons of Palisades II and adjacent Palisade IV postliuids,
anc; a 2; cm difference between Palisade V and the adjacent Palisade I
pnstmoids. Since this difference is much greater than the difference between
any comparison of the base elevation means for Palisades I and I1, which
clearly represent a distinct series, the interpretation of contemporaneity
between Palisades I and IV, and Palisades I and V must be abandoned.

The course of Palisade IV north of 486N could not be determined during
the excavations, and Palisade II also was not found north of 486N. Palisade
V, however, was excavated west of and parallel to Palisade I in all sample
units north of Unit 477N/-261E, the point at which Palisade V was first
defined. Both Palisades V and I changed direction to the northeast in Unit
5OON/-281E and were traced by means of backhoe trenches to Unit 519N/-254E.
Unit 50ON/-281E and the palisades within the backhoe trenches were mapped but
not excavated. Two palisades were excavated in Unit 519E/-254E independently
by a different crew from that which excavated the palisade series in Hectare
40ON/-300E. The two palisades in Unit 519N/-254E were labeled Palisade I (USN
9559) and Palisade II (USN 9560). The base elevations and depths of Palisades
I and It in Unit 519N.-254E are shown in Table 3. The base elevations of
Pa1isadc I postmolds in Unit 519N.' 254E ranged between 38.28 m and 38.66 m,
ann 'hr m'.. was , r m MS. 14 m). The mean depth of Palisade I

, r. his 'n t was 4- cm' (s=:.! 3 m . Tne base elevations of Palisade
d s i ri b t f9N/-254E ranged between 38. 9 and 3F 87 m, and the

Jr , :" 8.71 m AMSL $=C.43 m) The mean depth of Palisade II postmolds in
s 21 cm (s=O.O7 m). >e difference between the mean base

I a . Pa1i sades I and I O " Unit I 9N/-254 vas 21 cm, which was

;c the fi ffer-rice between P-I iad , a-'d .. pcsrmolds (25 cm) within
7 i -4 -I in Huctare 400N/ -30OF Te base elevations and depths of

a ,P p imods in Urit 515N,' -25L indicated that this palisade was a
. I or f Palisade i in Hectare 400N,'--300[, and the same data for

]!,sao, 11 in Uni: 519N/-254E indicated that this palicade is continuous with
-,ade V n Hectare 40ON/-300E. Thus the post pattern of Palisade V was

' c tc : west or nc-th of Palisade i in a:! sample units excavated subsequent
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Palisade II was represented by 83 postmolds and 12 watitrenches, and 44.6
percent (N=37) of the postmolds were set in walltrenches. Base elevations
were obtained for all the postmolds within this palisade (N=83) . The base
elevations ranged between 37.40 m and 38.48 m, and the mean base elevation was
38.07 m AMSL (s=0.22 m). The average depth of Palisade II postmolds was 39 cm
(s=0.11 M). The mean base elevation of Palisade II postmolds was not

- significantly different from the mean base elevation of Palisade I postmolds.
Like Palisade I, Palisade II was built over terrain which extended into the
topographic depression, but within the depression Palisade II postmolds may
have been originally on slightly higher ground than Palisade I postmolds (see
Figure 1).

Palisade II , in Units 463N/-261E and 463N/-271E, consisted of uniformly
spaced single set posts (N=66) which outlined one bastion and a curtain wall.
A parallel series of 18 postmolds, which may be the remnants of a gate or
entryway, was mapped just west of the Palisade III curtain wall in Unit
463N/-261E (Figure 1). Base elevations were obtained for 42 of the Palisade
III postmolds, and the remainder were mapped but not excavated. Two
walItrenches were recorded and one was excavated for this pal isade. The
excavated walltrench included four postmolds. No postmolds were discerned in
the remaining walItrench in the southwest corner of the bastion (Figure 1)
The base elevations of Palisade III postmolds ranged between 38.34 m and 38.68
m. and the mean base elevation was 38.52 m AMSL (s=0.07 m), 46 cm above the
mean base elevation for Palisaae I postmolds. The average depth of Palisade
I II postmolas was 24 cm (s=0.05 m).

. The post line of Palisade III is located between the 39.00 and 39.10 m
AMSL surface contour elevations and probably was constructed on higher ground

- than the sections of Palisade I and II which extended into the topographic
depression. To correct any discrepancies in the comparison of base elevations
due to topographic differences, Palisade III base elevations were compared
with the restricted section of Palisade I postmolds between 459N and 475N, a
locatiorn where the original surface elevations for both palisades should have
been similar. The base elevation of Palisade I postmolds between 459N ano
475N rangeo between 37.97 and 38.34 m, and the mean base elevation was 38.13 m
AMSL (s=0.12 m) . For this restricted comparison, which was intended to
correct for the topographic differences between Palisades I and Palisades Ill,
the mean base elevation of Palisade Ill postmolds (38.52 m AMSL, s=O.07 m) was
40 cm above the mean base elevation of the Palisade I postmolds between 459N
and 475N. Provided that the depositional history along the two post lines was
similar, a difference of 40 cm or more between the mean base elevations of
Oalisades I and III should indicate that the Palisade III postmolds were set

much later than those of Palisade I. No cultural features were encountered
aoove Palisade IIM postmolds, and a substantial history of subsequent
activities has been documented subsequent to Palisade I.

Twenty-twc postmolds were recorded for Palisade IV, five of which were
included within a single walltrench. Postmold base elevations for Palisade IV
anued between 38.38 m and 38.51 m, and the mean was 38.44 m AMSL (s=0.04 m),

38 cm above the mean base elevation of Palisade I postmolds and 45 cm above
the mean base elevation for PalIsade II postmolds which were directly adjacent
to Palisade IV on the east (Figure 1). The mean depth of Palisade IV
postmolds was 17 cm (s=0.04 m).

"S
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TABLE 2

(Continued)

Range Mean s
N (m AMSL) (m) (m)

Palisade IV: Walltrenches I
Discovery elevation 1 38.59 - -
Base elevation 1 38.44 - -

Depth 1 .15 - -

Length 1 1.00 - -

Width 1 .32 - -

Palisade V: Postmolds 67
Radius 67 .06 .15 .09 .02
Discovery elevation 67 38.63 38.87 38.72 .07
Base elevation 42 38.27 38.60 38.48 .07
Depth 42 .08 .46 .19 .07

Palisade V: Walltrenches 3
Discovery elevation 2 38.64 38.66 38.65 .01
Base elevation 2 38.36 38.46 38.41 .07
Depth 2 .18 .30 .24 .08
Length 2 1.10 3.15 2.12 1.4;
Width 2 .32 .34 .33 .01

Palisade VI: Postmolds 47
Discovery elevation - 38.72

Palisade VII: Postmolds 18
Radius 18 .05 .12 .07 .02
Discovery elevation 18 38.49 38.69 38.58 .07
Base elevation 14 38.36 38.62 38.45 .07
Depth 17 .09 .16 .11 .03
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TABLE 2

S-Palisades I through VII: General Data.

Range Mean s
N (m AMSL) (m) (m)

Palisade I: Postmolds 163
Radius 161 .05 .20 .09 .02
Discovery elevation 163 37.91 38.88 38.47 .26
Base elevation 133 37.57 38.55 38.06 .21
Depth 133 .10 .65 .33 .12

Palisade I: Walltrenches 39
Discovery elevation 36 37.94 38.87 38.38 .20
Base elevation 32 37.50 38.50 37.99 .29
Depth 32 .10 .55 .32 .12

" Palisade II: Postmolds 83
Radius 69 .05 .15 .10 .02
Discovery elevation 83 37.86 38.67 38.44 .19

- Base elevation 83 37.40 38.48 38.07 .22
Depth 83 .12 .68 .39 .11

Palisade II: Walltrenches 12
Discovery elevation 12 37.91 38.66 38.37 .28
Base elevation 12 37.86 38.51 38.11 .32
Depth 12 .10 .47 .26 .11
Length 12 .58 2.65 1.42 .60
Width 12 .18 .3C .26 .06

Palisade Ill: Postmolds 66
Radius 66 .07 .14 .11 .01
Discovery elevation 66 38.56 38.91 38.78 .10
Base elevation 42 38.34 38.68 38.52 .07
Depth 42 .15 .35 .24 .05

0 Palisade IIl: Walltrenches 2
Discovery elevation 2 38.80 38.94 38.87 .10
Base elevation 1 38.63 - - -
Length 2 1.07 1.28 1.18 .15
Width 2 .31 .52 .42 .15

0 P3!isade IV: Postmolds 22
Radius 22 .05 .13 .09 .02
Discovery elevation 22 38.55 38.66 38.61 .03
Base elevation 22 38.38 38.51 38.44 .04
Depth 22 .10 .25 .17 .04

0
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of the Palisade V postmolds, the elevation of the corner post was estimated
from adjacent Paiisade V posts which were not truncated by the Level 1 pit.

As shown in Table 1, for Palisade I there was a 63 cm vertical difference
over a distance of 100.91 m between the recorded elevations of the
southernmost ana northernmost corner post of the palisade. The present
surface elevation difference over the same distance was only 34 cm.
Similarly. over a distance of 61.24 m for Palisade II, the difference in
elevation between the extreme posts was 70 cm, but the difference in the
present surface elevation over the same distance was only 22 cm. This
comparison between the estimated slope of the original surface and the slope
of the present surface reflects the approximate degree of surface modification
by bulldozer activities prior to the Lubbub Creek excavations. The northern
part of the hc-t:-.e adjacent to the Summerville Mound, and a significant
portion of the mound as well, were leveled, and the southeastern part of the
hectare, particularly within the topographic depression, was filled. The
large midden accumulation in Unit 433N/-234E shown in Figure 2 was apparently
deposited during this operation since historic ceramics similar to those
recovered from the mound were recovered also at the base of this midden.

Because the surface of the hectare had been modified and because the
palisades were constructed on a surface only tenuously related to the present
surface, below surface measurements could not be used for analytical purposes.
Beginning elevations recorded for features presented a similar problem because
the plowzones of excavation units were stripped by backhoe to a uniform depth
below the present ground surface. Under normal circumstances comparison of
below surface elevations for the various elements within each of the palisades S
should have reflected the relative sequence of construction. Due to these
surface disturbances, however, analysis of the vertical relationship of
palisades and structures within the eastern palisade area is based primarily
on the base elevations of the constituent postmolds. Although the base
elevations of a postmold series are subject to a wider range of variation than
the origin elevations for the same series, base elevations should, on the
average, reflect relative sequences of construction. In the following
sections, base elevations for Palisades I through VII and for Structures 5
through 8 are used as primary data to determine the relative sequence of
events within the palisade zone of Hectare 40ON/-300E.

Palisade Composition and Base Elevations

The composition of each of the palisades, postmold base elevations, and
acnths Lr( desribeo r, this section. General measurement data for the
paisade rcavated wit ir Hectare OON,-3COE are listed in Table 2. These
ja a wi bs osed as a reeence for the Ioblowing discussions.

0
T, -.. irtd pU p, str-Ods were recorded for Palisade l
'3. , ,"" ( =l .: ' , ostmclds were set in walltrenches. Base
r .,, t t,*e f U f thr postoolds recordedi for Palisade 1.

, Dre E i ...- oar' rar~t !fro' 7-57 rr !c 38.5 ;r and the rean was 38.06 m
AtP': L (s. T e cri, depth cf Palisade I postmolds was 33 cm (s=0.12 m).
T' '-: . e o 'a -ide I postm cl bar.2, e I eair s (1 .04 m) ref lected.

rj rt * ' f - c I Of ti, e tnpo riooic dep'e-sion illustrated in F igure 1.

,er f.,s co-IriV2 to the Vertical dispersion of pal sade postmold
aoe elcat on- w; I bc dIscused in a lhter section.

0,
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pattern of the structure. The shallow postmolds in Unit 4446N/-24DE formed a

continuous series with seven additional equally shallow postmolds which had

been excavateo in the adjacent unit to the west, Unit 446N,-250E. The 1F

postmoids assigned to Palisade VII, all of which intruded to a depth of less

than 15 cm below surface, formed a continuous but poorly defined series over a

distance of 12 m between 446N and 456N. This post series, tentat>vely defined

as Palisade VI, was parallel to the Palisade I post pattern and was located

at a distance of 3.5 m from it. Palisade I postmolds, however, were defined
at a much luwer elevatior than the postmolds assigned to Palisade VIi.

Palisade VII was also parallel to Palisade Ili at a distance of 7 m. Palisade

Ill postmolds we- defined at approximately Jhe same elevation as Palisade Vl!

postmolds in Unit 446N,'-2rOE. Unlike Palisaaes I through iV, all of wnich

were defined and excavated as palisades, Paiisade VII cannot as certainly be
identified as a palisade because it was discovered during analysis of tne

excavation records and because ts continuity was not observed ir units other

than 466N/-240E and 446N/-250E.

Stratigraohv and Topograohy

The strat;graphic trencn (USN 8109)., v.tich led to tre discovery of
Palisade VI. indicated that Palisades !, I, I1, and VI evidenced a common

elevatior within the hectare. Irere was no evicence of either Palisade IV o-

Palisade V, which had been excavated within Level 2 units further north, nor

was there evidence of Palisade VII, which was almost totally contained within

the plowzone. Consequently, if Palisades IV and V extended into the area

intersected by the trench, they must have been contained either within the

upper levels of already excavated units or within the plowzone.

There was no evidence of occupation levels earlier than Palisades I, II,

IlI, and VI in the part of the hectare cut by Trench 8109. Palisades I, 11,
III, and VI were set in a sterile loamy sand which graded to coarse sand in

the lower levels. The coarse sand was underlain by river gravels in some
places. In Unit 433N/-220E and in the adjacent backhoe trench, Palisade I and

Palisade II postmolds intruded into a zone of river gravel.

Trench 8109 verified that a topographic depression (indicated in Figures

1 and 2), which was represented by a 35 cm difference in surface elevatior

between 423N and 465N in the area of the palisaoes, was a natural phenomenon,
probably the remnant of an ancient river channel. Both prehistoric activities

and recent land leveling had modified the surface relief along this natural

depression in the span of time since the palisaues were constructed. As
indicated by intrusions of palisade Dostmolds into the unoe- ing ,'ecr

gra s.,eIs, the origina constructI ns or f  Pal isade I and , ic -st :n tn

coutIheast part Cf the hect ' -e, foi lowed the slop-." tns aanduned ri''

rhanre I.

To estimate the originai deg'ee of Llope fc' the oa' sades, Ih

ei&,vatio5 cit which each of the palisadec were detectec were compared it k
,uCace eleat ons for the grid points which mark either end of each of the

na isades 'Ta ie 1) . Because Palisades I and V ex'ene i, to Hectare ;OON,/-3O0E
and then turn sharply to the northeast, the corner po't. of Palisade I and a

riea-by post for Palisade V were taken as ending points for purposes of this

compurison. The corner posts of Palisade V were truncated by a large pit

which had been excavated in Unit 5ON-281E. Since this pit destroyed se\eral

.--------.----------------------------------------------. ..
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postmolds and a I by 1 m test pit, which presumably had been cut during
previous excavations by the University of Alabama. Unit 477N/-261E was hand
cut to 38.69 m AMSL, 43 cm below surface, and four pal',: ces were mapped and
excavated. Two of these post lines were continuous with Palisades I and II;
two new palisade post patterns were labeled Palisade IV and Palisade V. In
addition, a number of postmolds appeared in this unit; they could not be
affiliated with any of the palisades and appeared in a confusingly random
pattern. To define the possible relationship of these random posts to the
newly encountered palisades, the unit adjacent and to the east (477Ni-251E)
was cut to the level of the palisades in Unit 477N/-261E. The upper portion
of Unit 477N/-251E was an undifferentiated midden with no distinguishable
features. At the base of this midden a few random postmolds, several pits,
and two anomalous walltrenches were identified. These walltrenches in Unit
477N/-251E were oriented eust-to-west and were adjacent to the southeast-to-
northwest oriented palisade posts and walltrenches of Palisades II and IV. As
Unit 477N/-251E was mapped, it became apparent that the east-to-west
walltrenches were positioned at the margin of a large circular structure
pattern (Structure 8) which extended westward into Unit 477N/-261E and
intersected Palisades I, I, IV, and V (see Figure 2). Postmolds in Unit
477N/-266E not clearly within the palisade post patterns were evaluated and a
few of them were assigned to the Structure 8 post pattern. The sequential
relationships between Structure 8 and Palisades I, II, IV, and V, all of which
were discovered at the same level of excavation, are discussed further below.

Limited evidence of still another palisade, Palisade VI, was indicated by
a postmold in the southeast wall of a stratigraphic trench (USN 8109). This
trench (Figure )), which extended from 448.20N/-254.OOE to 465.OON/-215.OOE,
was cut perpendicularly to Palisades I, II, and III. It was excavated a few

- days before the conclusion of the Lubbub Creek excavations in December 1979.
The profile of this trench therefore provided no information for the upper

n levels of the units which had been excavated previously. To explore the
possibility that the postmold in Trench 8109 represented an additional
palisade not evident in previously excavated sample units, a 6 by 6 m
extension was cut at 462N/-229E (USN 8181) to the level of the postmold at
38.72 m AMSL, 38 cm below surface. As shown in Figure 1, a number of
postmolds which appeared to be oriented in a southeast-to-northwest direction
were found in this unit, but no clear post pattern could be defined and no and
no walltrenches were evident. The postmolds in this unit were, however,
similar to those of Palisade II in that they contained clay which smeared
against the coarser sandy soil as the unit was shovel skimmed. Unit
excavated, and the postmolds recorded for the unit are interpreted as
potential representatives of the easternmost palisade to be identified within
Hectare 400N,-3001.

The p~strrold e:Oe labeled Palisade VII in Figure 1 was discoveren
dur rg th analyi- .f Vtucture 5. Some of the postmcds assigned to
Pa; L;ad V- I wert- r tI acd ,i to th( Leve I excavationr of Str" ul e 5 in Unit
.4(h.-24C , and the ctner po-mo!ds were excavated within Level I of the

ad acent unI t , UL t 4,bN,,-2%OE.

C •ur'ng ti c analyris ot Structure ,, a series of postmolds trending in a
- :oh,..ast-,o-nortlv.est d:rection were distinguished from the Structure ;A post

pa errn Loth by thc;i oI-entatior and by their uq;fornly shalow depth, a

depth ,rhicr was much :ers than that of the postmolds which formed the post
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S interpretation :s supported by a er ia 1 photographs (HS -2 P8 7 and H S-2 P- 8 R
1 1 30/55) . The evid~ence presented in the fol lowing sections suggests that all
of the palisade lines were part o f the pattern visible inr these aer ialI
photographs . Palisade Iwas traced throughout the sample area. The apparent
discontinuity of the rema7ning palisade lines represented in Figour e I was
e ither due to limitations imposed by the sample area, or by recovery
conditions which lirnitea observation of the palisade postmolds.

Palisade 1 was discovered in Unit 446N/-240E during the excavation of
Structure 5, a complex of three discrete structure patterns, all of which were
superimposed abo',e the walltrenches of the palisade. Palisade I was traced
southeastward from Unit 446N/-240E through Units 446N,'-234E, 433N/-234E, and,I. b means of backhoe trenches, to 424.40N,/-213. iCE, near the access road whicn)
marked the lim It of t he archaeological excavation area. The area to the south

* of the access road had been cleared for construction in July of 1979, and the
backhoe trench could not be taken into this area. Continuation of Pal isade I
in a soutneasterly direction was indicated by a wailtrench over 50 cm below
no"IL surface in the southeastern profile of the southernmost backhoe trench.

Pa *sade w as trar~ed to the northwest across the hectare and into Hectare
* ON,'--300E , i nt.c Unit 500N/-281E where the palisade post pattern turned

sha-ply to the northeast. The path of Pal isade i and adjacent Palisade V was
est1i mated to fall within Unit 519N/-254E. This un it was stripped and

* excav.ated . The two palisades were traced by backhoe trenches west-ward to Unit
.CN.'- 2 1E

Tne post pattern of Palisade I was beneath (f rom sou th to nor th)
ru- iL~ , Strurture 6, and Structure t hnro he hetr lno

4COON, 30D Figure 2 . The relationship oetween ahese structures and the
1a ades . c.ssc more extensively bciow.
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TABLE 5

Comparison of Palisade Postmolds Set in Walltrenches and
Single Set Postmolds: Base Elevations and Depths.

Range Mean s
N (m AMSL) (m) m)

Palisade I: Total Postmolds 163
Single Set Postmolds 43

Base elevation 21 37-97 38.37 38.16 .13
Depth 21 .19 .65 .42 .10

Postmolds in Walltrenches 120
Base elevation 112 37.57 38.55 38.05 .22
Depth 112 .10 .59 .31 .12

Palisade II: Total Postmolds 83
Single Set Postmolds 46

Base elevation 46 37.80 38.48 38.11 .16
Depth 46 .12 .58 .37 .10

Postmold in Wailtrenches 37
Base elevation 37 37.40 38.34 38.01 .28
Depth 37 .17 .68 .41 .11

Palisade Ill: Total Postmolds 66
Single Set Postmolds 62

Base elevation 38 38.34 38.68 38.52 .07
Depth 38 .15 .35 .25 .05

Postmolds in Walltrenches 4
Base elevation 4 38.48 38.57 38.54 .04
Depth 4 .22 .31 .26 .04

Palisade IV: Total Postmolds 22
Single Set Postmolds 17

Base elevation 17 38.38 38.51 38.44 .04
Depth 17 .10 .25 .17 .04

Postmolds in Walltrenches 5
Base elevation 5 38.43 38.48 38.44 .03
Depth 5 .10 .17 .14 .03

Palisade V: Total Postmolds 67
Single Set Postmolds 52

Base elevation 27 32.30 38.57 38.48 .07
Depth 27 .08 .36 .20 .07

Postmolds in Walltrenches 15
Base elevation 14 38.L 2 38.59 38.51 .05
Depth 14 .10 .20 .16 .03
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wall entrenched postmolds spanned a vertical distance of 98 cm.

Within Palisade II, base elevations of single set postmolds (N=46) ranged
between 37.80 m and 38.48 m, and the mean was 38.11 m AMSL (s=0.16 m).
Palisade II single set postmolds spanned a vertical distance of 68 cm which
reflects the location of some of these within the topographic depression.
Palisade II postmolds which were set in Walltrer,:hes (N=37) ranged between
37.40 m and 38.3L m, and the mean was 38.01 m AMSL (s=0.28 m). Palisade II
wall entrenched postmolds spanned a vertical distance of 94 cm.

Single set postmold base elevations for Palisade III (N=38) ranged
between 38.34 and 38.68 m, and the mean was 38.52 m AMSL (s=0.007 m) . The

*I single set postmold base elevations of Palisade III spanned a vertical
distance of 34 cm. The four Palisade Ill postmolds set in walltrenches were
included within a single walltrench. The base elevations of these postmolds

ranged between 38.48 m and 38.57 m, and the mean base elevation was 38.54 m
AMSL (s=0.04 m). The vertical distance spanned by the base elevations of
Palisade III postmolds was not significantly greater than expected for the
estimated original surface slope for this palisade.

Palisade IV postmold base elevations for single set posts (N=17) ranged
between 38.38 m and 38.51 m, and the mean was 38.44 m AMSL (s=0.04 m).
Palisade IV posts set in walltrenches (N=5) ranged between 38.42 m and 38.48
m, and the mean was 38.44 m AMSL (s=0.03 m). The vertical range spanned by
the Palisade IV postmolds does not appear to be greater than expected from
normal variability.

The excavated sample of Palisade V included only three walltrenches, but
over 20 percent (N=15) of the Palisade V postmolds were included within these
wal trenches. Palisade V base elevations for single set posts (N=27) ranged
between 38.3C and 38.57 m, and the mean was 38.48 m AMSL (s=0.07 m). The
singie set postmold base elevations for Palisade V spanned a vertical distance
c;f 27 cm. Base elevations of Palisade V postmolds which were included in

*- ..a3trenches (N=14) ranged between 38.42 m and 38.59 m, and the mean was 38.51
M AISL (s=O.05 m) The Palisade V wall entrenched postmolds spanned a
vortIcal distance of 17 cm.

The vert~cal range for single set postmold base elevations within
U I!sades i and z I uld be a consequence of the original topography in
adr ion to ,eot-ro the normal variation to be expected from differences in
setting the posts or to the variation due to excavation error. The much
greater ,erti.al range of the wall entrenched postmold base elevations
ind cates that some additional variable influenced the vertical disposition of
:nc posts which were set in walltrenches.

As shown in Figures 3 and 4, there was some evidence that the
..a'ltrenchLes were constructed to repair sections of deteriorated posts within
-h2 stockade wall. so that the vertical range of base elevations for the
Dcstmolds set in walltrenches may reflect a functional difference betw,,
singie set and wall cntrenched postmolds (see Lafferty 1973:105).

Figure 3 shows the plan and profile views of Palisade I Walltrench 1-A
UN 4417) in Unit 446N/-240E. As shown in the profile, a later walltrench,

wh ch contained slightly darker soil, intruded into an earlier one. The

• I. . : : . - , .. . . . . . -. -
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sediment bands shown in this profile were typical of the sandy soil in this
part of the hectare and represented leaching of iron oxides which accumulatec.
in st.rations within the soil even after aboriginal disturbance. In this
nstance the sides of the walltrench were sufficiently distinct Lo distinguish

the second walitrench through the sediment bands which cut through the
feature.

F':: I sace I Wa Vrencn 5! (USN 7654) in Unit 477/'/-26!E is shown in Figure
r t f :'rst ;,cFi le section (A to A ) two walltrenches which were not

acp-r, *n thu Dian definition of tne feature wee encountered. The second
- . .t, K cri te B to B') revealed the profile of the walltrench which was
defines in r lan view.

These exanples indicate that walltrenches may have been employed to
stab lize sections of the palisades where previously set posts had
detericated, and that subsequent repairs were made using the walltrench
technque for setting the posts. If the walltrenches represent repairs made

sse qent to the original construction of a palisade wall built by the single
p t-e"-p,) tec rii que, t-hen the slightly later construction of the walltrenches
•. c -esuJted in the wide vertical dispersion reflected in the recorded

n:~ ' ,.a ;on for the postmoids which were set in walltrenches as shown in
Table K The vertical dispersion of the postmold base elevations was most
atnparent in Paiisaaes I and il where a relatively large proportion of the
excav'ated posts were set in walltrenches.

If single set posts represent the original construction of a palisade
wall, ano the postmolds within walltrenches represent later repairs, then the

( Tean base elevation of Palisade II single set postmolds, which was 5 cm less
than that of Palisade I, could mean that Palisade II was constructed slightly
ea-lier than Palisade I. Palisade IF single set posts within the topographic
depresion in Unit 446N/-234E may also have been constructed on slightly
higner ground relative to Palisade I, so that the base elevation differences
between the two palisades would be greater if they had been constructed over a
.'lat ground surface. The fact that only 43 percent of the Palisade II
pustrvnlds were set in walltrenches (compared to 83.6 percent of the posts in
Palisade 1 which were set in walltrenches) ma reflect a relatively shorter
rpan of use and earlier construction for Palisade Ii, and correspondingly, a
relatively longer span of use for Palisade I.

*Ana 1 gouzly. since only twc wal ,trenches were represented in the sample
portion -*' Palisade 11I, the greater proportion of single set Dostmo!ds within
hs sade :ould reflect a relatively snort span of use compared to
- df - aa F. Palisades IV and V would also appear to have been

-,hurt I ived construct.ions compared to Pal isades I and IF .

-,I - rm a ,t who wie asked hot h life span of fence posts in the
- r are! erenrd that rues: once :'st. w;,uld Fast 20 years, af ter

.4r mr Ot the posts would n oc be rcpta-ed. One locai resident
s.fc J r a-ddi oan:a' info-maton that the Ffe span of a fence post depends

t p. of t -ec ror, which it ,,-aF cut arnd on ,he time of yea, the tree was
T c cut n th - talI and winte' qcre said to last longer than those

*- r - :anid sufmmer wheq the -,an cf the tree is up. Pos!E made from
vf-e r bodoac. (Bois d'Arc or Osage Oringe) would last 'iniefinitely."
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The 20-year life span of posts given by our informants is the same as
that Larson (1972) obtained from the telephone company on the life span of
telephone posts which were treated with cresote. In addition, Lafferty (1973)

* estimated a 15 to 20 year life span for palisade posts in the fortification
systems he analyzed. Unfortunately, no botanical information was obtained for
the wood composition of the Lubbub Creek palisade posts because no
identifiable charcoal was recovered from the postmolds. Osage orange.
however, does not appear to be indigenous to the Lubbub Creek area (Caddell,
personal communication), but cypress was locally available in the flood plain
forest (see Chapter 2, this volume). The flood plain forest, however, was
varied in composition so that one would expect that posts used for palisade
construction were also cut from various forest species in addition to cypress.

Since local informants specified that untreated fence posts would last 20
years under local conditions, this period probably can be taken as the minimum
longevity for palisade posts. If the posts were of varied composition and cut
at different times of the year, it follows that not all of the posts in a
palisade wall would need to be replaced at the same time. If single set posts
were replaced by posts set in walltrenches, then the presence of one
walltrench would indicate a 40 year minimum span of use for any given
palisade. A double walltrench, such as those excavated within Palisade I
(Figures 3 and 4) then would indicate a minimum 60 year life span for a single
palisade wall.

In addition to the palisade life span which can be inferred from the
relative number of walltrenches represented within the excavated sample of a
palisade wall, there was some evidence that the palisade walls may have been

,. further preserved by either coating the posts with clay or, more likely, by
- applications of clay over withers woven between the posts.

*Lafferty (1973:102ff) discusses the distribution and advantages of this

type of stockade construction. As mentioned previously, the slight traces of
clay observed as units were skimmed at palisade level and were sometimes the

- only surface indications of the palisade postmolds. Clay traces were observed
in association with Palisade II postmolds in Unit 446N/-239E, Palisade III

*.- postmolds in Unit 463N/-261E, Palisade VI postmolds in Unit 463N/-229E, and
Palisade I and V postmolds in Unit 50ON/-281E. All of these clay traces
associated with palisade postmolds were observed in areas where the palisade
posts were predominantly single set posts. No clay traces were observed in
association with postmolds set in walltrenches.

The clay utilized in palisade construction was apparently transportea to
the palisade area from local sources outside of the palisade zone of Hectare
40ON/-300E. There. were no clay deposits, other than those fourd in

* association with cultural features, within this hectare.

-. The uc of clay in palisade construction could have extended the life
span of posts (Lafferty 1973). Lafferty also suggested that the use of clay

*l in stockade construction would have made the walls less vulnerable to fire
damage. Although the use of clay in palisade construction could have extended
the life span of the posts, it also implies a regular schedule of maintenance.
!t is unlikely that an unfired clay wall would remain intact throughout the

rainy season in this area.

• . . . -.:~ ~- . . . .-. . .. .
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Postmold Spacing

The distance between palisade postmolds was estimated for Palisades I

tnrough V, and these measures are shown in Table 6. Because identification of

palisade posts varied with soil conditions, leaching, and 1he degree of

subsequent aboriginal disturbance for any given palisade section, only those

palisade segments where the regular spacing of postmolds indicated relatively

good recovery conditions were used for this analysis.

The postmold centerpoints and the distance between these points which

were selected for this analysis are listed in Table 6. To estimate the

Dostmold spacing for a given palisade, the centerpoints of postmolds at either

end of selected postmold series were recorded and the distance between the

centerpoints was measured. The total distance for the selected postmold

series, divided by the total number of postmolds within each of the postmold

series for a particular palisade, gives the average distance between postmold

centerpoints. The average distance between postmold centerpoints for these

selected posts may be considered typical of the entire palisade. To estimate

the spacing between postmolds, the mean postmold diameter for all postmolds

recorded for the entire palisade (from Table 2) was subtracted from the

estimated distance between the postmold centerpoints for that palisade.

As indicated in Table 6, the estimated distance between palisade posts

ranged from 16 cm for Palisade Ill, to 37 cm for Palisade I. The greater

estimated distance between Palisade I and II posts may reflect the

proportionately greater number of postmolds set in walltrenches in these

palisades, or, since these palisades are early in the sequence, the estimated

distances between the posts may reflect subsequent aboriginal disturbances
which limited identification of the postmolds.

Lafferty (1973:105) noted that nearly all Mississippian stockade posts

which were set in walltrenches had spaces between the posts. By his

definition, all of the palisades within Hectare 40ON/-300E fall within his

class of 'spaced palisade post' stockades (ibid:l~l). The postmold distances

estimated for Palisade III (16 cm) were comparable to the median scores (15 to

17 cm) which Lafferty (ibid:104, Figure 8) reported for the Kincaid, Matthews

and Getman sites. The estimated post spacing for Palisade II (28 cm) and

Palisades IV and V (24 cm) were comparable to the median scores (27 cm)
Lafferty reported for post spacing at the Bates site, and the estimated

distarce between Palisade I posts (37 cm) was similar to those at the Bessemer

Site (bur al mound stockade), as well as those at the Garoga and Arzberger

s te (14 cn) . The relatively closer spacing of Palisade Ill posts could

-ef ec: furi-tional difference since it is the only postline which included a

oastion. As previously suggested, the spaces between the palisade posts in
Le~zta~e DO~ OE may have been filled with withers which were then covered

Clay traces were associated with at least some of the single set

post cf Palisades ', I. 1I , and V.

. timated Height of Palisade Posts

Larson (1972:2 _ ,,ed that the Southern Bell Telephone Company

4sta led telephone poles to a depth of one-fifth of the post length. From
?T';r ligure, he ,timated that aboriginal posts used in fortification

Sst-u.";ns iere probably rarely buried more than one-fourth of the above

I
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ground post height. Using the telephone pole model, Lafferty (1973:99, Figure

7) estimated post heights for stockade walls at a number of Mississippian
sites. The estimated post heights, obtained by multiplying four times the

recorded postmold depths, ranged from 2 ft for the Bates and Getman sites to

25 ft for the Aztalan site.

Table 7 shows the estimated post heights for Palisades I through V within

Hectare 40ON/-300E. Estimated heights in this table are given for the entire

palisade line and calculated separately for single set and wall entrenched

postmolds. Estimated heights were calculated both for the ranges and means of

postmold depths which were listed in Table 2. For this analysis, extreme

maximum depths for Palisades I and II were disregarded.

Since postmold depths reflect the distance tetween the elevation at which
the postmold was identified and the base elevation, the data in Table 7,
unfortunately, reflect to a large degree those factors which influenced

observation of the postmolds rather than the original depth to which the posts
were buried. Post heights estimated from the mean postmold depths ranged from

0.56 m (1.8 ft) for Palisade IV postmolds set in walltrenches, to 1.7 m (5.6
ft) for Palisade I single set postmolds. Major factors which influenced the

depth of the postmold and thereby the height of the post were: (I) plow and

bulldozer disturbances of the hectares surface, (2) aboriginal disturbances of

earlier contexts, and (3) soil conditions. Both accumulated midden and

leaching of feature outlines in the coarse sandy soil, together with

striations of iron oxide accumulations, such as those shown in Figure 4,

influenced the identification of postmolds. Consequently, the data in Table 7

reflect these recovery conditions.

Post heights estimated from maximum depths were greater for postmolds set

in walltrenches than for single set postmoids in both Palisades I and I1. The

post heights estimated from the mean depths of postmolds set in walltrenches

for Palisade 1, however, were less than those estimated for single set posts
withir Palisade I. If walltrenches were constructed later than single set

posts to repair deteriorated sections of the palisade wall, one would expect

slightly greater preservation for the postmolds set in walltrenches. These

postmolds which were included within the walltrenches, however, would in turn
he vuineracle to disturbance by subsequent aboriginal construction. The

relatively shallo" mean depth of Palisade I postmolds which were set in

wai ltrenct'es may reflect the superposition of the Structure 5 complex over a

relatively large proportion of the Palisade I walltrenches. Relatively few

posts were identified within the Palisade I walltrenches under Level B of

t L-tu e (FI g -e 2) .

pa!;sane ;It postmolds were observed first at the base of the plowzone,

v d :nelr ,nallo, depths Indicate that they probably originated within the

lVo zc). Fa sade IV and V postmolds were encountered at the base of Level

e cava *on : , and the subsequent aboriginal activities within Level I

apDa-ent',. obsured the criginal upper elevations of these postmolds.

GUve the funct on o" palisades, one would expect the above ground height

o' a post serecs to be app, o>Imately the same as the upright height of an

3au t . This measure would give an ccproximate post height range of 1.5 m to

1. 6 t) , and, correspondingly, postrmnld depths would range between

8 and 0.6r m. (See Lafferty 973 for constructions which would not follow
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this rule such as breastworks and catwalks.) The postmold depths of Pal isade

Il, IV, and V appear to be too shallow to be an adequate measure of post
heights. The mean and maximum depths for Palisades I ano il could approximate

the original depths Yr intrusion for these pal isaoes. From the mean and

maximum depth measurements, the estimated post height for Palisaoe I wo ;-d

have peen between 1.7 m f5. 6  ft) and 2.3 m (7.7 ft), and Palisade II posts
woule nave been between I.z m (5.3 ft) and 2.28 m (7.5 ; F) . These estimates

:f he past heights fo- Palisades I and !1 appro.imate those obta~ned by

Lafferty (.1973:99, Figure 7) for the Bessemer s te (SP I2 and Burial Mound

Stockade) and the Matthews, Castle Creek, Cahokia (F 27), Mooney Bend
(Interior two walls). Hiwassee Island and Citeco sites.

Tne Relator)sh;P of Structures to Palisaaes: Base Elevations

Three structures were located either abov.'e or at the same level as the

pal isadt.us in Hectare L0ON/-300E (Figure 2). Although the structures appeared

c be later than Palisades I and 1 , their relationship to the remaining

palisades was not apparent during the excavations.

The basal ele,,ations and depths for postmolds which comprised each of the

:uture post patterns and t:ne local palisade sect ons whi h lay bereath the

strurtures a-e given in Tables 8, 9, and 10. Table 8 includes data for

Pn 'cr d s oetweer 446N and 4,bN for Palisade I and I and for Structures 5 A

and ;E. 'able 9 presents the data for postmolds recovered bet .2en 459N and

47,N from Palisades i and iI and Structure 6. Table 10 describes postmolds

-ssoc ated with Palisade I, II, IV, and V between 477N and 487N within Un't
L, 77i-26lE and postmolds associated with Structure 8 in Unit 477N/-25lE.

Structure 5 (Table 8) comprised three superimposed structures, all of

w'ich overlay Palisade I. The lowest of these structures, Structure 5C, was

7e-tangular in form and its east wall was parallel to Palisade II at a

distance of 1 m. The post pattern of Structure 5B (not considered in this

analysis) was also rectangular and superimposed over the northwest. portion of

the Structure 5C post pattern. The post pattern of Structure 5A which was

c-rcula- in form was superimposed over the southwestern portion of StruJcture
RB. The base elevations of Palisades I and II and Structures 5A and 5C arc.

cJ'-- -dze in Table 3. For palisade postmolds between L46N and 456N, the mean
-ine e'e''a' cc o' Pal sade I was slightly iower than that of Palisade I

I cv:-dc 1d Li cm. The mean base elevation of the postmoids assignec -o

7, rt w,. 27 cr anv)e those :n PaI sad c: and 23 cm above those .r

I ' vly sh-, - r1. a\'eragu depths f c, ' u tures 5A and ;C reflect

f tnc .pe arn zuesequer. but idzer act ity In the Structure 5
.engr operat Ions 3, :mined he no'thernmoo s -'smuids i In

" t ' '." Souther on-)  t i cm r-, f t e -struc tur!s n., e I left
S ti r

a e U wa e Ica'.td as tw:: d tr. ct zo'nes., h t later

'- C, q d t lIt 1 Of te o pO tS " h n hn-c ut ru ir C DcS[ oat t.e ns

u ' h
-  Linoer st,- t grap : e p\'C n A). i<, dD m po tr, i s

a,. t cje lran ~ ,r iu paLt- e r,- Zc r) A
p jr. Zv'e . e r- ' ). on,'c .th F'-al !ad(.: I !I betwcen

- :, ,;N I . -e * ater p i sade, .ere d; scerned i s sct ion.
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TABLE 8

Comparison of Postmold Base Elevations and Depths, 446N to
456N: Palisades I, II, Structure 5A, and Structure 5C.

Range I Mean s
N (m AMSL)I (m) (m)

Postmold Base Elevations

Palisaae I 22 37.79 38.11 37.96 0.08

Palisade II 23 37.80 38.22 38.00 0.12

Structure 5A 22 38.21 38.47 38.33 0.07

Structure 5C 23 38.13 38.33 38.23 0.05

Postmold Depths
2

Palisade I 22 .12 .47 .34 0.09

Palisade II 23 .17 .58 .40 0.11

StrLcture 5A 22 .07 .32 .14 0.06

Structure 5C 23 .09 .33 .21 0.08

Base of feature.

Depth=Beginning-end ele'.ation.
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Conra- i on cJ Postrnoo Buc E <cr', L-r-nd ?IcoI!ns.'

i c 47;N: Pal isades a I -nd ji ture b

Pan~c Mean

N (m AM) L L

P )stmold B~ase Ele,.a:>Ions~

Fr o24 37.-97 3 .4 E. - I

Dilsaae '1 29 , 7.95 38.30 38.13 0.09

*Structure 6 2 38.5 38.77 38.70 0.05

Postmold Deoths2

Palisade I2L .1 .2 .35

Pa isade 2 c .24 .5-7 .36 0.08

Structure 6 2 .02 - . i3 .09 -- 0.04

a-rof feazure.
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TABLE 10

Comparison of Postmold Base Elevations and Depths, 477N to
487N: Palisades I, II, IV, V, and Structure 8.

I I Range Mean s
N (m AMSL) (m) (m)

Postmold Base Elevations

Palisade I 24 38.06 38.37 38.22 0.09

* Palisade II 153 37.90 38.34 38.16 0.11

Palisade IV 15 38.38 38.51 38.45 0.03

Palisade V 28 38.30 38.57 38.47 0.07

Structure 8 26 38.31 38.46 38.40 0.04

Postmold Depths
2

Palisade I 24 .29 .59 .43 0.09

Palisade II 15 .29 .68 .46 0.11

,Palisade IV 15 .i0 .20 .15 003

Palisade V 28 .10 .36 .20 0.06

Structure 8 24 .14 .27 .24 0.05

Base of feature.
- 2* 3Depth-Beginning-end elevation.

* 3Postmolds set in walltrenches only.

.9
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-. The upper level of this area above Palisades I and II was an undifferentiated
midden which extended from 459N northward to 487N and several meters east and
west of Structure 6. The midden extended downward to the base of Zone B to
elevations which ranged between 38.75 m and 38.62 m AMSL.

Structure 6 appeared within the large midden area as a localized daub
scatter. The shallow depths of the Structure 6 postmolds reflect their origin
within the upper part of this midden zone which itself originated within the
plowzone. Zone A of the Structure 6 excavations was distinguished from Zone B
only in that Zone A had inclusions of daub and ash.

As shown in Table 9, the mean base elevation of Structure 6 posts was 57
cm above that for Palisade I postmolds and 56.5 cm above Palisade I1
postmolds. Within the Structure 6 area, there was no significant difference
between Palisade I and II mean base elevations or depths.

Because Palisades IV and V were discovered in the sample units directly
north of Structure 6. but no evidence of them was detected during the
excavation of Structure 6, the mean base elevations obtained for Palisades IV
and V between 477N/-261E and 477N/-251E (Table 10) were compared with those of
Structure 6 (Table 9). The mean base elevation of Structure 6 postmolds was
24.5 cm higher than Palisade IV postmolds and 22.5 cm higher than Palisade V
postmolds. The mean elevation at which Palisade IV and V postmolds were
identified was 38.61 m and 38.72 m AMSL respectively. The surface elevation
of Zone B, beneath Structure 6 ranged from 38.80 m to 38.75 m AMSL. Palisade
IV and V posts, then, if they were present in the Structure 6 area would have

* . been included within the undifferentiated midden of Zone B below this
structure and may have been further obscured by the subsequent construction of
Structure 6.

The post pattern of Structure 8 and of Palisades I, 11, IV, and V in
Units 447N/-261E and 477N/-251E was discovered at the same level following the
excavation of the upper level features within 477N/-261E. Consequently the
origin of each of the distinct constructions was not apparent at the time of
their excavation. Table 10 lists the mean base elevations and depths for the
postmolds of the four palisades and Structure 8 in these two units.

For the area between 477N and 487N, the mean base elevation of Palisade
II postmolds set in walltrenches was 6 cm less than the mean base elevation of
Palisade I postmolds, 24 cm less than the mean base elevation of Structure 8
postmolds, 29 cm less than Palisade IV postmolds, and 31 cm less than Palisade
V postmolds. One of the Structure 8 postmolds (USN 7706) intruded into
Walitrench 32 (USN 7655) of Palisade I.

The mean base elevation of Structure 8 postmolds was 5 cm less than the
dmean base elevation of Palisade IV postmolds and 7 cm less than the mean base

elevation of Palisade V postmolds. Lafferty (1973:101) observed that, as a
general rule, palisade posts were set deeper than structure posts but that
ranges between the two types of constructions tended to overlap. No good
empirical test for this assertion was presented by the recovery conditions
within Hectare 40O,, 330E. This observation, however, affects the present

* interpretation because it could mean that the temporal span between Structure
8 and the palisades was even greater than indicated by the small distance

b -°.- brtwf-en the mean base elevations of each postmold group.

I
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" The palisade sequence within Units 477N/-261E and 477N/-251E replicates
the sequence indicated by the general comparison of palisade base elevations.
The base elevations do not show a vtrong sequential difference either between
Palisades I and II or between Palisades IV and V. There was slight evidence
for a priority of Palisade II over Palisade I, and for Palisade IV over
Palisade V. The analysis does show that Structure 8 is later than Palisades I
and II and that it could be earlier than Palisades IV and V.

To summarize the results of the analysis discussed in this section, the
- base elevation comparisons indicated that the relationship of structures to

palisades within Hectare 400N/-3OOE is as follows: Structure 5 (which
, includes Structures 5A, 5B, and 5C) was later than Palisades I and II.

Structure 6 was later than Palisades I and II and probably later than
Palisades JV and V as well. Structure 8 was later than Palisades I and II,

,, but could be earlier than Palisades IV and V.

In addition to the relationship between structures and palisades, the
local comparison discussed in this section presented some evidence that
Palisade II may be earlier than Palisade I, a conclusion which was also
suggested by the comparison of single set posts for Palisades I and II (Table

5). This same evidence suggests that Palisade IV may have been slightly
earlier than Palisade V.

To establish the relationship between the sequence of events inferred
from the base elevation and the ceramic chronology which has been established
for the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality (Chapter 3, this volume), the
distribution of shell tempered ceramics recovered from the palisade zone of
Hectare 4O0N/-300E will be examined.

. The Relationship of Structures to Palisades: Ceramic Contexts

The association of shell tempered ceramic types and varieties with
archaeological features was examined for three areas that cut across the
course of the palisades. Section A covers the area between 423N and 456N and
includes Structure 5. Section B extends from 459N to 475N and includes
Structure 6. Section C extends from 477N to 510N and includes Structure 8 and
Level I excavations in Units 490N/-261E and 50ON/-281E (see Figure 2 and Table
1 1) .

The association of ceramic types with particular cultural features within

each of these sections will be considered in detail in the following sections.

Only shell tempered ceramics are considered in this analysis. It should be
noted, however, that sand and fiber tempered sherds were recovered from
plowzone samples throughout the area, from Zone B of Structure 6, and from the
postmolds within Structure 5. Grog tempered sherds, predominately Baytown
Plain var. Roper and Mullberry Creek Cordmarked var. Aliceville, were present
throughout the area and together totaled 739 grams, or approximately 75
percent of the total gram weight of Mississippi Plain var. Hale present in the
same area. Mississippi Plain var. Warrior and var. Hale were ubiquitous

* throughout the inner palisade area.

* In the following sections,'the distriLution of shell tempered ceramics
within the Eastern palisade area is discussed in terms of (1) the association
of types and varieties with cultural features within Sections A, B, and C, (2)

x6z
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the distribution of major ceramic types throughout the palisade area, and (3)
the temporal implications of ceramic associations. A model of the probable
sequence of events within the palisade area is presented in the latter
section.

Ceramic Association by Section

In the following discussion, features within each of the arbitrary
palisade zone sections are identified and briefly evaluated for their
integrity and their ceramic contents. Shell tempered ceramic types identified
for features and structures in all units which contained palisade elements are
listed in Table 11. Sections A, B, and C in Table 11 correspond to the
arbitrary sections of the palisade area.

Cultural features within Section A (Table 11) included Pit 69, Structure
5, and Palisades I, II, and III. Pit 69 (USN 4601, 4625) was encountered 28
cm above the walltrenches of Palisade I at 431.34N/-291.18E in a backhoe
trench cut to define the southern limits of Palisade I within the excavation
area (see Figure 2). Structure 5, a complex of three superimposed structures
comprised Structures 5A. 5B, and 5C. All three of these structure patterns
overlie Palisade 1. Palisade II was located parallel to the earliest of the
Structure 5 elements, Structure 5C, but apparently predates it since there was
a 23 cm difference between the mean base elevations of Structure 5C and
Palisade II postmolds (Table 5). Palisade III was encountered at the base of

the plowzone in Unit 446N/-250E and cannot be associated with either of these
structures.

Disturbances within Section A resulted from both plowing and bulldozing.
The effects of the bulldozer were to level the area to the north, including
the Summerville Mound, and to deposit fill within the topographic depression
shown in Figure 1. Nearly two-thirds of Unit 433N/-234E (Figure 2) consisted
of redeposited midden which extended to a depth of 1.31 m (37.59 m AMSL) below
surface. Shell edged ceramics found at the base of a trench (USN 4402) cut
through this midden deposit were similar to those recovered from a recent
historic building site on Summerville Mound.

In addition to the disturbances resulting from mechanical operations
within Section A, aerial photographs (HS-2P-87 and HS-2P-88• 1-30-55)

indicated that the topographic depression was wooded before the area was
bulldozed. Although trees helped to protect the cultural deposit from plow
disturbances, tree root intrusions were excessive, particularly in the area of
Structure 5. In addition to these factors, the close vertical juxtaposition
of aboriginal events within Section A no doubt served to further displace
ceramic associations from their original contexts.

Ceramic associations in Pit 69 and Level I of Structure 5 of Section A
(Table 11) included Alabama River Applique and Carthage Incised, Mississippi
Plain var. Warrior and var. Hale. Structure 5, Level I corresponded to
Structure 5A and included the southern one-half of Structure 5B. The Carthage
Incised sherds which were associated with Structures 5A and 5B included
var. Foster, and those associated with Pit 69 were identified as
var. Carthage. Parkin Punctated sherds were recovered from a plowzone sample
and from Pit 40 (USN 3997), a complex feature disturbed by tree root and
rodent activity. The fill of this feature also contained a small amount of

0-L
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Alabama River Applique ceramics. Pit 40 probably originated within Structure
5A and is located near the southern periphery of that structure's post
pattern. Mound Place Incised var. Akron and Moundville Incised
var. Carrollton sherds were recovered from Level 2 of Structure 5. This
excavation sample cuts the southwest corner of Structure 5C.

Diagnostic ceramics occurred in direct association with palisade elements
only in Section A. Moundville Incised var. Moundville (a clear Summerville
period indicator) sherds were recovered from the fill of Walltrench 1-C (USN
4419) of Palisade I. This walltrench is near the double walltrench of
Palisade I shown in Figure 3 and may be one of the more recent walltrenches of
Palisade I. Moundville Engraved var. Wiggins sherds were recovered from the
fill of Postmold 601 (USN 4699), Palisade II. This postmold may be cut by the
rim of an adjacent small pit (USN 10,111). The order of intrusion was
inferred from a slight color differentiation between the two features. The
inferred order of intrusion implies that the postmold is later than the pit
into which it intrudes and that the ceramics recovered from the postmold
should be either contemporaneous with or earlier than the postmold itself.
Both the postmold and the pit were encountered at the same elevation, however,
so that the close proximity of this pit makes the association of the
Moundville Engraved var. Wiggins sherds with Palisade II somewhat
problematical at best. No ceramics were obtained either from Palisade III: postmolds or from features which can be related to that palisade.

Structure 6, Zones A and B, the area immediately adjacent to Structure 6,
and Palisades I and II were included in Section B (Table 11). The postmold
pattern of Structure 6 was extremely shallow, and that portion of the
structure floor which was not within the plowzone was entirely contained
within Zone A. Deep plow scars cut into Zone B, the area beneath the floor of
Structure 6. Both Palisades I and II were encountered in the lower levels of
the excavation beneath Zone B.

Structure 6 (Zone A) was indicated by a localized daub scatter within an
undifferentiated midden which extended northward to encompass the Structure 8
area and extended in depth to the base of Zone B. Structure 8 walltrenches in
Unit 477N/-251E (Section C) were detected at the base of this midden.

Alabama River Applique sherds in Section B were restricted to pits -- Pit
99 (USN 5526), Pit 1OO (USN 5527), and Pit 108 (USN 5717) -- which originated
within the plowzone and which were not associated with a defined structure

- pattern. Two grams of Alabama River Applique were recovered from Zone B of
the Structure 6 excavation, and a small amount of the type Carthage Incised
var. Moon Lake was also recovered from this level. The presence of these
types within Zone B was apparently due to the plow which cut into this level.

Carthage Incised sherds within Structure 6, Zone A included
var. Carthage, var. Moon Lake, and var. Foster sherds. In addition to the
Carthage Incised ceramics, Mound Place Incised var. Akron and var. Havana
appeared to be restricted to the context of Structure 6, Zone A and to Pit 93
(USN 5180).

A large amount of plain ware (Bell Plain, Mississippi Plain var. Warrior
and var. Hale) was recovered from Structure 6. The concentration of Bell

i Plain ceramics in the area which encompasses Structures 6 and 8 gives some

a,
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indication that these sherds may be derived from Zone B which was

stratigraphically continuous with Structure 8. Moundville Engraved and
Moundville Incised ceramics occur both within Zone B and later contexts. Of

these, the Moundville Incised var. CarroIlton and Moundville Engraved
var. Tuscaloosa ceramics may either represent Zone B or earlier contexts, and

the Moundville Incised var. Moundville sherds may be displaced from the
underlying level of Palisade I.

Section C (Table 11) of the palisade zone includes Structure 8 in Units

477N/-251E and 477N/-261E, Level 1 features within Unit 490N/-266E, and Level
1, Pit 1 (USN 4702) in Unit 50ON/-281E. Palisade elements include Palisades
I, II, IV, and V, all of which were encountered at the same level as the

Structure 8 walltrenches in Units 477N/-251E and 477N/-261E. Palisade II was
not encountered north of 487N, and Palisade IV was not recognized north of

496N. Palisades I and V continue northwestward into Unit 50ON/-281E where

both turn sharply to the northeast.

Bell Plain ceramics within Section C were restricted to Units 477N/-251E

and 477N/-261E. The post pattern of Structure 8 extended into both of these

units. Bell Plain and Mississippi Plain var. Warrior sherds were recovered
4, from the fill of one of the Structure 8 walltrenches; Pit 131 (USN 8107), in

the southeast corner of Unit 477N/-251E, contained Bell Plain as well as

Moundville Incised var. Carrollton ceramics. This pit was not within the
Structure 8 post pattern but was encountered at the same level as the

structure, 4.7 m southeast of the Structure 8 walltrenches. Within the inner
palisade area, Bell Plain is restricted locally to the Structure 8 area and to

the midden stratigraphically continuous with it which includes Zone B of
Structure 6.

Palisades I and V continue northwestward from the Structure 8 area and
were found below Level 1 in the southwest one-half of Unit 490N/-266E. Two
pits in the southeast corner of Unit 490N/-266E were directly above Palisades

I and V and contained Mississippi Plain sherds. One of these, Pit 124 (USN
6848), also included Mound Place Incised var. Akron sherds. Charcoal

recovered from the other pit, Pit 123 (USN 6847) yielded a date of 1010 +145
radiocarbon years (A.D. 940, Beta 1100). This pit may have cut into a

postmold (PM 1144, USN 6850) at elevation 38.76 m AMSL which appeared to be
the source of the carbon from which the date was determined. This postmold

was one of a series of four directly adjacent to and at the same level as

Palisade I walltrenches.

Palisades I and V continue northwestward into Hectare 5OON/-30OE where

between 504N and 508N both post lines turn sharply to the northeast and were

traced in this direction west of the Summerville Mound. A large pit, (Pit 1,

USN 4702) was excavated at Level 1 within Unit 500N/-281E. It was directly

- above the corner posts of Palisade V. Six of the Palisade V postmolds, which
were found directly beneath this pit, had beginning elevations 6 to 10 cm

lower than other Palisade V postmolds in this unit. The truncated Palisade V

postmolds and the base elevation of Pit 1 indicated that the pit cut into the

earlier Palisade V construction level. Ceramics recovered from Pit I included
Mississippi Plain var. Warrior, var. Hale, and var. Hull Lake, Carthage

Incised var. Moon Lake, Parkin Punctated, Moundville Engraved var. Tuscaloosa,

and Moundville Incised var. Moundville, and var. Carrollton. Some of these

types may be derived either from Palisade V, which the pit cuts into, or

I
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indirectly from Palisade I.

Distribution of Ceramics within the Eastern Palisade Zone

The distribution of ceramic types for the entire palisade zone of Hectare

400N/-300E is outlined in this section. To provide an overview of ceramic

recoveries for the inner palisade zone, the distributions by count and weight

for Sections A, B, and C are listed in Table 11. The various types of

ceramics represented within the inner palisade area were not evenly

distributed. Distinctive ceramic "assemblages" were associated with

structures and pits. Some types occurred throughout Sections A, B, and C:

Alabama River Applique, Mississippi Plain var. Warrior and var. Hale, Mound

Place Incised var. Akron, and Moundville Incised var. Moundville and

var. Carrollton. Other than the relatively small representjation of Moundville

Incised var. Moundville which had been associated with Palisade I, there was

no evidence of a persistent ceramic continuity throughout the area in contexts

which would correspond to the observed continuity of the palisades.

Alabama River Applique ceramics (11 occurrences) were recovered from

Units 423N/-223E (Pit 69), 446N/-240E (Structure 5A), 463N/-256E (Pit 108),

and 469N/-246E (Pits 99 and 100). Major occurrences of this type were within

pits originating within or just below the plowzone and the greatest

proportions of this type were within Sections A and B.

Carthage Incised var. Foster was represented in Sections A and B. Nearly

all of the Carthage Incised var. Carthage sherds were in Section A, but none

of the var. Moon Lake sherds were recovered from features within Section A.

Carthage Incised ceramics were associated with Alabama River Applique in some

contexts: Pit 69 (var. Carthage) and Structures 5A and 5B (var. Foster).

Carthage Incised var. Foster sherds were found in Structures 5A and 5B and in

Structure 6. Carthage Incised var. Moon Lake sherds were among the ceramics

recovered from Structure 6 and from Pit I in Unit 500N/-281E.

Mississippi Plain var. Warrior (37 occurrences) and var. Hale (32

occurrences) were widely distributed throughout contexts above Palisades I and

II, and the greatest proportion by gram weight was concentrated between 459N

and 475N in Section B. Mississippi Plain var. Hull Lake (2 occurrences) was

restricted to Pit 1 in Unit 50ON/-281E and to the plowzone of Unit 490N/-266E.

Bell Plain var. Big Sandy (13 occurrences) appeared to have a restricted

distribution within the area which included Structure 6, Zones A and B, and

Structure 8. The Bell Plain ceramics recovered from Structure 6 may be

derived from Zone B. The undefined activity area beneath the floor of

Structure 6 was stratigraphically continuous with the Structure 8 area, and

this continuity appeared to be reflected in the local concentration of both

Bell Plain and Mississippi Plain ceramics.

Mound Place Incised ceramics were concentrated in Section B between 459N

and 475N. Minor amounts of var. Akron were recovered from Section A within

the Structure 5 complex and from Section C from the fill of Pit 124 and the

plowzone of Unit 490N/-266E. Within Section B, Mound Place Incised var. Akron

and var. Havana were recovered from Zone A of Structure 6, and var. Akron was

associated with Pit 93. There were 8 total occurrences of Mound Place Incised

var. Akron and one of var. Havana within the palisade zone.
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Moundville Engraved ceramics were found for the most part in Section B.
Two grams of Moundville Engraved var. Tuscaloosa were recovered from the fill
of Pit I in Unit 50ON/-281E, a feature which cut into several Palisade V
postmolds. The remaining Moundville Engraved var. Tuscaloosa sherds were
included in the fill of Zone B of Structure 6. tioundville Engraved
var. Undetermined sherds were recovered from plowzone contexts, from Pit 99
(USN 5526) which originated within the plowzone, and throughout Structure 6,
Zones A and B.

The greatest percentage by gram weight of the Moundville Incised ceramics
was within Section B, between 459N and 475N. Smaller amounts of Moundville
Incised were recovered within Sections A and C. Moundville Incised
var. Moundville ceramics (4 occurrences) were represented in Sections A, B,
and C and were recovered from the fill of Palisade I Wailtrench 1-C, Zone B of
Structure 6, and from Pit 1 in Unit 50ON/-281E. There were two occurrences of
Moundville Incised var. Snows Bend within the entire palisade zone, and these
were in Pit 97 in Unit 469N/-246E and within Zone A of Structure 6.
Moundville Incised var. Carrollton ceramics (9 occurrences) were associated
with Structure 5C; Structure 6, Zones A and B; Postmold 725 (USN 5174)
northeast of Structure 6; Pit 131 near Structure 8; and Pit 1 in Unit
50ON/-281E.

Parkin Punctated sherds (4 occurrences) were recovered primarily in
disturbed contexts in Unit 446N/-250E and from the plowzone. Parkin Punctated
sherds were recovered from the fill of Pit 40 (USN 3507), a disturbed pit
probably originating at the level of Structure 5A, and from Pit 1 in Unit
50ON/-281E.

This ceramic inventory of the Eastern palisade zone reflects local
events; it does not, however, directly date the palisades which were excavated
in the units discussed in these sections. The paucity of ceramic evidence
would tend to verify Lafferty's (1973) observation that ceramics were not used
in palisade construction and would tend to indicate that ceramic types which
may be contemporaneous within any particular sequence would be in
complementary distribution with the palisade itself. In other words, the
greatest proportion of Moundville Incised var. Moundville, which has been
associated with Palisade I, would be found with the domestic features of that
time period elsewhere within the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. The
overview just presented shows that Moundville Incised var. Moundville is
minimally represented within the palisade zone: only 4 occurrences totaling
39 grams were recovered from the entire palisade zone.

The temporal significance of this ceramic inventory of cultural features
within the inner palisade zone, together with radiocarbon dates, sequences of
events implied by superposition of features, and the base elevation
c:ompariscors presented in this chapter, are presented in the following section.

reramic Associations and Temporal Implications

The temporal sionificance of ceramic type varieties for the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Loa, , s k iscussed in Chapter 3, and the temporal position
.; structures excavated within Hectare 40ON/-300E is discussed in Chapters 9
and 10. The sequence of events within the palisade zone of Hectare 40ON/-300E
is outlined in Table 12. This sequence is inferred from the base elevations

%. . . . . . . . . .
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nd superposition of cultural features which were analyzed in this chapter.
he temporal placement of features is indicated where these have been

:etermined, according to the Summerville ceramic chronology for the Lubbub
reek Archaeological Locality as a whole, or where other evidence implies a

.emporal association relative to the Summerville chronology.

The major cultural features excavated within the Eastern palisade area
ire listed in the left-hand column of Table 12. The evidence for the temporal

iosition for each of these cultural features is discussed below.

Palisade I was assigned to the Summerville I period on the basis of the

1oundvi ,le Incised var. Moundville ceramics recovered from Walltrench I-C (USN

419) . A radiocarbon date of A.D. 940 (1010 +145 radiocarbon years, Beta

100) was obtained from Pit 123 (USN 6847) in Unit 490N/-266E which could
ndirectly date Palisade I. Pit 123 intrudes into Postmold 1144 (USN 6850)
ihich was encountered at the base of the pit and at the same level as adjacent
'alisade I postmolds (elevation 3B.76 m AMSL). Postmold 1144 (USN 6850) was
:he source of charcoal from which this date was obtained. Postmold 1144 is
)ne of a series of four postmolds (USNs 7831, 7994, 7830, and 6850) which were
10 to 20 cm east and parallel to Palisade I Walltrenches 40 (USN 7883) and 41
(USN 7884). The date obtained for Postmold 1144 (USN 6850) would place it and
:he adjacent Palisade I wailtrenches at the beginning of the Early
Iississippian, Summerville I period. This radiocarbon determination is
:onsistent with the temporal placement of Palisade I inferred from the
ioundville Incised var. Moundville sherds recovered from Walltrench 1-C (USN
1419), 52.7 m southeast of Postmold 1144 (USN 6850).

From the base elevation analysis, the relative depths of intrusion for
'alisades I and II postmolds appeared to be very similar and there was some
tvidence that Palisade II postmolds, on the average, were slightly lower than
lalisade I postmolds. The two palisades, then, appear to be approximately of
:he same time period, with some indication that Palisade II may be slightly
arlier than Palisade I.

Base elevation comparisons for features within Units 477N/-261E and
#77N/-251E (Table 10) indicated a sequence beginning with Palisade II (mean
Hlevation 38.16 m AMSL), to Palisade I (mean base elevation 38.22 m AMSL), to
;tructure 8 (38.40 m AMSL) and then, perhaps, to Palisades IV (38.45 m AMSL)
ind V (38.47 m AMSL). The Bell Plain and Moundville Incised var. Carrollton
:eramics recovered from the Structure 8 area and from Zone B of Structure 6,
vhich is stratigraphically continuous with Structure 8, are not temporally
iiagnostic. The house form of Structure 8 is, however, typologically
,estricted to the Summerville II time period at the Lubbub Creek
krchaeological Locality. Zone B of Structure 6 has been placed within the
W muerville II time period in Table 10 because of its stratigraphic and
:eramic continuity with Structure 8. The Moundville Engraved var. Tuscaloosa
:eramics recovered from Zone B of Structure 6 would place this activity area
in the earlier part of the Summerville I1-111 time period. Because the mean
)ase elevation of Palisade II postmolds in Units 477N/-261E and 477N/-251E was
?4 cm lower than that for Structure 8 and slightly lower than Palisade I
)ostmolds, a temporal position of Summerville I is indicated for Palisade II.

The temporal placement of Palisades IV and V within the Summerville
lequence could not be determined by direct ceramic associations. These
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Summary

Based on the Early Mississippian vessel recovered from a postmold and on
the fact tnat a Summerville Il-Il midden overlaid one of the bastions, the
outer palisade at the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality is thought to have
enclosed and protected the Summerville I community. Judging from the
excavations and by studying old aerial photographs, the palisade must have
stretched from north-to-south on either side of the river's bend. The
palisade was built predominately out of large single set timbers, which
averaged 24 cm in diameter and were evenly spaced approximately 33 cm apart.
The height of the outer palisade was estimated to be 1.57 m. Six bastions,
spaced 30 m apart, were located in the excavated one-third (240 m) of the
palisade's estimated length. Two of the bastions may have incorporated large
trees that served as lookouts. The palisade may have been coated with a
plaster-like material, because most of the postmolds, especially in their
upper portions, were filled with a distinctive clay loam. There is no
evidence that the outer palisade ever underwent any sequence of rebuilding.
Since the posts used in the outer palisade were larger than the ones used in
the inner palisade system, this fact is thought to indicate that the outer
palisade was built before the inner palisade system. If larger trees were
selected before smaller ones, then the supply of closely accessible large
trees would most probably have decreased in size through the years, and this
decrease in the size of nearby trees would have resulted in smaller timbers
being used for the construction of later palisades.

Unfortunately, time did not allow full excavation of the outer palisade,
but it seems realistic to conclude that this defensive work continued to the 0
other side of the bend and thus formed an impenetrable fortification system
for the Summerville I community sometime between A.D. 1000 and A.D. 1100.

SUMMERVILLE I AND II FORTIFICATIONS: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Mississippian palisades have been viewed primarily as fortification
systems (Lafferty 1973; Larson 1972). As observed in Chapter 2, the
Mississippian settlement at Lubbub Creek was in a vulnerable location. The
settlement was surroundc- on three sides by low river banks and on the ,ourth
side by gently sloping prairie. The total bank area adjacent to the Lubbub
Creek Archaeological Locality prior to the meander cutoff was 4.25 miles and
may have been greater in the past (O'Neal et al., 1917 Soil Distribution Map
of Pickens County).

The soils which were developed along the river banks prior to the recent
meander cutoff (Ocklockonee series) develop between 0 and 20 ft above river
level (O'Neal et al. 1917) within the mean annual flood zone (see Chapter 2,
Volume I). At the time of the Lubbub Creek excavations, the flood plain on
the west bank of the river which was present on the 1917 soil distribution map
for Pickens County had been displaced by the meander cutoff. As a result of
the cutoff, the river bank adjacent to the Lubbub Creek Archaeological
Locality in 1979 was a steep, 20 ft, sandy slope which developed as the river
cut westward against the resistant terrace wall. It is unlikely, however,
that this steep slope was present along the river bank during the period of
the Mississippian settlement. Instead, the settlement would have been located
on the relatively higher ground on the terrace adjacent to a broad expansive
flood plain circumscribed by four or more miles of relatively low river banks.
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structure complex which possibly lay under the unexcavated ground just west of
the midden area. The data which supports the existence of such a complex

consisted of a large, isolated daub concentration (USN 5212) found 2 m north

of the midden (see Chapter 8, Volume I for feature discussion) which may have

been part of a structure. Nevertheless, the midden did lay over a segment of

the bastion and probably was created later in time.

Bastion 4 (USN 7188) and Midden A (USN 7189)

Bastion 4 was formed by a square pattern of 18 single-set posts
projecting westward from the outer palisade in Hectare 50ON/-400E. Size and

depth measures taken on 17 of the postmolds showed that they ranged in radius
from 7 to 20 cm (mean=12.71 cm, s=3.24 cm), and in depth from 10 to 98 cm
(mean=51.94 cm, s=24.14 cm). Bastion 4 lay beneath a midden deposit which may

have been contemporaneous with the bastion.

Midden A, found directly under the plowzone, was a roughly circular
organic deposit which measured 7 by 9 m across. The deposit comprised two

distinct zones. The upper zone, 5 to 10 cm thick, consisted of lightly
compacted loamy sand which was very dark grayish brown (lOYR3/2) in color.
This zone was high in organic material and contained very little cultural

material. Because this area was situated on one of the lowest spots in the
hectare, the upper zone deposit is thought to have been the result of slope
wash. The lower zone averaged 10 to 20 cm in depth, and the soil consisted of

highly compacted clay loam which was dark yellowish brown (1OYR3/4) in color.
The fill of this midden zone was very similar to the fill in the postmolds of

Bastion 4. The midden, however, contained a higher percentage of cultural

materials than did the bastion postmolds. Very few faunal remains were found,
possibly due to the high clay content of this midden. The ceramics recovered
from Midden A included Carthage Incised var. Undetermined, Mississippi Plain,

Moundville Incised var. Carrollton, and a few unclassified "interior incised"

sherds. Judging from the ceramics recovered, a late Summerville I or early

Summerville 11 occupation is indicated for the midden.

Bastion 5 (USN 1257

Bastion 5, which formed a 3.6 m 2 enclosure of 29 individually placed

posts, was located at the southernmost end of the excavated portions of the

outer palisade in Hectare 50ON/-400E. The postmolds consisted of dark

yellowish brown clay loam and ranged in radius from 8 to 18 cm (mean-1l.48 cm,

s=2.63 cm). The bastion was cleaned, photographed, and mapped, but the

postmolds were not excavated due to the lack of field time.

Bastion 6 (USN 7258)

Bastion 6, found in Hectare 60ON/-400E, contained 19 single set posts
which formed a square pattern, 4.5 by 5.0 m. The bastion projected westward

from the curtain wall. The postmolds consisted of dark yellowish brown clay

loam and ranged in radius from 6 to 24 cm (mean=13.74 cm, s-4 .34 cm).

However, like in Bastion 5, time did not permit the full excavation of each

postmold, but the bastion was cleaned, photographed, and mapped.

; - -. . . - ...- - ..".
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Figure 9. Croundstone Artifact Cache (USN 5232) found near the westernmost
exposed edge of Midden I (U N 5211) in Hectare 600N/-400F.
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consisted of dark yellowish brown (IOYR3/6) loamy sand. The radii of the
S "-postmolds in Bastion I (N=22) ranged from 5 to 23 cm (mean=l2.68 cm, s=3.58

cm); the depths (N=23) ranged from 12 to 84 cm (mean=48.61 cm. s=20.69 cm).

A small, circular smudge pit (USN 7169) which contained carbonized corn
and wood was found in the northeastern corner of the bastion. The pit
measured 25 cm in diameter and was 16 cm in depth. Also worthy of mention was
a large tree root in the very center of the bastion which measured 1.5 m in
diameter. It is possible this bastion had been built around such a tree for
added use as a tower or look-out. Oddly enough, Bastion 3 further south also
contained a large root in its center.

Bastion 2 (USN 7184)

Bastion 2, located in the northeastern quadrant of sample unit 630N/-366E
(USN 5050), formed a square enclosure which projected westward from the
curtain wall. Bastion 2 was the first bastion encountered that was
constructed with a combination of walltrenches and single set posts. Five
walltrenches. the longest of which contained six postmolds, were present;
these walltrenches averaged 1.4 m in length and .35 m in width. Fifteen
single set posts were recorded, all of which consisted of dark yellowish brown
clay loam. Size and depth measures taken on the 32 postmolds in Bastion 2
showed the radii ranging from 6 to 15 cm (mean=lO.38 cm, s=2.11 cm); depths
ranged from 13 to 65 cm (mean=32.8 1 cm, s=13.52 cm).

Bastio a (USN 7185) and Midl.r I ( 5211)

Eastion 3, located in Hectare 59ON/-400E, projected westward from the
curtain wall. It comprised a 4 m area formed by 12 single set posts and 2
walltrenches which contained 14 posts. All 26 postmolds contained clay loam
fill and ranged from 7 to 25 cm in radius (mean=12.08 cm, s3.78 cm); postmold
depths ranged from 17 to 84 cm (mean=48.46 cm, s=17.81 cm). Like in Bastion
1, a large tree root which measured 1.3 m in diameter was found in the center
of Bastion 3.

Bastion 3 lay beneath Midden 1 which overlapped the western one-half of
the bastion. The midden was traced northward and covered an area of
approximately 30 square meters; however, the full areal extent of this midden
was not determined. Composed of dark yellowish brown (IOYR3/4) sandy loam,
the midden averaged 10 to 15 cm in depth. Mississippi Plain var. Warrior and
untypcd shell tempered sherds were recovered from the general midden sample; a
I by I m test (USN 5235) placed within the midden yielded Mississippi Plain
var. Warrior and Moundville Incised var. Undetermined ceramics.

A unique cache of groundstone artifacts (USN 5232) was found in the
westerr. Expcsec edge of the midden deposit. Resting in a shallow pit, sixlarge hand tools had been deliberately stacked upon a sandstone slab. The

tools Ir tris feature comprised I polished piece of hematite (possibly an
J:\, large quartzite cores, 2 whole quartzite cobbles, 1 piece of ground
sancst,)ric, and I large slab of sandstone which may have been used for grinding
'F gure 9) •

Based on the ceramic recovery from the middcn, it is believed that the
bastion anc ridden were not contemporary. The midden may have been part of a
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Figure 7. Diagnostic Summerville I vessel (USN 7186) at base of Postmold (USN
6297) in Outer Prlisade. The postmold cut a large pit (USN 7187).
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* " Features in Curtain Wall

The sole diagnostic artifact for dating the outer palisade lay at the
very bottom of Postmold 323 (USN 6297); it was a whole, "Early Mississippian"
vessel (USN 7186). This "closed find" marked the Summerville I period and
thus established a firm date for the palisade as a whole. Postmold 232,
located one meter north of Bastion 1 in Hectare 60ON/-400E, continuea the long
line of postmolds that made up the curtain wall. This particular postmold was
74 cm in depth and 28 cm in diameter. The postmold cut the western edge of
Pit 105 (USN 7187) which must have predated the postmold (Figure 3). Pit 105
measured 1.0 by 1.3 m across and was 40 cm deep. The pit was composed of dark
yellowish brown sandy loam; the postmold was slightly darker than the pit and
had a higher clay content. The pit contained a few flakes, 1 ground piece of
hematite, and a few Mississippi Plain var. Warrior sherds. Nothing was
recovered from the postmold other than the ceramic vessel, which oddly was
inverted.

Burial A (USN 7261) was a primary burial of two articulated individuals: a
flexed female adult oriented north-south and a small child deposited at the

southern end of the pit (Figure 8). The burial, which appeared to be
contemporaneous with the outer palisade, was discovered when following out the
palisade line in Hectare 50ON/-400E by backhoe trenching. The adult cranium
suffered damage from the machine. The oblong pit, which was approximately 0.7
by 1.7 m in size, lay 20 cm east of and just inside the curtain wall. The pit
fill, which consisted of dark yellowish brown (1OYR3/4) clay loam, was very
similar to the fill of the neighboring palisade features. The pit was 20 cm
deep and contained Mississippian ceramics: Mississippi Plain var. Warrior, 106
g, and Moundville Incised var. Carrollton, 3 g. In Chapter 6, Volume II,
Burial A was classified as "Mississippian," but if it is considered to be
contemporary with the outer palisade, it can be safely said that the event
took place during the Summerville I occupation.

Midden B (USN 7259) apparently overlay a portion of the outer palisade in
Hectare 60ON/-400E and was not considered to be contemporaneous with it.
Judging from the ceramics, this midden may have been a Summerville I1-111
feature. The midden measured 4.0 by 5.0 m across and contained a single
distinct zone of deposition that averaged 16 cm in depth. The stratigraphic
nature of the deposit was revealed in an arbitrarily placed 1 by 1 m test unit
(USN 7260). In profile the midden appeared to be an even, dark yellowish
brown (1OYR;/4), moderately compacted loamy sand which stood in sharp contrast
with the lighter (IOYR5/8) underlying loamy sand. Because of the lack of
field time, M dden B was not stripped away to check for underlying features.
The sample screened from Midden B showed a mixing of ceramic types which
included Mississippi Pla;n varieties. Mound Place Incised var. Havana,
Moundvilie Ircised var. Carroilton, and Baytown Plain var. Roper.

Bastion I _ JySN 7166)

Bastion I was the northernmost bastion recorded in the outer palisade; it
overlapped trie boundary line of Hectares 60ON/-400E and 700N/-400E. The
pattern formed by the 23 postmolds, I2 of which were part of a large curved
wf I trencji, made a square construction which measured ; by , m and protruded

west of the ma,' palisade line. The majority of the single set postmolds
contained clay cap.; those w'thin the wa lltrench were considerably deeper and

0' '" - " " '"" " ' - . ' - " -- " -. " " .. . ' -, . " . - " ' " " - . ' " ' '
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0 171gire 6. Aerial photograph taken of the bend in 1942 (ASCS 1942). Arrows
point to line which may be the vestige of the outer palisade. The
photograph is oriented north (upper edge) south (lower edge).

--------------- ---o ----------------
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southernmost section of the outer palisade finally was exposed, it and two
bastions (Bastions 5 and 6) were, for the most part, cleaned, photographed,

and mapped, put went unexcavated.

Figure 5 illustrates the plan view of each major section of the outer
palisade, and the inset shows the palisade in its entirety. An arrow placed
on an aerial photograph taken of the bend in 1942 (Figure 6) points to a line
which possib'y traces the course of the palisade. The discussion which
follows begins with a description of the main line of posts which formed the
curtain wall. The major features found in association with this line are
included in tnis section. Each bastion then is described in sequential order.
These descriptions are followed by a summary of the outer palisade as a whole.

General Description of Outer Palisade

Lafferty (1573:189) defined the term "curtain wall" as "the section of
wall on a bastion stockade between the bastions. The front of a curtain wall
is usually covered by cross fire from the bastions." At the Lubbub Creek
Archaeolog'cal Locality the portion of the exposed curtain wall of the outer
palisade contained 293 postmolds (this number does not include the bastions).
All of these were single set posts with the exception of those set in
walltrenches. The walltrenches had been placed far apart from each other (one
found per hectare) and feil in direct line with the curtain wall.
Approximately one-fifth (21.76 percent) of the curtain wall postmolds were
excavated. The 293 postmolds ranged from 60 to 36 cm in radius (mean=12.11
cm, s=3.65 cm) ; the 64 postmolds for which depths were recorded ranged from 3
to 83 cm (mean=39.44 cm. s=20.40 cm). Judging from these figures, it is
obvious that the timbers used in construction of this palisade were quite
large, ca. 24 cm in diameter. The postmolds were evenly spaced (approximately

"*1 33 cm apart) and, for the most part, were filled with dark yellowish brown
clay loam. According to Larson (1972:387), "It does not seem unreasonable to
infer that the posts were probably buried no more than one-quarter of their
total length." He supports this conjecture by noting that telephone poles are
usually buried to a depth of one-fifth their total height (ibid:387). By
using Larson's model to figure hypothetical heights for the palisade, the mean
depth (39.44 cm) of the outer palisade was multiplied by four. Therefore, the
estimated height of the outer palisade was 1.57 m, or approximately 5.22 feet.

Six bastions, evenly spaced 30 m apart, were found projecting westward

from the curtain wall. Each formed a 4 r enclosure, and each contained
approAimately 30 postmolds. Three of the bastions had a combination of
walltrench and single set post construction.

The 1942 (HS-3C-48 ASCS 1942) aerial photograph (Figure 6) helped tu
establish the proposed direction of the palisade. It is believed to have
veered eastward at some point near the point where the e\cavations were
terminated and then to have continoed to the south side of the bend. It thus
would hav;e enclosed the andward side of the Summeryile I community. The
single diagnostic artifact in direct association with the outer palisade, a
Summerville I period plain, shell tempered vessel, was found at the base of a
deep curtain wall postmold in Hectare 60ON/-400E.

I%
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. conditions which influenced the elevation points at which the posts were
observed. Post heights estimated from the mean and maximum depths of Palisade
I were between 1.7 m and 2.3 m (5.6 ft and 7.7 ft) and r.etween 1.6 m and 2.28

*-5 m (5.3 ft.and 7.5 ft) for Palisade II. These estimates could mean that the
palisade walls were between 5 and 7 ft in height.

In conclusion, five palisade lines were excavated within Hectare
40ON/-300E. The palisades circumscribed a large plaza-like area which
included the Summerville Mound near its northern wall. Domestic structures
appear to have been excluded from the plaza area prior to construction of
Palisade Il. Palisade III appeared to be functionally distinct from the
remaining interior palisades, because it had a bastion and an entrance. The

.. remaining palisades appear to have functioned to demarcate social space. They
separated activities in the mound and plaza areas from domestic activities
outside the palisade walls. This social division of space appears to have
been present throughout the Summerville I and perhaps the earlier part of
Summerville II periods of the Mississippian occupation.

THE OUTER PALISADE (USN 6300)

The possibility that a palisade was located on the western periphery of
the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality first became evident when several
postmolds which contained similar fill fell in line in Unit 630N/-366E (USN
5050). These postmolds consisted of dark yellowish brown clay loam and were
markedly different from the nearby postmolds, which were filled with sandy
loam. A walltrench found in association with these clay loam postmolds
prompted the search for bastions. When looking back at earlier field notes
and maps, this tentative palisade line matched a line of several more clay-
loam filled postmolds found to the south which had been excavated several
months before.

The backhoe was used to follow out this proposed line of posts, and this
technique proved to be highly effective. A two meter wide area was
mechanically stripped and then shovel-skimmed to expose the features. More
and more postmolds showed up which contained the greasy clay-loam fill. The
curtain wall was traced in a 240-meter line from the southeastern edge of
Hectare 70ON/-400E to the southwestern edge of 50ON/-400E, and six evenly
spaced bastions were discovered protruding westward from the curtain wall.

The numbering system used for the outer palisade was divided into three
major sections, each of which corresponded to one of the three hectares which
the palisade crossed. The middle section which corresponded to Hectare
6OO/-40OE was the "Master USN" (USN 6300) assigned to the outer palisade.
The northern section (USN 7164) corresponded to the portion in Hectare
70ON/-400E; the southern section (USN 7165) corresponded to the portions in
Hectare 50ON/-400E. Every feature associated with the outer palisade was
referenced to one of these three sections or hectares in which the feature
occurred and appears as thus in the data bank in Volume III.

Approximately every third postmold which lay in the curtain wall in
Hectare 7ON/-400E was excavated fully. All postmolds which fell within 10 x
10 m sample units were excavated completely. However, as time became short
and the palisade became more immense, it was necessary to decrease the number
of features actually excavated, especially the number of postmolds. When the
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The Eastern Palisades: Summary and Conclusions

The Eastern Palisades enclosed the Summerville Mound and a large plaza-
like area, the outlines of which can be seen in aerial photographs. All of
the excavated palisades pro -bly contributed to this pattern. Apparent
discontinuities in the palisade series could be the result of disturbance,
poor visibility, and other factors rather than due to actual discontinuity of
the palisade walls. The limitations imposed by these recovery conditions were
circumvented to some extent by the use of base elevations to determine
sequences of events within the hectare.

The sequence of events determined by the base elevation comparisons
indicated that Palisades I and II were early, with some evidence that Palisade
II wps earlier than ealisade I. The base elevation comparisons indicated that
Palisades IV, V and III were later than Palisades I and II, with some evidence
that Palisade IV might be slightly earlier than Palisade V. All comparisons
of base elevations with Palisade III postmolds indicated that this palisade
was the most recent in the series.

The relationship of the structures to palisades was determined by the
same method of comparing postmold base elevations. The analysis indicated

4that the Structure 5 complex, Structure 6, and Structure 8 were later than
both Palisades I and Ii, and that Palisades IV and V could be later than
Structure 8, but were definitely earlier than Structure 6. Finally, the
sequence of events derived from the base elevation comparisons was related to
tne Summerville ceramic chronology by analyzing the distribution of shell
tempered ceramics within the palisade zone of the hectare. The ceramic
analysis indicated that the events within the palisade zone of the hectare
spanned the Mississippian occupation from the Summerville I period (Palisades
I and II) into the Summerville IV period (represented by Structure 5A, several
pits, and possibly Palisade III).

Although analysis of the sequence of events within the palisade zone of
Hectare 400N,-300E was the major focus of discussion in the preceding
sections, several characteristics of palisade construction were noted. It was
suggested that the walltrenches which were included in all of the excavated
palisades were not contemporaneous with the single set posts. The base
elevation ranges of postmolds included within walltrenches were much greater
than the ranges of single set posts and much greater than the expected effect
of the hectare's topography. At least two instances of later walltrenches
intruded into earlier ones were recorded for Palisade I. The walltrenches
appa- tc be a technique for repairing sections of single set posts or earlier
i- tren(hes in the palisade wall. There was some evidence in the estimated
r. ctanv's betwcen palisade posts and the traces of clay associated with the
-Ingle set posts of Palisades I, II, Ill, V. and VI, that at least the
o-ig;nil constructions of these palisades were treated with clay. The clay.
perhz,;'. , was applied as a preservative measure, as suggested by Lafferty
(1973) ard mi-,y have beer applied over withers which were woven in the spaces

betw.ee. the posts.

Th- pcst heights of the palisades were estimated from the postmold depths
4c,,ord;nq to the formula suggested by Larson (1972). The postmold depths of

Palisades V. V, and Ii, however, did not reflect heights that would function

adequately as a palisade wall. Instead, the depths reflected recovery

•%
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.- palisades were later than Structure 8 according to the base elevation

analysis, and Palisade V was earlier than Pit 124 (USN 6848) in Unit

4 90N -266E and Pit 1 (USN 4702) in Unit 500N/-281E. Pit 124 was above

Palisade V postmolds, and Pit I intrudes at least six of the Palisade V corner

posts in Unit 500N/-281E. The fill of Pit 124 contained Mound Place Incised

var. Akron sherds which are not temporally diagnostic. The fill of Pit 1

included Carthage Incised var. Moon Lake, Mississippi Plain v6r. Hull Lake,

Moundville Engraved var. Tuscaloosa, Moundville Incised var. Moundville and

var. Carrollton, and Parkin Punctated sherds. The ceramic assemblage of Pit 1
typologically belongs to the Late Summerville I and Early Summerville II time

periods. The presence of some of these types probably resulted from the
-itrusion of -it 1 into Palisade V level posts, or indirectly from adjacent

P3lisade I posts. If the ceramic inventory of Pit 1 includes a significant
portion of sherds derived from Palisade V, the ceramic content of this pit
could mean that Palisade V belongs temporally to the Summerville II period.

Palisades IV and V were not encountered in the Structure 6 area. Base
elevation comparisons of Palisade IV and V postmolds with Zone A of Structure
6 (Structure 6 proper), however, indicated that these palisades would have

* been positioned below the postmolds of Structure 6. Structure 6 (Zone A) was

assigned to the Summerville Il-Ill time period on the basis of included

ceramics (i.e., Carthage Incised var. Foster). All of these indirect lines of
evidence suggest that Palisade V and Palisade IV should be assigned to either
the late Summerville I or Summerville II periods. They might be later than

Structure 8 and Zone B of Structure 6, but are certainly earlier than

Structure 6, Pit 124, and Pit I.

Because the post patterns of Structures 5A, 5B, and 5C were isolated
analytically in the laboratory, the excavated levels correspond only
approximately to the structures which were constructed from the postmold

patterns. Level 1, however, corresponds generally to Structures 5A and 5B,
and Level 2, corresponds to Structure 5C. Structure 5A has been assigned to

the Summerville IV time period on the basis of the Alabama River Applique
ceramics recovered from the Level 1 cuts of this structure complex. A
radiocarbon date of A.D. 1345 (605 +90 radiocarbon years, Beta 1098) was
obtained from Postmold 333 (USN 4018) within the Structure 5B post pattern.

This radiocarbon date would place Structure 5B in the later part of the Mature
Mississippian, Summerville I1-111. Postmold 333 (USN 4018) of Structure 5B
was 24 cm above the Palisade I walltrenches. Structure 5B was superimposed on
the northwestern portion of the post pattern of Structure 5C. The Moundville
Incised var. Carrollton and Mound Place Incised var. Akron sherds recovered

from Structure 5, Level 2, Cut 3, which would have included Structure 5C, are
not temporally diagnostic. The structure is however, by its position within

the Structure 5 complex, earlier than Structure 5B (A.D. 1345) and later than
- .. Palisade I (A.D. 940) and could belong to the Summerville II or earlier part

of the Summerville III time periods.

No ceramic associations were recovered from contexts that would allow
placement of Palisade III within the Summerville chronology. Base elevation

comparisons of Palisade III postmolds with the remaining palisades were
somewhat problematical because of the 11 m distance of Palisade III from
Palisade I and because of variation in surface relief which had been

extensively modified.

..
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palisades, its parallel construction relative to the earlier palisades
suggests that it continued to function as did the earlier palisades. The
bastion was simply added to a previously established :;, of construction.
The temporal assignment of the outer western palisade to the Summerville I
period and of Palisade I within the inner palisade system to this same period
suggests that at this time the inner and outer palisades were functionally
distinct.

Construction techniques for the inner palisades and the outer palisade
appear to have been similar. Both were constructed of spaced posts. The
western palisade posts were spaced approximately 33 cm apart and the posts
averaged 24 cm in diameter. Estimated spacing of the interior palisades
ranged from approximately 16 cm for Palisade III to 37 cm for Palisade I,
which suggests j trend toward mQre closely spaced posts though time. The post
diameters of the eastern palisades were slightly less than the average posts
of the outer palisade. Eastern palisade average post diameters ranged from 22
cm for Palisade IlI to 18 to 20 cm for the non-bastioned palisades. The
presence of larger posts in the palisades with bastions suggests that larger
posts may have been selected for defensive purposes.

4
Traces of clay were noted in the fill of single set posts for all of the

* interior palisades and for the outer palisade postmolds as well. These clay
traces could be remnants of a clay cover applied over withers woven between
the spaces which separated the palisade posts.

Both the inner palisades and the outer palisade consisted of series of
single set posts with the inclusion of several walltrenches. It was suggested

that the relatively large number of walltrenches in the earlier palisades
represented repairs as the original single set posts in the stockade wall
deteriorated. The walltrenches within Palisade I! and the outer palisade,
however, appear to be associated with tht bastion constructions. In both
palisades which had bastions, the curtain wall was composed primarily of
single set posts.

In conclusion, the eastern palisades appear to have formed a series of
rectangular walls around a large plaza-like area which included the
Summerville Mound and excluded most contemporaneous domestic activities. This
division of social space appears to hav! been present during Summerville I and
extended into the Summerville !1 period. During this time period, independent
constructions such as the western palisade were employed for defensive

. purposes. Although the temporal posilion of Palisade IIl is not clear, it
appears to combine the social se.aration functions of the other eastern
palisades, which may be earlier, and the defensivc function of the earlier
western palisade. The western palisade was clearly designed for the ptrpose
of defending the commun;ty wt ich it enclosed with a series of bastions on its
vulnerable western side.

Ii
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CHAPTER 7. THE SUMMERVILLE MOUND

John H. Blitz

The most visible feature left by the late prehistoric Native Americans in
the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality was a large truncated earthen
pyramid, l-Pi-85. The Summerville Mound dominated the central portion of the
river bend around which much of the settlement was located. Our knowledge
about the development of mound ceremonialism at this site was derived from the
early mature Mississippian ceremonial complex discovered on the undisturbed
premound surface. The upper portion of the mound could not be directly
investigated because it had been bulldozed away in the 1950s. Despite this
destruction, our excavations demonstrated that even the remnants of mounds are
capable of yielding valuable information.

In the winter of 1901, Clarence B. Moore of the Academy of Natural
Sciences of Philadelphia explored the Tombigbee River in his steamboat, The
Gopher. His efforts constituted the first archaeological investigation of the
site at Lubbub Creek and his observations are quoted below:

Mound at Summerville, Pickens County, Ala.
In a great cultivated field, about one-half mile in an easterly direction
from the landing, on property of James B. Summerville, Esq., of Stone,
Ala., is a mound roughly circular in o Itine, rising about 11 feet above
the general level, though, from excavations near the base, whence
material for the mound came, it seems much higher. It is circular in
outline. 172 feet across the base, with a diameter of 100 feet on the
summit plateau. This mound, of great value to the owner, to pen stock in
time of freshet, was entrusted to us with a courtesy that marked so many
mound proprietors of Mississippi and of Alabama. As excavations on the
sides, though refilled, would leave the mound subject to wash when
exposed to water, trenches were dug on the summit plateau only. A number
of these showed the mound to be of clayey sand with here and there fire-
places and refuse material. This mound, like others of its class, was
erected, doubtless, as a living site and a place of refuge (Moore
1901:504-505).

The mound did not again attract the attentlon of archaeologists until the
1970s when the University of Alabama conducted surveys of the area as part of
the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway Project (Nielsen and Moorehead 1972: Nielsen
and Jenkins 1973; Jenkins, Curren, and DeLeon 1975). One edge of what
remained of the mound was located in 1977 by Ned J. Jenkins, and his work
i.. ssured that 1he mound would be included as an important part of the
-niers'ty of Michigan's research program.

198
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Many physical changes had occurred at the site in the seventy-eight years

". nce Moore's v'sit. The USDA Soil Conservation Service's aerial photographs
'" , '936. 1942, and l9;. show that the mound and portions of the site were

.,c:ed with trees. According to Mr. Ped Martin, te former land owner, the

7 ;mubcr was cut ano the mount was but doed down to make room for "r:ps
soime tme I" the l9'as. A 19§9 ae-ial photograph showed the flatt ened moun!d f
an, but 0 1- r-, aer al photograph snowed that the mound war no lorg'

, e. Trn hend ,a. used for a irnicuLture _rtt. I t e late lot) when beru .:
(2r2K5_- was planted '-or cat ie Igrazing, ano a gravel cperatior had o'edged

P.tions of the river bank with in 1 meters of the mound. By 1979, thc
sumrT, rv, iIe Mcund was vis ible only as a sliaht rise n the surfac' re'ief
the site. arnd ir other circumstances it might we1  'ave gone unr'ot -ced.

Beca3use only the general location of the mouno was kn-)wn, the rmouno
e..c:aton was undertaken in three distinct stages: '1) Test trenches were cut
I define the extent of the in situ deposit. (2) lIhe plowzone was strippea
;td the mound dimens ions were mapped. (3) The premound surface was
exLtensively eI<.avated. The crew responsible for the in tial exploration and
scbsen'ment x:a',atio7 of the mound crnisistec c one field supervisor, one
'er fissi tarr! . and 'our crEv members, one i wom operated a bac hoc

citoped w i 3 fror't-end loader. This mu' e oroved excellent for a'
hr'-m n. ard ter heav9  excaation tasks and inc..u ,_xca/at;or of "e mound n,

.sr a l .--mre.. ae erfc t and rea st i goal . [rcaatien bega , r Augu ,

a79, and .3- compleed on Decemoer 21, 1979.

TEST TPENCHES

W'en the Universi ty of Michigan began systematc test excavations *n the
LJabub Creek Locality, it was determined that the low rounded mass tentatively'
identified as the remains of the Summerville Mound was spread across a 36§'
square meter area. This locus was contained within Hectares 500N,'-200E ano
500N,/-300E of the grid system that had been used since the beginning of the
Phase I investigations. The mound was excluded from the 1 by I m, 2 by 15 m,
and power auger test units used in the initial site sampling program because
these techniques were inadequate for determining the mound dimensions. It was
decided instead that the University of Alabama 1977 test trench should be
reopened and extended several meters to the south. Based on the inspection of
this profile, the mound then could be cross-sectioned with a series of shaliow
backhoe trenches for the purpose of removing the thick sod and plowzone to
determine the nature and extent of the in situ deposit, if, indeed, an,
portion of the mound stll survived intact.

c_: Trenh I

Teat T .... rh w-,as er rinal y 33 meters in ienqtt when e>, ,vated by tnt
f, .:' Av '7 A aama in 19 7 This trer'' -as reapenec ir i : epth .

tr . war exnaced to 80 cm r w ith, and was e.t ended 6 meters beyond t,
g ri i7 ts. which gave it a totl31 length c V meters. A'! mug' t"e

h vC / t r)e t fectly - 1gred with thu gi d syFtem, sinc *t had cc"-
-- r v r*,_" ed cr ~r to tt jr-id, ,'J1 .CN rura leird the g id 'orr:

b g2' n 7- 179E and Ictende r7(_i to rV5N-" %. A'',
* , r, ', p' f,' pr Ic w.. a,'f, 'rrfr we ' cand d ,i -cn r ta

. , ed. drnawr. n pht ,graphed.

.. .. . .. .-.- . .. -. * . . . - * . .- . * * . x: i[ . .* * . . . - -
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This profi le presented a confusing array of mound redeposition and wash.

The t-ench exposed a 14 m secticn of a deep depression filled with sandy

so is, hea\vy clays, daub, charcoal, and scattered sherds. This feature proved

to be an aboriginal borrov, pit from which the earth used to construct the

mound had been removed. It was this area into which the bulldozer operator

had pjchpd the upper pricn of the mound when he flattened the edifice in the

195Cs. This redeposited mound fill (Zohe B) rested above a 10 cm thick

straLum of charcoal and humus which marked the old pre-1950s sod line (Zone

C). The good preservation of grasses and other organic material indicated

that the redeposition was a recent episode and the presence of charcoal was
the result of this modern land clearing and burning. Prehistoric daub,

sherds, and bone, as well as pieces of iron, round and square nails, and

historic ceramics and glass, were mixed throughout the redeposited material.

Heading south along the profile, between the edge of the borrow pit and

the base of the mound, a 9 m section of profile showed a 20 cm thick plowzone

(Zone A) and a 30 to 40 cm thick layer of sandy soil (Zone D) containing
ceramic sherds, bone, and charcoal flecks. This zone was deposited by erosion
of the flanks of the mound. This erosion wash overlaid another distinct layer

of wash that began approximately 60 cm below the ground surface and averaged

about 10 cm in thickness (Zone E). This zone was quite similar to Zone D

* except that it was darker brown in color and probably represented the wash
from an earlier stage. These two layers of wash were deposited over the

original ground surface (Zone P) . Zone P was a brown loamy sand 20 cm thick.
No postmolds or pits were discernible. The original ground surface sloped

down from the mound at an angle of from 10 to 15 degrees and terminated at the

edge of the borrow pit.

The remaining 10 m profile showed that Test Trench I had intersected the

mound at a perpendicular angle and exposed three clay construction stages

composed of alternating sand fill deposits. These complex construction stages
will be examined in detail below. From the profile it was clear that the main

portion of the mound extended south and west of the test trench for an unknown

distance.

Test Trench 2

With the aid of the backhoe, a 80 cm wide trench was excavated along the

east-west grid, perpendicular to Test Trench 1. The total length of this
trench was 75 meters (Figure 2). A 22 m section of this trench, from
536N/-160E to its intersection with Test Trench 1 at 536N/-182E, was dug to a
depth of approximately 3 m. The remaining 53 rn of the trench west of the
; 36N/-182E jurtion was excavated to a depth of 30 to 40 cm. This shallow cut
removed only the thick plowzone and protected the undisturbed portion of the
mound. The we.stern terminus of Trench 2 was at 536N/-253E.

0 if the trench ;s examined from west to east along the north profile from
L36N/-16OE, the ntrata show that along a 7 m section it had intersected the
3crge borro^, pit filled with redeposited mound material. Between this borrow

p nc thie mound war a 6 rn section of the profile which showed the mound wash

Zcfes D and E. At . 36N,-182E, Test Trench 2 intersected the mound
- 7 m apa re'vealeJ the Iame alternting series of c;ay and sand construction
.,aes observed in Test Trench 1.

_A
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Careful examination of the shallow 53 m section of Test Trench 2
indicated that one or more clay construction stages had been uncovered on the
floor of this unit at 536N/-225E, and a concentration of mussel shells crossed
the floor of the trench parallel to these clay zones. These features were
interpreted as the western edge of the mound.

Test Trench

This trench was located 14 m north and parallel to Test Trench 2; it was
cut 40 m long and 80 cm wide. As in Test Trench 2, this unit was quite
shallow, and only 30 to 40 cm of plowzone was removed. No profile was drawn,
but the floor of the trench was inspected for clues that would identify the
perimeter of the mound. Heavy gray clay and mussel shells crossed the floor
of the unit at 550N/-202E, and fire-hardened clay and daub to the west of this
location seemed to represent redeposited material similar to that encountered
in the borrow area. The presence of the mussel shell was seen as the same
depositional event as the shell located in Test Trench 2.

Test Trench 8

An 80 cm wide trench was cut northward 35 m from 50ON/-186.80E to
intersect Test Trench 2 at 535N/-186.80E. The trench was dug only deep enough
to remove the plowzone so that the undisturbed surface below could be
examined. Amorphous concentrations of clay were noted on the floor of the
trench, but the nature of the mound deposition in this unit remained unclear.

The four trenches--Test Trenches 1, 2, 3, and 8--had been cut to define
the perimeters of the mound and the extent of the undisturbed deposit. Test
Trenches I and 2 had been cut 3 m deep and had exposed alternating clay and
sand construction stages. Test Trench 3 provided evidence that the mound
extended north of this location an unknown distance. Test Trench 8 suggested
the possibility that the mound continued at least 35 m south of Test Trench 2.
These exploratory cuts were cautiously shallow to minimize destruction of in
situ features. The fill from Test Trenches 1 and 2 was spread in an adjacent
field, and after they were washed by rains, a collection of artifacts was
taken from their surface. This material was assigned a general mound
provenience.

HORIZONTAL STRIPPING

The four test trenches had shown that a portion of the base of the mound
remained intact. They provided some clues to establish rough boundaries for
the deposit, but little other useful information could be obtained therefrom.
Trenching as a method of mound excavation has many limitations. Although it
provides a means to evaluate the stratigraphy as seen in profile, exploratory
trenches can be very destructive. Even when long trenches are excavated by
levels, which is extremely time consuming, the horizontal extent of various
construction stages and the spatial relationships of features encountered on
these stages cannot be defined. After the trenches were completed, the
following major questions remained unanswered: (1) What was the shape and
extent of the borrow pit, and was there more than one such feature? (2) What
was the horizontal extent of the various mound construction stages? (3) Were
the clay and sand zones encountered in different trenches identical
construction stages? As a result of the foregoing considerations, it was

0 . " " " . - . . . . " " " * " " " " " " " . ' " " " - ' " " " " . . " " ' ' " % " - " " " ' ' ' - " ' ' " " . " "
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Y. decided to horizontally strip away the plowzone over the entire mound.

Excavation Procedure

The mound was staked in 10 by 10 m sample units, and the plowzone was
stripped from these units. This technique was identical to the method used in
the village excavations. Prior to the stripping operation, the survey crew
had recorded elevations at 10 m intervals for the entire mound area. Working
in sample units of this larger size provided the archaeologist with a greater
ability to recognize spatial relationships between individual features and at
the same time control over provenience remained as strict as that obtained in
smaller units.

The excavation procedure was essentially the same for each of the 35 10
by 10 m units. First the unit was marked with string to provide guides for
the backhoe. Then, using a specially built backhoe bucket without teeth, the
operator stripped off the plowzone and sod to expose the undisturbed surface.
A person acting as a monitor aided the operator in determining the depth of

the cut. The back-dirt was piled up beside the unit until it could be removed
to another part of the site with the front-end loader. After the mechanical
stripping, the crew shovel skimmed or troweled the surface of the unit clean,
and features or horizontal bands representing the various construction stages
could be defined.

This clean surface was photographed with both color and black and white
film. Defining features for photography had to be done quickly. The hot sun
baked the floors into a hard pan rapidly, and the differences in soil color,
which were apparent when the surface was moist, were obscured when it was
dry. Aluminum gutter spikes marked with colored plastic tape enabled us to

color code various construction stages and features as they were traced across
the floor of one unit to the next.

The order in which each sample unit was stripped had to be chosen

carefully because the backhoe had to maneuver so as not to cross any units
already exposed. As work progressed the back-dirt began to pile up, and the
backhoe had to spend valuable time removing this dirt to another part of the

site. The problem of what to do with the back-dirt was solved by renting an
eight cubic yard dump truck and parking it adjacent to the area being
stripped. The backhoe could then dump dirt directly into the truck, the truck
could cart it away, and valuable time was saved. This dirt was then spread in
another area, surface collected after rains, and any artifacts that were found
were assigned a general mound provenience.

First the area east of Test Trench 1 was cleared (Figure 3). Once
cleaned, the floor of this area showed that the borrow pit was quite large--in
some places more than 20 m wide--and was parallel to the north side of the
mound. One sample unit, which was contained entirely within the borrow pit
area (SW corner 560N/-180E) was excavated with the backhoe in order to obtain
a sample of the redeposited material. The material was removed down to the
old pre-1950s sod line. A 5% sample of this redeposited fill was
waterscreened and the rest was spread and collected in the manner described
above. This unit revealed that the depth of the borrow pit was 1.40 m;
however, the profile drawn in Test Trench 1 showed that the borrow pit had

filled with some 30 to 40 cm of sediment between the time it was excavated for

I.
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mound fill and the time the mound was bulldozed back into it.

The stripping operation continued west, then south, and finally northeast

in a circular manner, working from the center of the mound outward to the

edges. Usually the crew had no difficulty in keeping pacewith the backhoe.
Sometimes the backhoe was required at another part of the site and at other
times t experienced maintenance problems, but even with these delays, an area
of 3675 square meters encompassing the entire mound was stripped and mapped in
30 work days.

MOUND CONSTRUCTION STAGES

After the horizontal stripping and mapping was finished, a much more
complete picture of the mound emerged. What remained of the base of the
mound, which was composed of alternating zones of clay and sand, contrasted
sharply with the surrounding soils. This mapped surface represented the
cleavage plane from which the bulldozer had sliced away the upper portion of

the mound in the 1950s, and it revealed the mound construction stages in a

manner similar to concentric growth rings exposed when a tree is cut.

These remnant stages showed that the Summerville Mound was a pyramid
which had sides of roughly equal length that formed a square base with sharp

angular corners. The dimensions at the base of the final construction stage
were 39 by 40 m, and these figures can be translated into a basal "diameter"
of 131.2 feet. When C. B. Moore measured the mound at the base in 1901, he
found it had a diameter of 172 feet. The difference in the two measurements
can be explained by the fact that Moore described the mound as "roughly
circular in outline" (1901: 505). Since the horizontal surface map showed
that the mound was definitely pyramidal, it was apparent that by 1901 heavy
erosion had added to the basal dimensions by washing soil from the summit and
had created the rounded shape seen by Moore. In prehistoric times, therefore,

the height of the final stage must have been greater than the 11 feet recorded

by Moore.

Most of the major mound construction stages were clearly visible on the

stripped surface, and although portions of the southeastern edge were quite
faint, the stages were traced easily around the entire circumference. A
second concentration of redeposited fill from the destroyed upper portion of
the mound was found within a depression that adjoined a 30 m segment of the
western side of the mound. The total configuration and extent of this
depresson is not known, but the profile of Test Trench 4 showed the deposit
had a depth of 1.20 m. It is probable that this depression is a borrow pit
similar to the one described earlier.

lo, two places along the sides of the mound the line of heavy clay that
repre ,'rted the final construction stage made an abrupt turn perpendicular to
the .;de of the mound, looped around in a semicircular manner, and rejoined
the muund. This phenomenon marked the location of one and possibly two ramps
that provided access to the summit.

Test. Trench 4

Arter the horizontal stripping of the plowzone was completed, it was
: i ble to orrelate the zones defined in vertical profile with the various

".t . " . T- ' i : . ." . . • . "

-_ . - , - .+ ." - - '. , , " , ', + , . ..+ ., .. . . . , , -
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parallel bands of clay and sand plotted on the horizontal maps. Until this
point in the excavation, no sample of artifacts had been collected from the
mound except from bzck-dirt surface collections.

It was necessary to obtain an adequate sample of cultural material
associated with each visible mound construction stage. A 10 by 10 m sample
unit, 4ON/-IIOE. was chosen for this purpose. First, the backhoc cut a

north-south trench 10 m long. 80 cm wide and 1.50 m deep so that a profile
could be dra.n of the unit to be sampled. The visible zones in Test Trench 4
.qere drawn, photographed, and soil samples taken (Figure 4). This vertical
control enabled us to judge the depth and configuration of each zone and
pre,.ented any chance of any accidental mixing of the zones. Then a crew

member carefully removed a percentage of each zone in the sample unit. Since
all zones were not of a uniform thickness, the percent sampled was a
subjective jujagemenL for each zone. In each case, the actual volume of sample
was recorded and the sample was waterscreened through 1/4" hardware cloth.

TABLE I

Volume of Soil Screened from Mound Zones

I Wheelbarrow Percent of Zone
Zone Loads Cubic Meters Waterscreened

r 5 .30 9o%
N 15 1.00 20%
i 5 .30 20%
J 15 1.00 20%
K 5 .30 50%
L 5 .30 10%

DESCRIPTION OF THE MOUND CONSTRUCTION STAGES: ZONES A-N

As an integra t part of the recording system used. each individual entity,
whether feature, '-taiytical unit, or stratum was given a Unit Serial Number

iY. t w3; recessary to g ive a feature or stratum a more descriptive
' n -n, r, ds ,,I!. ror this reason, eich stratum associated with the mound
; g; -) a ttLernrj zone. These designations were assigned as each stratum

, n , v e i C dfef n.-d The list o z es should not be read as a strict
)gr', io- f'-orr UrA r' t -,ubsol i t- smply used as a means to order iheir

, C . , ,.c tr e mound area averaged about. 20 cm deep.
hi t r, .' ea t at al l areas had beer n
I t,' ' hIli tn [ ln cut to a d'cpth of more than 2q cm.
p D,;r,,: cc rr Cl )r ! lowest portions nf the bend;
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that is, in those areas subject to frequent flooding. Unlike the rest of the
* bend, the mound area had been plowed for only twenty years. Despite the

o-evity of this oeriod, concentrations of daub and other debris from the
destroyed mound were spread widely through this zone around the perimeter of

the mound as well as over the borrow areas.

Zone B: The Redeoosi ted Mound F II

This zone encompassed all of the mound redeposited into the original

bcrrow pits in the l950s. Daub, shell tempered ceramics, chalk, small
sandstone chunks, historic ceramics, round and square nails, barbed wire, and
green and brown glass were present in th;s zone. The maximum depth of Zone B,
which was measured in the Test Trench I profile and in excavation of

160N/-180E, was 1.40 m. Test Trench 4 cut through a portion of the western
borrow area and showed that Zone B at this location was 1.20 m deep.

Zone C: Pre-1950's Sod Line

This zone was evidenced by a 10 cm thick stratum of humus which marked
the old surface at the bottom of the borrow pit. The good preservation of
grasses and other organic material showed that the redeposition was a recent
result cf modern land clearing.

Zone D: Mound Wash and Erosion

This sandy zone was deposited by soils that had washed down from the

s1des of the mound and had left a distinctive wide band of sediments around
the entire perimeter. The depth of this band was variable: from 8 to 10 cm

along the sides, to much thicker deposits around the ramps and at the corners
where erosion was heaviest. It was quite easy to trace this zone horizontally

except along the western side of the mound where the borrow pit directly
adjoined the mound. A few scattered shell tempered sherds and small bits of
daub were the only artifacts associated with this zone.

Zone E: Minor Erosion

This was a sandy layer of soil that underlay Zone D. It occurred in an 8
m long band in sample Units 540N/-180E and 540N/-190E, but it was not found at
other places around the mound. This stratum may actually be the same as Zone
D and the darker color of Zone E may have been due to the leaching of organic
material from above and its greater moisture content. No artifacts wore
reccwered from this zore. Test Trench 1 showed this wash zone to be 20 tc 30
cm th'ck.

Zoner ard C: Rdrpositi"- Episodes

These mi,or zones were expoced as a nar-ow band f fired daub zrid clay on

tre r r ue of t he mound. In profile these deposits rested ore over t
1er . tid each had a m 3 !m j,, thickness of 10 cm. Those zones were contained

oi der the 'h Zv neo ' and E ,rnd were directly above the final mound
' 'c Io sge, Z':ne i. Tho-,e zonr s rr.presertod 3 1 mi ted coc- entrat .mi

-, Ici d pr),r ted on t1'e ateet ak of t ri m,-urd after the i a' moeld

StIr .J1- rmct d bw I be'rve the cnset c l ea-v crso frorm tne umi.
-,( e pdd ,"- ci d aC3 ts od d i, cated h- thi: do'r Is wa

.~~~ ... .- . . . . . . -. . [ .
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redeposited from some other location, probably the mound summit.

Zone H: Final Clay Construction Stage

This final construction stage was composed of a dense grey clay that
easily could be traced around the exposed edges of the mound. This zone,
4hich formed a rectangle 39 by 40 m, was a thin mantle of clay that varied
from 30 to 50 cm thick and represented the final form of the mound at the time
of its abandonment. The northern and western corners of Zone H formed sharp
angles (Figure 6), whereas the southern and eastern corners were more rounded.
This difference possibly was due to ramp construction at the southern and
eastern corners. Although a few random sherds were present everywhere in this
zone, concentrations of broken vessels were encountered only on the western
side where the borrow area paralleled the mound for 29 m. Heavy
concentrations of freshwater mussel shells and small amounts of animal bone
were also present at this location. This debris appeared to be kitchen
garbage dumped down the exposed mound slope. It probably came from the
summit, since the open borrow pit would have restricted an approach from the
village. It is not known whether this final clay stage supported buildings,
but large amounts of thick daub in the redeposited material indicated the
presence of structures on some stage of the destroyed upper mound.

Zone 1: Sand Fill Construction Stage

This light colored sand contrasted sharply with the dark clay of Zone H.
It. was composed of the same sandy alluvial soil that covered the entire
village area. This soil was dug from the borrow pits and was used to build up
the mound between the third clay construction stage, Zone .1, and the final
clay construction stage, Zone H. It varied in thickness from 1.30 m to 1.80 m
and contained very little cultural material. When examined in vertical
profile, this zone was quite homogeneous in nature, and no individual episodes
of basket loading were visible.

Zone J: Third Clay Construction Stage

Zone J appeared as a broad band of hard packed grey clay of a similar
ccor and texture as Zone H. This heavy clay formed a nearly perfect square,

fl across at the center. Shcrp corner angles were quite clear and
r-,tuated the mound's p~raniidal form. This zone contained iarge amounts of
, e :ei , sher-ds. and sinai ler amncants of animal bone, all of which were

Jr oug'iy m .ed t n o -3;he hea ' I clay. Thir debris was concentrated, as was

, ase f. n H. .-r, '.r, wn tern c ide f the mound paral le; to 1he borr ow
. -,v lay ' ; r , .2 rr; ir t. hickness. No; d .jb %xNat

' h ':' . hil nust be kent in r-ird that 'he a:ea
r,::L . ,  r F r ( nli: t c. ;, i noe _ ol ble nicund' base and that in I i.

a i'h , : r c een a ieLroyed.

Th ,i hand, v,' .i j !- er of f i I I between Zone J and Zone" L. was
.... h mojt-cn tz ir tet , r c ana ct I or . lthoigh it was a distinct f i i zone.

S..Is diff - l tr - cowp letely arcund tie mound, and in several areas iI
'ended to bleno with Zone L. it ,,,aried from .30 to 1 .0 m in thickness, a d
contained almost no cul'ural material.
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stain as illustrated in Figure II. A small bowl-shaped pit dug 25 cm into the
floor contained minute charcoal flecks. The floor area was slightly lower
than the surrounding surface and this appearance was accentuated by a 15 cm
thick mass of clay that had been packed against the outside walls on three
sides. This mass lay in 25 cm wide strips along two opposite walls but
increased in width to 1.50 m on each side of the vestibule entrance. Although
subsequent activity may have reduced the original height and shape of this
clay, it perhaps functioned as an elevated olatform or bench for special
activities.

The vestibule entrance consisted of twc paral!el wail I'renches dug
perpendicularly to the structure waII. They averaged '; cm deep, and no
wrnstmulds were visible in their fill. Be.twcen these twc trenches was a
passageway' 40 cm wide and 2 m long. The floor of this entrance was packed
with a dense white clay, and the center of the passage was elevated slightly
above the two ends. This slight rise may have prevented water from seeping
into the building. Similar wall trench entrances were associated with
oomestic dwellings in the village area, but none of these entrances had
prepared clay floors.

A circular fireplace, Hearth 1. had been placed in the center of the
building. It was constructed by digging a pit 10 cm deep and 65 cm in
d'amete,. This pit was packed with yellow clay and molded to form a shallow
basin with a rim raised just above the level of the floor. Fine grey ash with
charcoal flecks filled the basin, but neither bone nor shell nor other
artifacts were encountered in this fill. The interior of Structure I was
completely free of debris, in marked contrast to the floors of the domestic
structures in other areas of the site.

Structure I was excavated in the same manner as other structures on the
s'te. Balks 20 cm wide divided the building into four quarters, and the floor
in each quarter was excavated and waterscreened separately. Features and
artifact concentrations were mapped and excavated. After the floor was
excavated, the interior was cut to a depth of 10 cm below the floor to reveal
features obscured by the dark stained floor.

Structure 2 and Associated Features

Ts tructure was a recrangular wall trench building that predated
ThL wa! Ircochcs were rict strictly equal in length but formed a

,.:rQ en: ,;i-)g a 3i.25 squacrr me - floor area. Tne wall trenches were 60
-7 : f arc ri6 c.) 40 cm wide. I was not always possible to isolate
-; ,Jual ' r1 1 Mls jithin -he tr c-:h fi ! , but those which were discovered
ea tt rm i-) diameter and w.r C spaced closely together. These

Si d - -pr;rude below the o0tttom of ,he tuench and there was no
h - an , tarizontal braets ,,ad been used. Two short parallel

'reqcK-s polruded 93 degreez. from the eastern wall trench. This feature was
*rn;temnorary with tlee structure, but its funct;on wo, not determined. Two of
-C- e:),r ers h I been coed by posts, and the bu' ding was probably entered
ough 'nr :* the iemarinig Oe n co-ners. No interior postmolds were found,

t-w on re f Io i c-howed n2 special prepat ation, was remarkably
S.i' -...- , :cr,jmc- ind oim,:ar debris. No dauc was found on top

f o, j o tnnre was nor nd;cation that the building had burned.
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Figure 8. Composite plan of the features in the premound zone.
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TABLE 2

Soil Content of Mound Zones.

Soil Soil
Zone Texture Munsell Color

A Sandy Loam 10 YR 3/4
Dark Yellowish Brown

B
C ..

D Loamy Sand 10 YR 4/6
Dark Yellowish Brown

E Loamy Sand
F Loamy Sand
G Clay/Sand

H Clay 10 YR 3/2
Dark Grayish Brown

i Sand 10 YR 3/6
Dark Yellowish Brown

J Clay 10 YR 3/3
Dark Yellowish Brown

K Sand 10 YR 4/6
Dark Yellowish Brown

L Sand 10 YR 4/4
Dark Yellowish Brown

M Clay/Sand 10 YR 5/6
Yellowish Brown

N Clay/Sand 10 YR 3/4
Dark Yellowish Brown

0 Clay 10 YR 5/8
Yellowish Brown

p Loamy Sand 10 YR 2/2
Very Dark Brown

Q Sterile Sterile
Soils Soils

0
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subsequent mound building took place. There was no evidence of any structures
on the surface of this zone and there were no cultural materials except for a
few shell tempered sherds in its fill. Five wheelbarrow loads or .30 cubic
meters of Zone 0 were sampled for waterscreening.

Zone P: Premound Ground Surface

This zone designated the ground surface upon which Zone 0 was
built. Ultimately, six different structures were encountered on this surface.
In Test Trenches I and 4 this zone appeared as a 10 cm thick dark brown
organic layer that contained a thin, sparse lens of carbonized flecks. These
inclusions seemed to indicate the possibility that the original ground surface
had been burned off, but no evidence of this could be detected on the floor of
the premound excavation area. Due to the sparse distribution and leached
nature of this charcoal in Zone P. no carbon sample could be taken. The soil

* texture was a loamy sand and there was no humus development around the
S structures. The lack of humus and artifacts was probably the result of

continuous sweeping and cleaning that kept the area clear of both debris and
'- vegetation.

Zone 2: Sterile Soils

- The sandy soils beneath Zone P were utterly devoid of cultural material
and had a very low organic content. The break between Zone P and Zone Q

tended to be rather indistinct in the central area of the mound.

As can be seen in Tables 2 and 3, the physical and material contents of
the mound were varied and complex. Table 2 presents the soil composition and
Table 3 shows the artifact content of the mound zones.

On the surface of Zone P, six different postmold patterns were
discovered, and these patterns represented a succession of wall trench and
single post structures built over a long period of time. In turn, these
structures were surrounded by log partitions that demarcated this special
area. The structures and their associated features are described below in the
order of their excavation. The chronological, spatial, and cultural
interpretations of these buildings will be discussed in detail later in this
chapter.

Structure I and Associated Features

Structure I was a perfectly square pattern of single set posts which
enclosed an area of 36 square meters. Postmolds were quite similar in size,

' 15 to 20 cm in diameter, and set closely together. The walls were carefully
constructed and the posts were sunk as much as 50 cm deep. The postmold fill
contained few cultural materials; almost no daub was associated with the
building; and there were no signs that the building had burned. Several
postmolds were randomly distributed on the interior floor, but because these
postmolds were shallower than the wall posts, they seemed to be incidental
occurrences rather than major roof supports.

The floor area showed no special preparation and differed from the
surrounding matrix only by its dark organic stained color. The occupation
floor was delineated by the horizontal and vertical extent of this organic
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layers of clay and sand one on top of the other for a long period of time.
The three clay zones, H, J, and M, were the surfaces upon which important
buildings were constructed. This assumption is supported by the abundant daub
and ceramics in Zones H and J, as well as Wall Trench I and assorted postmolds
on the surface of Zone M. Zones I, K, L, and N were major and minor layers of
sandy fill used to increase the height and horizontal dimensions of the mound.
There was no evidence that the sand fill zones had ever been used as stages
upon which to erect structures.

-" THE PREMOUND SURFACE

After all portions of the mound exposed in the horizontal plowzone
stripping were mapped, sampled, and described, we decided to use the backhoe
to cut down through Zone M in order to examine the old ground surface that had
existed prior to mound construction. It was felt that a careful investigation
of the premound surface might provide an insight into the development of mound
ceremonialism at Lubbub Creek.

_ Excavation Procedure

An examination of the profile of Test Trench 4 showed that the intact
base of the mound covered the old ground surface to a depth of 60 cm. In
order to understand the deposition in the center of the mound, the backhoe was

used to increase the depth of a 10 m section of Test Trench 3. A bright
yellow clay, designated Zone 0, was encountered at 50 cm below the surface of
Zone M. This initial test unit began in the western half of the mound at
520N/-210E, and the backhoe worked east removiog the iverburden in a 10 by 16
m area. A 17 m long profile was drawn of the west wall and a portion of the
north wall of this unit (Figure 7).

Once it was clear that substantial premound features were preserved, the
crew size was increased to seven members. Features were mapped and elevations
taken in the manner previously described. New extensions of the excavation
unit were made as excavations in previously uncovered areas were completed.
In sequence, work progressed from the western side of the mound toward the
eastern side. The guiding principle of this excavation strategy was to
examine as much of the premound surface as possible but at the same time to
uncover only as much area as was necessary to examine relationships between

* features. The premound unit expanded east to 520N/-18OE and north to
*ii 545N/-192E until a total surface area of 580 square meters was excavated.

Description of Zones 0, P, and 2

" .When the results of the excavation of the premound surface were combined
with the vertical profiles illustrated in Figure 7, it was possible to
understand the remaining building sequence of the mound.

Zone 0: First Clay Construction Stage

Zone 0 was a 15 to 20 cm thick rectangular platform of compacted yellow
clay which rested directly on the premound surface. The sides of the
, 1atform, which measured 14.50 by 13.50 m, covered 195.75 square meters and
!xactly paralleled the orientation of the later construction stages, here
designated Zones H, J, and M. This zone was the primary stage upon which all

0

7.-. .. .
" ' - " - " "" " " " '" " ' - " - " -' -' " - " '- " -" " " " " " " " " :A. .
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.' ,ai e ar.d I t ime- tended t bI end wi Lr, Zone K . T is "mot ed" appea-rnce
Sv,as probanl y h F re,; It of indiv di l episodes -.f basket loading. Frofii es A

nd B re.ealed that Zone L was bu It out from the sioes of Zone 0 to provide a

rrepar-ec base for Zone M (Figure 7)- Zone L contained very I itt Ie cultural
debris, jnd tere was no evidence that this zone served any purpose other than

tuilding up the height of the mound ir preparation for the construction of

Zone M.

Zone M: Second Construction Stage

This was a clay and sand zone built over Zone 0 and portions of Zone L.

The surface of this stage contained the only in situ features encountered in
the mound. After horizontally stripping off the plowzone, Zone M was revealed

to be 18 m across at its center and roughly rectangular in shape. The
southern portion of Zone M had been obliterated by the bulldozer in the 1950s
when the operator had cut that area slightly deeper. For this reason it was
not possible to obtain exact measurements for this stage, but Zone M exhibitedthe same orientation and angularity as did Zones H and J that preceded it.

The surviving surface of this stage represented the cleavage plane
between bulldozed and undisturbed portions of the mound. Large amounts of

(• daub had been scraped up by the machine and redeposited along the boundaries
of the zone. In one area of soft clay the tracks from the bulldozer treads
were still visible. Most of this surface had been disturbed, but the center
of the mound was slightly more elevated than the sides and here a section of
wall trench and several postmolds survived (Figure 2).

Wall Trench 1, which was a 44 cm wide trench, paralleled the side of Zone
M and extended west 4.80 m until it was cut by Test Trench 2. Twenty-one
postmolds had been closely set together within this trench and clay had been
packed around them. These posts averaged about 20 cm in diameter. It was
obvious that much of the upper portion of the wall trench had been removed

along with the rest of the structure pattern. The maximum depth of the trench
was 21 cm. Eight single set postmolds were clustered just to the east of the

' trench. No other features were discovered.

Zone N: Loamy Sand Fill

Although this zone did not extend completely around the mound, it did
0 appear as a distinct stratum in several areas in the northern perimeter of the
0 mound. It was a dark, yellowish brown, loam- nd with inclusions of pebbles

and scattered sherds. In Test Trench 4 (Figure 4), Zone N differed from Zone
H in that the former was more sandy in texture and contained no shell. This

zone was a minor fill of limited dimensions used to extend the north part of

the mound prior to L- ,,I ion of Zone H.

0 -As shown by the horizontal juxtaposition of the several zones, the mound
was not built as a single event but was constructed by piling up alternating
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A single fireplace, Hearth 2, had been constructed in the center of the

building. Yellow clay had been packed into a depression dug in the floor to

form a circular basin 50 cm in diameter and 7 cm deep; a molded rim around the

basin had been raised 2 cm off the floor. Though this basin was filled with

fine ash and charcoal flecks, the amount of charcoal was inadequate for a

radiocarbon sample. The profile was drawn along the axis of the 20 cm balks

into which the structure had been divided prior to its excavation.

. Structures 5A, 5B, and Associated Features

Structures 5A and 58 encompassed two distinct buildings. The first
structure, 5A, consisted of six wall trenches. This structure was abandoned

*- and later a single post structure, 5B, was built superimposea over the area
where 5A had previously stood. These two buildings will be described
separately at this point, and the chronological development and cultural
relationships of the premound buildings will be discussed in detail at the end
of this chapter.

Structure 5A was a large, complex building consisting of two

compartments. Four wall trenches defined a 9 by 9 m room. Two other wall
trenches extended south from this room, forming an open-ended structure or
portico, 6.90 by 4.80 m. Together these two rooms formed a building 13.60 m
in length. The depth of the wall trenches which defined this building varied
from 35 cm to 50 cm and contained a light brown fill. Individual postmolds in
this fill had faded from view. Several posts had stood in the interior of the
larger compartment, and were clustered around the open corners. Apparently
the open-sided smaller compartment never had posts in the floor area, and
there was not any indication that the open side had ever been closed off.
Like the other premound buildings discussed previously, there was an almost
total lack of household debris on the floors, although they had been stained
darker than the surrounding matrix.

In the center of the larger compartment was a circular depression, 20 cm
deep and 50 cm in diameter, which contained ash, bone, and bits of fired clay.
The depression had been scorched by intense heat. This hearth may have been
carefully molded at one time, but subsequent building activity associated with
Structure 5B had altered its original appearance.

Structure 5B was a two-room building of single set posts. This postmold
pattern was found superimposed over, and parallel to the earlier wall trenches
of Structure 5A. Both buildings were similar in plan and orientation. The
larger room of Structure 5B measured 7.40 by 6.70 m and the smaller room
measured 4.80 by 6.70 m. Together these two compartments gave the building an
overall length of 12.20 m. Posts 18 to 20 cm in diameter had been set 40 to
60 cm into the ground and reflected the great care and effort taken in the
construction of this building. The smaller room was similar to the portico in
Structure 5A except that it was enclosed at the end by a wall rather than left
open. No entrance could be identified, but gaps occurred at several places in
the wall pattern.

The smaller room contained two large clay features. A large circular
platform of packed clay 2 m in diameter and raised 20 cm off the floor
dominated the room. The exposed surface had been baked to a red brick-like
consistency by intense heat. There was neither charcoal, daub nor other

,. ... . . . . .. ., . . .,.-. ., .. .," . . ... -. . _ . .- - -. .
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evidence to indicate that this bui ding had burned, so it appears that th; s

' platform had been in-entionally fired. This ma have been done to harden tne

clay or resulted from prolonged use a: a raised fireplace. The secund feature

in the room was a low rectangle of grey, unfired clay, 1.40 by .50 m, which

was raised 8 cm above the floor. The angular shape gave the impression that

it had been carefu!ly constructed, but its precise function could not be

determined.

There was no special floor preparat on for either room and few associated

cultural debris on either floor. The smaller room contained no interior

postmolds. save those that seemed to be associated AIth the interior wall.

However, the larger room contained several clusters of postmolds that

suggested partitions or furniture. Two short paraliel wall trenches extended

perpendicularly from the end wall into the interior of the rom, and these

features defined a rectangular area 2.50 by .70 m. In addition to these

features, the larger room had a baked clay platform very similar to the one ;n

the smaller room. It was oval in shape, 1.30 by .85 m in extent, and it was

raised 18 cm above the floor. It, too, had been baked to brick by extreme

heat.

The unique character of Structures 5A and 5B demanded some alteration in

our usual excavation technique. These structures first appeared as a single
large rectangular stain, making it impossible to determine how many structures

were present. For this reason we divided the rectangle in half with a 20 cm

wide balk placed lengthwise (longitudinally) through the center (Figure

21). Two other balks were placed to divide the area into ten sections.

Because no deposition of debris had occurred between the abandonment of 5A and
the building of 5B, individual floors could not be assigned to the two

separate buildings. Instead the two floors had been consolidated into a 8 to

10 cm deep organic stain. To maintain further control of the excavations, a

datum point, 530N/-190E, was pedestaled and left unexcavated.

Structure I and Associated Features

This structure was defined by a rectangular pattern of closely set

postmolds and a prepared clay floor. Individual postmolds were smaller than

those of other premound structures, and they averaged 10 to 15 cm in diameter.
Most of these postmolds were set 45 to 55 cm into the ground and formed a

pattern 6.50 m by 4.00 m. A prepared floor of puddled clay 5 to 10 cm thick
had been heated to a hard, smooth surface. This material could not be

confused with daub deposited from walls because of its smooth compactness and
complete lack of cane impressions. It could not be determined whether this

clay floor had been fired intentionally to create a concrete-like consistency

or had resulted from burning the structure. If the building had burned,

however, then any evidence of such destruction had been removed by the

subsequent building activity of Structures 1, 5A, and 5B. This later activity
had also disturbed the floor area in several places and made it impossible to

map the postmold pattern completely. No entrance way could be identified, and

no evidence of a hearth could be found. Like the other buildings on the

premound surface, artifact debris was scarce on the floor of Structure 3.

Structure 4 and Associated Features

This patterr of p:stmolds was discovered after Structures 5A and 5B had

• - -. . - . .. .: ;
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n excavated completely. When the level of this excavation unit was taken
in 10 cm below the level of the floor, the surface below revealed a cluster
postmolds that suggested a small circular building approximately 3.50 m in
,meter (Figure 23). The area encompassed by this structure was not stained
ianically like the other buildings had been. Because this pattern was found
the last day of excavation, only a few postmolds were examined, and the
!a was not excavated. Neither evidence of a hearth nor any daub was found.
:ause the postmolds were not tested thoroughly, the conclusion that this
tern represents a structure or building must remain untested.

Two shallow basin-shaped pits, Pit 12 and Pit 13, were associated with
ucture 4; both were filled with carbonized pine cones and corn cobs. A
fiocarbon sample was taken from Pit 13 and a date of 980 + 80 radiocarbon
irs (A.D. 970, Beta 1103) was obtained.

"titions or Fences

Patterns of linearly aligned postmolds were discovered around the
"imeter of the premound excavation unit. These postmold lines surrounded
premound structures in a manner that strongly implies partitions or fences

gure 9). At the northern edge of the premound excavation unit a line of 27
"ge postmolds extended 13.20 m to the southwest. These posts ranged from 15
30 cm in diameter and were placed 30 cm or more into the ground. Another
:tion in the southwest corner of the excavation unit extended 4.80 m in a
"thwest to southeast direction and consisted of 12 postmolds of similar
iensiors. Several short patterns of postmolds occurred between Structure 1
Structure 5A. Some of the postmolds contained clay, possibly to help

ibilize posts. A group of postmolds limited to the area from 530N/-190E
ithward to 52ON/-190E and east to 520N/-180E were revealed on the last day
excavation. As can be seen in Figure 9, these postmolds seem to form a

-ge circular pattern. However, this is a coincidental illusion since this
:tern is composed of postmolds of different shapes and sizes. Careful
-face observation and limited testing with the hand auger suggested that
!se posts were sections of partitions or screens rather than elements in a
igle building. These postmolds were mapped but not excavated. A summary of
!mound structures and associated features is presented in Table 4.

ind Ramps

After the horlzonta! limits of mound construction stages had been mapped,
area, were d'rt ied as possible mound ramps (Figure 8). In order to

errn " 'te IenL, oral -<3ture of these areas, the backhoe was used to dig

enr, n and Test Trench 6, were placed in the
.. Jd. Test Trench 5 extended from 517.90N/'-205.80E

K. .60E. Test Trench 6 began at 520N,/-216.40E,
* r-' . * ' c, 7N -203.40E where it intersected Test Trench 5.

-.. . ' e illustrated in Figure 24.

'r L ,. ' - l,. the correlation of several building stages of
M in , -t :4nd ng wastI deposits from eroszion, arid the ramp

I'les. Mc.. tr )e'- p:)-tion of the ramp is gone, but thc remain rig
,rz. nd a!o ,3't amp was built and extended as the mound grew in size.
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7:;8; Schnell, Knight. and Schnell 1979: 198) . Blanket mantles cover tne
surface with a very thin deposit while the substructural mound stages

app-eciably to the height and dimensions. At >ochechobee site o
Chattahoochee River, blanket manties occur in both mortuary and eltie
:,ure contexts. The investigatr-s belie\e this phenomenon representec
purification and renewal as wel! as marking a death and symbolizing

.stor veneration (Schnell, knight. -nd S:hrel I 1979:198-202) .

What occasions the applica.ior, o f both kinds of mound adcitions remains
ure. Waring's hypothesis that blanket mantles represent a.,n annual ritua!
!stral to the historic Muskhogean busk is plausible. In light of the fire-
-deity beliefs of the Natchez, the death of a high-status individual seems
obvious stimulus to mound construction. Both are reasonable but partia!
anations. Unfortunately, the presence o; the blanket mantle phenomenon at
Summerville Mound could not be ascertained due to modern destruction.

Hopefully some insight into prehistoric ritual has been gained by an
iination of the ethnohistoric accounts. The assumption here has been that
principal elements of the historic religion originated in the prehistoric

Although this belief system was manifested in a variety of different
jals throughout the Southeast, most writers have been impressed with, the
'asiveness of the fundamental concerns of life and death passage, purity
balance, pollution and renewal (Hudson 1976:120-183). It has not peen
writer's intention, however, to imply a direct cultural link between the

uvu Creek people and any historic group.

In considering artifacts associated with the mound occupation, the most
king fact is the small amount of material found. The premound bui Idings
been kept free of all debris. This dearth of material in early
,issippian platform mounds has been noted by other investigators (Lewis and
)urg 1946:54.-55; DeJarnette and Wimberly 1931:34). The lithic material was
ined to a minute amount of debitage and several well-made unretouched
ngular points. Whole and broken greenstone celts were found in the
,zone during the stripping operation. More ceLts were found in the general
)d provenience than anywhere else on the site save the cemetery excavated
.he University of Alabama in 1977 (Jenkins 1980). Fragments of a ground
Itstone disk were found on the floor of Structure 5B. The edge of this disk
notched and incised with concentric circles. Ground stone disks with

hes, circles and elaborate engravings of Southeastern Ceremonial Complex
fs ha' e been found most often at Moundviiie either in the mounds or- in
e burial- (Webh and DeJarnette 1942: 287-291). Also found in Structu-e
near one cf the raised clay platforms, was a large rock weighing 10 kr.

,deI f ,ci n roduced ,ock ircluded large chunks of chaik. hematite, V1monite.
bre,- a. These minerals are capable of producing white, red. and yello,
e.tc. -er i f er wood mnd ierrogenous candsl're were aIErt: eseort une
' ,-n I .;ze piece :f m c:. war recovered from a wail trench cf Str unture

hore of he fauna I mater i a I rec:.,\' ed from t f, me ound repres,-reci sever al
'es ,f b d s !cund nowh&-e e ' . on the site iaotet 14. Volume ,

N T ; 7N ,r Mfl'NND ARCHrITC1UR

." mprtaet aspect r the dcvr'. t:,,ert Of tI, f m, unrl l)( ;r 7, ;"
ia - -c tr ir(!, : t r 1 o r e C. i n. WIt tI _, hr , :t , r -_ t," W-Lr C ' ,

erourd t r .u -c c r-rt f A i:.'. r .r,,: .. dealc-e
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nsuf fc Ient light )Swanton 1911:162).

!has been argued for many years, first by Swanton (1928) and Waring
(1o) anrd later b Howard (1968) and Hudson (1976), that historic Muskhogean

-eios ritual had *ts origin in prehistoric Mississippian mouna
ce-emcn ails. War ing (1968:54-56) tried to demonstrate that compound
nL1!d -1js aoDp platform mounds are a prototype of the Creek square-ground. He
:f es Bct rarn s imrpresson that the square-ground prototype w as original ly
unde- -on)e b;. A Creek wo rd Tcoko-thalako o r "big house" was used tc0
describe tne hnsto<i: square-ground. The most important activity conducted in
the saua'-e-gr :und was the busk or "green corn ceremony,"' an annual summer
<tual of rene.al and purification. Perhaps the cycle of destruction and
renulldino evident iK the superimposed rectangular postmold patterns ano
successive stages of Mississippian mounds reflects this phenomenon. The Creek
sauare-ground consisted of four enclosures or "beds,"' oriented to the four
cardinal directions and situated around a rectangular plaza containing a
c,)mmunal fire. The Miko (village chief) and his clan occupied the western J

structure known as tne White Bed (peace), and the northern building was the
Red or War Chief's Bed.

,Ythr~ ''he Wh-te Bed was a special room or compartment in which the most
ra3c~ec obc were kect. Waring (1968: ;4-56' uses the Hiwassee Island

Qr.e r ac'- cl'-g ic a ! examoles0' t o argue that rear compartments of

1crrr. -w- -e ,-esent this "nhoiv of holies,"' the store house for
3, c)3 -w- ..r fi a 13 He gloes on t o speculate that the duplicate

c. ed o< he mound summi * rcflect the Red and White dualisin
ne- 3q'c-' Cj' ie conc ILules th is I ne of 'eason'ng by stating:

It :i-: 3 uente possibility that the destruction and rebuilding of
the ic lt, the replastering of the Red and White ais th

;et. dng of the arbor over the fire pit and the re-covering of the
seats may well have been the survival of more extensive earlier
pracl.ces. i'would take little elaboration of the known compulsive
behavior pat tern to imagine these Indians destroying the buildi ngs
tnemse'Ives and placing old polluted surfaces under a thin seal of clay.
Such a practice w.ould be all very well under the excitement of a
relatively new ceremonial and while the mound remained small, but as the
mounds crew, it is easy to see how they might have outgrown the available
lab~or !supplV in ,he midst of harvest time. The expedient of replastering
the walls, l'coVeting the seats and replacing the fire pits would have
h e rr an underst?-idable substitution. Even to put a three-inch mantle on

.,e £towah. Mound a t :ts present size would inc .ed be a formidable
ute ak ri War ng 1 9f8:58)

r r i de Vng the cycl1e ofat ! ui f ic at ;on and renewal, :t is worth
gc 29 ri- e:<j cr emonialI sri began at LubbutC Creek wi th structures bui I t

-,-face. T1he f~nal bu ldlngs were. destroved and then
f' tr5t I ay ccutcn stJ9. ZoIn e o. There were no

n tua t surface _)f Z.onc 5, hich implies that i t S urpose A
r lr icm ir ,r ~a tIn e th3-c se-,.c a: . substructure or fou~ndation

-'d -'r,"- nji:a-:r .(.i e~n :erg 914 1 :.2 W a- n g
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wall trench structures (except for vestibule entrances) found at Lubbub Creek.

*[ Structure I Is similar in plan to domestic structures found in the village
area except that it was more carefully constructed with deeply set posts, it

had a small clay platform or embankment along the front wall, and it had a
vestibule entrance with a clay walkway. The prepared clay floor and small

postmolds are the distinguishing features of Structure 3. Prepared clay
floors are known from Moundville and Bessemer but are associated with wall

trench rather than single set post construction. All of these buildings
exhibit unique characteristics that are found nowhere else on the site and
suggest that the premound surface was a special activity area long before the
mound construction began.

Only one human burial was found in association with the Summerville
Mound. The fragmentary craniuw of a child was found in the postmold pattern

of Structure 5B. It appeared that the cranium was placed in a post hole prior

to the introduction of a post (Figure 27). An alternative interpretation is
that the feature is not a postmold but a pit dug solely for the interment. An
unusual amount of greenish clay was contained in the fill. It is interesting
to note that in the examples of structures most similar to the Lubbub Creek
buildings (Hiwassee Island, Bessemer, prehistoric levels of Mound C at
F3therland) none contained burials. However, infants were used as ritual

artifacts in mound construction and mortuary practices at Seven Mile Island
and Moundville. Interments at these sites were associated with vessels
engraved with Southeastern Ceremonial Complex motifs, but this kind of
material was not present on the premound surface at Lubbub Creek.

The raised clay platforms of Structure 5B are like others found in a
similar context at some of the sites mentioned above. The two large circular

examples showed intense heating, perhaps to achieve a brick-like consistency
or through use as a raised hearth. This type of feature has sometimes been
called a "dais," although there is little evidence to suggest that it
functioned as such. The small unfired rectangular platform that is situated

against the inner wall is the kind of feature referred to as a "seat'' at
Moundvi l e, Bessemer, and Hiwassee Island.

The interior details of large buildings placed upon the mounds by the

Natchez are provided by Le Petit (Swanton 1911:102-103), Gravier (Swanton
1911:158) and Charlenoix (Swanton 1911:159-161). However, the comments by Le
Page du Pratz are the most detailed:

The interior of the temple is divided into two unequal parts by a little
wall which cuts it from the rising to the setting sun. The part into
which one enters may be 20 feet wide and the other may be 10, but in this
second part it is extremely gloomy, because there is only one opening,
which is the door of the temple itself, which is to the north, and
because the little communicating door is not capable of lighting the

second part.
There is nothing remarkable inside of the temple except a table or altar

about four feet high and six feet long by two broad. On this table is a
coffer made of cane splints very well worked, in which are the bones of
the last great Sun. The eternal fire is in this first part of the
temple. In the other and more secluded part nothing can be distinguished
except two planks worked by hand on which are many minute carvings
(plusieurs minuties) which o:e is unable to make out, owing to the

: - _. " . ." -. " • .. '- - " -- -.. -. '" . .. -.o.c
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\olving into one of the major elements of the agriculture based fire-sun-
leity belief system (Waring 1968:30-69).

At this point it may be more productive to resist any temptation to
Digeon-hole the premound structures at Lubbub Creek into "chief's home,"
temple, or charnel categories. Trying to reconcile these postmold patterns
qith specific historic references across time and space invariably leads to
frustration. At the well-documented Fatherland site, Neitzel (1965) was
Jisappointed in his effort to match Du Pratz, Charlovoix, and Penicaut's
Jescriptions of the historic Natchez temple to archaeological evidence

Jncovered on Mound C. On this problem Neitzel advises caution and states:

The foregoing attemot to correlate historical and archaeological
information pertinent to the general form and size of the temple is
disappointing in several respects. There are interesting and detailed
ethnological data which appear to be very informative until examined
closely. A trial judge in a court of law would probably not be
unfamiliar with the character and substance of the testimony of the
historical witnesses (Neitzel 1965:75-76).

Few large compound or subdivided buildings similar to those found on the
oremound surface at Lubbub Creek have been excavated. The plan of the
prehistoric structures found on Building Level 1, Mound C at the Fatherland
site (Neitzel 1965:33) is nearly identical to Structure 5A at Lubbub Creek.
Another similar example was excavated at the Bayou Gola site in Louisiana
(Quimby 1956:108). The French describe compound buildings in the lower
Mississippi Valley (Swanton 1911:275). At Hiwassee Island in Tennessee
rectangular buildings with porticos were found on successive stages of the
large mound, Unit 37. Buildings 27, 30, 41, 44, and 46 (Lewis and Kneburg
1946: Plates 16, 17, 18) show both single set post and wall trench
construction. Because the porticos or "porches" were built upon elevated
platforms, these buildings differ slightly from the ground level Structures 5A
and 5B at Lubbub Creek.

In Alabama, C. B. Moore (1905, 1907) excavated units in all of the mounds
at Moundville but failed to record any architectural details. Multi-room wall
trench structures, interpreted as "elite" residences, have been found in other
areas of the site (Peebles 1979) but do not resemble the Lubbub Creek
buildings. Several large superimposed wall trench patterns were found within
the "domiciliary" mound at the Bessemer site in Alabama, although it is not
clear if they represent compound buildings (DeJarnette and Wimberly
1941:25-45). In northern Alabama at Seven Mile Island, several large
rectangular single set post structures were found within the mound and on the
premound surface (Webb and DeJarnette 1942:43-49). Both Bessemer and Seven
Mile Island have material traits that indicate a strong connection with
Moundville. However, none of these examples are sub-divided or compound
ctructures.

Structures 1, 2, and 3 at Lubbub Creek seem to have a developmental
rela~iorship to each other. Structure 2 was perhaps the prototype for
-ructure I and shared a similar function. Structure 2 is very similar to
lmestic wail trench structures common to Moundville and many other

';ss;ssippian sites except for the extremely deep (60 cm) wall trenches.
Structure 2 is contemporary with Structure 5A and together these are the only

,.
"
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high places, and at least the houses of the lords and caciques are so

rituated even if the whole village cannot be. But since all of the land

is very flat, and elevated sites which have the various other useful

conveniences for settlement are seldom found, they build such sites with

the strength of their arms, piling up very large quantities of earth and

stamping on it with great force until they have formed a mound from

twenty-eight to forty-two feet in height. Then on the top of these

places they construct flat surfaces which are capable of holding the ten,

twelve, fifteen, or twenty dwellings (!) of the lord and his family and

the people of his service, who vary according to the power and grandeur

of his state. In those areas at the foot of this hill, which may be

either natural or artificial, they construct a plaza, around which first

the noblest and most important personages and then the common people

build their homes. They make an effort not to be far distant from the

site upon which the dwelling of their lord is located.

In order to reach the house of the Curaca, the Indians build two, three,

or more streets, according to the number that are necessary, straight up

the side of the hill . . . All the rest of the hill is cut like a wall,

so that it cannot be ascended except by the stairs, for in this way they
are better able to defend the houses of the lord (Varner and Varner,
eds. 1951: 170-71).

Years later Le Page du Pratz gives some indication of the local
variability of these structures:

All peoples of Louisiana have temples, which are more or less cared for

according to the ability of the nation, and all, as I have said, put
their dead in the earth, or in tombs within the temples or very near
them, or in the neighborhood. Many of these nations have only very
simple temples, which one would take for private cabins . . . . The
cabins of the Natchez Suns have, in truth, posts like those of the
temples, but their temple was very easy to recognize in accordance with
the description I have given it. Besides, near these little temples some
distinctive marks are always to be seen, which are either small
elevations of earth or some little dishes which announce that in this
place there are bodies interred, or one perceives some raised tombs, if
the nation has this custom (Swanton 1911: 167).

Most archaeological discussion of religion in the prehistoric Southeast
has been concerned with the physical evidence associated with mortuary ritual

(Sears 1961; Waring 1968; Brown 1977). Several important excavations provide
examples of the temple or charnel mound on Mississippian sites (Fairbanks
1956; Black 1967; Larson 1971; Peebles 1971; Brown 1971; Fowler 1974; Schnell,
Knight, and Schnell 1979). It seems reasonable to conclude that the primary
criterion for deciding whether a postmold pattern found in association with a
mound represents a charnel house is the presence of burials. However, the
reverse situation need not be true; a structure could have served as a charnel
house even if interments were absent. Sometimes interment in the charnel
house was a temporary stay on a raised platform or in wooden chests before
eventual reburial in another location. The primary source of information on
the complex functions rf the historic Southeastern temple or charnel structure
can be found in the works of Swanton (1911, 1922, 1931, 1946). This
phenomenon was so widespread it is believed to have great antiquity,
originating in the Woodland burial mound complex (Reed 1977:38-39) and
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The artifact content of Zone I was negiigible but Zone H contained abuncant
ceramic material. it was also in this final form that we found evidence for
one and probably two mound ramps.

Sometime after the completion of the final mound stage, a large amount of
sherds, mussel shell, and bone was deposited in the apex of an angle formed by
the south ramp and the south edge of the mound. This material had the
appearance of having been dumped from the summit, and it was thoroughly mixed
in an ashy matrix which contained small chunks cf daub. It was difficult to
determine the limits of this deposit, but it paralleled the south edge of the
mound in a thin sheet and had its heaviest concentration in the right angle

formed by the mound ramp.

There are two possible explanations for this deposit. The debris may have
been dumped from the summit by the occupants or pushed down as a result of the
modern mound destruction. The lack of stratification indicates deposition was

a rapid event. No historic European material was found. Most of the sample
falls late in the ceramic chronology as would be expected for the final stages
of the mound. Without being able to demonstrate the fact, the writer believes
this deposition resulted from modern disturbance.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF MOUND CEREMONIALISM

When Hernando De Soto and his violent band of glory seekers marched
through the Alabama area in 1540, his scribes recorded the adventure in a
manner properly suited to an audience of Spanish nobility. These observers
were quite sensitive to the political organization of the groups they
encountered. They detailed acts of social deference and indications of rank
and status, and commented on native religious ritual and ceremony with the
bemused disgust indicative of 16th Century Catholicism. Taking their
ethnocentrism into account, these records provide our most important glimpse
of Late Mississippian societies, and recently have been used to elucidate
archaeological analysis with encouraging results (Phillips, Ford, and Griffin
1951; Brain, Toth, and Buckingham 1972; Smith 1976; Lankford 1977).

By the late 17th Century only the Natchez and a few of their neighbors in
the lower Mississippi Valley still retained an ascriptive, hierarchically
ranked society similar to the complex agricultural chiefdoms of De Soto's day.
Throughout the Southeast this "Mississippian" culture had been replaced by the
more egalitarian historic tribes engaged in rapid acculturation with the
European colonists. Despite obvious biases and flaws, the French observers of

the Natchez and the 16th Century Spanish chronicles prov;de the best

ethnohistoric clues for interpreting mound ceremonialism at Lubbub Creek.

A, least two different terms were used to describe buildings erected upon
the mn'i's: the "Chief's home" and the temple or charnel house (Waring

Some early observers do not make it clear to which building they
rcferred. Although the Spaniards and French noted both types of buildings in
'-ny towns, this duality was not always discussed. Both types were large

ou- 0Irgs of a semi-public nature, and they often formed the multiple mound
arid plaza arrangeme :ommunity pattern at Osachile was commented upon

dct~ii' by rarcilaso de la Vega, 1605:

_2 rav know therefore that the Indians of r lor-ida always try to dweli on

-.
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Soon after the abandonment of Structure 3, the two wall trench buildings,
Structures 2 and 5A, were erected. As with other structures below the mound,
little cultural material was present on their floors or in their fill. This
fact suggests a conscious attempt to keep the floors and surrounding area free
of garbage. Mississippi Plain, var. Warrior constituted the majority of the
ceramic material found. A small sherd of Moundville Incised, var. Moundville
was located in a wall trench of Structure 2. The wall trenches of Structure
5A that cut into Structure 3 were filled with chunks of the prepared clay

floor. Structures 2 and 5A were probably contemporary since both occurred at

the same elevation, displayed the wall trench construction technique, and

obviously postdated Structures 3 and 4 but predated Structures I and 5B.

Apparently these buildings were razed prior to the construction of

Structures I and 5B. There was neither daub nor burnt timber to indicate the

buildings had burned. Whatever method was used in their destruction, all

debris was carefully removed. This activity resulted in a consolidation of

the floors when Structure 5B was superimposed over Structure 5A. It should be

emphasized that most of the evidence that allows us to place the premound

buildings in proper chronological order is the result of logical stratigraphic

* observations rather than a dependence on ceramic chronology.

Structures I and 5B were the last buildings constructed on the premound

level. Both appear to be contemporary with each other. The majority of the

ceramics associated with both structures are Mississippi Plain, var. Warrior
and Hale. A few sherds of Moundville Incised, var. Snows Bend were located in

Structure i postmolds and a fragment of a frog effigy vessel was recovered :

from the floor of Structure 5B. An aerial view of the premound surface is

shown in Figure 26.

These final two buildings were razed just as Structures 2 and 5A had been

before. Oe again all debris was carefully removed. There was no attempt to

aestroy the raseJ (lay platforms. Next, the yellow clay of Zone 0 was packed

down upon th i, newly cleaned surface, and it formed a rectangular platform

that covered all of Structure 5B and part of the Structure 1 postmold pattern.
This zone initiated the first stage of mound construction. Zone 0 was not

exposed for very long before being covered by Zones L and M, because neither

was there evidence of erosion, nor was there any indication that it had
*Q f rictioned as a foundation for buildings. Instead, Zone 0 was quickly covered

by Zone M which supported a wall trench structure upon its summit. No
diagnostic ceramics were recovered from this zone. The presence of large

amounts of fired daub indicated that this building may have burned, but this

conclusion cannot be stated with certainty.

With the termination of occupation on Zone M, the mound was again

increased in size with the application of sand fill, Zone K. The lack of

ercsion in Zone K indicated that it was rapidly constructed and capped over

with the clay stage, Zone J. Not surprisingly, Zone K was nearly devoid of

cultural material. However, a one cubic meter sample of Zone J produced a

large amount of shell tempered sherds. This material was concentrated on the

western side of the mound parallel to the borrow pit.

The mound stood at this height for some time, and presumably it supported

an important building. Next the mound was expanded once more with the
additior of sand fill, Zone 1, and a final clay construction stage, Zone H.

.. . . . . .. . . ..- . . .
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The ramp in its final form is represented by Zones H and I, which extended 6 m
out from Zone J. Zone J bulged out from the side of the mound in a manner
that suggested a ramp at this location, but evidence for this ramp remained
obscure. No further architectural details could be detected because so little
of the ramp remained intact.

A second possible mound ramp was tested by Test Trench 7. This trench
was cut from 512.OON/-195.1OE to 500.20N/-182.OOE and the 16 m long profile is
shown in Figure 25. Unfortunately, the shallow nature of the undisturbed
portion of the mound in this area makes interpretation difficult, but this
profile seems to indicate the same sequence of construction observed in Test
Trenches 5 and 6. As with the other ramp, the expansion occurred with Zones I
and H. Therefore, at least in the later stages of the mound construction,
there was one ramp oriented east and another facing south. The earlier mound
construction stages showed no evidence of ramps.

SUMMARY OF MOUND CHRONOLOGY

In the previous discussion of features associated with the Summerville
Mound, the physical characteristics of the various structures and mound zones
have been described in detail. Before continuing on to a more subjective
interpretive statement, it is necessary to summarize the development of
premound buildings and mound construction stages, and to examine the evidence
that allows us to place these events in their relative chronological order. A
summary of the Summerville Mound ceramic sample is presented in Table 5.

Prior to the mound construction, the old ground surface, Zone P,
contained a scattering of grog tempered sherds typical of the Late Woodland
Miller groups. The dominant wares present, Mulberry Creek Cord Marked,
var. Aliceville and Baytown Plain, Yar. Roper, were strongly indicative of the
Miller III occupation in the central Tombigbee Valley. Bits of grog tempered
sherds were mixed in the fill of the deeper wall trenches and postmolds and
were a result of the fact that these later features were cut down into the
earlier ground surface,

The first buildings constructed on the premound surface were Structures 3
and 4. Structure 4 was mapped but, except for Pits 12 and 13, not excavated.
These two shallow "smudge" pits appeared to be contemporary with the Structure
4 postmold pattern. Both pits contained charred corn and pine cones but no
ceramics. Pit 13 was radiocarbon dated at A.D. 980. This identifies with
Middle Miller III, estimated to date from A.D. 800 to 900 (Jerkins
1979:268-270; Chapter 3 this volume).

The question of the contemporaneity and cultural affiliation of
Qtructures 4 and 3 remains obscure due to the possible mixing of Miller
material from the surrounding matrix, disturbance from subsequent building
activity, and the overall necligible amount of cultural debris present in
their fill. Two factors indicate that Structure 3 is the later building. The
postmoids of Structure 3 occur nea-ly 10 cm higher in elevation than those of
Structure 4, and the prepared clay floor of Structure 3 implies a

E s- oohistication in architecture not known from Miller Il. Structure,
p-obably represents the initiation of a more elaborate archtecture that began
during the Late Woodland to Early Mississippian transition.
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Souh on t uc east. Later, each new and latger ay:a copsttuction stje
rCta*nd ,h is or e;;taton. This development can be compared tc a series ci
.,7!sed boxes, That such a conformity ccuid have resulted by char S

C ur. nikely. If the hypothesis that mound stages were constructed to cover old
o " o lured'' surfaces (Waring 1968:L48) is considered, a k rid of uniformit# na}

have resulted from using the old surface as a model for the aligiment of e
new stage.

A recent examination of 131 principal mounds in the Southeast revealed
that their location was a consequence of their relationship to the plaza and
environmental setting rather than a celestial orientation (Reed 1977:31-41).
The majority of principal mounds were located to the west of their plazas with
ramps facing east. The Summerville Mound's eastern ramp faced an area of very
lo", daub and ceramic density that may indicate L plaza. The south ramp exited
toward a series of palisade sequences. Further speculation on factors
governing the mound orientation moves beyond the boundaries of physical
evidence.

Because the mound was destroyed prior to any detailed measurements of the
original configuration, no accurate estimates of the total volume can be made.
The only value of a volume measurement would be to hypothesize the man-hours

* of work involved in the construction. Highly problematical calculations are
not necessary to realize that the builders of the SummerviIle Mound had the
power and skill to organize large groups of people to complete complex tasks.

0

S



CHAPTER 8. THE SUMMERVILLE I COMMUNITY

John H. Blitz

For centuries the central Tombigbee Valley supported an inaigenous
populaticn whicr maintained an efficient hunting and gathering strategy for
ex.ploiting the rich natural environment. During the late Woodland Period, the
number and size of sites increased substantially and there was a corresponding
change in settlement patterns. From the earliest part, the Mississippian
Period sites were located near expanses of loamy sand soils. It has been
suggested triat this soil preference may indicate the practice of horticulture
(Jenkins, Curren, and DeLeon 1975). Recent studies have documented the
presence of corn (Zea mays) in the central Tombigbee Valley as early as the
Early Miller III subphase, but concluded that the subsistence strategy
continued to rely orimarily on wild plant foods (Caddell 1979; Chapter 3,
Volume H1, below). Also at this time, a more diverse range of faunal
resources, especially freshwater mussels, was successfully exploited (Woodrick
1980; Chapter 5, Volume II, below).

Soon after 1000 A. D., a more complex society appeared in the Tombigbee
Valley and in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. This cultural system
was characterized by 3n increased reliance on maize agriculture, sophisticated
shell tempered ceramics, wattle and daub houses, specialized use of exotic raw
materials, and, perhaps, a more complex form of social organization.
Architecture became more elaborate and there was a distinction between
residential dwellings and buildings of community or religious significance.
These buildings and the initial mound construction stages became the focal
oirit around which the community was located. An important concern was
oefense against attack as evidenced by the construction of a bastioned
palisade across the bend. A series of inner palisades without bastions
circumscribed the mound area. These changes marked the beginning of the
''Mississippian stage' in the Tombigbee Valley and the Summerville I period in
the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality.

The Summerville I period, like all the temporal subdivisions of the
yJnmerv Ile Phase, is defined by the presence of certain ceramic types and

,rle, en. In this case the occurrence of Mourdville Incised var. Moundville
serves t.o define and delimit the period. The exclusive use of only one
v a.- If Mnuid.,ii e Incised contrasts strongly with the ceramic chronology
j.'- Mc rd, i ir where a!l three varieties of Moundvi le Incised -- Carrollton,

.5: Bend, ind Moundville -- are :jed to define the Moundville I period
tcOcn;c 980) In the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality, all three

;,jr et es begin in the Summerville I period, but var. Carrollton extends
: , ,. .h2 ern -c seqornoo.. :. !.hat is, throuqh the Summervi l le IV period,

I ow Bc R-j lasts : into the Summerj.,i o Ill period. When the

2 W

0
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radiocarbon dates and comparative ceramic chronologies at Moundville and Lyons
" *.Bluff (Marshall 1977) are taken into consideration, the Summerviile I period

" . exrends from ca. A.D. 1000 to 1200. This chronological range is roughly

comparable to the Mounaville I period in the BlacK Warrior River Valley
(Steponaitis 1980).

The Summerville community may have been -he mos* soatI a y extensive
settlement that occurred on the bend. The pre-Mississippian Late Woodiand

components were moderate sized, perhaps seasonally ..,aria Ie, and widely

dispersed. In contrast, the Summerville I components represented a large
fortified village that extended from the iestern palisade east to the point of
the bend, and the most densely occupied area was between Pal'sade i in Hectare

50ON/-400E and the cemetery in 400N/OE. The disLriDution of Moundv ile

Incised 'ar. Moundville ceramic debris, which is used to outline the
community, is concentrated along an arc from the palisade, to the mound, and

along the 50ON line east to the river (Figure 1).

Description of the Summerville I Community

* The following sections provide a detailed examination of the important

Summerville I period features and stratigraphy in each hectare. These
features represent a wide range of human activity and include 3 structures, 6
pits, 9 human burials, numerous 'smudge" pIts, and several midoen deposits.

Table 1 summarizes the features b provenience. Postmoids, 1 by m, and 10

by 10 m sample units are not isted. These features were found in siy
hectares. The pal~sade sequence and the initial mound stages, which were the
most complex features constructed during the Summerville I occupation, are

O described in Chapters 7 and 8 of Volume I.

Hectare 30ON/-200E

Only two 10 by 10 m units were excavated in Hectare 30ON/-200E. Unit
387N/-199E was devoid of features, but in 355N/-195E a large midden deposit
was uncovered. This stratum was designated Midden 1 (USN 2674) and extended
across the entire floor of the sample unit. This deposit was a 10 to 25 cm
thick layer of mussel shell, animal bone, fire-cracked sandstone, and pottery

sherds contained in a dark organic soil. A total of twenty I by 1 m units
were used to sample the midden which contained Mississippi Plain and

Moundville Incised var. Moundville sherds. This would indicate a Summerviile
I association for the deposit. A dense profusion of postmolds was intruded

into this midden. Unfortunately no structure patterns could be defined from

this seemingly random distribution of postmolds.

Two human burials were discovered in the northwest corner of Unit
335N/-195E. Burial 1 (USN 2765) was the fully extended skeleton of an infant

interred in a sma 1! round pit 50 cm in diameter, and 30 cm deep. The cranium

was badly crushed, but the skeleton was in correct anatomical position. One

small sherd of Moundville Incised var. Moundville was retrieved from the pit

fFi.

Burial 2 (USN 2943) was located I m south of Bur'ai I. The grave was

s gh~ly oval, 85 by 55 cm In plan and 21 cm deep. A single infant id been

p;acec in a supine, extended posillon with the left leg flexed OULward from

thc body. The crcnum r cushed, bu the bone preservation was excellent.

"0r 'a , C. . .,. e,
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The grave fill consisted of charcoal flecks, bits of fired daub, a small
.O. amount of mussel shell, and plain shell tempered sherds. Similar debris was

present in the surrounding midden deposit (Figure 2).

Hectare 30ON/-300E

Burial 1 (USN 1381) was discovered just below the plowzone in Unit
345N/-172E. The grave appeared on the floor of the excavation unit as an oval
stain 150 by 85 cm. The long axis was oriented east to west, and the edges C'
the grave outline were vague and difficult to define. The grave formed a
shallow 20 cm deep depression which contained a very poorly preserved, supine
adult. So little of the bone remained that it was impossible to tell if a

* complete skeleton had been interred originally. A large feature, Pit 4 (USN
1213), had cut into the western edge of the burial pit. The grave fill
contained a few plain shell tempered sherds, two pieces of fire cracked
sandstone, and a small sherd of Moundville Incised var. Moundville.

Another grave, Burial 2 (USN 1405) was uncovered in Unit 355N/-263E.
This burial was located directly south of Burial 1. The grave was an oval,
shallow depression, 120 by 83 cm in plan and 25 cm deep. An adult cranium and
fragments of humeri were the only skeletal material recovered. There were no
cultural associations other than plain shell tcmpered sherds. However, the
close spatial and depositional relationship to Burial I would suggest a
Summerville I association.

The third burial in Hectare 30ON/-300E was located in the northeast
-orner of Unit 355N/-273E, 14 m north of Burials I and 2. The grave was a
shallow round nit approximately 85 cm in diameter and 30 cm deep. The
arrangement of the fragmentary remains indicated a tightly flexed burial.
Unfortunately, there was no associated cultural debris with the grave.

The extent of the Summerville I community in Hectare 30ON/-30OE was
outlined by the presence of Moundville Incised var. Moundville in the plowzone
sampies from most of the 10 by 10 m units sampled. The isolated pits and
oostmolds encountered in these units contained mostly plain shell tempered
sherds. Typical of these units was 323N/-235E, which yielded Moundville
Incised var. Moundville sherds from several postmolds and Pit 14 (USN 1456).
This pit was an oval, deep depression filled with organic debris and a small
ground sandstone discoidal.

Hectare 40ON/-300E

The major Summerville I period feature in Hectare 40ON/-300E was
Structure 2. This structure (USN 2542) first appeared as a large oval mass of
fired aub uncovered 20 cm below the surface of Unit 40ON/-245E. The
structure was divided into four quarters by two 20 cm wide balks placed in
alignment with the grid axes. The daub layer varied in thickness from 4 to 9
cm and was troweled from each quarter of the structure to expose an irregular,
oval postmold pattern 6.50 m across the center (Figure 3). The forty-eight
postmolds ranged from 4 to 20 cm in diameter (radius: mean=8.6 cm, s=3.0 cm,
n=44) and 3 to 43 cm deep (mean=14 cm, s=7 cm, n=48).

The structure had been consumed by fire, which preserved sections of
charred timbers and wall posts beneath the daub. A charcoal sample from one

'". ". . . ., ' ..-. -. -. . -'.. -. .* - - . * --. • - . .,~~~~~~~~~~. ...... •. ... . . ... ' "...... -, . .... ,... ... .-... . .. .- - ... .,-
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Figure 2. Burial 2 (USN 2943), Hectare 300N/-200E.
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Figure 1. Structure 2 (USN 2542) and Structure L (USN 2543), Hectare
400N/-300E
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of these timbers yielded a corrected date of A. D. 1190 (760+80 radiocarbon
years, Beta 1095). This date is in accord with the estimate of the initiai
florescence of the Mississippian tradition at Lubbub Creek.

Impressions in the fired daub suggested that a sheathing of whole cane
had been applied to the wall posts, although the exact method of construction
cou'd not be determined. The floor of the structure was identified as the
surface within the boundaries of the postmold pattern directly below the plow
scarred daub layer Figure 4). No special preparation of this surface could
be identif;ed, but the entire floor had been organically stained to a depth of
several cent;meters. Several clusters of Mississippi Plain var. Warrior, and
one sherd of Moundv ile Incised var. Undetermined were mapped in situ on the
floor. Two she-as of Carthage Incised var. Undetermined and Mound Place
Incised var. Akron were associated with the aaub layer. These sherds may have
been introduceo from the plowzone; if not, their presence would demand a
somewhat later chronological position for Structure 2.

A small aepression or pit had been dug 8 cm into the floor of the
northeast quarter of the structure and filled with charred corn cobs. Beside
this feature was a larger pit which contained only charcoal flecks. A third
I t found in the floor was a shallow oblong depression filled with gravel.
Because of the absence of organic staining, the edge of this feature was
defined as the i Kit ol tne gravel. No artifacts were found in this pit, and
the~ purpose - t--is fcatore couwa no, be determined. A large layer of ash

cntaiing birnca h none co.ered :he center of the structUre. Beneath
thie ash IpoK - !ay hearth, 75 by 54 cm, which had been dug 10 cm
beIo the !e.,e oE 'he floor was found.

Small mo_-)ts of unmodified limonite, sandstone, chalk, hematite, and
chert flakes were recovered from Structure 2. Three microliths were found on

.nor h c.asterr . or . Two small abraders and a round hematite object
interpreted as in unfinished discoidal were uncovered in the floor area.
Another smoli discoidal of ground sandstone was discovered at the bottom of a
postmold.

Two meters north of Structure 2, in Unit 405N/-245E, a circular deposit
of fired daub 3.30 oy 2.80 m was found beneath the plowzone. Because the
feature appeared to be distinct from Structure 2, we decided to excavate it as
Structure 4 (USN 25,43) . Four large postmolds were discovered beneath the 5 cm
trick daob. Dut the-e was neither organic staining nor special preparation to
indicote l rior. Lt least two postmolds had burned and contained minute
arnou J.d charcoal. Samples of charred botanical material were taken
1-" ure , era'i the daub, and wore "dentified as hickory nut and corn
Ik It' . agrnt . One small sherd of Carthage Incised var. Carthage was
.cC, fre, Th ' plow scarred daub layer. Although this may be an intrusion

r, " Kcow 2 e, t;ie presence of this type would indicate a chronological
p-'; t liter t rna Summervi I le I for Structure 4. Small amounts of plain

he I t rer.c'erd p- fcry and a few minute chert flakes were discovered beneath
the daub layer (F Igure 3 .

St-ture. 4 was similar to a few isolated daub concentrations in oLher
",fctare;, som of which did not have associated postmolds. Several possible
irterpretations can be applied to this fr:ature. Perhaps Structure 4 was the

sa. depos tional r',en as Strorture 2. The daub may have been dumped in the
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process of repairing and rebuilding elsewhere. The daub and postmolds may be
part of a special purpose structure such as a granary on piles. Unfortunately
there is little physical evidence to support any of these interpretations.

The spatial relations and depositional content of several small pits in
Unit 400N/-23OE suggests their contemporaneity with the Structure 2 and 4
complex, but these could not be assigned to a specific temporal position
because of the lack of diagnostic artifacts. Most of the Moundville Incised
var. Moundville sherds clustered around Structures 2 and 4, the five palisade
sequences, and the northwestern portion of the hectare.

A midden area (USN 9832) in 49ON/-266E produced some sherds indicative of
the Summerville I occupation. This stratum was similar to the redeposited
mound fill located in some of the mound test trenches in Hectare 50ON/-300E.
Similar deposits were also found in Units 498N/-271E and 519N/-254E. These
deposits defined the western extent of mound redeposition that resulted from
modern land clearing.

Hectare 50ON/-300E

The major features of the Summerville I community in this hectare were

the inner palisade sequence (see Chapter 8) and the initial stages of the
SuTmer%'i lIe Mound I-Pi-F (see Chapter 7) . Other Summerville I features,
h i Ch included si;x burials, weie clustered in the northwestern portion of the

hectare in Units 572N/-285E and 564N,-275E. This area had been intensively

oa cupled by the 1zter Mississippian communities as well. As a result, many of
the smaller features that lacked diagnostic artifacts, such as random
postmolds, could not be assigned a specific temporal position. It is fair to
assume, however, that many were the result of Summerville I activities.

The stratigraphic and mortuary contexts of the six Mississippian burials
are described below, and the bioanthropological analysis is presented in

ChaDter 6, Volume II. All of these burials were primary interments oriented

along an east to west axis. An early chronological position for these burials
.s inferred from their stratigraphic context. However, a definite temporal

position cannot be assigned to Burials 1, 4, 6, 7 because of the absence of

diagnoslic ceramic types. Only Burials 3 and 5 contained the type Moundville

Incised var. Moundville.

Bur:al 1 (USN L742) was encountered just below the plowzone in the middle
cf Unit 560N./-295E. The pit was an oval, 157 by 133 cm, with sides that

'-ocd down to a depth of 50 cm. The darker soil of the pit was well defined
a'] ", The ';dhter surrounding matrix. A single supine adult was found with
!1c t-gs rleed and the arms across Lhe rib cage. An incomplete shallow bowl,

irth -)(: nc;sed at. Moon Lake, had been placed east of and slightly above

P cranurm. A large pedestaled water bottle, Mississippi Plain var. Hale.

v,.- raced just west of the head. A large abrader made of petrified wood -. ,
d tss:-eed cnse to the left elbow. Charcoal was present as scattered mi,
fiecks. The burial pit fill contained a small amount of plain shell tempt :d

snerds, ilth c debris, unmodified mussel shel , and a fragment of deer
rardft I c. Thts type of refuse was scattered throughout the 10 by 10 m unit.

,r a ( !!SN 5g57 w:is found at the western edge of Unit 572N,'-285E in

a, aea of bu-dar! f re daib and numerous postmolds. The grave was an oval

I
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by 9 cm, vith a sloping basin shape filled 44 cm deep with an organic
i I. A single adult had been placed in a semi-flexed supine position with
e nead turned on the rignt cheek and the knees bent toward the south. The
dy was cr Iented alIonq an east to west axis (Figure 5). Slightly to the
rtheast of the skull was a lississippi Plain var. Hale bowl, portions of
ich were m ss i ng and not in the grave fill. The fill contained small
a mnts of Mound,'I!le 17cised var. Moundville, unmodified mussel shell, lithic
akes, henat 'e, ana :.anctone fragments, all of which were also abundant in
e surrounc <mq mJtriA. A fragment of deer mandible was discovered 7 cm above
e skull. The only charred organic material consisted of tiny charcoal
ecks ir the sandy fill.

: was uncovered in the northern half of Unit
~2T -L r. . . ) appeared as a dark oval stain easily discernible
orr the :'- I :u: "- I. I' measured 221 by 126 cm, and was a sloping

v,-s,, :u : ncrcp. A single adult was found in a fully extended,
3 ar *jrr rest ng on the occiput and the arms slightly

, .' small globular jar with strap handles,
" ...• ,r c , 2 cm east. of the cranium aria 15 cm

: s [ xed i t he pit fill included small
-.cc! shel , anima bones, chert flakes, and plain

B"r a - 3, as discovered in Unit 564N/-275E beneath the

uthe . . .,c" f Iructure I iUSN 4776). The interment was found 25 cm
low the 'Icr ifve and as not contemporary with the building (see Chapter
) Late- rosImo cis from the subsequent construction of Structure 1 had

trudec 'c t'e r, . The grave was an oval basin shape, 185 by 100 cr,
d was f:lled ;th a brown loamy sand. The burial pit was shallower than
her examples from the su-rounding area. A single adult had been placed in a
pine. eAte-fdcd positior with the arms slightly flexed, hands over the
I. s, a r) d 'c cra'-ium turned slightly on the right cheek (Figure 7) . A
ali jar, M;sssstp F-lain var. Warrior, had been positioned on the right
de o tie head. Unmodified nussel shell, aniimal bone, and Moundville

sed ,a. -Mound,'i ! Ie sherds were present in small quantities in the grave

Burl a; 6 (USN r&l3I first appeared as a large stain in Unit
S.:.i -:8t_.qr beneath the soultwestern section of Structure I (USN 4776).
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supine, semi-flexed adult with the cranium tilted forward, the legs bent to
".-'. the left side, and the arms extended in anatomical position (Figure 9). There

was evidence of intrusive postmolds from the subsequent building activity.
The pit contained shell tempered sherds, mussel shell, and similar debris
introduced at the time of interment from the surrounding matrix. One large
sherd of Mississippi Plain, var. Warrior was found just southeast of the
cranium.

Hectare 500N/-4OOE

With the exception of Palisade I (USN 7165), an extensive fortification

that transected the western portion of the hectare (see Chapter 6), the
principal Summerville I feature in 500N/-4OOE was Structure 1 (USN 3880). It
appeared in Unit 50ON/-347E as an irregular mass of gray clay that covered an
area roughly 5.0 by 3.50 m. Two 20 cm wide balks were used to divide the clay
mass into four quarters. When the 5 cm thick clay layer was removed with
trowels, a circular postmold pattern 7 m in diameter was discovered.
Apparently the clay was unfired daub that had been deposited over the center

of the structure when the building collapsed (Figure 10). Beneath the clay
layer, plain shell tempered sherds and faunal debris were well preserved. The
"floor" of the structure was defined as the interface between the unfired daub
and the loamy sand matrix for two reasons: (1) the central hearth was
directly beneath the clay layer; and (2) the postmolds first appeared at this
interface. Two large areas on the floor contained fired clay and ash (Figure
11)

The central hearth was a complex feature that appeared to have been
destroyed and rebuilt at least once. Hearth IA (USN 3675) was a circular clay
lined depression 65 cm in diameter and 6 cm deep. The clay had been molded to
form a 3 cm high rim. The interior of the hearth contained charcoal, ash,
animal bone, and a few plain shell tempered sherds. A radiocarbon sample of
the charcoal provided a tree ring corrected date of A.D. 1070 (880 + 125
radiocarbon years, Beta 1097). Beneath Hearth ]A, an oval basin-shaped
feature (USN 3676) 102 by 75 cm was found. This feature was filled with

charcoal, ash, bone, and bits of fired clay to a depth of 10 cm below Hearth
IA. This soil had been intensely heated. It is possible this feature
represents an earlier hearth or series of hearths that existed prior to the
construction of Hearth ]A (Figure 12).

The postmolds of Structure 1 varied from 6 to 30 cm in diameter (radius:

mean=8.4 cm, s=4.4 cm, n-63) and 20 to 50 cm deep (mean-24 cm, s-17 cm, n-63).
Only a few small postmolds were found in the central floor area. Debris
discovered in the fill of some postmolds included Mississippi Plain,
Moundville Incised var. Moundville, Moundville Incised var. Carrollton, mussel

flakes, and wood charcoal. Two lines of parallel postmolds formed a possible

vestibule entrance on the eastern side of the building.

Two pits were discovered within the floor area of Structure 1. Pit 9
(USN 3619) was 2 m north of Hearth IA and appeared as a dark stain 103 by 60
cm. The pit was 73 cm deep and filled with a loosely compacted, dark brown
soil. Large amounts *of mussel shell, animal bone, and charred botanical

." material were found in this pit. Artifacts contained in the fill included
- plain shell-tempered sherds, Moundville Incised var. Carrollton, fired clay,

6%
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several shell tools, lithic debris, and unmodified sandstone chunks.

Pit 11 (USN 3911) was an oval pit 74 by 41 cm located west of Pit 9. It
contained a slightly darker soil than the surrounding matrix. The skeleton of
an infant (Burial 1, USN 4038) was encountered 40 cm below the surface (Figure
13). The pit may have been dug primarily for the interment instead of serving
a domestic storage function. The paucity of artifacts and organic debris was
in contrast to the abundant material in Pit 9. The lack of dark staining in
the pit fill suggests that organic material was not present for very long, if
at all.

A small "smudge" pit (USN 3958) was excavated 2 m east of Hearth 1. This
circular basin-shaped depression was 20 cm in diameter and was filled to a
depth of 6 cm with charred corn cobs and other botanical material (See Chapter
3, Volume II). Dozens of similar features have been excavated on the site,
both within and outside of structure boundaries.

Hectare 600N/-400E

In the southern portion of the hectare, Unit 600N/-375E contained a large
round mass of fire hardened daub adjacent to a bastion in the western
palisade. This deposit was designated Daub Concentration 1 (USN 5212) and
measured 2.40 m in diameter. It contained bits of chalk, animal bone,
Mississippi Plain and Ioundville Incised var. Moundville sherds. No postmolds
were found beneath this deposit. Cane impressions were clearly visible in the
daub. The depositional circumstances for this daub are difficult to
interpret. A detailed description of Palisade I (USN 7165) is presented in
Chapter 8.

A series of four 10 by 10 m sample units that paralleled the length of
the palisade across Hectare 600N/-400E all contained the Moundville Incised
var. Moundville ceramics in plowzone samples. Later ceramic types were either
rare or absent from most samples. Units 608N/-375E and 662N/-339E had
numerous postmolds and smudge pits. Fired daub was conspicuously absent.

Two human burials were found in Unit 608N/-357E. Burial 1 (USN 5247) was
an oblong pit, 114 by 47 cm in plan and was filled with a dark organic soil 12
cm deep. A single, primary, articulated child had been placed in a supine
flexed position with the knees drawn up tight to the body. The arms were
extended. The cranium was resting on the right cheek and oriented east. The
bone preservation was extremely poor. The fill within the grave contained
small amounts of mussel shell, lithic flakes, and plain shell tempered sherds
(Figure 14).

Burial 2 (USN 5046) was 50 cm north of Burial 1. The skeleton was
uncovered by the backhoe blade as it removed the plowzone overburden. This
action removed most of the upper portion of the grave which had originated
within the plowzone. The body was undamaged but in a poor state of
preservation. A single articulated child had been in a supine tightly flexed
position similar to Burial 1. Very little remained of the skeleton except the
cranium and the long bones. Several sherds of Mississippi Plain were found
directly to the right of the cranium (Figure 15) .

• .
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ummary

The Summervil'e I commu ity was the first matu-, '-sippian occupatiorn
n the Lubbub Creek loca"Ity. This community was defined by the presence of a
iagnostic ceramic type, Moundvi Ile Incised var. Moundville. The diverse
wature of the excavatea features and the widespread midden deposits have
rovided eviderce of a sedentary agricultural population. There are certain
;ocial ana behavioral implications in the distribution of artifacts across the
.ite. In tnis case, the spatiai patterning of architecture is 'nterpreted as
eflecting the social differentiation in Mississippian society.

In Chapter 7 we emphasize the striking regularity in architectural
)rientation of the mound. Each important building constructed on the premound
;urface retained an orientation identical to its predecessor. This conformity
could also be seen in the screen or fence that was built around the premound
truzture 5 complex. Later, each mound construction stage had a similar
)rientation.

An examination of the spatial relationships of the inner palisade
;equences to the mound suggests the mound's central position influenced the
;ettlement plan of the Mississippian community. The south mound ramp exited
.oward a sequence of palisades which paralleled the south and west sides of
-he mound. These palisade sequences lacked the bastions that characterized
lal isade I to the west. All evidence indicates that Palisade I and at least
)ne of the inner palisades were contemporary. It is possible that the inner
)al isades may not have been constructed primarily for defence but instead -
;erved to circumscribe the mound into a discrete entity socially separate from
.he village area.

The on y structures found within the inner palisades were the specialized
,remcuna nuiIdings that served a community or religious function. No domestic
lwe. ings were discovered between the mound and the inner palisades. The
t .'s eas tern ramp faced an area of very 1 -4 daub and sherd density that may

nd;,aite * v -uza. Diagnostic ceramic debris was present south of the possible
)i7, J aCa In the southern pcrtions of Unit 400N/-200E, and the distribution
)f "est-' -amcs ontinued east from the cemetery in 400N/OE along the C OON

r)e to 1r- ip of the bend. This fact may indicate that a large portion of
rc a, . ;cr- t was located in the eastern tin of the b(nd, beyond the

I r e s ' C'; .at or . The dist, buI ion map fcr Mci.indv i 1 1 e Incised,

- U -" p c. &s is 0'poth sis
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have apparently obscured the western portion of the Structure 8 post pattern
(Figure 7).

The 24 postmolds of Structure 8 ranged from 10 to 20 cm in diameter
(radius: mean = 8.5 cm, s = 1.4 cm) and to 14 to 37 cm in depth (mean = 24 cm,
s = 5.2 cm). Two parallel wall trenches intersected the wall post pattern at
a right angle to form a vestibule entrance oriented east. No hearth or pits
were found, and the only artifacts associated with the building were plain
shell tempered sherds recovered from the two parallel wall trenches.

In the center - the hectare, a 44 m test trench (USN 8109) was excavated
from northeast to southwest across Units 446N/-250E and 446N/-240E. The
purpose of the trench was to provide a profile to explicate the nature of the
deposition in the palisade area. Intensive excavation had been completed in
both units. However, 5 m southwest of 446N/-250E the backhoe cut into Burial
6 (USN 8123). Hand excavation revealed a vague pit outline 200 cm long and 95
cm wide. It contained two primary extended adults placed in a supine
position. Skeleton I had the right hand over the pelvis and the left hand
beneath the Skeleton 2 pelvis. The arms of Skeleton 2 were extended alongside
the body, the right arm overlapped the left arm of Skeleton 1, and the ankles
were crossed. There were no cultural associations.

At the southern edge of Hectare 400N/-300E, a large oval stain of dark
soil and fired daub was discovered beneath the plowzone in Unit 400N/-266E.
The stain was sectioned into quarters and each quarter excavated in arbitrary
10 cm levels. The only indication of stratification within the feature was
the fired daub scattered in the first 10 cm. The stain was then reduced to
about half the size it was before trowelling. After Level 1 was removed the
feature measured 6.5 by 5.0 m (Figure 8). The feature was designated Pit 0
(USN 2491). At this level no postmolds were visible and we began to suspect
that this was not a structure but a deep, dense midden. Pit 0 was 30 cm thick
and was filled with mussel shells, ceramics, lithic flakes, and animal bones.
To further complicate the interpretation of Pit 0. a section of the
Protohistoric ditch was uncovered I m to the east. The construction of this
ditch cut down through the earlier Woodland component, redepositing it on the
surface and over Pit 0.

Some evidence of redeposition and mixing from the ditch construction
could be detected in the eastern portion of the deposit, and therefore the
contextual integrity of this feature is questionable. The ceramic sample
yielded many portions of bottle, jar, and bowl vessels from the following
types: Mound Place Incised var. Havana, Moundville Incised var. Snows Bend
and Carrollton, Parkin Punctate var. Undetermined, Moundville Engraved
var. Tuscaloosa and Hemphill. Several lithic tools, including abraders, a
metate, scrapers, and triangular projectile points, were recovered. The
presence of a wide variety of Woodland sherds indicated redeposition from the
Protohistoric ditch. In all Pit - probably represents either a dwelling
similar to Structure 3 (USN 2832) in Hectare 400N/-400E that has been altered
due to subsequent building activities or a midden deposit of refuse disturbed
by later intrusions. The lack of postmolds or a hearth vould tend to support
the latter interpretation.
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After skimming the surface of Extension 12, three distinct soil areas
were exposed in plan view. The southern one-third of the unit was a very
compact midden which was assumed to be the northern extension of the Structure
6 (USN 4857) stain. The northeast and eastern one-third of the extension was
a loamy sand characteristic of the unit to the east, and the western two-
thirds of the unit was a loosely compacted sandy loam. A profile cut in the
northwest corner of Extension 12 yielded this stratigraphic information:

Plowzone 39.08 - 38.831 IOYR4/4 dark yellowish brown

sandy loam

Zone A 38.83 - 38.63 1OYR4/6 dark yellowish brown

sandy loam

Zone B 38.63 - 38.28 lOY 3/4 dark yellowish brown

sandy loam

Zone C 38.41 - 38.28 1OYR5/6 yellowish brown sandy
loam

Zone D 38.28 - 38.15 lOYR5/6 yellowish brown loamy

sand

Zone E 38.15 - 38.03 1OYR5/8 yellowish brown loamy

sand

Zone F 38.03 - 37.88 1OYR7/6 yellow sand

ImAMSL

Zone A was a dark organic soil often associated with the stained floors
of structures. Zones B and C represented the midden associated with the
Palisade II level, and Zones D, E, and F occurred beneath Palisade II. Within
Extension 12, the structure post pattern appeared at the same level as
Palisade II, and the western portion of the post pattern barely could be
discerned from the posts that are associated with Palisades I, II, IV and V.
The only clue that Structure 8 was later than Palisade II was the fact that
the post pattern for the eastern section of the structure was not obscured by
the palisade construction. Near the southern limit of the palisades, in
433N/-234E and 433N/-220E, profiles showed an intervening 10 to 20 cm sterile
zone between the palisade level and the later occupation zone.

Structure 8 was defined as an oval pattern approximately 8 m in diameter.
An analysis of the depth of intrusion of the postmolds (from an assumed
elevation of 38.70 m) was used in an attempt to separate palisade from
structure postmolds. The wall trenches of the structure and the palisade
intruded to depths of 28 cm below the assumed surface. The palisade posts
intruded to a depth that was approximately 20 cm lower than the structure
posts, possibly indicating that the structure posts may have originated at a
higher level than those of Palisade II but were obscured within the Level 1
midden. The average depth of intrusion of the Structure 8 posts was 14 cm
above depths'of intrusions for Palisade I posts, slightly below or the same "..
level as Palisade IV postm: Ids, and 6 cm below Palisade V postmolds. The
postmolds and occupation debris associated with the latter two palisade lines
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Postmolds ranged in size from 10 to 20 cm in diameter (radius: mean = 7.8

cm, s = 2.4 cm) and from 2 to 13 cm deep (mean = 8.; cm, s = 3.5 cm) . The
shallow postmold depths, lack of a definite post - and the small total
number of postmolas were all the result of severe plow disturbance. No
evidence of a hearth could be found: if it had existea, it was destroyed b,

the plow.

All of the ceramic sample from this provenience was recovered rrom the
plowzone and cannot be considered directly associated Iith Structure 6. Most
of the ceramic types were late in the Summerville sequenre; Mound Place
Incised var. Havana, Carthage Incised var. Moon Lake, and Moundville Engraved
var. Tuscaloosa were well represented. There was a large amount of grog
tempered Woodland ceramics present inl the plowzone above the undisturbed
palisade sequence. This material was probably dispersed throughout the
plowzone as a result of the constant prehistoric building and rebuilding
activity.

Several large oval pits (USN 5141, 5142, 5574) were discovered in Units
463N/-256E and 475N,,-242E in the general area of Structure 6. Most of these
'pits" were actually very shallow deposits of concentrated midden debris.
Because of the extensive plow disturbance, it could not be determined if the
midden deposits were related directly to the occupation of the building. Two
pits (USN 5526, 5527), which were intrusive into the northeast portion of the
structure, contained small amounts of Alabama River Applique sherds. These
ceramics were indicative of the Protohistoric occupation (see Chapter 10),
Another small pit (USN 5180) just north of Structure 6 contained a small
amount of Mound Place Incised var. Akron. The plow had removed upper portions
of most of the pits (Figure 5).

* Two human burials were discovered at the southern edge of Structure 6 in
"* Unit 46ON/-243E. Burial 3 (USN 4890) was a single child represented by the

fragmentary remains of cranium, maxilla, and pieces of rib. No grave outline
could be determined due to extensive damage by the plow. Several fragments of
bone, which probably came from this burial, were scattered in the surrounding
plowzone.

" Burial 4 (USN 5564) appeared as a large oval stain beneath the daub (Zone
* A) 50 cm west of Burial 3. The long axis of the grave was oriented east to

west; it was 198 cm long and 50 cm wide. A single adult had been placed in a
supine extended position with the left hand resting on the pelvis and the

:- right hand beneath the pelvis. One postmold associated with Structure 6 had
intruded into the grave (Figure 6).

The postmold pattern of Structure 8 became apparent as features from
I Extension 12 (477N/-251E) and the adjacent unit to the west, Level 2

(477N/-261E), were plotted on the 40ON/-300E field map of the hectare.
Extension 12 was cut to Level 2 with the backhoe to explore the several
palisade lines which had been exposed in the adjacent unit at this level. No

" indication of the structure appeared in the upper level. Level 1 of Extension
- 12 appeared to be undifferentiated midden containing sherds, animal bone, and

charcoal. No distinct daub layer was evident. An auger test (USN 166),
located near the northwest corner of the extension at 468N/-248E, found an
undifferentiated midden and produced charcoal and fired clay to a depth of 1
m.

I" . -,- ' - " . ." - ' '. " ' :. - " .. .: .:. ."- .., '': .. -'''- ...... .''' . .''' , : .'"- ...- , ...'
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of the plowzone had been removed by the backhoe, the surface still showed a
considerable amount of plow and root disturbance. The discovery of a 1918
penny confirmed this surface was still within the plowzone (Zone A).

Zone A contained a large amount of gravel mixed with the sandy loam soil.
This gravel originated from a natural stratum that existed at I m below the
modern ground level. Apparently it had been deposited over Structure 7 as the
result of the subsequent construction of a deep ditch during the Protohistoric
period. A section of this ditch was discovered in Unit 487N/-293E, 6 m west
of Structure 7 (see Chapter 10).

Postmolds began to appear at the interface of the plowzone and Zone B, a
large oval stain of dark organic soil 5 to 8 cm thick. After Zone B had been
carefully troweled away, the rest of the postmolds became visible. It was not
possible to define the exact shape of the structure, but the postmolds
circumscribed an area 7.50 m in diameter (Figures 2 and 3). The fifty-two
postmolds ranged in diameter from 13 to 15 cm (radius: mean = 11 cm, s = 2.7
cm) and in depth from 8 to 37 cm, but there was no patterned difference based
on the size of the postmolds. The plowzone damage to Structure 7 was
extensive. This destruction made it difficult to determine if the numerous
shallow pits were contemporary with the structure. In the profile view
several of these pits and postmolds appear to be intrusive (Figure 3).

Ten small pits were discovered within the area defined as Structure 7.
All were shallow oval depressions which ranged from 35 to 90 cm in diameter.
These features were bowl-shaped in profile and contained charred botanical
material, mussel shell, fire-cracked rock, and sherds. There was one large
concentration of pottery within Zone B. Two triangular projectile points, an
abrader, ground stone, hematite, limonite, and petrified wood were also
recovered. No evidence of a hearth could be found.

The ceramic material, which was abundant in postmolds, pits, and
structure levels, included Mississippi Plain var. Warrior, Hale, and Hull
Lake; Moundville Incised var. Carrollton; Moundville Engraved var. Hemphill.

Wiggins, and Tuscaloosa; and Carthage Incised, var. Moon Lake.

Structure 6 (USN 4857) was an oval concentration of fired daub and ash 23
cm below the ground surface in Units 463N/-246E and 475N/-242E. The daub and
ash covered an area of 9.9 m from -239.50E to -247.90E (Figure 4). The
stratigraphy in this portion of Hectare 40ON/-300E was quite complex because
Structure 6 overlay two earlier palisade sequences: Palisade I (USN 4050),
and Palisade II (USN 6399). Four zones were revealed in profile (Figure 5).
Zone A was a plow scarred layer of daub and ash that varied from 4 to 15 cm
thick. All features assigned to Structure 6 originated in this zone. Beneath
this stratum was Zone B, a dark stained sandy loam midden 6 to 15 cm thick
that contained faunal, ceramic, and lithic debris. Posts extended less than

10 cm into this zone, and plow scars intruded into it.

Zone C was a layer of loamy sand that extended to a maximum depth of 20
cm below Zone B. A few postmolds detected within this level were associated
with Palisades I and II. These palisade posts and wall trenches were clearly
detected in Zone D, approximately 27 cm below the level for posts assigned to

Structure 6.

%.. .
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selected for the Summerville I1-111 ceramic seriation were identified in 8
hectares.

Hectare 300N/-2OOE

Only two 10 by 10 m units were excavated in this hectare. Unit
387N/-199E contained no features, but Unit 355N/-195E contained a large midden
deposit. This deposit, designated Midden 1 (USN 2674), was a 10 to 25 cm
thick layer of mussel shell, animal bone, fire-cracked sandstone, and sherds.
A total of twenty 1 by I m units was used to sample the midden. Its contents
included Mississippi Plain and Moundville Incised var. Moundville sherds.
These ceramics indicate a Summerville I association for the deposit itself,
but several later features were intruded into this midden.

One of these features was Pit 26 (USN 2896), a 55 by 46 cm pit filled
with animal bone, mussel shell, and charred botanical material including corn
cobs. One sherd of Mound Place Incised var. Akron was found within the pit
fill. A similar feature in the same 10 by 10 m unit yielded sherds of Mound
Place Incised var. Havana. Another intrusive feature was Pit 15 (USN 2700)
which contained a compact mass of animal bone, daub, sherds of Carthage
Incised var. Undetermined, and Moundville Engraved var. Hemphill.

": Small shallow features designated "smudge pits" were particularly
numerous in Unit 355N/-195E. A typical example, Pit 11 (USN 2714), was a

-., small round depression 25 cm in diameter and 7 cm deep. The pit fill
consisted entirely of charred botanical material, mainly corn cobs. There was
no indication of scorching by fire on the sides either of this or most other
smudge pits. Other features similar to Pit 11 were found over the entire site

*V and were one of the most common features encountered. Occasionally sherds and
bits of lithic debris were found in smudge pits, but the majority contained
only charred botanical material. A more detailed description of the contents
of these smudge pits may be found in Chapter 3, Volume I1.

Hectare 300N/-300E

There were very few features that could be assigned to the Summerville
I1-111 occupation in Hectare 30ON/-300E. Most Mississippian features were
random collections of postmolds and pits that contained plain shell tempered
ceramics.

One Summerville I1-11 feature that could be identified in Hectare
30ON/-300E was Pit 21 (USN 3164). This pit was circular, 1 m in diameter, and
70 cm deep. It was stratified into six distinct layers of organic soil
differentiated by subtle contrasts of color and texture. Only a few pieces of
bone, daub, and ceramic debris were present. One sherd of Moundville Engraved
var. Hemphill implied a Summerville I1-111 association. This feature probably
represented a multiple use storage facility.

.-
Hectare 40ON/-300E

A large oval stain of dark organic soil was discovered in Unit 479N/-296E
nd designated Structure 7 (USN 8168). Two 20 cm wide balks were placed to

divide the stain into four quarters. Fired daub and ash were scattered
throughout the unit but did not fit any recognizable pattern. Although 12 cm

7
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CHAPTER 9. THE SUMMERVILLE II AND III COMMUNITY

John H. Blitz and Christopher S. Peebles

The Summerville II and III periods, and the community that existed in the

Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality during this span, are defined and
delimited in time and space by the ceramic type Moundville Engraved, varieties
Hemphill, Taylorville, Tuscaloosa, and Wiggins. The dual designation, II and
Ill, is an attempt to align the ceramic sequence at Lubbub Creek with that
proposed by Steponaitis (1980) for Moundville. However the clear separation
in ceramic varieties and attributes used by Steponaitis to define the
Moundville II and III periods cannot be effected with the ceramic data from

4Lubbub Creek. Therefore the two periods and their diagnostic ceramics have
been combined. The merger of these two periods in effect aligns the Lubbub
ceramic sequence with the "Mature" Mississippian period of the lower and
especially the central Mississippi Valley and at the same time coordinates it
with the Moundville ceramic chronology.

In the Moundville sequence, the Moundville II period extended from
approximately A.D. 1250 to 1400 and the Moundville III period from A.D. 1400
to 1550. A comparable span of A.D. 1200 to 1450 or 1500 can be used to
bracket the Summerville II and III periods in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological
Locality. A single radiocarbon date, taken from Pit 0 in Hectare 400N/-300E
fits into this part of the sequence. It produced a date of A.D. 1290 (660 +80

radiocarbon years, Beta 1094).

The extent of the Summerville II and III community is shown in Figure 1,
and the major features that can be assigned to these periods are given in
Table 1. When compared to the Summerville I community, the Summerville II and
III community is a much more compact settlement. Like the earlier settlement
it is centered on the mound, but unlike its predecessor it is not fortified.
In fact, several structures are located on top of the inner palisades, and the
outer palisade shows neither repairs nor rebuilding. Diagnostic Summerville
II and III ceramics found in the remnants of the mound show that it was being
used during this period, and the distribution of burials and structures
indicates that the community spread out in a ring around the mound. The lack
of daub and other living debris southeast of the mound suggests that a "plaza"
was still being maintained.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SUMMERVILLE Il-Ill COMMUNITY

The following description provides a detailed examination of the
important Summerville Il-Il features and stratigraphy in each hectare. These

features represented a wide range of human activity and included 25 pits, 9
human burials, 6 structures, and numerous smudge pits. Significant features
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Hectare 400N,/-400E

Structure 1 (USN 1552) was discovered beneath )I thick P oizone ir
Units 458N/-35lE and 450N/-35]E. This structure, like the others, fir't
appeared as a large cval mass of fired daub. Twc 20 cm balks were orientc-
along the grid axes to divide the fired daub into four quarters for

- excavation. Trowels were used to remove the 5to 8 cm thick daub l~e
Beneath this deposit, an arc of postmolds circumscribed an area m in
diameter, but the actual shape of the original structure rt7mained obscure
(Figure 9). The 25 postmolds that were associated with this structure ranged
in depth from 13 to 57 cm (mean = 37 cm, s = 12.6 cm) and in diameter from 8
to 24 cm (mean = 13.8 cm, s = 3.8 cin).

Ii Small amounts of animal bone, mussel shell, plain and incised shell
tempered ceramics were associated with the surface beneath the daub. This
surface was excavated in two 5 cm levels, but the floor was difficult to

* identify precisely. The usual amount of organic staining associated with
structure floors was not present, and the artifact-bearing stratum was similar
in color and texture to the sterile levels in the loam sand soil. Central
portions of the surface directly beneath the daub layer had been intensely
heated when the structure burned. An alternative interpretation of the heated
area is that the occupants were building their fires directly on the floor,

-- since no prepared hearth was found.

Debris found in the postmolds included shell tempered sherds, animal
bone, and fired daub. Several postmolds found after the second 5 cm cut may -

not have been contemporary with those detected at the first 5 cm level. This
* may indicate that an earlier structure existed prior to Structure 1. One

" small pit found in the southern portion of Structure 1 was filled with charred
- corn cobs and covered with a large shell tempered sherd.

- A diverse ceramic sample was secured from postmolds and floor levels and
included the following types: Carthage I cised var. Moon Lake, Mound Place
Incised var. Akron, Moundville Incised var. Snows Bend and var. Carrollton.

Three pits were discovered just north of Structure I in Unit 438N/-351E.
Pit 8 (USN 1550) and Pit 9 (USN 1551) were small depressions that contained
only a charcoal flecked fill. Pit 10 (USN 1682) was a large, circular, basin-

O shaped feature 128 cm in diameter and 45 cm deep; it was filled with a dark
,..,. organic soil that contained mussel shell, animal bone, and small shell
'. tempered sherds. The pit had intersected an earlier postmold.
,.-'

Two meters south of Structure 1, in Unit 450N/-335E, a fragmented human
burial (USN 1693) was discovered in a large pit (Figure 9). The burial pit

* • was disturbed by a later intrusion which could be seen in the southern pit
,. profile as bits of fired clay and charcoal. Several large sherds of a plain

shell tempered vessel and of Mound Place Incised var. Havana were found in
association with the fragmentary skeletal material.

*i- Units 440N/-351E and 430N/-351E contained 35 random postmolds, 11 pits,
and two human burials. Although it was not possible to deliniate a structure,
the abundant features indicated an intensive occupation cnntemporary with

Structure I. Pit 7 (USN 1509), in the northwest corner of 430N/-351E, wab
simi ar to the maijorit of Mississippian pits. It was oval in plan view, its

• .. .. . *.....- .. ::
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hor iontal dimens ions werc 58 by 53 cm, and it had sides that sloped snarply

2to depth of 4,0 cm. The dark brown soil was high in organic content and

c ontainee musscI s hcl, a ma bone, IIthic flakes, sh 1ll tempered sherds, and

c'her refusc. It procat.Iv served as a food storage facility. A similar
ecture, P 1 20 US r; 2 4, 2085) in Unit 440Ni"-35 1 contained the ceramic

type Mouna," a v e Enar aveo var . W;ggi ns. Another feature common to tne

s issippla occ paticr, was represented by PiL 16 (USN 2054), a shallow,

concentrated Tiaden dOp. that appeared to be the result of a deliberate

dumping of trash.

Two human interments occurred close together in the eastern portion of

Unit 440N/-351E. Burial 3 (USN 2082) was a circular feature 70 cm in diameter

that contained two separate zones. Zone A was a heat scorched depression 8 cm

oe p filled with charcoal flecks, fired clay, shell tempered sherds, and bits

of mussel shell. Zone B was a dark brown sandy soil 10 cm thick that

cn rained a child's cranium and mandible. This interment had occurred prior

o the formaiic.) of Zone A since there was no evidence of intrusion or mixing

of the distinct zones. "ihe presence of numerous postmolds, household debris,

and small amounts of 17red, cane impressed daub in Unit 440N/-351E suggested

Zone A may have functioned as a hearth associated with these features, but a

structure pattern could not be defined.

Burial 4 (USN 2085) was the fully extended skeleton of a child

encountered 3 m south of Burial 3 (Figure 10). The grave was an oval basin

shape, 105 cm long by 71 cm wide; it was filled with brown loamy sand 25 cm

deep. A small unmodified mussel shell was placed to the left of the cranium

and another piece of mussel shell was placed between the knees. A small,

plain shell tempered sherd lay on the anterior aspect of the left tibia.

"" Structure 3 (USN 2832) was a circular depression discovered beneath the

plowzone in Units 487N/-322E and 487N/-312E. A dark organic stain was exposed

after a large midden deposit (USN 2776) was removed. This stain was not

exactly circular, but it averaged 6.50 m in diameter. The depression was 10

- to 15 cm deep and was filled with a clay loam containing animal bone, mussel

shell, and small chunks of fired daub. Eight postmolds were discovered within

the depression, but they showed no discernible pattern or orientation. Four

postmolds were spaced equidistant from a large hearth in the structure's

center. These postmolds were quite large, and averaged 55 cm deep and 30 cm

in diameter.

The central hearth (USN 2772) was the most complex feature associated

with Structure 3 (Figure 11). A large mass of blue clay (Zone A), 160 cm in

diameter and 10 cm thick, covered the center of the structure. This clay

contained a small sherd of Parkin Punctate var. Undetermined and a shell

0 tempered squirrel or owl effigy head. Zone A showed no evidence of intense

heat. Beneath Zone A was a dark thin layer of heavily carbonized material

(Zone B) ,.hich contained fired clay inclusions. The actual hearth consisted

of a yellow~sh brown clay (Zone 0) that had been packed into a large

depression to form a clay lined basin 70 cm in diameter and 30 cm deep. The

yellow clay lining the interior of the hearth had been baked to the color and

* ccnsistency of brick. The heavy clay of Zone D formed a ring 45 cm wide

around the orifice of the !basin. Inside the basin was a grey soil (Zone C)
wt" a greasy texture that seemed to be a mixture of ash and clay. Several

plain shell tempered sherds were found in this zone.

S%
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A large ceramic sample was secured from Structure 3 which included sherds
of the following types: Carthage Incised var. Undetermined, Ioundville
Engraved var. Tuscaloosa and Wiggins, Ioundville Incised var. Carrollton. All
of the available evidence suggests that Structure 3 was a circular structure
with a semisubterranean or depressed floor.

Structure 4 (USN 2317) was located eight meters south of Structure 3. It
appeared just below the plowzone as a group of postmolds; it was discovered
while shovel skimming Unit 477N/-322E. Although there was no fired daub, the
angularity of the emerging postmold pattern indicated the presence of a
structure. Two 20 cm wide balks were placed at 90 degrees to the wall posts
to divide the building into quarter sections. Trowelling revealed a
rectangular, almost square pattern 7 m east to west and 7.5 m north to south.
The postmolds associated with the structure ranged in depth from 4 to 57 cm
(mean = 28 cm, s = 11 cm) and in diameter from 12 to 30 cm (radius: mean - 12
cm, s 4.9 cm).

wal Two parallel wall trenches 2 m long were aligned perpendicular to the
wall and formed a narrow vestibule entrance oriented east. The floor was
difficult to define due to the homogeneity of the soil color and texture;
however, the area circumscribed by the postmold pattern was intact and
undisturbed. Lines of small interior postmolds were probably the result of
partitions or furniture such as benches or beds. The interior of the
structure contained very little cultural debris, and there was no evidence of
any burning or fired daub.

In the center of the structure there was a circular clay hearth 60 cm in
diameter which was raised several centimeters above the level at which the
postmolds were first detected. Three small shallow pits (USN 2862, 2863,
3739) were found within the postmold pattern. All three were filled with
carbonized botanical material, particularly corn cobs (see Chapter 3, Volume
II). A variety of sherds was recovered from postmolds, wall trenches, and the
interior floor levels. The major ceramic types were Mississippi Plain
var. Warrior and Hale, and hound Place Incised var. Akron. Very few lithic
artifacts were associated with Structure 4.

Two human burials were found in Unit 487N/-312E, in the extreme northeast
corner of the hectare. Both of these burials were contemporary with Structure
3 (USN 2832) and Structure 4 (USN 2317).

Burial 5 (USN 2789) was first exposed as a gravel filled oblong feature,
332 by 114 cm in plan and 46 cm deep in profile. A single, supine adult was
found lying in a fully extended position. The skeleton had been damaged by
both root and rodent disturbance. A root was found growing through the
thoracic cavity. The preservation of the bone was very poor and the cranium
had collapsed. The feet, ribs, spine, pelvis, and portions of the arms were
present only as bone flakes and stains; however, all bones were in correct
anatomical position. The grave had intruded into a natural stratum of river
gravel at 60 cm below the ground surface. The gravel had become thoroughly
mixed into the loamy sand fill with almost solid gravel at the lower levels.
A shallow bowl of Mississippi Plan ,var. Hale was placed 20 cm behind the
:ranium. A small pece of hematite was placed to the east side of the cranium
and pieces of imonite arid conglomerate were also present in the gravel fill
(F igure 12).
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Burial 6 (USN 2823) was discovered below the plowzone 50 cm southwest of
Burial 5 in Unit 487Ni-312E. The grave was a large oblong, 302 by 144 cm ir
plan and exactly paralleled the orientation of Burial 5. The grave fill
consisted of a light colored loamy sand mixed with gravel from a natural
stratum 60 cm below the surface. The most dense concentration of gravel was
at the lowest level of the grave.

In the southeastern end of the grave, at 20 cm below the surface, an
unusual shell tempered vessel was discovered in an upright position. The
vessel was a flat bottomed, flat sided open-front box with terraced sides and
incised rectilinear motifs. At the bottom of the grave, 50 cm below the
terraced vessel, a single supine adult was discovered in a fully extended
position. The cranium was turned to the skeleton's left. The left hand was
resting over the left femur and innominate. The preservation of the skeleton
was very poor, with portions of the ribs, spine, and feet present only as
flakes of bone (Figure 13).

A large sherd of Mississippi Plain var. Warrior was placed 10 cm
southeast of the cranium. Two copper earspools, together with bone pins, were
found re-ting against both sides of the skull. The copper had preserved small
pieces of matting or cordage. Four identical and carefully made triangular
projectile points were uncovered just above the skeleton. Some small pieces
of hematite, limonite, and conglomerate were recovered from the grave fill.
The grave had no debris that appeared to be intrusive from the surrounding
matrix except for a small amount of animal bone and a few mussel shells.

An extensive deposit of midden (USN 2776) covered both Structures 3 and 4
and contained a large amount of late Mississippian ceramics. Several pits had
been constructed in this area. A typical pit, Pit 50 (USN 2846), was 90 by 73
cm and 60 cm deep. It contained the same domestic debris common to the
majority of the Mississippian pits excavated and included a small amount of
Moundville Engraved var. Wiggins.

Hectare 40ON/-500E

Two human burials occurred in Unit 464N/-448E in Hectare 40ON/-500E.
Burial 2 (USN 2206) consisted of the cranium and teeth of an infant less than
one year old. The cranium was resting upon the occiput, but the face and
mandible had been shattered by the plow. This burial was at the interface of
the plowzone and an undisturbed stratum.

One meter south of Burial 2 a fully extended supine adult was exposed
after the removal of the plowzone. The grave was an oblong stain, 228 by 88
cm, and was extremely shallow. Apparently the upper portion of the grave had
originated at a level within the plowzone. Burial 3 (USN 2202) was
articulated with portions of the cranium, pelvis, and long bones present in a
poor state of preservation. The extremities and the thoracic region had
deteriorated completely into a "ghost" stain of bone flecks. Unfortunately
there were no cultural associations for these interments. The plowzone sample
for the unit contained moderate amounts of shell and grog tempered ceramics.

Ceramic debris indicative of the Summerville i1-Ill period was scattered
throughout the plowzone in Hectare 5OON/-3OOE, but few intact features were
found. The majority of the features in this hectare contained plain shell
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Hectare 00N,-40CE

The Summer, 1 le 11-11 community was well represented in Hectare
r;00N,400E, rarticularl> in the northern portion where sev'eral large features

.qere excav'ated. The area around Structure I (USN 3889) had been occupied by
tne earlier Summervilie I community, then later by the Summerville Il-111 and
protohilstoric Sumimerville IV populations as well.

In Unit 574N/-343E two small concentrations of sherds (USN 3341, 3344)
produced the types Carthage Incised var. Carthage and Mississippi Plain. This
material was uncovered u-fte-r the p~owzone was removed but no pit outline was
found.

A large shallow feature, Pit 4 (USN 3576), was exposed in Units
574N/-343E and 570N/-353E. This feature was 3.8 by 2.8 m in plan and was
filled to a depth of 30 cm with well preserved faunal remains, lithic flakes,
mussel shell, and sherds. The upper portions of this deposit had been plowed
away. Pit 4 contained large amounts of typically Summerville 11-Ill ceramics,
with bottle, jar, and bowl forms represented. A ceramic pipe bowl was found
al1so.

No stratification could be observed within the pit. This type of pit has
been described elsewhere (See Pit 0, P. 332) as a small deposit of midden.
What function, if any, these large oblong depressions served before they
became filled with debris has not been determined. It is quite possible that
these features were once small refuse deposits that were gradually covered by
sediment and sod. Upon excavation such deposits might give the false
impression that they had once filled a depression.

Burial 4 (USN 4385) appeared as a small dark stain below the plowzone on
the northern boundary of Unit 5OON/-330E and extended north into Unit
510N/-325E. The grave was an oval basin shape 85 by 90 cm in plan and 18 cm
deep. The burial was disturbed, either by root intrusion or aboriginal
activity. Fragmentary portions of maxillary and mandibular teeth were the
only skeletal remains found and there was no evidence that any of the post
cranial skeleton had been interred. A small jar of Mississippi Plain
* ,jr. WrIo an]aMord'l~e Incised var. Carrollton jar had been placed
direct], Over, the Teeth. An abrader of petrified wood was fOuind in the pit

bur -al ~as uI~ i -ir intensely occupied area wh ich c otiLa ned
rd ar- P-i (J ls in t fc Al though no po-trTmolId pat te! n -oulId bi, dcO I ld
p' - v t, c, ; g E.iI e s I- ie d r-a n e -i r e sse da Ub in ri t I)CON 3-30 f

!1 iN'.Iqrqetc 11 a one OCOr Mo re structures had e x i sIed here.
al p(.;-.-o I J. an~d I" 43 (U0W'S i4 9;4) apprcvxrnatel 3 m ca s o af Bur 01 L

r) ta ined Mound Place Incisedl var. Akror.
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Two pits (USN 4911,4950) adjoining Unit 50ON/-320E produced the types
Moundville Engraved var. Undetermined and Moundville Incised
var. Undetermined. Most of the pits were shallow, showed no stratification,
and presumably functioned as food storage facilities. Several smudge pits
filled with charred botanical remains were also present. Structure 3 in
40ON/-400E was situated 5 m directly south of these features.

Two human graves were found in the northeast portion of Hectare
50ON/-400E. Burial 2 (USN 4140) was located in Unit 592N/-347E. The grave
was 107 cm by 47 cm, and so shallow that a portion of the burial was exposed
as the backhoe removed the plowzone. A single adult was found lying on its
left side in a flexed position. Portions of the cranium, left femur, tibia,
and fibula were sliced by the backhoe blade. The only cultural debris
recovered were plain shell tempered sherds (Figure 15).

Burial 3 (USN 4132) was encountered while excavating a postmold in Unit
592N/-347E, two meters east of Burial 2. There was no organic staining and
consequently the limits of the burial pit were difficult to define. A single,
supine adult was found in a fully extended position with the right radius
lying above the pelvic region in a vertical position. The bones of the middle
and lower trunk region were extremely disturbed by the intrusive postmold
(Figure 16). The postmold or small pit contained the fragmentary remains of
an infant. No grave goods were associated with the interment but the burial
pit fill contained chert flakes, faunil remains, a small amount of Carthage

Incised var. Moon Lake, and plain shell tempered sherds.

Hectare 60ON/-400E

Two units in this hectare had Summerville I-llI features. In the
southern portion of the hectare, Unit 60ON/-375E contained two small pits with
Summerville Il-Ill ceramics adjacent to a portion of the western palisade (USN
---- ). Pit 14 (5099) and Pit 23 (5233) were large bowl-shaped depressions
filled with animal bone, mussel shell, sherds, and other debris. This
material was probably deposited after the pits were no longer being used for
food storage.

A similar feature was found in Unit 614N/-388E. Pit 98 (USN 6187) was a
large pit 80 by 60 cm, filled with mussel shell, charred botanical material
and bits of fired clay. The ceramic sample included Moundville Engraved and
Carthage Incised sherds too small to determine the \,'riety. It should be
noted that the plowzone sample of this unit contained no Summerville 1l-IlI
ceramics and that the major occupation in this hectare was the Summerville I
community.

SUMMARY

The Sumrerville II and III community seems to have been a direct
descendent of the earlier Mississippian community in the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality. Unlike the earlier Summerville I and later
Protohistoric Summerville IV communities, however, the Summerville II and II
cormunity seems not " m, been fortified. No palisades can be assigned to
this period, and ihe earlier, inner palisade system is covered by structures
of the Summerville I1 and III community. There are more pits, structures, and
other features, including mound building stages, assigned to the Summerville
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nto Hectare 300N'-300E. This trench, Trench 4 (396.5N/-245.7E, USN 3133),
4as positioned along the east wall of the same large 11 by 13 m unit. Trench
was excavated in nine 10 cm levels ana the east I . ile wz.b reccrdeo

(Figure 6). Here, the depression terminated at approxmat"' , .4 m belo;

surface. The stratigraphy in Trench 4 appeared as foflows: bernea~h the 20 c!
thick plowzone (Zone A) lay a 25 to 30 cm thick layer of dark Yellowish brown
sandy loam which, in turn, graded into a very dark grayish brown zone (Zone C)
)f sandy loam which was roughly 10 cm thick; a thin, 8 to 10 crr thick zone cf
:harcoal and ash (Zone D) was present in this trench as it was in the ones
xcavated before; beneath this charred zone lay a 70 to 75 cm thick layer
(Zone E) of mottled sandy loam which graded from dark yellowish brown to
,ellowish brown and contained an abundance of ceramics; Zone £ overlay 1Vant
Kellowish brown subsoil (Zone F).

Based on the stratigraphy observed in the hand-dug trenches, it final y
qas obvious that this large depression-like feature was neither a midden nor a
structure, but a prehistoric, hand-dug trench. Once the nature of this
feature was ascertained, the problem then was to (I) define its limits, (2)
Jetermine its function, and (3) determine the date of its construction.

In order to define the limits of the ditch, a series of fourteen backhoe
trenches was excavated in hopes of finding its northern and eastern path.
These trenches were temporarily labeled 1 to 14, but they were not excavated
in that order. No USNs were assigned to these trenches.

Starting in the northeastern portion of Hectare 30ON/-300E, eight backhoe
trenches were dug, and the ditch was present in the profiles of all of them.
Profiles of Trenches 4 and 7 are illustrated in Figures 7 and 8. Both
orofiles show the thin charcoal and ash-filled zone underlain by sandy loam.
This charred zone was deposited nearer the surface in Trench 7 than in Trench
4. Perhaps the contrast in stratification in these two trenches was due to
the fact that the subsoil below Trench 7 contained gravel, whereas there was
sandy loam beneath Trench 4. All in all, the ditch appeared to be basically
in the same form in both these trenches.

Moving eastward into Hectare 30ON/-200E, three more exploratory backhoe
trenches were dug in order to trace the ditch. The first two missed it
3ltogether, but the third easternmost trench picked it up again (not
illustrated). Therefore, the course of the ditch seemed to have circled south
3nd east of the mound.

In order to trace the ditch's northward path, three more backhoe trenches
qere positioned intuitively in Hectare 400N/-30OE. Intuition proved correct,
3nd ali three trenches cut into the ditch-like depression. Figure 9
istrate, thf strat:graphy of the two southernmost trenches. The charred

eone as o-,-e aga n ,'Isible in both trenches, and this zone was overlain by a
)C ' - tct- djyt. of dark yellowish brown sandy loam. The northern side of

ahe a th - , T,. .on ta ,ed I aver of dark yellowish brown cla>.
71rerrl . I rg grave' r,' ed with sand comprised the upper levels,

" ' . rc' jr !ccnc z ri ,.J i.. th sinai cr-s 2ed gr .,el

" ', ' e ",'rs ',','c ars ,, )J J c s a3 c did t -1 t,! v G"

* ' e b r - ' J' rj rig ihi tf.( nroqu,.. 1i.. nor ,,rr:
- . , , . .'(.red " r ,,' s, ote iJ , :qd It( e
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With Figure 3 as a guide, the d;scussion of the ditch will proceed
through the sequence of discovery and excavation, from south to north, and
will illustrate how the conclusion was reached that this feature was indeed a
prehistoric "ditch."

Hectares 40ON/-300E, 30ON/-300E, 30ON/-200E

A portion of the ditch was first encountered early in Phase I on the
floor of an east-to-west, 2 by 15 m transect, 408N/-260E (USN 117) in Hectare
40ON/-300E. This transect was leveled at one meter below ground surface. At
the time, such a feature was not expected, and it was assumed that the darker,
discolored area in the western six meters of the transect was just a midden
deposit which yielded an abundance of sherds (including Alabama River
Applique) and daub. The eastern portion of the floor was sterile. In
retrospect, it is clear that this excavation unit picked up the edge of the
ditch. Later, during Phase II, the excavation of an 11 by 13 m extension
unit, 395N/-256E (USN 2546), yielded more of the midden-like deposit that was
first discovered a few meters north in the Phase I transect. It was then
decided to excavate arbitrary sections into this midden in 10 cm levels,
thereby producing several hand-dug trenches (Figure 4).

The first, meter-wide trench, 404N/-256E (USN 2666), was oriented east-
to-west in line with the grid system, and it was excavated in five 10 cm
levels, all of which were waterscreened. At the base of Level 3,
approximately 40 to 50 cm below surface, there appeared in profile a long,
trench-like depression which had steep sides and was oriented generally
northwest to southeast. Ceramics and animal bone were encountered in the dark
sandy loam fill. Below this point, Level 5 encompassed a dark, charcoal-
filled deposit. At this time, the field archaeologists generally agreed that
they were dealing with a possible semi-subterranean structure of some kind,
and that the charred zone may have represented roof-fall. Therefore, it was
decided to excavate additional trenches in order to pin down the exact
orientation of this strange, depression-like feature.

Trench 2, 40ON/-252E (USN 3073), was set perpendicular to and crossed
Trench 1 (USN 2666) at right angles. The six-meter long west wall profile of
Trench 2 was drawn (Figure 5), and a portion of the trench was excavated in
twelve 10 cm levels. The depression terminated at about 1.3 m below surface.
Here, the stratigraphy was much the same as in the first trench: beneath the
plowzone a 40 cm thick area of sandy loam graded from dark to light; below
this was a very black charcoal and ash-filled zone which was approximately 10
cm thick; directly beneath this organic zone lay a very dark grayish brown,
sandy midden zone, 10 to 20 cm thick, which contained an abundance of
ceramics; at the very bottom of the depression, just above the contact with
the sterile subsoil, was a 40 cm thick zone of dark yellowish brown sandy loam
that was streaked by dark sediment bands.

By this time it was agreed that the depression was much too large for a
structure, so another exploratory trench was excavated. Trench 3,
404.5N/-2 5.5E (USN 3113), was placed just west of and parallel to Trench 2.
Five 10 cm levels we-e completfd, and the stratigraphy was basically the same
as in Trench 2.

Just south of the 40ON line a fourth trench was laid out which crossed

" '-- - " , '. - .. " - '" -' -- '- - -' - " - -. L - -. . . - L 7 'L - / ' ' . . 7 "' - i . ~ i i. . .
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HA 600N/-300E HA 600N/.-200E

N/
GN

HA 500N/-300E IHA 500N/-200E

MOUN)D

HA 400N/-400E HA 400N/-300E HA 400N/-200E

Prehistoric Ditch

/Test Trench HA 300N/-300E HA 300N/-200E

o m 100

Figure 3. Portions of the ditch verified by excavation.
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Fiue2. Aerial photo of bend: arrow points to the Protohistoric ditch.
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The Summerville IV community ;n the Lubbub Creek Archaeologicai Locai ty

continued the same sedentary, agrlcultural lifestyle of it.s oredecesscrs. The

only major changes in community organization were ensity of features,

the changes in mortuary practices, and the construction of a ditch around the

community for defense. There were more teatures -- structures and pits -- per

unit area during the Summervi e IV period than during any of the p.ecedng

periods. Moreover, because the nrea of settlement had been reduced to the

four hectares encircled by the d~tch, the absolute density Uf 'eatures

increased. What did remain consldnt was the focus of the comnunity on the

mound; it was the center point of the community.

The body of this chapter wi:l begin with a discussion of the ditch that

enclosed the community. This section will be followed by a summary of each

hectare in which protohistoric features occurred. Each of the major features

will be discussed in detail, and these descriptions will include general

summaries of their contents. The extent of the Summerville IV community is

shown in Figure 1, and the major features and units that have been assigned to
this period are listed in Table 1. Of necessity, this table is more detailed

than the summary tables used in previous chapters. The density of features in

some hectares makes the listing of their coordinates in the grid system

necessary to prevent confusion.

The vestiges of a tiny historic Native American component, defined by the

presence of Chickachae Combed ceramics, were also isolated near the slope of
the mound. This historic component has been included in this chapter and will

be treated more fully in the summary section below.

THE DITCH (USN 2265 AND 6684)

The 1942 and later aerial photographs of the Lubbub Creek Cutoff vicinity

show a very light, "U"-shaped line centered on and approximately 100 m distant

from the mound. The earliest of these photographs (ASCS HS-3C-48, 3-22-42) is

reproduced here as Figure 2, and the line in question is marked at several

points along its course. We believe that this line represents the remnants of

a ditch which encircled and fortified the protohistoric, Summerville IV

community. Portions of this ditch were traced archaeologically, and the

distribution of test trenches in relation to the reconstructed path of the

ditch is shown in Figure 3.

These test trenches demonstrated that the ditch varied in width from 3 to
6 m and was approximately 1.4 m deep. The ceramics recovered from arbitrary

and natural levels in these test trenches indicated that the ditch was dug

initially in the protohistoric period, partially filled during that period,

and then almost completely obliterated by erosion over the next 300 years.

Moreover, at several points along its length, the ditch was capped by fill

from the same land-forming activities that destroyed the Summerville Mound in

the 1950s. In sequence, protohistoric ceramics were found in the bottommost
levels of the ditch, but earlier ceramic types and varieties were mixed in

with the fill recovered from levels above. This sequence strongly suggests

that the ditch was constructed late in the occupation of the Lubbub Creek

• Archaeological Locality and was filled gradually with nearby debris and with

deposits from earlier Mississippian components along its course.

-_



CHAPTER 10. THE SUMMERVILLE IV COMMUNITY

Caroline H. Albright

[The] Protohistoric is generally construed as encompassing the
per;od between initial European exploratory contact and the
establishment of effective European trade and colonization which
in the following Historic period leads to the acculturation of the
aboriginal cultures. ... In central Alabama, the Protohistoric
would subsume the time between A.D. 1540 with the passage of the
deSoto expedition through the area and approximately A.D. 1715
with the establishment of Fort Toulouse at the forks of the Coosa
and Tallapoosa by the French. This represents approximately 175
years in which direct aboriginal-European contact and impact were
almost non-existent and in which very limited numbers of European
trade materials moved into the area primarily through the process
of internal aboriginal trade (Sheldon 1974:33).

The Summerville IV community in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality
certainly overlapped, in whole or in part, the protohistoric period as defined
by Sheldon. The ceramics diagnostic of this period, the types Alabama River
Applique and Alabama River Incised (Sheldon 1974:201-226), and the distinctive
modes of burial, interment in large ceramic vessels and mass-interment of
secondary burials, are both characteristic of the Summerville IV community.
This community, however, does exhibit differences when compared to
protohistoric communities in the Alabama and Black Warrior Valleys, a
geographical contrast anticipated by Sheldon (1974) in his synthesis of the
protohistoric period in Alabama.

As Sheldon emphasized, the protohistoric period in Alabama has been
synonymous with the term "Bur;al Urn Culture." The boundaries of this
"culture" have expanded from year to year as new sites with burial urns have
been discovered. The maximum extent of this "culture" in Alabama runs from
the Fall Line and the forks of the Coosa and Talapoosa rivers in the north and
northeast, to the Warrior Valley near Tuscaloosa on the northwest, and to
somewhere south of the junction of the Alabama and Tombigbee rivers on the
southwest. Sheldon specifically excluded the central Tombigbee River Valley
from the distribution of the "Burial Urn Culture." Recent work by
C.B. Curren, Jr. of the Unive-sity of Alabama has added protohistoric sites
with human burials fart, north in the Black Warrior Valley, and the
excavations in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality and at an unnamed
location near Columbus, Mississippi, have extended the border up the Tombigbee
River Valley into northeast Mississippi.
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11 and III periods than were assigned to the earlier period. Moreover, these

features are packed into a smaller area than those of their Dredecessor. the

Summerville I period. This trend to greater "social density," however,

reaches its zenith in the Protohistoric. Summerville IV period, wnen an equal

number of features were built in a shorter span of time in a smaller area that

was enclosed by a ditch fortification.
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Figure 16. Burial 3 (USN 4132), Hectare 500N/-400E.
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42036N/ Trench 5 422 68N/
-269 26E -2 6 358 E
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Figure 9. Top: Profile of west wall of Backhoe Trench 5 showing the ditch.
*Bottom: Profile of west wall of Backhoe Trench 6 showing the the

ditch.
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discussed in the following sections.

Hectare 400N/-400E

The ditch was found by accident in Hectare OON/-400E. It appeared in
the wall of a trench excavated to locate the eastern extent of a midden in the

northeast corner of this hectare. The ditch showed up in the exact center of

the long, west-to-east trench, 488.8ON/-311.OOE, which crossed into Hectare

40ON/-300E (Figure 10).

This ditch segment was oriented generally north-to-south and was

approximately 4.5 m wide and 0.7 m deep. The profile, illustrated in Figure
I1, showed a 30 cm thick plowzone which topped a 20 cm thick, yellowish brown

zone of sandy loam mixed with pebbles. Below this pebble-filled zone lay a 20
cm thick midden zone of sandy loam. The subsoil was yellowish brown sandy

loam.

A sample (USN 2116) from the trench as a whole was waterscreened.

Analysis of the fill indicated that only plain shell tempered ceramics were
present. No lithics were recovered in this segment of the ditch.

In summary, the stratigraphy of the ditch in Hectare 40ON/-400E differed

from most of the ditch segments found elsewhere on the site. First of all,

the ditch here was shallow and no charred zone was present. Structure 4 (USN
2317), a Summerville I1-11l period feature, was located west of the ditch;

Structure 7 (USN 8168), which is late Summerville Il-Ill in age, was located
to the immediate east of the ditch. This structure was perhaps bounded by the

ditch sometime during its occupation.

Hectare 5OON/-300E

Moving northward, the ditch appeared in the western edge of a 10 by 10 m

sample unit, 560N/-295E (USN 4719). The ditch in planview appeared as a
grayish white stain (Figure 12). A test-cut, 567N/-295E (USN 4775),
approximately 1 by 1.2 m, I.,as shoveled out by hand in order to record the
profile. The south wall profile of this test-cut revealed the edge of the

aitch.

In this part of the site, the ditch was made up of four basic zones: a 30
M cm thick plowzone lay over an odd-colored (IOYR7/1, grayish white) zone

comprised of an unusual alluvial silt; below this ver I ight zone were three

zones or relatively equal thicknesses (20 cm) w-ich were comp'a ed of sandy

loam that g-adld from light to dark shades of dark yellowish btrrwn; at Its
base the sterile subsoil was brownish yellow sandy loam.

nce tiOe dif not permit further explorat;on in this area of the ditch,

0 thr w ta wdtn ind depth of this particular section is not know;'. The detrth

was t-aced us deep as one meter below surface.

Hecrtj e 602N!:jOOE

;n He.tare 6OON'-300E, the ditch (USN 6684) was observed first during the

- e,.A e' t'ory trenching of a nearby midden (USN 6644). Like the other segments

of the ditch recorded throughout the site, the northern Portion of the ditch

: : . .. ' -, : '". -.. . . - . . ., -. . . ..
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contained protohistoric ceramic types that lay on the bottom levels in direct
contact with the subsoil. Figure 13 shows the general location of this
segment of the ditch in relation to the sample units.

The first trench, the one which revealed the ditch, was placed along the
eas!L-n edge of Unit 616N/-257E (USN 6606). Based on the ditch's orientation
in the first trench, a second trench was dug which ran west-to-east along tn
nrrthern edge of Unit 6o5N/-256E (USN 6605). The third and final trench w3S
oriented northwest tc southeast and, as it turned out, crossed the path of the
aitch at a right angle. Therefore, by comparing the three test trench
profiles, the course of the ditch in Hectare 60ON/-300E was established.

The ditch's course ran in a northeast to southwest direction and was .

approximately six meters wide and more than 1.2 meters aeep. It cut through
the Late Woodland and Summerville I shell midden that was in the immediate '

vicinity (see Chapter 8, Volume ). Some of this midden probably washed into
the low area of the ditch in prehistoric times, and additional earlier
material probably was bulldozed into the ditch when the mound was flattened in
the 1950s. The thickest part of the midden, which contained an abundance of
mussel shell, did not seem to overlie the ditch; therefore, the midden is not
thought to have been directly associated with it, but that the ditch cut
through and removed a portion of the earlier midder. Although large amounts
of grog tempered and shell tempered ceramics were recovered from the ditch
fill, this mixture is believed to have been the result of later deposition
from the earlier midden deposit.

The ditch's depositional layers in this northern area of the site were
similar to those found to the south. The stratigraphy recorded in the second
trench (Figure 14) showed a 10 cm thick dark brown charred zone filled with
charcoal and ash lying beneath what we believe to have been a recent alluvial
deposit that washed the surrounding midden into the depressions. A 30 cm
thick plowzone truncated this alluvial deposit. Beneath the charred zone, a
layer of yellowish brown sandy loam graded into a lighter mottled sandy loam,
and both strata were filled with a mixture of grog tempered and shell tempered
ceramics. The subsoil was a light yellowish brown sandy loam. All zones
appeared to be darker and more concentrated in the very center of this section
of the ditch. Based on the stratigraphy of this trench, it is assumed that
the upper two layers (Levels A and B) were deposited subsequent to the
abandonment of the site, but that the lower three layers (Levels C, D, and E)
were deposited by some combination of cultural and natural events.

Since tighter control was needed for actual artifact recovery, a 2 by 1 m
test unit, 615N/-250E (USN 6688), was excavated into the center of the ditch.
By using the natural zones already established from the second trench profile
as a guide (summarized above), and by employing the "isolated block" method,
the 2 by 1 m test unit was excavated in five natural zones (Levels A-E).
Table 2 shows the distribution of temporally sensitive ceramic types from this
unit and compares it with the cluster of hand-dug trenches tested in Hectares
40ON'-300E and 30ON/-300E.

The mixing of grog tempered ceramics with the shell tempered wares in
this 2 by 1 m unit and the abundance of earlier Woodland and Summerville I-Il
ceramics were probably the result of deposition from the surrounding midden
(USN 6644). However, the recovery of Carthage Incised var. Carthage sherds in

I1
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_j' fstory.

Vraigra-pric Summary of Ditch

A model has been constructed with data from al sections of the ditch tc

i lustrate ts gene-al stratigraph (Table 3). The oitch f ill consisted of
four depositionally significant zones (BC,D.E) which were bounded by one

plow-disturbed zone ana one undisturbed parent zone (A,F).

In reconstruction, Zone E with its abundance of material found in situ

probably represents the floor of the original ditch prior to some episode of
;ntense burning (Zone 0). The occurrence of late sherds below this charred

zone suggests that the aitch was constructed and allowed to fill in partially
our ng protohistoric times, and that during this time period the burning took

c)ace. After the episode which created the charred zone, Zone D, the ditch

seemed to have been the receptacle for refuse, and eventually filled in (Zones
B and C). Table 2 further illustrates the depositional stages of the ditch by

summarizing the ceramic contents recovered from five trenches. In most of the

Trenches in the table, the ceramics date much later in time starting in Zones

D or E. Thus, this configuration of ceramics, with the latest types being

generally at the bottom or "floor" of the ditch, argues for our late temporal

assignment of Summerville IV being given to the ditch as a whole.

The Ditch as a Fortification

Like the two palisade systems (see Chapter 6, Volume I), the ditch

probably served to protect the population which lived in the Lubbub Creek

Archaeological Locality. In Lafferty's four-fold division of defensive works
-- (P. natural and artificial obstacles, (2) cover and concealment, (3)

bastions or some other method of flanking the enemy, (4) reinforced gateways

(Lafferty 1973:120) -- the ditch which encircled the protohistoric community
at Lubbub best fits into the "artificial obstacle'' category. His definition

of ''obstacle" is as follows:

An obstacle is anything which slows the advance of the enemy by forcing

him to go around or through difficult terrain, such as wire, ditches, or

anything else which impedes the forward progress of the enemy. Obstacles
may be either natural (e.g. rivers, oceans, hills, etc.) or artificial

(e.g. wire, abatis, ditches, moats, or walls) (1973:191).

According to Lafferty, "the use of artificial obstacles was fairly well known
in the Pre-Columbian Southeast" (ibid:126); the most common were walls, but

exterior moats and trencnes could have clearly served as obstacles'

(bid:l11) as well. He also added that obstacles caused the enemy to be

evposed longer to fire, thus rendering them less effective from exhaustion and

othe r f3c ors by the time they reached the assailed forces; all in all,
nhsta lces te. ded to blurl the fcrward attack of the enemy (ibid: 1-12). Thus

bu d rq Uor, La fer ,' c ren .c, t is assumed thaIt the prctohistcr ic
haL.I' ta' u e SI rrb e A r z 1.-co ogI C "  Lo:a ' i y ccnstructed 'u h (7r
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C. " : -u.eO C p .jck . bu at tI, Irrie t wj'- nit kn:.n A j t r-o.
rig w thout use of the pedestal f cr added .,uppr

.,+ rr urr, as thc: metal 'was driven beneath , the
pt-I C S i c , ' _ a? ., 3' e ver l:.; qi ck y Iifted the entire ur-n into a
v.nec bij w ,wh "a- bein lied 4 1t, d;rt for the rn to sit upon. The

, . : ;- r, - ci :t up truc k and nau i e o the
-. r". r* r' C 0 n I C ) f1 t IC

, .. i 01" o 'et rS keain r- the Iaboratory showed that four
", j: - a L -i ] a~i.c*w; thin The r o interment. The sandy urn f7 1 1

... ...7 c'a - e, ie th-- ceramics n' 1 ithics, but. did contain 101 g of
a> h,. r. . of this. dauD tas founa in the ipper levels of the Urn and probably

f n rom the aa.1u cap above it.

Ar-aiysis of the daub cap (USN 2269) shewed recovery of one secondary
aecort;caticn flake, .5 g of botanical material, and 743 g of daub. The
radiomet-ic date secured from the daub cap was calculated at 690 +110
radiocarbon ycars (A.D. 1260, Beta 1092). Since this radiocarbon date for
the daub cap predated the urn by at least a hundred years, it is believed that
the pit for the urn must have been dug through the earlier midden which
contained high contents of daub. The daub, in turn, was then tightly packed
baci, ove- the urn during interment. From this, we then have reason to believe
the early C-14 date i> associated with the materials in the underlying midden.
Uch a daub cap is not unusual: 'Often the urn depostions were covered with
twigs, plastered with mud, and finally covered with more twigs which were then
burned, producing a hard clay covering for the entire deposit" (Hi ll
1979:3-4).

The burial pit (Pit 12. USN 2284) for the urn contained one rim of
Alabama River Applique which is be;ieved to have fallen in from the
surrounding orotohistoric structure. Three Mississippi Plain var. Warrior
body sherds and a few small shell tempered sherds were also recovered. No
lithics were in the pit. However, there was a good deal of daub, 137 g, which
probably resulted from digging through the earlier midden and then refilling
the pit w'th the same soil.

In summary, Urn Burial 2 was located in the interior of a protohistoric

structure and contained the remains of four individuals. The thin daub layer
which covered the area of excavation probably belonged to an earlier midden.
The daub cap also originated at approximately the same elevation as the early
midden. The subsol around the urn was a dark yellowish brown (lOYR3,16) sandy
loam. Dark alluvial sediment bands (1OYR3/4) ran ribbon-like throughout the
subsoil and the burial pit cut through the bands. Compare Figures 18 and 20
for the stratigraphic relation'lip of the daub cap with the urn and with

Figure ', for the general stratigraphy of the area. (See Hectare 50ON/-300E

In this chapter fol discussion of the thrd urn burial, USN 7404.)

'.t TAP F Zi O N, - 9 F

Sr !'(" -,f r, o , or mater ia n Hectarc
,hr, thCat rn 0 : . (Fiqre 21). These

" vi~c frc a , e ,- - ':k~. 1 _n c nae," IC ar o'e' lajnring structure com plex,
o", a c-:1 ts, to a camtle cn r w ich )ontained Chickacnae Combed
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Urn Burial 2 (USN 2303)

Urn Burial 2 (USN 2303) was located near the e >1 of Structure 1,
approximately 2.5 meters east of Urn Burial 1. This urn was removed as a
whole from the field and transported to the laboratory for further excavation.
Later excavation and analysis showed that the urn contained the remains of
four individuals -- all subadults. The contents of the urn will be discussed
more fully at the end of this section and in Chapter 6, Volume 11.

*" At the outset, a large hearth-like feature (USN 2269) was observed within
Structure 1 at an elevation of 38.79 m AMSL (Figure 18). Having an amorphous

* shape, the maximum dimensions of this feature were 108 by 88 cm. The dark
brown (1OYR3/2), charcoal-flecked, clay loam which surrounded a lighter brown
soil (IOYR5/3) gave the feature a burned appearance. Large daub chunks were
scattered on the surface, and a sandy rodent burrow intruded into its western
side; but excavation of this feature disproved our initial assumption that it

* was a hearth, because just 3 cm beneath the thin daub veneer a large burial
urn was uncovered.

This Alabama River Plain urn (USN 2290) had a single cover vessel (USN
.289). an inverted, shallow (12 cm high), flaring-rimmed bowl (Walls-like
Engraved). Taken together, the urn and its cover measured 43 cm in height.

• " The elevation at which the top of the urn was first visible was 38.76 m AMSL.
The urn, which was beautifully symmetrical and generally intact, had a maximum
diameter of 45 cm. The cover vessel, however, had caved in on one side. The
urn remained intact during excavation and was in good condition for transport.
A dark, circular pit outline (USN 2284) surrounded the urn and had a diameter
of 55 cm -- only a few centimeters wider than the urn. The depth of this pit
was approximately 45 cm, and its outline was easily defined in profile (Figure

"'- 19).

During the cross-sectioning of the fire-hardened daub area or 'daub cap"
(USN 2269), the cover vessel to the urn was exposed first. The western side
of the cover was not visible, but was later found within the urn. After the
daub cap was removed, the surrounding earth was cut back to expose the

* vessels. The earth beyond the sourthern half of the urn was shovelled out to
the level of the urn's base. Support of the urn as well as stratigraphic
control was maintained by a 20 cm wide north-to-south balk. Next, the earth
beyond the northern half was cut down in like manner, leaving a 20 cm wide

* east-to-west balk, which gave a complete view of the urn on all sides.
Photographs were taken and profiles were drawn facing north and east.

A mixture of plaster-of-paris and styrofoam chips was prepared in the
field in order to make an artificial pedesta! for the urn to rest upon when
the balks were removed. This material was packed beneath the urn and into the
areas between where the balks crossed, thus forming another cross in the
opposite direction. The pedestal was left to dry. The urn itself was then
tightly wrapped in wide "Ace" bandages to prevent breakage when handling.

Finally, the plaster pedestal was hard enough to allow removal of the two
balks, and these supports were cut down and discarded. Only the pit fill was
saved for waterscreening. The ground around the pedestalled area was
shovelled out to the point that a thin piece of heavy sheet metal could be
wedged under the urn. Using a hammer to drive the metal under the urn

.< . .' . " . - ." ". * - -* -" * . * *
. .. . . . •. .-.-... .... .:.. . .. .... . .., .. -. ..- . .. . . .." . . . . .,.... ...
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became visible.

Partial excavation of the skeletal remains was begun in the field because

the urn was believed to have been too fragile for removal in one piece.

Later, however, it was decided to try coating the urn with a mixture of
plaster-of-paris which might then enable removal without collapse. After all

the loose sherds had been cleared away, the coating process began. Wet paper
towels were placed on the vessel wall for protection: then burlap strips

soaked in plaster-of-paris were wrapped around the urn in order to brace it.

Next, when the plaster had hardened, a window screen was carefully wedged
beneath the urn. Finally, excavators lifted the urn into a prepared

wheelbarrow filled with dirt which was then transported back to the

laboratory.

Excavation of the skeletal remains showed that three individuals had been

placed inside the urn for burial. Three subadults were identified on the
basis of the relative thickness of the crania and the dental morphology of

their three mandibles.

The sandy u-n fill (USN !843) was excavated in zones which indicated that

a 4ood deal of daub had collapsed into the upper portion of the urn from the
daub laver above. All zones combined, the fill contained 686 g of daub, 3

pieces of hematiLe, 11 g of faunal material, and 13 g of botanical material.

Neither ceramics nor shell were present.

Analysis of the contents of the pit (Pit 8, USN 1839) containing the urn

;nd;cated that only Mississippi Plain var. Warrior and a few small shell

tempered sherds were present. One bifacial thinning flake and 85 g daub were

also recovered.

The sequence of events that created this urn burial seems to have been as

follows. A pit, which had a diameter slightly greater than that of the urn

(ca. 66 cm) was dug through an earlier midden deposit to a depth of
approximately 40 cm. The urn, a large Alabama River Plain vessel, 55 cm in
diameter and 35 cm high, and its contents were placed in the pit. The two

cover vessels -- one (USN 1841), an outslanting bowl which looked like a poor

copy of a Walls Engraved bowl, the other (USN 1842), a red painted, shallow,
flaring-rimmed bowl -- were placed over the urn so that they formed an

inverted "V". Such a sequence of events would account for: 1) daub over the

urn; 2) daub in the urn; and 3) earlier ceramic types mixed with daub in the

pit fill.

In summary, Urn Burial 1, containing skeletal remains of three

individuals, was located inside the bounds of a protohistoric structure. Two
inverted bowls covered the urn at the time of interment. The structure

overlay an earlier Summerville I midden which the urn penetrated; subsequent
analysis of the burial pit and urn fill showed evidence of daub and ceramics
directly associated with the earlier midden. Thus, it is assumed that the pit

was, at one time, dug out of the surrounding midden and then refilled with the
same soil. The urn fill, which contained significant amounts of daub,

probably filtered in from the midden as there was, no doubt, a large space
left between the two inverted bowls -- enough of a space for dirt to sift in

through time.
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average depth of 38.40 m AMSL (s=30 cm AMSL)

The urn burials (USN 1850 and 2303) were located on the east and west
sides of the structure approiriatel ' 2.5 meters apart, and the tops of their
'over vessels were located at roughly the Fame elevation, 38.40 m AM SL, The
firs, urn contained the rcmain of three individuals; the second urn :ontained
four ndividuals.

A daub layer extended over l20 m2 excavated in the southwestern co,-ner of
Hectare 400N/-2OE and provided a useful stratigraphic marker. A profi e
(Figure 16) drawn from the north wall of the original 10 by 10 m sample unit
illustrates the stratification in the area around Structure 1. A plowzone of
20 cm tops tne entire area. Beneath this disturbed stratum, a thin layer of

daub overlies a sanay subsoil ribboned with alluvial sediment bands. The
postmolds defining Structure 1 and the pits into which the urns were placed
began at some point above the daub layer and penetrated into the subsoil.

Other than the burial urns themselves, the ceramics recovered from the
samples of the plowzone and from the daub and subsoil in these units
underscored the presence of two temporally distinct components. The earlier,
Summerville I component was indicated by Barton Incised and Moundville Incised
sherds; the later, protohistoric, Summerville IV component contained Parkin
Punctated var. Bridgeville and Alabama River Applique sherds. The single
radiocarbon date of 690 +110 radiocarbon years (A.D. 1260, Beta 1092) taken
from the daub cap over Urn Burial 2 seems to be contaminated by materials
deposited during the earlier of the two periods.

Urn Burial 1 (USN 1850)

The first of the three urn burials found in the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality was located in the western side of Structure I (USN
1831). This urn, its associated cover vessels, and its contents were
excavated partially in the field; but when it became apparent that additional
excavation in the field would be too time consuming and difficult, the urn was
transported to the laboratory for further excavation. Later laboratory
analysis showed that the urn contained the remains of three subadults (see
Chapter 6, Volume II).

Urn Burial 1 (Figure 17) consisted of five major parts: the urn itself
(USN 1840); Cover Vessel 1 (USN 1841); Cover Vessel 2 (USN 1842); the urn
contents (soil fill and skeletons); and the pit (USN 1839) containing the urn.

The fragmented top portion of the urn was first discovered at an
elevation of 38.71 m AMSL while cleaning the working floor of a 10 by 10 m
sample unit (412N/-178E, USN 1539). The urn was surrounded by a dark
yellowish brown (IOYR3/6) sandy loam.

Hand tools were used to expose the urn. Although the pit was hard to
define, the soil from around the urn was saved, nevertheless, and treated as
pit fill. When the first cover vessel had been completely exposed, the sherds
were mapped and bagged according to their relative positions. A flotation
ample then was collected near the cover vessel area. Another map was drawn

of the exposed rim of the second cover vessel and the sherds were removed.
During the removal of Cover Vessel 2, the skull fragments inside the urn

-- . -'' " "- ." ".. . .- ,- - ".. - " .-{ " " i - .. " " . ?. . ---.. . . i. . - -i. - . . . - '- . - '-
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bur';als suggested that these three features formed a single cultural complex;
- therefore, the structure as well as the burials were included in the

D umme'vi lie IV oeriod community. It should be noted, however, that the
comp,1 . intruded into an earlier, Summerville I period midder, which was
refleted by a "ide scattering of daub. This daub scatter extended into the
northern na!f of the structure, and the postmolds which defined this portion
of the structure contained chunks of daub from this scatter. A thick, she!l-
i 1lied organic midden located immediately south of the feature complex, like
the daub scatter, yielded only ceramics indicative of the earlier, Summerville
I period.

Unfortunately, it appeared that most elements of the protohistoric
component in Hectare 40ON/-200E were destroyed as a result of more than 100
years of intensive cultivation. The light daub scatter may therefore be
representative of plow-drag from an earlier component. The protohistoric
features which did survive will be described in greater detail in the sections
which follow.

Structure I (USN 1831)

The existence of a structure in the southwestern portion of Hectare
40ON/-200E was suggested first by a light scattering of daub in 10 by 10 m
sample Unit 412N/-178E (USN 1539). Three excavation units located to the
north and east of the original sample unit were opened in order to trace the
light daub scatter which was so prevalent throughout the area and to delimit
any features within it. This investigation proved to be successful; a
postmold pattern enclosing two urn burials was discovered.

Excavation, which was guided by the expectation that a structure lay
beneath the daub, began by dividing the daub scatter into four quadrants or
cuts. Two cross balks, oriented to the grid and at right angles to one
another, were centered on the scatter. As it turned out, the structure and
the daub were not two aspects of the same feature, but were, instead,
temporally separated, independent features. The whole of the structure was
located in the southwestern cut (Cut 3, USN 2234) of the four that were used
to guide the excavation of the daub scatter. The beginning elevation of the
structure was 38.84 m AMSL.

No living floor was encountered during excavation of the daub scatter,
* but a few in situ artifacts (a hammerstone, USN 2227; a pitted stone, USN

2229; a drilled hematite object, USN 2239; and a sherd concentration, USN
2220) were found around the exterior of the structure. These artifact
concentrations, however, may have been work areas from the earlier midden.
Several isolated daub concentrations were also scattered about the structure
area. Analysis of these daub concentrations indicated that no artifacts were
associated with them, with the exception of the daub cap, USN 2269, which was
packed over the top of Urn Burial 2 (USN 2303).

Twenty-three postmolds associated with Structure 1 formed a circle
.anoroximately seven meters in diameter. The postmolds, which appeared

ightly darker Lha- '- brown (1OYR3'3) sandy loam which surrounded
cm, had an aver _g c areter of If cm (s=4 cm) and an average depth of 27 cm

* (s=31 cm) . Their- point of origin which, no doubt, had been truncated by

p !c)w miy. avr-raged 38.70 m AMSL (s=5 cm AMSL) . and they extended downward to an

.

. .'
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near Starkvi le, Mississippi.

pt 2 (USN 2887)

Pit 23 (USN 2887), which had been truncated by the plowzone, was observed

n both the floor and the south profi;e of Unit 355N/-195E. The pit measured

24 by 34 cm 3cross and had a depth of 35 cm. The pit fill was very dark brown

SR22) sandy loam which appeared much darker and different irI texture thar.

thtr surroundina dark b'-own (1OYR3/3) matrix. Pit 23 contained a sparse amount

of protohistoric ceramics and a general mixture of other ceramic types. The

pt also contained a few chert flakes, as well as deer and tortoise remains.

HECTARE 300N,'-300E

The northern half of Hectare 300N,"-30E yielded two occurrences of

A labama River Applique ceramics: one ir the previously discussed segment of

!'e ditch and the other :ontained in a 1 by I m test unit just west of tne
d~t,-h.

,; 7 -: (Un' 3V) was part of a 20 percent sample taker from a

ca,-e Oc *c"r (USN 3103) whch representea the remnants of a Summervil I
strurct', e see Chapter 9, Volume I for further discussion of this

.a-t;cular cr a) . This I by I m test unit lay approximately 18 meters west of

the ditch and 12 m south of Pit 0 (USN 2491). Dug to a depth of 30 cm, the
soil in this unit consisted of very dark grayish brown (1OYR3/2), tightly

compacted sandy loam with small inclusions of daub. The unit was

waterscreened as a whole, and small amounts of Alabama River Applique mixed

with shell tempered, grog tempered, and sand tempered ceramic types were

recovered; however, judging from the rest of the fill, these late sherds were

probably intrusive.

HECTARE 40ON/-IOOE

,= Unit 416N/-066E (USN 419) was a Phase I, 1 by 1 m test unit located

approximately 150 m east of the mound in the southwestern quadrant of Hectare

40ON/-IOOE. Level 2 of this unit, which lay directly beneath the plowzone (20

to 40 cm below surface), contained Alabama River Applique ceramics; however,

no features could be observed in the homogeneous matrix of dark brown

(IOYR3/3) sandy loam.

HECTARE 40ON/-200E

During Phase I only 2 units out of the 22 test units excavated in Hectare

400N,/-200E yielded ceramics diagnostic of the protohistoric, Summerville IV

S period. Both units were located in the extreme southwestern part of the

hectare. Phase II excavation of a randomly placed 10 by 10 m unit in this

same quadrant revealed the remains of a structure that contained two urn

burials (Figure 15), and the protohistoric ditch was traced to the center of

the southern border of this hectare.

The close spatial relationship between the postmold pattern that defined

the structure (Structure 1, USN 1831) and the positioning of the two urn

0
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"trenches and moats are found at twenty-nine percent of the sites in the
sample" (ibid:129). He found that the most common occurrences of trenches and
moats were in association with earthworks in 5P c"- of the sample, and
I'virtually all the moats appeared to be dry moats' (ibid:129). Among the r,
Mississippian wooden fortifications in the Southeast analyzed by Lafferty,
four definitely had trenches or moats exterior to their palisade walls (ibid:
Table 3). The protohistoric King Site in northwest Georgia (Halley. Garro",
and Trotti 1975) can be added to Lafferty's sample which incuijded the

S-' protohistoric Mouse Creek Site in eastern Tennessee. The King Site, which has
-. yielded sixteenth century European metal artifacts as part of its assemblage,

- had a single, bastioned palisade set approximately 5 meters inside a ditch
approximately 1.4 m deep and almost 3 meters hide. According to Lafferty the
function of trenches could have been to increase the height of the defenders'
wall (Lafferty 1973:132). However, a stockade or palisade wall which abutted
the ditch could not be found at Lubbub, and only one shallow postmold was
found in close association with the ditch.

There are three possible explanations for the absence of a palisade wall
in association with the ditch. The first is that the wall was present and the
archaeologists did not find it. However, given the sampling strategy and the
fact that the excavators found several other palisade lines, it is unlikely

- they missed a palisade line near the ditch. The second is that no wa;l was
associated with the ditch. This explanation is possible, but is not probable.
Third is the possibility that the palisade posts were set in the berm formed
from the material excavated from the ditch. This mound of earth, the berm,
could have been up to one meter high, and, as the topographic map of the site
showed, if it existed, it has since been plowed and eroded away. At the
moment, this explanation seems most probable. The evidence, or lack c-f
evidence in this case, suggests that any remains of a palisade have been

, . destroyed totally in the 400 years since it was built.

HECTARE 30ON/-200E

Two protohistoric features were found in the northwest quadrant of
Hectare 30ON/-200E. These features were located in a single 10 by 10 m unit,
355N/-195E (USN 2674). Both features were found approximately 15 to 40 cm
below surface, along with more than 100 postmolds and other earl ier features
(see Chapter 9, Volume I for discussion of the Summerville I1-111 features in
this area). Both of the protohistoric features were thought to have been
intrusive into the earlier midden of this area.

0 Artifact Concentration I (USN 2739)

A small cluster of Alabama River Incised var. Unspecified sherds (AC 3,
USN 2739) was found in the northeastern corner of Unit 355N/-195E (USN 2674)

at approximately 38 cm below the surface. This irregular cluster, which was
not bounded by a pit stain, measured roughly 10 by 15 cm across and had a
maximum depth of 9 cm. The largest sherds were recovered by hand and the
remaining smaller sherds were recovered in the waterscreen. The partial
vessel found in this deposit is very similar to one illustrated by Atkinson
(19 1: Figure 5), which he thinks to be associated with a Chachiuma village

0i
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TABLE 3

General Stratification in the Ditch

Cm Below Surface Depositional Zones

0-20 Zone A -(Plowzone) Dark browr sandy loam

20-50 Zone B -Dark yellowish brown sandy loam

50-60 Zone C -Darker yellowish brown sandy loam

60-70 Zone D -Black ash and charcoal-filled zone

70-130 Zone E -Dark to light mottled sandy

loam containing abundant in situ

ceramics including protohistoric

sherds

130+ Zone F -Light sandy subsoil

q!i
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On the e>,.reme eastern edge of Hectare 40ONi-300E ano wi LhiC 10 by 10 1T

sample unit ( ,,N-'-210E, USN 566) , a tightly nucleated cluster ef ''calott 2
or humar! skull caps was found. These skul l caps seemed to have beer
purposefully stacked, ordered, and placed together. Beginning at 38.9! m
AMSL, ten individual adult calottes had been arranged in an odd, oval-shaped
configuration which measured 30 by 50 cm across (Figure 22). In planview, a
faintly discernible pit stain, which measured 88 by 118 cm, surrounded the
cache of calottes. The pit fill consisted o dark yellowish brown (IOYR3/L)

sandy loam and was surrounded by a slightly lighter .value (10YR3,/6) of the
same color. Two postmolds (USN 8i19 and 8120), which began at an elevation
approximately 10 to 14 cm higher than that of the pit, intruded into its
northeastern and southwestern quadrants. Based on the elevation of their
origin these postmolds are thought to have dated later than the burial and
cannot be directly associated with it. Furthermore, no cultural remains

*0 whatsoever were found in the burial pit or in the postmolds. Small bits of
charcoal were interspersed between the cranial fragments, but none was large
enough for C-14 dating.

Eleven additional postmolds were founa ;-- the sample unit, but no pattern
could be ascertained from their scattered configuration. No cultural remains
were present within any of the postmolds, and only a hand-full of Mississippi
Plain var. Warrior ceramics were present in the plowzone sample itself.
Therefore, Burial 5 seemed to have been a very isolated and unique find in
relation to the surrounding area.

The skull mass was completely pedestaled prior to removal and photographs
were taken (Figure 23). The burial was removed from the field en bloc due to
the frag;ility of the bunes and because of its complexity. Plywood was cut to
";t within a large cardboard box; next, using the blade of a bow saw, the
rede-t.al was carefully cut horizontally and the thin plywood sheet was wedged
.nn,'ath the burial pedestal; finally, the whole feature was placed in the box
for transport.

Later, in the laboratoi y, the csteologi t complet ely excavated thc
ea'u-e and wat!,erccreenrd the remaining pit fill. The bund'ed long bones of a
ou ng 0 1L,;t fnrrale, wphi :h showed t-aces of burrIng, as well as an inf an'

'Ct_' 't -w 1! Ctiiivrl , were ese .... ed below tic I <olte. <c, Chapter

I
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Figure 22. Skull Cap Cac (USN 6310).
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Structure _ (USN

Thc grouc of features designated in the field as Structure 5 (USN 3452)

first appeared as a large dauO concenLration in the western hall of Unit
,N .3 L KUSN ,V ) . In orce, to fcl low out thi .  large mass Cf daub, two

e:., i u L:. wert opened to the west Een , USN 34 and snst
'_ (E toot i 

' " u " 3 : of trc. or - ina 1 by I - ur t. "Ihe strJcture
'.' P- IM m 9teV 30 sqdar mete-c ac begat at roughly 50 cn.

H". ow h r.e ... u . . 'r, or r surfa:,-c ' Struc ure r proper was

dcr b rn ac pJcJn:ng. D.. -ars pene-iiated the daub !ayer and
e.e J a:r-.'n i :hc sout'h.eserr e': Lcur of *he sLucture where the dau t
L• _ :- irse. "he sIrppe:d surf.D..re -f the strucTurc was J stu-bed further

b .y maii ee roots and rodent burrows.

To fT.,rth> complicate the situation, the original ground surface sloped
h -a fol iowing a natural contour toward a large depression found in Ulnit

( N _5S) . Ths unit, in turn, contained historic sheras at the
-. "', S i r , ed mound material excavated from w;thin the aepres.rbor.

L! so P L! he Str'uctu-e - area was very sandy, dark yel o. £s. hrowr,

t,%,,;. onich had accumulated over an old river c annel. T .is

.. - . c_:c' t or-c facorat for severe leachi ng, -,-,d features of ter
r dred - n ci the surrounding matrix.

7, e ex avat on of Structure 5 was controlled by maintaining a ,C, cr. wide
crossualk centered over the daub deposit. The feature was excavated in four
quadrants or "cuts.' Each cut had two levels, the first which represented the
daub layer (approximately 8 cm thick), and the second, the floor area
(app-oximately 10 cm thick). The soil from each cut was waterscreened and

soil samples were collected. All features which were mapped and excavated
were assigned to their respective cuts (Level 1, USN 3453-3456; Level 2, USN

3457-3460).

The structure had been burned. Several large pieces of burned oak and

pine were observed under the daub layer on the floor of the structure.
Numerous postmolds also were identified beneath the daub layer, and many of
these contained considerable amounts of daub themselves. A large circular
hearth lay near the center of the structure, and several large pits were

observed within the structure area. One postmold (USN 4017), which was
located near the center of the structure, contained a sandstone discoidal at
its very top. This particular discoidal, which measured 6.5 cm across, 2.5 cm
thi-k, and was depressed on either side, was the largest discoidal found on

the entire site.

The southern half of Level I yielded protohistoric ceramics as well as a

wide ,ariety of other ceramics: Alabama River Applique var. Alabama River (18
0 g); Carthage Incised var. Undertermined (18 g) ; Mississippi Plain (2519 g);

Mound Place Incised var. Akron (6 g); Moundville Incised var. Carrollton (6
g); grog tempered varieties (96 g); sand tempered varieties (40 g); and fiber
Lerncernd varieties (1 g). The lithics recovered from Level 1 were: flakes

(23 g); urmodified introduced rock (902 g); 2 bifaces; and I grooved piece of

sandstane.

Leve L also yielded a wide range of ceramic types which included:

0
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Mississippi Plain (450 g); Mound Place Incised var. Akron (3 g); Moundville
Incised (10 g); grog tempered varieties (5 g); sand tempered varieties (13 g);
and fiber tempered varieties (222 g). The lithics recovered from Level 2 of
Structure 5 were: flakes (21g) ; unmodified introducea rock (64 g); and I
preform. The faunal remains recovered from the southeastern quadrant of Level
2 (Cut 3, USN 3459) were abundant and varied. These remains included deer,
cottontail rabbit, gray fox, gray squirrel, fox squirrel, kingfisher, and

several species of turtle, snake, and fish. A large amount of freshwater

bivalves (2874 g) was also recovered. However, it seemed odd that nearly all

the faunal remains recovered from Structure 5 came solely from one cut.

Therefore, the chances are that these remains came from a trash pit or sheet

midden which underlay the structure cut, but went undetected during

excavation.

Method of Structure Separation

Additional analysis was carried out by the excavator in order to separate

the numerous postmolds that comprised Structure 5. These analyses were

undertaken with the hope of isolating distinct post patterns. As it turned

out, three separate overlapping structures were delineated and have been

designated as Structures 5A, 5B, and 5C.

In order to compare the relative depths of all postmolds associated with

the structure, a formula was devised for each postmold which corrected for the
slope of the surface. The beginning elevation of each postmoid was subtracted

from the nearest surface elevation (base of Level 1) . This difference, in

turn, was added to the ending elevation of the postmold. In effect, the

difference between the "structure floor" elevation and the beginning elevation

of postmolds was added to the ending depth of the postmold, thereby giving a

depth of intrusion for the postmold. When the ending elevations of the

postmolds were adjusted to take account for the sloping surface of the floor,

* Structure 5A postmolds averaged 33 cm below surface, Structure 5B postmolds

averaged 36 cm below surface, and Structure 5C postmolds averaged 42 cm below

surface.

Although three distinct clusters of postmolds were discovered when these

features were adjusted to the same surface level, not all postmolds fit one of

the three groupings. The postmolds that did not fit were droppped from the

list. They are believed to represent a part of the general complex but they

cannot be assigned to a particular structure (for instance, the postmold, USN

4017, which contained the large discoidal mentioned before, fell into this

unassignable category).

In addition to the three structure patterns, several randomly spaced

postmolds intruded so deeply below the base of Level I that they probably

originated at the level of te palisade: Palisade I (USN 4050) was found 8 to

10 cm beneath the Structure 5 complex; Pal sade II (USN 6399) was located jist

west of Structure 5C and originated approximately 18 cm below it. Another

line of postmolds, most clearly defined in Unit L46N/-2rOE, also contributed

to the confusion cf the Structure r features; the shal lown ers of these

pcstmolds ruggestcd thijt they .'rc rr,, e reccn, than ructure 5 proper and

that. the ine was parai le to, but -o- pa~i of an est3bl i sed pal sddc foind

on the silte. (See Chapter C, Volurnt I for furIhtcr d ,cus 'or of thc inner
palisade sequencc.)
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Stratigraphy

The relationship between the original ba!k profiles observed in t Ie feld

and Structures 5A, ;B, and 5C ha:, been rliagramm t a 1 1 eprese;,ted in F g rc
2n. Zone A, the daub layer, had a maimum tie o i1 o nr .;,nd -a,;ed in color
fro dark yellowish brc.-i- (IOY.P '4) in the west to- dark orovr (OYR3 /3) on thc
eastern per prery of the featur:. Se-uctur •  A sa -d v tr Zone A.

• Zor- B ,as ar, undifferentated 'docn zone & h v'',ed e. cm r thckr. -
It !nder a?! the darker daub I aye. an- s composec ca- ye. oe.i ,

I ( OYP4,'6) r oam. Secne- t' 1..one B noter mddeni Z ,: c ,
consisted of slightly darker ye! iowish brown (IOY3 '-) jnd rr eI ,tcrC C!
bclow tue level of excavation c.f Structure C. Zone , s a,., ted . tr
Structures 5B and ;C and possibly wi t Palisade I

Structure 5A

Structure 5A (Figure 25) formed an il--defined -:rular-t o-o',oid PoS'R IT z

o attern which measured approximarely 7 to q m a-r Is-s and genera confer.-
to the daub layer in clanview. Thert s.rc 22 postmolds as s ated
a.tructure 5, and the average dept;i -f -he- ntru ion was 3' - elc .
base of IC_-l 1 ror, these- 2 2 postalo ds a cmr te et C e r-d d:
measures v,cre taLen. The;r rad'. ranged froth ( 1 4 cm rcar .7 -m; -

cm) ; their depths ranged fror? 7 to 32 cm (rmean=14.0 -m; c=C -, cm Be~in ;r
elevations ranged from 38.33 to 38.59 m AMS, and end;ng elevations rangea f'c.

38.21 to 38.47 m AMSL.

In profile (Figure 24), Structure 5A extended from 444N to 452N iK the
( south-to-north balk profile (the area directly to the south which would have

contained the southern boundary was covered with several feet of redeposited
fill) and from -238E eastward 8 m in the west-to-east balk profile. The
limits of the structure actually exceeded the length of the balks; thus, it
could not be recorded completely in profile.

Based on elevations and patterns observed, one hearth, two burials, and
three pits could be assigned to the Structure 5A complex. There was
considerable rodent and tree root disturbance in the southern half of the
structure and many of the features were disturbed.

Near the center of Structure 5A, a large basin-shaped hearth (USN 3506)
with a raised rim or lip was found beneath the daub layer. The hearth
measured approximately 1 meter in diameter and was 17 cm in depth. Raised
approximately 8 cm above floor level, the burned clay rim averaged 5 to 6 cm
in thickness and had a rounded profile in cross section. The interior basin
had walls that sloped inward and a flat bottom. The hearth appeared reddish
orange in color and contained gray ash on the western side of the basin.
Several large fragments of charred wood were clustered around the southeastern
sector of the hearth and were probably the remain- of a large tree root which

intruded into the hearth's center.

Daub, shell temperea ceramics, lithics, and faunal remains were recovered
from the hearth fill. The ceramics included Mississippi Plain var. Warrior
(70 g) and var. Hale (2 g). One flake, unmodified introduced rock (9 g,
including fire-cracked chert, chalk, hematite, and limonite), and 1 ground
sandstone fragment made up the lithic category. Deer bone also was present in

.5 . . Q -- .'- ' - --
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the hearth fi l.J

BurIa I (US i I , oca.cd ior i'. e ror nernm> t npr Icr' -IL

was a secondary burial c,' a ch Id. I *z sted o c n i a r :: and .c -

bones, and these bcne ecpearvtc ic ha c eu' purpc:ceful : aFk. !, ul

was crushed, but tne long Lones "ere :, i r ccnd ,,r it tt, fC 7 f
recov'ery. No pit outlin- was \ sible. Tre spaci o:cuplec by ThE nune-_ ,i h

were oriented in a magnetic northwest, tc southeast position w;th the rad a*

the southern end, measured 24 bi 75 -m. Two she! I termered sht: d ere

located about. 20 cm northeast of the ctan um: no other cerawcs were rv2:c;e
from the area around the bones. The rest o( the cu L&r. m,tce ' 3msociatcd

Y ti BrIa ! cons s-ed cf 2 flakes, s:a : amcunts of re-c a:-ked c- . and

crac .ed cobble fragments, and orge mammal bone fragments.

Burial 2 (USN 40;1) was located within the uounds of Structure 5A just

north of and paraile! to Burial 1 (Figure 26). This burial appeared as a dark

\lOYR-)i4 ) oblcng, greas/ sta;n which measured 67 by ;9C cm acrrss. Ir profile

:he pit had straight sides, and the pit bottom, which seemed to conform with

the shape of the body, measured 2L cm in depth. All the bones of an extended

aduit were apparently in place except the skull. An asymmetrical dark stain

was present in the head region and was excavated, but this stain seemed to

taper sharply and may have been the result of rodent or tree root activity.

Nevertheless, the skull was completely absent which might indicate that it

was: (I) never present; (2) reburied at a later time; or (3) burglarized.

The pit fill contained a sparse amount (39 g) of Mississippi Plain

var. Warrior ceramics and sparse amounts (21 g) of lithics (which included

sandstone and cracked cobble fragments), and fragments of mammal bone.

Pit 40 (USN 3507), located on the southeastern portion of Structure 5A,

was a large bathtub-snaped pit that measured approximately 1.1 by 2.5 m

across. This pit contained a small amount of protohistoric ceramics (Figure

27). In profile, Pit 40 had irregular sides and bottom and was 61 cm deep at

its deepest point.

The pit was stratified in five distinct zones (A through E), but in some

ways it appeared to be disturbed --possibly the result of tree disturbance.

fhe uppermost Zone A contained very dark brown soil mixed with large chunks of

daub and two distinct concentrations of burned oak (USN 3990 and 3991). Zone

B, which also began at the top of the pit but was concentrated on the western

side of the feature, looked different in texture than Zone A and contained

lesser amounts of daub. One gram Alabama River Applique var. Alabama River

and 3 grams Parkin Punctated var. Undetermined were found in Zone B. Zone C,

a thin lens of charcoal and ash, lay directly beneath Zone A. Zone D, a thin

lens f sand, lay beneath Zone B. Zone E, mottled grayish brown in color and

greasy in texture, underlay all zones and formed the bottom of the pit.

In profile, the irregular western outline formed at the point Zone A and

B made contact, made the pit appear as if it had bee'n re-dug: Zones A, C, and

D seemed to have been deposited in sequence over Zone E. It is possible that

previously excavated soi ;was packed or washed in over the western side,

oroducing Zone B; however, Zone B was the layer whch ccnraincd the

protohistoric ceramics.

• - ." - - , •.x . .". :_ , .-'. . i ,
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Figure 26. Burial 2(USN 405.1).
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Subscquent anaivsKs c! th~e pit fil rev'ealed that a wide variety o'
cc-an i cs. I ith ics. a'n faunral remains were present. The ceramics in Pi t Lib
in.io.ded Alabama River Appi cue ';a-. Alauama RPv'r (!gh iscsspp; Kain

9) ound P auce In: is ed var* Ak~ronr (4L g ; ?Mcundm.il I nc ised n
v. Undee-mnec A 9'; Parki Punc ten JDr . Ljndc Pc rned (3 ); u' ywed

on; C~rord shcrc:( I!: and toro gcg lemperea varet es P!g. h
M 7CCwd PIX Pi &~ Unr: alkFj g' 12 un~ Veo Wr n rack

th3 3-g 3'n S, 'C 1 7 nV C 1 r0S I 7 n s

W37 " o Vn2 7" 1 r''a L
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4J y n dDYk PSO 3q~ t io

Pnw2 a r thin pQ bi no on"l cnia: V- - r u',-a

ur iur e

Sl~rru513 Aigure 28) was a rectangular pistmc~d pattern Ic
i-asure apprnurnately 4.5 by 6.0 m across. Thee were 23 postmo ds

~J S unsocatea with Structure 58, and their average depth of intrusion was V~ cm
naaw the base of Level 1. No features other than postmolds were assignnd to

tnis structure. Measurements taken on the postmolds indicated tnat their
ra ranged from 7 to 15 cm (mean=10.0 cm; s=2.5 cm); their depths, which
were measured for 21 postmolds, ranged from 6 to 29 cm (mean.=16.0 cm; s=6.6
cm) . Beginning elevations ranged from 33.71 to 33.72 m AMSL and ending
eievat ions from 38.20 to 38.66 m AMSL.

The south-to-north axis, which corresponded to the balk profile (Figure
24),. formed a diagonai to the rectangular pattern formed by the postmolds; the
diagonal extendcd 7 m north from 449N which positioned Structure 58 just a few
meters beyond the northern limit of the heaviest concentration of daub. The
vest-tc-east balk bisected the southwestern corner of !he structure for
approximately 2.75 m.

Structure 5C

S-ructure 5C (Figure 29) formed a rectangular pattern of postmolds which
measured approximately 4.5 by 8 m across. One pit and 24 postmcA&s were
assign-ed to this structure. The average depth of intrucion of the postmolds
w.as 42 cm below the base of Level 1. From the size and depth measures taken
from the postmolds, their radii ranged from 7 to 15 cm (mean=9.6 cm; s=2.0 cm)
and their depths ranged from 9 to 33 cm (mean=21.3 cm; S=7.7 cm). Beginning
elevat ions of the 24 postmolds ranged from 38.30 to 38.58 m AMSL and ending
vlevations from 38.13 to 38.33 m AMSL.

The halks formed diagonal lines tc, the structure's rectangular
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configuration, and the western edge of Structure 5C was cut by the south-to-
north balk between 445.40N and 452.OON. The structure began at approximately
-238E and continued eastward approximately 6.25 m in the west-to-east balk
profile (Figure 24). The outline of Structure 5C corresponded generally to
the daub layer in planview, but to the level of Zone C in profile.

Pit 78 (USN 4827) was located in the northeastern portion of Structure 5C
and was 33 cm in diameter and 10 cm in depth. The pit contained an abundance
of charred material and contained a greater percentage of clay particles than
did the surrounding matrix of sandy loam. The entire pit was floated and
produced wood charcoal and hickory remains (25 g), deer bone, and one
Mississippi Plain var. Warrior sherd. Pit 78 may have been a smudge pit based
on its relative size and the amount of charred remains within it.

Pit 69 (USN 4601)

Pit 69 (USN 4601), which contained protohistoric ceramics in the top and
bottom levels, was located in the center of the southeastern quadrant of
Hectare 40ON/-300E. The pit was roughly circular in shape and intruded into
the southernmost walltrench sequence of Palisade I (USN 4050). The pit
measured 59 by 74 cm across and looked black (IOYR2/l) and charred on the
surface. A large mammal (bear) jaw was found on the pit's northern edge. In
profile the basin-shaped pit was 30 cm deep and stratified into four zones
(USN 4620, 4621, 4624, 4625), each approximately 7 to 8 cm thick and ranging
from black to very dark grayish brown in color. The pit cut two postmolds
(USN 4619 and 4626) which were located on the western side at either end. I

Analysis of the ceramics in Pit 69 included: Alabama River Applique

var. Alabama River (22 g); Carthage Incised var. Carthage (7 g); Mississippi
Plain (175 g); untyped shell tempered varieties (13 g); Moundville Incised
var. Undetermined (2 g); and Baytown Plain var. Tishomingo (4 g). Lithics
contained by Pit 69 included: flakes (1 g); unmodified introduced rock (fire-
cracked chert, cracked cobbles, sandstone, and hematite, 91 g). Faunal
analysis indicated that several large mammal bones, deer bones, and a tooth
and mandible of a bear were present in the pit fill.
Pit 70 (USN 4664)

Pit 70. (USN 4664) was located in the southeastern corner of 10 by 10 m
Unit 450N/-210E (USN 2556). The large amorphous pit stain looked black
(IOYR2/l) in contrast with the lighter (IOYR5/8) sandy loam of the area. In
plan, this pit measured 1.6 by 2.0 m across. The profile, however, showed
this large midden-like deposit to be a shallow 14 cm in depth.

Small amounts of protohistoric ceramics were recovered from the pit fill
along with a general mixture of several types and tempers. Total ceramic
recovery from Pit 70 included: Alabama River Applique var. Alabama River (2
g); Mississippi Plain varieties (494 g); fiber tempered varieties (I g); grog
tempered varieties (20 g); and sand tempered varieties (4 g). No diagnostic
lithics were recovered from the pit; one deer tooth was present.

Pit 108 (USN Li').

Pit 108 (USN 5717), located in the northeastern quadrant of Hectare

",
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400N/-3OOE, was a large oval pit which contained protohistoric ceramics.
" ."* Measuring 75 by 87 cm across, the pit was dark yellowish brown (1OYR4/4) in

color and contrasted with the darker (1OYR3/4) matrix of sandy loam. In
profile the pit wa:. dish-shaped and shallow; it was only 11 cm deep.

Ceramic recovery from Pit 108 included: Alabama River Applique
var. Alabama River (12.5 g); Mississippi Plain var. Warrior (51 g); and small
shell tempered sherds (2 g) . No lithics were recovered from this pit. Faunal
remains were limited to large mammal bones.

Pit 93 (USN 5526) and Pit 100 (USN5527)

Alabama River Applique var. Alabama River ceramics were found in both Pit
99 and Pit 100. Located in Unit 468N/-243E, these pits were approximately 10
cm apart and are thought to have intruded into the northeastern portion of
Structure 6, USN 4857 (See Chapter 9, Volume I). Both pits began at the same
elevation and had the same depth.

Pit 99 measured 40 by 68 cm across, appeared basin-shaped in profile, and
had a depth of 15 cm. The fill was very dark brown (1OYR2/2) sandy loam
surrounded by dark yellowish brown (1OYR3/4) sandy loam matrix. A piece of
iron was observed in the northern portion of the pit. Ceramics recovered from
Pit 99 were: Alabama River Applique var. Alabama River (2 g); Bell Plain
var. Big Sandy (10 g); Mississippi Plain varieties (261 g); Moundville
Engraved var. Undetermined (5 g); and grog tempered varieties (6 g). A few
flakes and pieces of sandstone and I piece of modified hematite were the only
lithics contained by the pit.

Pit 100, located 10 cm east of Pit 99, measured 40 by 70 cm across and
appeared oblong in planview. The fill was black (1OYR2/1) sandy loam. In
profile Pit 100, like Pit 99, appeared basin-shaped and had a maximum depth of
15 cm. Ceramics recovered from Pit 100 included: Alabama River Applique
var. Alabama River (25 g); Mississippi Plain (571 g); and untyped shell
tempered sherds (5 g). Faunal analysis showed that large mammal bones were
present. No lithics were recovered from the pit.

Unit 475N/-242E (USN 2568)

Two historic Chickachae Combed sherds (3.7 g) were recovered from the
plowzone .ample taken from Unit 475N/-242E (USN 2568). This 10 by 10 m unit
lay approximately 60 m south-southwest of the mound, and the occurrence of
these Choctaw-like ceramics here may be the result of recent disturbances
resulting either from plowdrag or possibly from the mound bulldozing actvities
of the 1950s.

Other ceramics from Unit 475N/-242E included: Mississippi Plain (1137 g);
Moundville Incised (5 g); and grog tempered varieties (107 g). Lithic
recovery included: unmodified lithics (157g); unmodified introduced rock (352
g); 1 hammerstone, 1 bifacially worked flake, and 2 ground greenstone
fragments.

Unit 490N/-266E (USN 2564)

One gram of Alabama River ApDlique var. Alabama River along with 4 g of

-P..................... .,'.'. . . . . ... ....... ............
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the Carthage Incised were recovered from the plowzone sample of 10 by 10 m
Unit 490N/-266E (USN 2564). Since these late ceramic types were not found in
a "closed find" context, they can hardly be diagnostic of the area as a whole
and could have originated from any one of the many features in the unit.
Three of the inner palisade lines (I, IV, V) crossed this unit, and a large
midden (USN 9832) was found in the northeastern corner. This latter feature
probably resulted from the redeposited mound material.

Ceramic recovery from Unit 490N/-266E included: Alabama River Applique
var. Alabama River (1 g); Carthage Incised (4 g); Mississippi Plain (380 g);
Mound Place Incised var. Undetermined (5 g); Moundville Incised
var. Carrollton (5 g); and grog tempered varieties (17 g). Lithics recovered
included: unmodified lithics (66 g); unmodified introduced rock (282 g); 2
bifacial tools (I preform, 1 microlith) and 2 unifacial tools (1 concave
"scraper," I "perforator")

HECTARE 5OON/-OOOE

Unit 598N/-074E (USN 354) was a Phase I 1 by I m test unit located in
the upper northeastern quadrant of Hectare 500N/OOOE -- approximately 250 m
north-northwest of the mound. Level 1 of this unit which represented the
plowzone (0 to 20 cm below surface) contained Alabama River Applique ceramics.
This disturbed level consisted of heavily compacted sandy loam which was dark
yellowish brown (IOYR4/4) in color. Smal; fragments of daub were noted
throughout the level but no features could be observed. Total ceramics from
Level I included: a small historic sherd (0.5 g); Alabama River Applique
var. Alabama River (4.3 g); Mississippi Plain (27.1 g); grog tempered
varieties (18.2 g); and fiber tempered varieties (1.2 g).

HECTARE 50ON/-200E

The southwestern quarter of Hectare 50ON/-200E was covered by the eastern
half of the mound. Two excavation units in this hectare, randomly placed on
the northernmost edge and base of the mound, revealed minute amounts of
Alabama River Applique var. Alabama River. Both these cases seem to have been
the result of disturbance.

Unit 599N/-183E (USN81

During Phase I, of the thirty I by I m test units excavated around the
periphery of the mound in Hectare 50ON/-200E, only one produced protohistoric

4" ceramics. This unit, 599N/-183E (USN 783), was located approximately 50 m
north of the mound's north side. The protohistoric sherds were recovered from
Level 2 of the unit, approximately 20 to 40 cm below surface. The soil was
yellowish brown (lOYR5/4) sandy loam. No features were observed in this
level, but one large piece of daub was noted in the south wall. Equal amounts
(40 g) of Mississippi Plain, Baytown Plain, and Mulberry Creek Cord Marked

ceramics were recovered with lesser amounts of Alabama River Applique (26 g).

Unit 540N/-190E (USN 4504)

A 10 by 10 m unit on the northern perimeter of the mound, Unit 540N/-190E
(USN 4504), produced a few sherds of Alabama River Applique. This unit lay "
east of the 1977 mound trench. Only the eastern half of this unit was

U 4) pa
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excavated; the western half had been disturbed. Total ceramics recovered from
I ,' this unit included: Alabama River Applique var. Alabama River (1 g);

I Mississippi Plain (24 g); Mound Place Incised var. Akron (13 g); Baytown Plain
var. Roper (12 g); and Mulberry Creek Cord Marked var. Aliceville (266 g).

1' HECTARE 5OON/-3OOE

Hectare 500N/-300E yielded more protohistoric features than did any other
hectare on the entire site. The majority of these features lay buried in the
northern one-half of this hectare. Segments of the protohistoric ditch and
Structure 1 were located in the northwestern quadrant of the hectare;
Structure 2, Structure 3, and a large protohistoric ossuary were found in the
northeastern quadrant.

The three structures will be described according to their sequence of
discovery, moving from west to east. Other features will be discussed in
relation to their respective structure complexes. The ossuary, due to its
uniqueness, will be discussed separately. (The section of the protohistoric
ditch found in Hectare 500N/-3OOE is discussed in the first section of this
chapter.)

Structure 1 (USN 4

Structure I (Figure 30) was discovered in the southwestern corner of a 10
by 10 m sample unit (564N/-275E, USN 4757). Initially, it appeared as a large
concentration of daub and ash. In order to delimit the bounds of the daub and
ash layer, two extension units and another 10 by 10 m unit (572N/-285E, USN
4777) were opened. A cross-balk oriented to the grid was retained for
stratigraphic control, and the structure was removed in quadrants. First the
15 cm thick daub and ash layer was stripped off to expose the "floor" of the
structure. The floor and two arbitrary levels of the subfloor were also
quartered and removed in like manner.

The structure was roughly circular, approximately 6.6 by 7.8 m in extent;
the daub and ash deposit was approximately 15 cm thick, and the "floor" added
approximately 5 cm to the depth of the deposit. Figure 31 illustrates the
stratigraphy (with plowzone removed) in the west-to-east profile of Structure
1. The dark yellowish brown (1OYR3/4) daub and ash layer was underlain by

Syellowish brown (IOYR5/8) subsoil; the structure "floor" was located at the
interface of these layers.

Beneath the daub and ash layer were numerous postmolds, a few pits, an in

situ crushed protohistoric vessel, and an animal bone concentration, all of
which helped to define the floor of the structure. Also scattered on theI floor were a triangular point, a nutting stone, a hematite discoidal, and a
strange piece of ground sandstone having three drilled holes. No hearth was
associated with the structure, but in the southwest quadrant beneath the daub
and ash layer was a small -- less than a meter square -- concentration of
reddish orange burned sand which might have represented the remnants of a
hearth.

* Fifty postmolds were associated with-Structure 1; their radii ranged from
6 to 40 cm (mean-1l.8 cm; s=5.1 cm), and their depths ranged from 6 to 50 cm
(mean=17.6 cm; s=9.7 cm).
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Three burials (Burials 5, 6, 7) lay beneath the floor of tne structure;
all, however, seem to be Summerville I period burials, and postmolds from the
structure cut through two of them. (See Chapter 6, Vo',rr II for discussion
of these burials.)

A whole Alabama River Appplique var. Alabama River vessel (USN 5496) was
found within the daub and ash deposit. The majority of the ceramics in the
daub and ash layer of Structure 1 was Mississippi Plain var. Warrior (1362 g).
Other ceramic types in this layer were: Carthage Incised var. Moon Lake (16
g); Moundville Incised (15 g); grog tempered varieties (30 g); and sand
tempered varieties (2 g). Ceramics recovered from the excavation of the floor
revealed only Mississippi Plain var. Warrior (200 g) and a small grog tempered
sherd (I g).

Lithic recovery from the daub and ash layer showed a sparse amount of
flakes (12 g); a variety of introduced unmodified rocks including sandstone,
hematite, cracked cobble fragments, and a fire-cracked chert (362 g); a
preform; and a polished greenstone fragment. Cuts taken from the floor
revealed lesser amounts of flakes (2 g) and introduced unmodified rock (250
g); a discoidal made from hematite (USN 5449); a pitted stone; a triangular
projectile point, and a drilled piece of ground sandstone.

Animal Bone Concentration (USN 5495)

A small (30 cm in diameter) concentration of animal bone was located
(resting on the floor) in the southwestern quadrant of Structure 1. No pit 49
was discernible, and the soil between the bones was not noticeably different
from the surrounding matrix. One large mammal bone and one deer femur were
recovered. Neither ceramics nor lithics were found in direct association with
the bone concentration.

Pottery Concentration (USN 5496)

Located in the northeastern quadrant of Structure 1, within the daub and
ash layer and just a few centimeters above the structure floor, lay a
concentration of sherds. The pottery consisted of several large sherds from
the same vessel which had been crushed. Reconstruction of this vessel showed
it to be a globular-shaped jar of Alabama River Applique var. Alabama River.
The finding of this protohistoric vessel so close to the structure floor made
it the key indicator for assigning Structure 1 to the protohistoric,
Summerville IV period.

Burned Sand Concentration (USN 5497)

A reddish orange (2.5YR4/6) oval of burned sand which measured 73 by 87
cm was found on the floor of Structure 1. In profile this feature was

shallow, 7 cm deep, and slightly basin-shaped. It contrasted markedly with
the surrounding yellowish brown (1OYR5/8) sandy loam. One postmold (USN 5498)
intruded through the northern portion of the burned sand. This postmold was
black in color (2.5YR2.5/0) and contained no artifacts. Although the burned
sand was not situated in the exact center of the structure, it is nevertheless .

believed to have been the remnants of a fireplace.
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Pit 12 (USN 5633)

Pit 12 was a large irregularly-shaped refuse pit found on the

northeastern perimeter of Structure 1. In plan it measured 98 by i8 cm. The

pit was basin-shaped with a shallow profile of 25 cm. The pit fill was

composed of dark yellowish brown (lOYR5/6) sandy loam and was surrounded by a

lighter sandy loam. One piece of hematite and a few shell tempered ceramics

were recovered from the pit.

Pit 13 (USN 5638)

Pit 13 was a small, circular pit filled wlth ca-borinzca organic ma erial.
It was located in the southwestern quadrant of Structure i. Tfhi pit, wh ;ch

was found on the floor of the structure, measured 42 by L3 cm and ra a

shallow depth of 11 cm. The bit was black in color (2.5YF,2.5/0' and was

surrounded by yellowish brown sandy loam. The entire pit 6 liters) was taken

as a flotation sample which yielded 242 grams of burned pine cones.

Pit 14 (USN 5639)

A large circular pit, Pit 14, was found just a few centimeters north of
Pit 13. This pit was approximately 60 cm in diameter. In profile, Pit 14

looked cone-shaped and had a maximum depth of 41 cm. The soil within the pit
was black (2.5YR2.5/0) but was surrounded by dark yellowish brown sandy loam.

This pit contained daub, a few flakes, wood charcoal, and carbonized hickory

and bark.

Pit 15 (USN 5643)

Pit 15 was located on the northwestern periphery of Structure 1. The

planview showed an oval stain, 37 by 60 cm. In profile the pit was "U"-

shaped, unstratified, and 36 cm deep. The dark yellowish brown (IOYR4/4) pit
fill was surrounded by a lighter sandy loam matrix. Postmold 16 (USN 5642)

intruded into the southern end of this pit, but both features had

approximately the same ending elevations. The 18 cm diameter postmold

appeared slightly darker than the pit and contained no cultural material. The

pit only contained 1 scraper and an unfused squirrel ulna.

Pit 16 (USN 5660)

Pit 16 was a small oval smudge pit, 22 by 30 cm, located approximately 2

meters south of the pottery concentration (USN 5496) in the northeastern

quadrant of Structure 1. The pit was very shallow, only 4 cm deep, and had

slanting walls; it was black in color (7.5YR2.5/0) and was surrounded by a

light-colored sandy loam. Neither lithics nor ceramics were recovered from

this pit. However, it did contain 100 grams of wood charcoal, bark,

carbonized corn cupules, and one deer bone.

Structure 2 (USN 6422) I
Structure 2 (USN 6422) first appeared as an irregularly shaped

concentration of daub and ash approximately 3.8 by 3.2 m in size and very dark
in color (Figure 32). This structure was discovered in a 10 by 10 m unit

(574N/-254E, USN 5667) at 39.47 m AMSL. Structure 2 was located approximately

%I
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25 m north-northeast of Structure 1 and 15 m south-southwest of Structure 3.
Figure 33 shows the areal relationship between Structures 2 and 3.

Several postmolds and two large pits were observed in the dark yellowish
brown (1OYR4/6) sandy loam perimeter of the daub and ash concentration. A
smaller concentration of daub and ash, possibly representative of structure-
fall, lay approximately two meters to the immediate north of Structure 2 and
contained large amounts of charcoal, including some burned timbers.

The structure was exacavated in four quadrants. A cross-balk, centered
on the daub and ash concentration and oriented to the grid, was used to
maintain stratigraphic control. In the southeastern quadrant, within the daub
and ash zone, lay a large concentration of charred nuts. Below the daub and
ash layer, the exposed floor was the same color as the surrounding matrix, but
additional postmolds were found. The floor was removed in an arbitary 5 cm
level. There was no evidence of a hearth other than a small concentration of
burned sand near the center.

The overall stratigraphy of Structure 2 is illustrated in the west-to-
east balk profile (Figure 34). The upper layer was composed of very dark
grayish brown (1OYR3/2) daub and ash zone and was approximately 6 cm thick;
this layer topped the 10 cm thick structure floor which appeared much lighter
in color, dark yellowish brown (IOYR4/6). Beneath the floor lay darker
yellowish brown (1OYR3/4) subsoil of sandy loam.

Fifty-two postmolds were associated with Structure 2. Their radii ranged
from 5 to 50 cm (mean=11.4 cm; s=6.3 cm); their depths ranged from 4 to 52 cm
(mean=14.6 cm; s=9.6 cm).

Lithic recovery from the daub and ash layer of Structure 2 revealed very
few flakes (4 g), a variety of unmodified introduced rock (127 g), 1 ground
sandstone fragment (12 g), and I drill fragment made from non-local material.
Lesser amounts of lithics were recovered from the floor of the structure:
flakes (1 g); unmodified introduced rock (44 g); and 1 grooved, ground
sandstone object (766 g).

The majority of ceramic types recovered from the daub and ash layer were
Pississippi Plain (371 g); grog tempered varieties totaled 71 g. However, a
single gram of Alabama River Applique var. Alabama River was recovered from
this upper layer. The floor contained very small amounts of Bell Plain
var. Big Sandy, Mississippi Plain, Moundville Incised, and grog tempered
sherds.

Charred Nut Concentration (USN 6432)

One of the most interesting features directly associated with Structure 2
was a large concentration of charred nuts (USN 6432). This feature was
located in the southeastern quadrant of the daub and ash layer. This
amorphous-shaped concentration was black in color (2.5YR2.5/0) and measured 1
by 1.2 m. Dark yellowish brown (lOYR4/6) sandy loam surrounded this feature.
In profile, the deposit appeared very thin and flat; it ranged from 4 to 8 cm
in depth. The tops of two postmolds (USN 6464 and 6465) were found at
approximately 17 cm beneath the nut concentration on the north and south
sides.
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northwestern quadrant of Hectare 50ON/-4O0E yielded a total of 4700 mol usc
shells and a small amount of protohistoric ceramics. However, these Alabama
River Applique sherds were probably intrusive. The surrounding area contained
mostly Summervi lle ; ceramic types. Located in the northeastern portion of 10
by iO m Unit 579N/-398E (USN 3300), the feature was also observed in the west
wall profile of the adjacent 10 by 10 m unit, 582N/-386E (US' 3301).

This unstratified feature was amorphous in shape and measured 4.5 by 5.3
m in plan and 10 cm in aepth. The surrounding matrix was dark yellowish brown
(ICYR4/4) loamy sand. The entire fill was waterscreened.

The ceramics found in the shell concentration were: Alabama River
ApplqCbe .a-. t.Alabama River (1 g) ; Carthage Incised (15 g) ; Mississippi Plain
(-'Y3 g) ;t oinn P ace I rised (5 g) ; Mounoville Incised (148 g) ; small shell
tempered she-ds (612 g) ; untyped shell tempered sherds (18 g) ; and Mulberry
C'eek var. Al icev. Ile K(4 g) . The l ithics recovered included: flakes (32 g);
uJnmocified intloduced rock (625 g) ; I grooved piece of sandstone; 1 polished
greenstone c 'agment; ! polished hematite fragment; 3 unifaces; 1 Madison
Point; arld project it point fragment.

The 'jun)a dertificd in this feature included large and small mammals,
.r, coon. Cray fox, squirrel, rabbit, turkey, and reptiles. The

c-hwa er sril we i ,iC a total of 24 .338 g.

Located r) c x t c.rm f southe3stern corner of Hectare 50ON/-400E, a
,.r e p, trro C) i t., 4 , ,: in Unit 500N,-320E y e'ded 2 g Alabama River

q,.p ;uc . -. t aoa-,a P v.er and 12 g M'ssissippi Plain. sherds. Having a
J .eter . , crm, lc, pc-srmcld vas 32 (:rr, deep and dark yellowish brown

, oler; thr ' _roridr matrix was S ighter cc!ored sandy loam.
S pc ',- r " a SuJmcMrv I 1, I I compiex and the protchi stor ic

-d, ( W3!r ," : ', L'V !~ _ .

HFCTARF 60o, - 300E

The southern portion of Hectare 60ON/-300E yielded a portion of the
cratohistoric ditch as well as the first historic Chickachae Combed sherd
if ajnd on the site.

Unit 605N'-24-OE JUSN 654)

Unit 605N/-240E (USN 654) was a Phase I, 1 by 1 m test unit which
contained a single Chickachae Combed sherd. Falling within a Summervilie I
midden, this unit lay approximately 70 m north-northwest of the mound and was
bounded by the ditch which lay approximately 20 m to the west. However, the
h;stor;c d was recovered from Level I of the unit (0 to 20 cm below
surface) w;'h corres ended to the plowzone. The plowzone consisted of dark
yellowish t,-o,4n 'IOYR3/6 sandy loam. Therefore, since the historic sherd was
*.:,t in si* ', was mor_ than likely intrusive into the earlier midden.

S L,.MARv

The prk toh stor -
, jummer\, I I v V commun i t , he final prehistoric
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drawn, photographed, and removed. This whole procedure took several weeks.
Approximately 446 bones were removed from the ossuary. Each bone was wrapped
in aluminum foil and packaged in a plastic bag. A! '-- -maining burial fill

was then waterscreened through 1/8-inch hardware cloth. (See Chapter 6,
Volume II for the detailed osteological analysis and an in-depth discussion of

the protohistoric ossuary in general.)

HECTARE 5OON/-400E

Protohistoric ceramics in Hectare 50ON/-400E were recovered from a large
pit in the upper northeastern quadrant, a large mussel shell concentration in
the upper northwestern quadrant, and one postmold in the extreme southeastern

corner. All three of these features have been included in this chapter due to
the presence of Alabama River Applique var. Alabama River sherds. The
protohistoric sherds were more than likely intrusive into the shell

concentration and postmold, however, because both features were surrounded by
earlier occupation areas.

Pit 14 (USN 4072)

Pit 14 (USN 4072), a large crescent-shaped refuse pit which contained an

abundance of large Mississippian sherds and other cultural debris, was located
in the northeastern quadrant of Hectare 50ON/-400E on the northern side of
Structure 1 (USN 3880). The pit was found while defining the limits of the
structure. The structure contained Summerville I ceramic types and probably
was not associated with Pit 14. (See Chapter 8, Volume I for discussion of
this structure.)

Pit 14 (Figure 39) measured 5.6 m long and had a maximum width of 2.7 m.
The pit's surface looked very different from the surrounding dark yellowish
brown sandy loam. It had a very dark brown (lOYR2/2) soil that was packed
with an abundance of ceramics, lithics, bone, and mussel shell. In profile

the pit was unstratified and basically basin-shaped, but looked shallow in
relation to its overall size. It was deeper at both ends than in the center,

and it had a maximum depth of 46 cm on its western end. Therefore, judging
from its profile, the pit could have begun as two separate pits that were

joined later in time.

Because of its great size, the pit was excavated in four sections or cuts
which were waterscreened separately; flotation samples were collected from
each cut. Profiles were drawn which showed the variation of the pit's depth
in relation to its width; the long west-to-east profile view was also
recorded.

Analysis of Pit 14's contents showed a broad range of materials. For the
most part the pit contained large amounts of freshwater shell and well-

preserved shell tempered ceramics, a few sand tempered ceramics, a sizable
amount of worked lithics, and beautifully preserved faunal remains discussed
in Chapter 4, Volume 11. The botanical remains that were identified included

hickory nutshells, wood charcoal, bark, and corn cob fragments.

Shell Concentration (USN 4316)

A large concentration of freshwater shell (USN 4316) located in the

.- .................-....-..........."...-..-.-.--........,- .................... .......-.-.....,.,.,-...........-.--............
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:ombed were recorded from the site -- all in close proximity to the mound.

The Ossuar 1Burial 9. USN 80

A large protohistoric ossuary (USN 7480), containing skeletal remains
from parts of 3 individuals, was located approximately 5 m north of Structure
s (Figure 33). Found at a depth of 39.64 m AMSL, the ossuary appeared to be a

round, almost triangular-shaped pit which measured approximately 2.2 by 2.4 m
across (Figure 38). The pit fill consisted of dark brown (IOYR3/3), fine-
grained sandy loam and was surrounded by a lighter and more yellow loamy
matrix (IOYR4/6) . When the top layer of bones was exposed, it appeared that
many pairs of reinterred ,ong bones had been buried in a magnetic north-south
direction. The bones, infiltrated by small roots, were in a relatively fair
state of preservation, but when wet, would quickly crumble to bone meal.
There was evidence of rodent gnawing on some of the bones. Soil samples from
in between the bones were taken from each quadrant of the ossuary; flotation

samples, 9 liters in total, were collected from general bone brushings and
from the pit fill.

Several postmolds were recorded around the edge of the pit, but due to
lack of time, these postmolds were not excavated. A large tree root intruded
into the northeastern portion of the burial pit and caused some disturbance to
the bones in that area; no cultural remains were present within the root fill.
A ceramic fish-head effigy was found on tFrt northeastern periphery of the pit,
but it might have been associated with the midden located immediately to the

norlh. Pottery and chert flakes were observed throughout the general pit
fill.

Since time did not permit total excavation of the ossuary in the field,
the entire feature was moved to the lab. In order to accomplish this move,
the feature was completely pedestalled and then divided into five large
sections (labeled I-V). These divisions were based on general bone groupings

when possible, and each section was keyed to the planview drawing (Figure 38).

Two large open-ended metal boxes of cold-rolled steel were built to move
the ossuary. Temerson Steel Warehouse, Inc. of Tuscaloosa, Alabama, was
contracted to build these steel boxes; one box measured 1.2 by 1.0 by .35 m;
the smaller box was about half this size and measured 1.2 by 0.6 by .35 m.
Small holes were cut into the boxes in order to attach rope handles.

Luckily, being mid-December, the ossuary "froze" one night and was in
perfect condition for removal the next day. Three of the smallest sections

" were each wrapped in "Ace" bandages and lifted in their frozen state into
wheelbarrows which contained a base of loose dirt for support. The two larger
sections were each carefully wedged into their made-to-order metal boxes and,
with the help of the backhoe and rope, they were lifted into the back of a
truck. Later, at the field camp, the truck was backed up to the front porch

of the house and several persons slid and guided the two boxes into the front
hallway. 'Ace" bandages coupled with "fuzz" from Huyck Felt Company of
Aliceville. Alabama, aided in protecting and packing the ossuary sections
;nside the metal scoops.

Once in the laboratory, each section of the ossuary was excavated as a
whole, whereby each exposed (arbitrary) layer of each section was cleaned,

/ , , ; .- ,,. .,-., , .. , ... .. .-,....., -. - . -... .
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the time of the structure's collapse.

Pit (USN 9054)

Pit 47, a large refuse pit, was located 8 m sour',-southwest of Structure

in an 8 by 11 m extension unit (578Ni-243E, USN 90K). 1r planI ,ew the p t.

appea-ed 3s a lage, ,e!-y dark qray i h b,-owr (W0Y'3j/2) a! and r-.;ured .2
.3 m acoss . However, in profi Ie, tfie p,t was shaiicw, 20 cn, in depth,

!at on the boa Lom, and had g c tly sloping sides. A heavy zoncentration ;f

animal bone combined with moderate imounts of lithics and ceramics was found

in the southeastern quadrant of the pit.

Paunal analysis showed that several deer bones along with those of a

large bird were present in the pit. Lithic recovery included a few flakes,

introduced unmodified rock (fire-cracked chert, cracked cobble fragmerts,

sandstone, chalk, and hematite), plus 1 ground piece of hematite, and ]

microlith.

The ceramics recovered in Pit 47 were a mixture of shell tempered and

grog tempered types: Mississippi Plain (480 g); Moundville Incised (12 g);
Parkin Punctated (9 g) ; and grog tempered sherds (139 g).

Since Parkin Punctated ceramics were recovered from Pit 47, this feature

could have been contemporary with Structure 3; it therefore has been included

in this section for discussion.

Unit 568N/-243E (USN 6480)

A 10 by 10 m sample unit (568N/-243E, USN 6480), located just south of
Structure 3 and Pit 47, yielded protohistoric ceramics in the plowzone sample.
This unit also contained an abundance of postmolds and smudge pits. However,
no structure pattern could be constructed from these features.

Ceramic recovery from this plowzone sample included: Alabama River
Applique var. Alabama River (1 g), Carthage Incised (2 g), Mississippi Plain
(1175 g), Moundville Incised (13 g), grog tempered sherds (650 g), and I small

sand tempered sherd. Lithic recovery included unmodified lithics, unmodified
introduced rock, 2 polished greenstone fragments, 1 uniface, and 1 biface.

Unit 51ON/-220E (USN 454_

Several sherds of Alabama River Applique var. Alabama River were
recovered from the "redeposited" mound material on the southern edge of the
mound in a 5 by 10 m extension unit (5]ON/-220E, USN 4549). This redeposited
mound material probably resulted from either the 1950 mound bulldozing or
possibly from the mound inhabitants discarding waste materials from the summit
of the mound. (See Chapter 7, Volume I for a detailed discussion of this
'redeposited" mound material.)

Although protohistoric ceramics occurred in this unit, they were not in

situ and were mixed with large amounts of mussel shell, bone, 1ithics, and

earlier ceramic types. Two 1nistoric "Chickachae Combed" sherds were also

reco,,ered from this extensior, unit. These intrusive sherds were grog tempered

ard weighed 16.1 g. Only two other sherds (USN 65L and 2568) of Chickachae
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vessel exposed. The pit was very dark brown (IOYR2/2) and contrasted with the

surrounding dark yellowish brown (IOYR3/6) sandy loam.

Excavation of this urn burial was more streamlined and went more quickly

than excavation of the urns in Hectare 400N/-2OOE. Here, the earth around the

p;t was removed in opposite (northeast and southwest) quadrants, thus fully

exposing the urn on two opposite sides. The pit fill was waterscreened and

two profiles were recorded. The pit was basically the same shape as the urn

and measured 34 cm in depth. Artifact recovery from the burial pit included a

little daub and an odd mixture of shell, grog, and sand tempered small sherds.

The urn (USN 10,202) was cracked all the way around but remained intact

diring excavation. The cover vessel (USN 10,203), however, was badly broken

and portions of its base were missing. Once the cover vessel had been
removed, the urn was tightly wrapped in "Ace" bandages and removed in one
piece. Subsequent excavation of the urn contents took place in the field
laboratory.

The urn, Alabama River Plain var. Alabama River, measured 46 cm in
diameter and 30 cm in height. The cover vessel was an unrestricted bowl of
Carthage Incised var. Unspecified and had a "hand" design incised around the
rim. (See Chapter 1, Volume II for a more detailed discussion of these
ceramics.)

The urn fill was very sandy and contained only a few pieces of charcoal
and fired clay. One child was found buried inside the urn, and most of these
remains were located in the western one-half of the vessel. (See Chapter 6,

I Volume I1 for further discussion of the skeletal remains inside Urn Burial 3.)

Burned Sand Concentration (USN 8667)

In the subfloor of Structure 3 a small, circular-shaped concentration of
- . burned sand (USN 8667) was located approximately one meter east of the

structure's center. Based on its configuration and location, this feature
probably represented the vestiges of a central hearth. The burned sand was
red in color (2.5YR4/8) and measured 26 cm in diameter. The deposit was
shallow in profile, only 7 cm deep, and was slightly basin-shaped. No
cultural remains other than charred wood and bark were present within the
burned concentration of sand.

Daub Concentrations 3, 4, and 5 (USN 8421, 8426, 8434)

Three heavy, irregularly-shaped concentrations of daub which contained a
few burned timbers were located in the northern half of Structure 3 and were
within the upper daub and ash layer. These deposits averaged 40 cm in

* diameter, 9 cm in depth, and were generally yellowish red (5YR5/8) in color.
Ceramics recovered included plain shell tempered sherds mixed with plain and
cord marked, grog tempered ceramics. Other recovery included a few pieces of
hematite and deer bone.

These daub c-.. :.jons probably represent part of the fallen ceiling
a.. .. .

* or upper walls that settled into a depression on the structure floor. They
should not be considered as "closed finds," because the cultural remains
contained by them are most probably the result of general mixing of debris at
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and indeterminate faunal remains were also recovered.

Structure I (USN 7470)

Structure 3 (USN 7470) first appeared as an irregularly-shaped

concentration of daub and ash approximately 4.3 by 5 m in size and dark in

color (Figure 35). This daub concentration was located on the southwestern

4 edge of a 10 by 10 m sample unit (587N/-235E, USN 6478). Postmolds were

visible around the perimeter of the structure as well as within the daub and

ash layer. In order to delimit the rest of the structure, an 8 by 9 m
extension unit (578N/-235E, USN 7427) was opened (Figure 33). In doing so, a

protohistoric urn burial (USN 7404) was encountered on the western periphery

of the daub and ash layer.

Like other structures in this hectare, Structure 3 was excavated in four

quadrants, and a cross-balk centered on the daub and ash deposit was

maintained for stratigraphic control. Upon removal of the 6 cm thick, very

dark grayish brown (IOYR3/2) daub and ash layer, additional postmolds were

discovered. The floor of the structure was dark yellowish brown (IOYR4/6)

sandy loam and was underlain by slightly darker subsoil (Figure 36). Several

heavy daub deposits were noted in the northern half of the structure and were

treated as features. A radiocarbon sample (USN 9022) was collected at the
very top of the daub and ash layer in the northwest section. Processing of

this carbon sample produced a date of 500 +70 radiocarbon years (A.D.1450,

Beta 1104). A total of sixty-four postmolds was associated with Structure 3.
Their radii ranged from 6 to 20 cm (mean-9.9 cm; s=2.9 cm); their depths

ranged from 6 to 114 cm (mean=15.8 cm; s=13. 8 cm). Although no raised hearth
was found associated with this structure, a small concentration of reddish

brown sand was noted near its center.

Lithic recovery from the three combined levels of Structure 3 was sparse:
a few flakes, some introduced unmodified rock, 1 uniface fragment, 2 biface

fragments, 1 steatite fragment, and I drill. A few large mammal bones were

also recovered from the structure.

Based on the ceramic contents of Structure 3 as a whole (Table 4, below)

the structure could actually have been assigned to the late Summerville III

period. However, since the urn burial seemed to be directly associated with

the structure itself, .it is believed that Structure 3 belonged to the

*protohistoric community at Lubbub. Moreover, the protohistoric ossuary (USN

7480), which was located just 5 to 6 m north of Structure 3, was probably

contemporary with the structure complex.

Two large pits (USN 7410 and 7481) and a large midden deposit (USN 9065)
were located immediately to the north of Structure 3. However, based on

* ceramics recovered from these features, they cannot be directly associated

with the structure complex and have been discussed in Chapter 7 of this

volume.

Urn Burial 3 (Burial 8, USN 7404)

*An urn burial (USN 7404) was found on the western periphery of Structure
. -. 3 and seems to have been in direct association with the structure (Figure 37).

- "A round pit, 62 cm in diameter, was first seen with a portion of the cover

% - . . . .... . .
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Ethnobotanical analysis showed that the entire feature was composed of - -

charred acorn shells and nut meats '13.3 g). One fragment of hematite,

exhibiting scratch marks and a slight depression, was also recovered from the

feature. This stone was more than likely used as a nutting stone.
Approximately one meter west of the acorn concentration, a larger piece of
hematite (USN 9042, 190 g) was found in situ in the balk; unfortunately, this

particular piece was plain, showed no evidence of wear, and did not originate
from the same parent material as the first piece and therefore cannot be
directly associated with the acorn concentration. It is believed that the

acorn concentration was the remains of a food processing area rather than a
*. cache or storage area since the feature was so shallow and there was no pit

associated with it.

Burned Sand Concentration (USN 8643)

A circular concentration of burned sand (USN 8643), roughly 40 cm in
diameter and red in color (2.5YR4/6), was located on the floor near the center
of Structure 2. The red sand was in marked contrast with the surrounding dark
yellowish brown sandy loam matrix of the structure. No cultural remains were
associated with this feature, but, judging from its close proximity to the
center of the structure, it is believed to have been a hearth.

Daub and Ash Concentration (USN 6485)

Approximately 2 meters north of Structure 2 lay a large concentration of
burned timbers, daub, and ash (USN 6485). This feature was approximately 2.3
m in diameter and 7 cm thick. It looked darker but similar to the structure
itself. However, this patch of charred material began about 15 cm higher than

the daub and ash zone of the structure, and it is therefore believed to have
resulted from the collapse of the structure. Nothing was recovered within

this daub and ash concentration, and no features lay below it.

Pit 20 (USN 6441)

Pit 20 was located outside the limits of the daub and ash layer of

Structure 2. It was approximately 2 meters to the southeast but at the same
elevation as the floor of the structure. The pit measured 108 by 113 cm and
contained dark yellowish brown (10YR4/4) fill. In profile, the pit appeared
cone-shaped and unstratified, and it had a maximum depth of 49 cm. Analysis

of the pit contents revealed that it had a little of everything in it:
ceramics, lithics, floral and faunal scraps. Therefore, it is thought to have
served as a refuse or "trash" pit on the southeastern periphery of Structure

2.

Pit 21 (USN 6483)

Located approximately 2.5 m north of Structure 2 and outside the
structure proper, Pit 21 is believed also to have been some sort of refuse
pit. The pit began at approximately the same elevation as the large daub and

ash concentration (USN 6485) located just south of it. This yellowish brown
(1OYR5/6) pit appeared oblong in shape and measured I by 1.5 m. In profile,

the pit was shallow (23 cm deep), basin-shaped, and unstratified. The pit
contained shell tempered and grog tempered ceramics, flakes, and introduced
unmodified rock (cracked cobbles, sandstone, chalk, hematite). Charred wood

.. "......... .............. ...
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occupation in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locai ty, was defined by the
VV. presence of Alabama River var. Alabama River and Alabama River Incised, as

well as by the occurrence of urn and cssuary interment for the disposal of the
dead. The distribution of the features which had diagnostic protohistoric
ceramics suggested a small sedentary community that was encircled by a large
fortification ditch. From the evidence a',:ilable. the mound continued to
serve as 3 : ' ra pt r, :ommuuiIy ' o during this per"od. The ceramic
c ciror -qgy ir.._icated that 3: r-mndrvy iccu -d Letween A.D. 1450 and
,per aps. as late a s A. . l and , i rnte, wcrar. y with the Moundv i 1 e IV
2 c- tohstoric) pericd in the neighbor irig Black Wa:r io- Vl le,. some 35 miles

". the east. Both areas seewinglv were abd!:doned prior to European settlement
-n the late eighteenth century.

The ceramics as well as the community plan suggested that the Summerville
IV community was a direct descendant of the earlier communities which occupied
the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. There was continuity across the
range of material items and in the spatial organization of the community.

However, unlike the preceding communities, the Summerv:lle IV community was
surrounded by a ditch-like fortification system. Because the settlement's
area was constrained by the ditch and there seems to have been no decrease in
population, there was greater "social density." That is, there were more
features confined to a smaller area. In addition, the mortuary practices were
also markedly different from earlier periods. Ossuaries and urns replaced
single, primary interments.

A total of five major Summerville IV structures was located. All of them
tended to have circular or irregular postmold patterns. All the structures
were believed to have burned because charred timbers were oftentimes found
beneath the fallen walls of the daub. No prepared clay floors were
identified, and only one hearth survived. Frequently, however, burned
concentrations of sand were found on the structure floors and may have been
the remnants of hearths.

The seven burials recorded in the protohistoric community exhibited a
wide range of mortuary practices: 1 extended adult burial, 1 secondary child
burial, 3 urn burials (one of which contained 3 subadults, another of which
contained 4 subadults, and the last one which contained 1 child), 1 ossuary
containing parts of 43 individuals, and 1 skull cap cache of 10 calottes
placed over the remains of a young adult female. All burials were associated
with structures or structure complexes with the exception of the skull burial
which seemed to have been an isolated phenomenon.

The five Chickachae Combed sherds found around the periphery of the mound
and a Chachiuma-like vessel fragment (cf. Atkinson 1979: Figure 5) found just
south of the southernmost section of the ditch suggest that a very late
protohistoric or early historic population inhabited a portion of the Lubbub
Creek Archaeological Locality. Furthermore, one Choctaw family was known to
have lived in this area in the early nineteenth century.

According to rl1c (1927:260), Chickachae Combed ceramics were
a- .c<riated with Y w lages in the east central section of Mississippi
-- thr fcrr. r home of the Choctaw. Many o these Choctaw villages were
a bbar;d n -d in tIe first half of the nineteenth century. Most of the sherds
appea-,ed to have been bowls of medium depth (Colt ns 1927:262). The
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deccration was largely confined to the upper part of the vessel and took the
form of bands of finely incisea parallel lines; the decoration 4as made by
trai ing a fine, comb-i 7e implemeit across the still soft surface of the
vessel.

The presence of this single type of decorated ware from such widely
separated Choctaw settlements, covering the entire area known to have
been occupied by that tribe, suggests very strongly that it -%s the

* prevailing type of pottery in use at some period of their history. it

may safely be regarded as Historic, in the sense that it is found thus
far only at Choctaw sites known to have been occupied as late as the
19th century, but further than this its age cannot at present be

*i determined kColIins 1927:263).

Collins also noted that th;s Choctaw pottery was similar to a widespread type
from the mounds in western and central Mississippi and in parts of Arkansas

and Louisiana, but that it was strikingly different from the prevailing type
of mound pottery from eastern Mississippi (1927:263). Thus, the Chickachae
Combed ceramics found near the mound at the Lubbub Creek Archaeololgical
Locality may represent the Late Protohistoric or a smaller, separate Choctaw
component (after 1740, related to the Fort Tombecbe Choctaw). thereby
redefining Collins' easternmost distribution of this Choctaw pottery.

The Chachiuma-like vessel found south of the ditch has been defined in
this report as an "unclassified incised fragment of a late 'burial urn
associated' vessel." However, this vessel fragment bears a strong resemblance
to a sherd illustrated in Figure 5 of Atkinson's (1979) article on the
Historic contact settlement near Starkville, Mississippi. The incising on the
handle is quite similar to that sherd. Nevertheless, it may be that this
vessel comprised part of the very small historic Native American community
that once occupied a portion of the Lubbub Creek Archaeo,ogical Locality near
the mound during the 100-year span between A.D. 1650 and 1750.



CHAPTER 11. THE HISTORIC COMPONENTS

Christopher S. Peebles

Very few items of Euro-American manufacture were recovered in the Lubbub
Creek Archaeological Locality. With the exception of three sherds of
pearlware, the sparse distribution of historical materials was limited to an
area within 30 m of the mound. Moreover, all historic artifacts were found in
the plowzone. Although limited in number and restricted in variety, these
artifacts can be grouped into three temporally distinct assemblages. The
earliest, which probably was associated with the small historic Choctaw
component, can be placed in the later one-half of the eighteenth century. The
next, which could represent a continuation of the first, can be assigned to
the first one-third of the nineteenth century. The latest, which post-dates
the Civil War, is made up of the detritus from a late nineteenth and early
twentieth century barn built on the mound.

Four artifacts comprise the early assemblage: one musket ball (ca. 50
(70 cal.), one badly corroded spur, one piece of French bottle glass, and the neck

of a hand blown, light green, French wine bottle (Figure 1). The spur, which
is almost completely oxidized, is incomplete, minus its spike, and is
approximately the same size and shape as a pair from Oven Hill (8-Di-15), a
Florida Seminole site occupied in 1763 (Peebles, lab notes). The
configuration of the bottle neck, especially the string rim, suggests a date
after 1750. Taken together with the four Chickachae Combed sherds (Chapter
10, Volume I), these artifacts evidence a small, historic Choctaw component
that in all likelihood postdates 1750 (cf. Penman 1980).

The early nineteenth century assemblage comprises the 32 pearlware sherds
plus some part of the 25 whiteware sherds recovered from the site. The
pearlware sherds, which clearly were made no later than 1830 (Hume 1974),
represent five vessels, all small bowls with ring bases. One vessel has a dye
transfer "sea scape," the others have annular, painted decoration. Four of
these vessels were found near the mound, the fifth was recovered in the
southwest corner of Hectare 800N/-500E. The whiteware is composed of one
"gaudy dutch" bowl, five blue shell-edge plates, two pieces of dye transfer,
and twenty-four plain sherds. All were found near the mound. The pearlware
could represent a continuation of the Choctaw assemblage, but it just as well
could be evidence of a later occupation. Some of the whiteware could be
contemporary with the pearlware, but the majority of it probably is associated
with the later, post Civil War component.

The late nineteenth century component. is for the most part junk: nails,
scrap iron, glass, crockery, and some dinner ware. The plowzone near the
mound contained 44 square nails, 6 round nails, 7 pieces of barbed wire, and

391
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'34 scraps of rusted iron. The same general area yielded 2 pieces of w indo,.
* anic bottle a'ass, 2 molded whiskey bottles, I medicine bottle, and 2

S_:eilaneous bottle fragments. The remains of an unglazed inkwell. 19 sherds
.Ilkal ne glazed stoneware, some number of the whiteware sherds, and 7 drain

:Ile fragments complete this barnyard inventory.

AS an assemblage, each of these three groups of artifacts is incomplete.
;one matches any of South's (1977) artifact patterns for historic sites. In
.he case of the earlier two, if the Euro-American artifacts were part of a
rousehold inventory, then they were only a minor part of an otherwise locally
mz.rfactured assemblage. !n contrast, the post Civil War assemblage

- eniompasses the limited range of materials that might be found near an
* isolated barn: crockery, plates on which meals were carried into the field,

the occasional whiskey flask, and a medicine bottle; scrap iron, nails, and
the leaf spring from a wagon.

r
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CHAPTER 12. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: CONTINUITY AND

CHANGE IN A SMALL MISSISSIPPIAN COMMUNITY

Christopher S. Peebles

The archaeological record may be a thing of bits and pieces, but it is

more than material remains. It is order, and in that order come the links
with man and society. As V. Gordon Childe pointed out almost 25 years ago,

Archaeology is a source of history, not just a humble auxiliary
discipline. Archaeological data are historical documents in their

own right, not mere illustrations to written texts. Just as much
as any other historian, an archaeologist studies and tries to
reconstitute the process that has created the human world in which
we live--and us ourselves in so far as we are each creatures of

our age and social environment. Archaeological data are all
changes in the material world resulting from human action or, more

succinctly, the fossilized results of human behavior (Childe

1958:9)

Several aspects of the aggregate of human behavior can be explored with the

data gathered from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. The links
between man and the natural environment can be seen in artifacts, in dietary
remains, discards of food preparation and consumption, and, sometimes in the

biological remains of the population. Several aspects of the social
environment can be seen in the organization of settlements and dwellings and

in the use of "social spaces." Relationships with other societies can be seen
in the volume of exchange of raw materials and finished artifacts, and the
strength of fortifications.

The major part of this summary will focus on the Mississippian

communities in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. This focus will be

widened to include the immediate area and the West Alabama region, but the

point to be underscored here is the fact that these communities were, on the
whole, insular and independent. Although there is evidence for ties with the

wider cultural world of the prehistoric Southeast, on balance these contacts
seem to have been minimal. The Mississippian communities in the Lubbub Creek
Archaeological Locality were neither outposts of Moundville nor of any other
polity. It is only with the European colonization of the Southeast that the

effects of a wider world are clearly visible, and at this point those effects

are disastrous.

6

Although the habitable portions of the Locality were occupied over the

span of several thousand years, given the areas chosen for excavation, the
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archaeolog~cal data in hand support detailed analyses only for the remains of
the las t several hundred years. Evidence from earlier hunter-gatherer

societies -- from the Archaic through the Middle Woodlano -- was sparse in
areas other than the eastern portion of the river bend. What little data
were recovered by the Phase I excavations confirmed that, as in the remainder
of the Southeast, these groups were small, seasonally mobile, and had a broad
spectrum of wild foods in their diet.

The first solid analytical ground comes with the data from the Late
Woodland period. In the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality, components from
this period seem to have been created during the later portion of the Late
Woodland, ca. A.D. 900. Like other Late Woodland phases, the floral and
faunal data suggest these were primarily hunter-gatherer populations which
supplemented their diet with a small quantity of horticultural products,
mainly maize.

The largest Late Woodland component, which covered approximately 2.5 ha
and had been designated I-Pi-12, was situated northwest of the mound. A
portion of this area was excavated, and the 10 by 10 m units in Hectare
60ON/-300E uncovered a dark, shell-filled, multicomponent Mississippian and
Late Woodland midden. Neither inclusive features nor features beneath the
midden were found during the excavation. The second Late Woodland component
that was sampled during Phases I) and Ill was located 200 m south of the
mound. The central feature of this component was a veneer of midden that
coated a small knoll. This midden was ringed loosely by several Late Woodland
pits filled with ceramics, lithics, and abundant floral and faunal remains.
Three additional Late Woodland components were situated east of the mound, and
all three have been preserved on the island.

The ceramics found in the several pits place these features in the Middle
Miller III period. However, a recent reanalysis of the Late Woodland ceramic
sequence by Jenkins and Peebles suggests that Middle Miller III is in fact the
latest division in the Late Woodland period.

Analysis of the floral material by Caddell (Chapter 3, Volume II),
underscores the fact that the majority of the vegetable foods in the Late
Woodland diet came from gathering: acorns and hickory nuts were co-dominant.
Maize fragments, however, were found in small quantities in the majority of
Late Woodland features.

The faunal remains analyzed by Scott (Chapter 4, Volume II) have both
adaptive and seasonal implications. The overall distribution of the species
hunted, as well as the sizes of the animals taken within any one species,
suggest that overexploitation and the resulting resource imbalance between man
and animal populations had adversely affected the Late Woodland groups. As a
consequence, the Late Woodland settlements in the river bend were occupied
seasonally. They were utilized during the spring, summer, and early fall, but
they were abandoned during the late fall and winter. The winter hunt was
conducted at locations outside the valley.

As Scott emphasizes, there is a point at which resources become inelastic
for hunter-gatherers. That is, there is a point at which an increase in
effort does not yield an increase in return in the form of foodstuffs. The

Late Woodland populations in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality had

• -. . ---',....-."."........""..'..-..--.-.-.-.....-"...--............--..,...-.-..-.,-.-.,....-,.,,-.....-.-.'-
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reached that point by A.D. 900. They were taking animals that were at the

small end of the size distribution for their species and they were forced to
go farther afield to hunt for part of the year.

The inherent limits imposed on hunter-gatherer subsistence by the

distribution and abundance of natural populations of plants and animals can be

transcended by domestication. Agricultural systems are elastic; increases in
the investment of labor are repaid, in most cases, by a many-fold increase in
yield. Such was the response of the Late Woodland populations of west

Alabama. At approximately A.D. 950 the focus of the subsistence system
shifted from wild plant foods to domesticated crops. Therein lies the
transition from the Late Woodland to the Mississippian adaptation in the
region.

In this development there was continuity in the species of plants and

animals exploited, but their proportions in the diet changed radically. Maize

became the dominant plant food, and it was supplemented by beans and
sunflower. The clearing of land for corn fields created new habitats for

small mammals, and these species were exploited for food. Moreover, hunting
became more selective. The larger members of each species were taken, in
contrast to the earlier grab bag of sizes that contained a disproportionate
number of smaller members.

The transition from the Late Woodland to the Mississippian was marked by

a series of fundamental changes in the social and cultural fabric of the
groups which lived in west Alabama. Perhaps the most basic change, apart from

the intensification of the horticultural system, was in the form and duration .
of settlements. There was a shift to permanent villages composed of a
ceremonial precinct as well as residential areas. These settlements showed an
investment in buildings and other capital improvements (mounds,
fortifications) that matched the large expenditure of labor invested in the

clearing of bottomland forest for permanent agricultural fields.

Perhaps the most visible set of changes came in the ceramic assemblage.

The relatively lackluster Late Woodland ceramics were replaced by a far more
varied Mississippian assemblage. These changes entailed far more than the
replacement of clay temper with shell and the disappearance of cord marked
vessel surfaces. Only a few basic vessel forms, all of which were
undecorated. comprised the Late Woodland assemblage. The Mississippian

ceramic assemblage, on the other hand, encompassed a wide variety of vessel

forms, both decorated and plain. The reasons for these developments were
straightforward: changes in foods, food preparation and storage, and the use
of ceramics in a wider variety of tasks. In brief, the context of ceramic
production, distribution, and use changed radically. The processes by which
the ceramic technology changed, however, are not apparent. All that is clear

is the Mississippian ceramics, at least at Lubbub, are not prefigured in the

Late Woodland ceramics.

The appearance of shell tempered ceramics can be used as an unambiguous

marker for the Mississippian period throughout this part of the Southeast. In

the Tombigbee Valley this transition presents particular and, to date.

unresolved problems. There the shift from Late Woodland to Mississippian
ceramic forms seems to have been rapid and complete. There is neither a

developmental continuum nor are there more than a few features which contain
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both shell and grog tempered ceramics. There is, however, what seems to be an
. overlap in timt, but not in space, of these two ceramic traditions. Based on

radiocarbon dates (Jenkins 1979a) , the Late Woodland components persist unti
A.D. 1 IC wh I th-e Mississippian is firmly established before A.D. 1000. The
reality and causes of this overlap are still open questions. Depending upon
the point of view, the solutions come in the form of two clear, mutually
exclusive sets of implications: either there were two separate ceramic

traditions, only one of which was indigenous; or, there was a lineal
development from one to the other. In the absence of sufficient data, which
by circumstance will be sparse in either case, the question must remain open.

The Mississippian occupation in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality,
when taken as a whole, spread around the mound in an almost continuous arc.
Based on the ceramic chronology developed in the preceding chapter, this
donut-shaped area can be divided into three sequent "communities." Admittedly
this partitioning is -amewhat arbitrary, but it is not capricious. Each of
the communities so defined has structural coherence and stands in sharp
contrast to the others. The Summerville I community, which existed from

ca. A.D. 1000 to A.D. 1200, is defined by features which contained Moundville
Incised var. Moundville ceramics, and Mississippi Plain var. Warrior vessels
which had either small loop handles or small strap handles with two centrally
placed nodes. The Summerville I1-111 community, which spanned the period from

ca. A.D. 1200 to A.D. 1450, is defined by features which contained Moundville
Engraved of all varieties, Carthage Incised of all varieties, and Mississippi
Plain var. Warrior vessels with strap handles on which nodes had been placed
either on the top or the bottom. The Summerville IV community, which was
occupied between ca. A.D. 1450 and 1650, is defined by features which
contained Alabama River Applique, Alabama River Incised, and other ceramics

associated with the protohistoric period.

The Summerville I community was bounded on the west by the outer
palisade, on the south by an extension of this palisade traced from aerial
photographs, and on the north and east by the river (Figure 1). In total, 19
ha was enclosed, and of this total, approximately 8.5 ha contained
archaeological features of the Summerville I period. These features included
4 structures, 4 pits, 9 burials, several large expanses of midden, the outer
palisade, the inner palisade system, and the 6 structures in the ceremonial
precinct beneath the mound.

The outer palisade, with its bastions every 30 m, was definitely a

defensive work. The single complete ceramic vessel found in one of its
postmolds suggests that it was built early in the history of the community,

and the Summerville i1-111 period midden which overlaid one of its bastions
confirmed this chronological association. The inner palisade system, with the
exception of the outermost line, does not have bastions and thus may not have
served as a fortification. Instead, it may have functioned to demarcate and
screen the ceremonial structures and perhaps a plaza from the residential
area. This set of walls definitely can be assigned to the Summerville I
period, but their use and rebuilding may have extended into the early part of
the Summerville I1-111 period.

" The ceremonial precinct that lay beneath the first mound building stage

was the spatial focus of the community. The six buildings, which comprised

,~ ., . . . . . .
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three sequent pairs, were set off from the residential area and, for part of
their existence, were enclosed by the inner palisade system. Of paramount
importance is the continuity between these buildings and the erection of the
mound itself. When the last pair of buildings was demolished, a low yellow
clay cap was placed over the floor and burned clay platforms of the larger
structure and then the first mound stage was placed over the yellow clay cap.
In brief, the symbolic importance of these public buildings predated mound
construction and their later placement on mound summits.

The residential area spread around the mound in an almost continuous arc
that excluded the plaza to the east of the mound. Four structures can be
ssigned to the Summerville I period: three are shown in Figure 1, and the

fourth was located in the northeast corner of Hectare 50ON/-300E. 2 Three 2f
these 2structures ad an interior floor area of approximately 35 m (34.8 m ,
34.6 m , and 35.4 m ); the fourth, S-4 in Hectare 40ON/300E, seeme9 to be an
outbuilding associated with S-2, and its floor area was 8.6 m . The mean
density of structures was 1.21/ha (sd=2.47/ha). Given 8.5 ha of village area.
then there were as few as 10 houses and, taking one standard deviation as a
guide, as many as 31 houses in the Summerville I community. If there were 5
persons/house, which is a reasonable estimate, then the commurity contained
from 50 to 150 persons. If the span of the Summerville I period is set at 200
years, and if the site was continuously occupied during that period, and if
useful lifespan of a house was 20 to 40 years, then there would have been only
I to 6 houses occupied at any one time.

The ethnobotanical data from this period show a fully horticultural
adaptation. Maize had become the dominant vegetable food; although hickory
nuts ccntinued to form an important part of the diet.

Three species of animals dominate the faunal assemblage by count and by
weight of edible meat: deer, bear, and turkey. Beaver, rabbit, and raccoon
are minority members of the faunal assemblage. Migratory birds and fish are
conspicuous by their near-absence. This list of species by rank does not
change appreciably for the next 600 years among the Mississippian components
in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality.

The Summerville I1-111 community, which would correspond to the "Mature
Mississippian" in most other chronologies, had no fortification systems to
delimit it. If, however, the limits of its features are used as a guide, then
it covered 11.3 ha (Figure 2). The excavated portions of this area contained
6 structures, 25 pits, and 9 burials. As with the Summerville I community,
the mound was the central point in the settlement and was set off from the
residential area.

The interior dimensions coul9 be measurgd for five of the six structures.
The flo r area ranggd from 28.3 m to 86.4 m , and the average floor area was
43.3 m (sd=24.9 m ). The mean density of structures for the Summerville II-
III period was 2.67/ha (sd=7.45/ha). Given an area of 11.3 ha for this
community, then there were at least 30 structures and, taking one standard
de.'iation as a guide, as many as 114 houses in this community. Again, with an
estimate of 5 persr - , then the community contained from 150 to 570
persons. If the span of the Summerville I1-111 period is set at 250 years,
and if the site was continuously occupied during this period, and if the
useful lifespan of a house was 20 to 40 years, then there would have been
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between 5 and 18 houses occupied at any one time.

The Summerville II-1I period represents the growth of the social and
adaptive patterns set a few generations earlier. The community grew somewhat
in size and population, but there were no radical changes in subsistence and,
seemingly, no need for fortifications.

The protohistoric, Summerville IV community represented a major departure
from the settlement and subsistence patterns established by the earlier
M;issippiar communities. It was fa- smalle r than either of the precedirg
settlements, and it was enclosed h, a ditch fortification. If tre mound is
'aker as the center point, then this ditch, which had a diameter of 230 n',
erclosed an area of 4.2 ha (Figure 3). The ditch had been dug to a depth cf
u'er I r' and probabl> had a palisade constructed along its inner margin. No
postmclas were found along the interior of the ditch, but if the palisade had
bepn constructed in the berm built from the excavated earth, then none weuld
be expected, because the berm had been destroyed completely by erosion.

All the Summerville IV period features were found within the area defined
b the ditch. They included 5 structures, 20 pits, 7 burials, and a variety
of cther features including several small middens. The d~nsity of settlement
and intensity of use was greater for this community than for the earlier ones.
Five structW-es, one of which comprised three separate structures, can be
ay-igned to this period. The average interior floor area was 32.3 m (sd=l0.7
m ). The mean density of structures, counting the rebuilt one only once, was
2.90/ha (sd=5.86/ha). Given 4.2 ha of inhabited area, then there were as few
as 12 houses and, using one standard deviation as a guide, as many as 37
houses. Taking 5 persons/house as an estimate, then the community contained
from 60 to 185 persons. If the span of the Summerville IV period is set at
200 years, and if the site was continuously occupied during that period, and
if useful lifespan of a house was 20 to 40 years, then there would have been
between 2 and 7 houses occupied at any one time. 2

The burials and mortuary ceremonialism comprise the greatest departure
from traditions established by the previous communities. During the
Summerville I through III periods most burials were single extended
interments. In the Summerville IV period multiple, disarticulated bur,3ls
were the rule. One burial, an ossuary, contained 43 individuals; another,
also an ossuary, contained 9 calvaria stacked over the disarticulated remains
of another individual. Three additional burials were multiple interments of
subadults who had been placed in urns.

Although there was no major change in hunting practices, there was a
change in the source of vegetoble foods in the diet. The proportion of maize
decreased and that of acorns increased markedly. It is almost as though part
of the Summerville IV subsistence clock had been turned back to the Late
Woodland.

2If the higher estimates for total population dritr ng Summer\ ie , il- I
and ' are sumr:ed, they e )ua1 905 persons. t trc i's ina tc.s W ie dens i ty
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PowelI, Chapter 6, Volume H ). It woulc see' instead that within the regon
,he trend -.as to smaller se!tlements (and presumably more settlements) ,. toward
greater ut.,lization of wi I f food resources (especially plant foods), and
toward the more efficient use of domesticates. Increased agricultural
efficiency is indicated by the further reduction in the phenotypic diversity
of the maize crop in the Summerville IV period. It would seem that more rigid
c,-iteria were applied in the selection of seed stock and to the plants
tnemselves as they matured in the field. In the exploitation of the natural
environment, hunting practices did not seem to change in the transition from
the Summerville il-Ill to the Summerville IV period. For the most part, the
faunal remains of the Summerville IV period indicate that the same species
were taken in approximately the same proportions as in the earlier parts of
the Mississippian period. The major change in adaptation was in the increased
use of wild plant foods, especially nuts. There was a reintroduction of
acorns into the diet as a staple. In effect, the adaptation outlined above is
much like that reported for the Choctaw. Swanton (1931) noted that the

* Choctaw had by far the most productive economy of any of the Southeastern
groups. To that end, the Choctaw utilized every aspect of their habitat to
their advantage.

The major changes that characterize the Summerville IV period in the
Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality all point to the development of a society

i ( much like the Choctaw. The most obvious similarity is in mortuary practices:
the ossuary and the extensive processing of the remains before burial. The
second similarity is in adaptation: a broad spectrum intensive utilization of
local habitats plus efficient maize horticulture. A third similarity, I
suspect, will turn out to be in ceramics. There is continuity of motifs
between the latest incised and engraved vessels in the Lubbub collection and
the historic Native American ceramics recovered recently by James Parker of
the University of Alabama at Ft. Tombecbe. If Patricia Galloway's initial
conclusions about the development of Chickachae Combed ceramics are correct,
that they post-date the French settlements in the lower Mississippi Valley,
then there will be continuity from Mississippian through Chickachae Combed
ceramics, and the latter type will be shown. to post date A.D. 1700.

The Summerville IV community comprised the final major occupation of the

Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. The demise of this community was, in
all probability, part of a much broader, European-induced depopulation of the
Black Warrior and central Tombigbee valleys during the last quarter of the
se'ententh century. There is unequivocal evidence which shows that between

6 1700 ind 1736 there were no Native American settlements between the forks at
Demopolis and the Chickasaw at the headwaters of the Tombigbee. The early
French ethnohistorfes and English administrative documents suggest that
depopulation took place between 1670 and 1700, and that it was the result of
slave raids made by the Lower Creeks on the Choctaws and other groups such as
the Mobile and Pensacola. These raids were made by warriors from towns like
, Dweta and werc a direct expresson of the "Indian policy" of the traders (not
th Gove:"nment) of South Carolina. The traders did not create the enmity
tetween these groups. Warfare from east to west and back across Alabama seems

Ii .. ..... ........................ .. ..r.
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to have had its roots far back into the prehistoric period (Peebles 1981b,
1983). All the Englis.h traders did was take an existing situation, exaccrbate
it, add guns, and buy captives as slaves. If there should be doubt that a few
traders, their Indian allies, and guns are capa!.', . - ng out the Native
American populations in an entire region, let me poirnt OUL that this very same
combination completely destroyed the Apalachee, more than 5,000 strong, in two
seasons.

The early days (1670-1750) of the colony of South Carolina were marked by
a constant, long-distance conflict between the Lords Proprietors in England
and the trader's faction in the colony. The latter wanted neither regulation
nor oversight of their actions either at home or in the frontier trading
posts. The proprietors wanted trade, but trade and mercantilism that would
develop the colony. The Indian trade, however, grew first and assumed an
almost independent status from the government. As Verner Crane points out,
"in 1687, when the inland trade was just opening, [it] was still mainly a
slave trade" (Crane 1929: 110).

The proprietors had decreed that slaves could only be taken when they
were at war with the colony. Therefore, the traders promoted war and kept the
existence of slave-raiding secret. The extent of enslavement was kept quiet
for an additional reason. Slaves were subject to an excise tax which was
avoided to the extent possible. Despite the lack of official documents, the
covert nature of the activity, and the export of Indian slaves without payment

_-.7. of tax, modern scholarship has shown it to be an integral and massive part of
the overall Indian trade (see Snell 1972, Wright 1981).

As late as 1708, Thomas Nairne wrote to one of the proprietors and
outlined his views and, presumably the views of other traders:

Our friends the Talopoosies and Chicasas Imploy themselves in making
slaves of such Indians about the Lower parts of the Mississipi as are
now subject to the french. The good prices the English Traders give
them for slaves Encourage them to this trade Extreamly, and some men
think it both serves to Lessen their number before the French can arm
them and it is a more Effectuall way of Civilising and Instructing,

r' Then all the Efforts used by the French Missionaries (British Public
-. Records Office, A and W.I. Volume 620).

*D It would seem that this philosophy has a hollow ring, because the Indian slave
trade predated the French. The tone of the communication, however, is
accurate.

One French correspondent, perhaps Savole, wrote about slaving in 1701.
His informant, a Mugalasha who lived among the Mobile, told him that the
English had "always" been among the Lower Creek:

That they [the English] brought pack trains loaded with guns, powder,

shot, and other merchandise, that the Indians traded for these items
tanned deerskins and some green skins with the hair still on
them...but the greatest traffic that the English have with the
Indians, is the trade of slaves that the Indians take from their
neighbors with whom they carry on a continuous war, so that the men
[warriors] lead away the women and children who they sell to the
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Engl sh, each Dersor for one gun, they who destroyed mnny of tre
na! ions wno are our neighbors, among others the Pensacolas anc
Mauvillas who were their nearest neighbors, or, Iy five short aa) .
travel from them (Archives Hydrographiques, Vol. V3A, No. 17,
translated from de Villiers 1922: 131; translation by the author).

The effects of the slave raids and warfare were summarized by Bien,.i1le in n s
Memoir on Louisiana which he wrote in 1726. For the Choctaws:

We reckon twenty-seven villages which cover a space of more than
thirty leagues and they can put about eight thousand good men under
arms. A short while before the exploration of the country they were
in a position to oppose twenty thousand men to their enemies. The
continual wars they have had to sustain [against] the Chickasaws,
Abihkas, Kawitas, etc., who came to disturb them on their lands have
greatly weakened them, not that they were less brave and less warlike
than their enemies but because the Chickasaws and others had been
armed with guns !y the English and this made them formidable to the
Choctaws who did not have any at all (Rowland and Sanders 1932:
537-538; emphasis mine).

By the time the French armed the Choctaw, the English and their Indian allies
had worked their way across the Tombigbee and were attacking the Choctaws who
lived in the headwaters of the Pearl River.

It was in this climate that the Summerville IV community came to an end.
There is some evidence that the palisade near the ditch may have burned. The
ditch has a deep ash and charcoal layer near its bottom layers. On the other
hand, the population could have seen the neighborhood going downhill and moved

away before they were attacked. In either case, the result was the same. The
community in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality died, never again to be
reborn. One Choctaw family occupied the bend in the eighteenth or nineteenth
century, but after them came corn fields, a sawmill, and finally a pasture.

Throughout the six hundred years, more or less, of Mississippian
settlement in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality, there is little
evidence for sustained, substantial ties with other Mississippian polities
either in the immediate area or in the wider region. The several survey
projects conducted as a part of the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway project's
Environmental Impact Statement found no other Mississippian sites in the
Tombigbee River Valley within 5 km of Lubbub. The nearest Mississippian site
is 1-Gr-2 which is located approximately 15 km south. The second nearest
substantial Mississippian presence comprises four mounds and a number of other
sites situated 40 km to the north, near Columbus, Mississippi. 3 Yet the
population estimates for the several Missip- -oian communities in the Lubbub
Creek Archaeological Locality developed above seem far too small 1) to
constitute a viable, reproducing biological population, 2) to man and maintain
the fortifications, and 3) to build and renew the mound. These considerations

'There has been no systematic archaeological survey of either the Lubbub
4 Creek or the Sipsey River drainages. Both certainly would have provided

suitable resources for Mississippian exploitation and settlement.
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compel, at least as a working proposition, and as a problem for future
research, the suspicion that these Mississippian communities were set within a
larger regional population and settlement system. Such a system need not have
extended beyond the area within a radius of 10 km of Lubbub, and the material
remains there do not indicate that it went any further than that. The
ceramics at Lubbub, although they can be fitted into a regional (Moundville)
ceramic tradition, nonetheless were made and used within the confines of the
local community. The particular micro-stylistic markers and methods of
construction that can be used to unambiguously identify Moundville Engraved
vessels of the Moundville phase are not present in the Mississippian ceramic
assemblages from Lubbub. In addition, a case can be made that the
Mississippian ceramics from the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality are
equally closely related to those from the Lyons Bluff site near Starkville,
Mississippi (see Marshall 1977). .

In fact, the Mississippian communities in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological
Locality present an instructive contrast when compared to the developments at
Moundville and to those of the Moundville phase. Whereas the former are an
example of Schumaker's phrase, "small is beautiful," the latter demonstrates
"the limits of growth" (see Peebles 1983 which forms the basis for the
following discussion). The Moundville phase has its roots in the West
Jefferson phase (A.D. 900-1000). The components of this phase are analogous
to the Late Miller III sites in the Tombigbee Valley. The West Jefferson
populations seem to have been composed of semi-sedentary hunter-gatherers who
added maize cultivation as a supplement to the wild foods in their diet. The
Moundville I phase (A.D. 1050-1200) seems to have been a direct descendant of
the West Jefferson phase. It comprises four single-mound centers, of which
Moundville is one, and a regional population scattered in hamlets around each
of these centers. At this point in the development of the Moundville phase,
as with the corresponding point in the Summerville phase, cultigens provide
the bulk of the population's diet. The apparent independence of the four
single-mound centers in the Black Warrior Valley matches the demonstrable
independence of the single mound in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality.
It is at this point, however, that the evolution of the Moundville phase
diverges completely from that of the Summerville phase.

As early as the Moundville I phase, there is evidence for Moundville
having been primus inter pares among the four centers. There is also evidence
that the volume of external exchange with Mississippian polities as far away
as southeast Missouri is established during this phase. At the beginning of
the Moundville II phase (A.D. 1200-1400), Moundville becomes primate, 2 the
center of a population and settlements that are distributed among 350 km of
the Black Warrior Valley. Ranking among persons and centers becomes clearly
defined during this period. Moundville grows from a single-mound center to a
four-mound center, and the penultimate and ultimate ranks are represented in
the burials only at Moundville. The volume of external exchange increases
markedly during this period, and there is some evidence for the specialized
production of ceramics and shell beads at Moundville. The population grows
400% at Moundville during this 200-year period, and there is reasonably good
evidence that the population in the hinterlands increases in like manner.

* Thus, at A.D. 1400, Moundville is at the center of a settlement system- that
includes several single-mound centers and local populations spread out around

: each of these centers. At some point in the Moundville III phase

- .
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- -"u'c-. o r ) ther .t , a 1 c Iocl 're- ,ou , 'e te-s arc , U 1or.truc e ,
S..: sc'me ,)art. Of .u , -i13' rnri, o ' in ar (fort fioJ?) , Ila es.

Trie ea*- es t paro f p&-iot cn,-tom sSes .e zer, f cunov e 's

develop,.ref n t 3 a planrcd 7omm 4n i t y i n wnich 2 iargc riatform mounds
define a 40 ha plaza, aid It has a resident population of approximately 3,000
persans. Likewise tne regional oopulation probably comprsees 2C,,700 persons.
Throughout thi'_ development the heal rh of the populatiori at Moundv lle remains
excellent. At some point in the second one-half of the Moundville IIl pnase
the volume of external exchange falls drastically, and the apex of the social
hierarchy collapses. By the end of this phase, Moundville has been abandoned,
arid the soc,-i focus has shifted to the regional centers. Thereafter, in the
Alabama River (Moundville IV) phase, the population is nucleated in several
;arge villages, and the health of their population only can be described as
poor (see Hill 1979) . The social fragmentation of Moundvi lie, which took
place either before or just at the time that the first Europeans came into the
Southeast, has d'sa,:trous consequences. Valley-wide coordination is replaced
ny inter-settlement competition, and although there seems to be no net
reduction oF population in the Black Warrior Valley, it also seems that there
was some emigrati on into the Alabama River Valley.

At le-,t on the .urface, the transition to the Late Mississippian in the
Luonu) Creek Arch -ealci cal Locality contained some of the same features as
"-. a - th lack arrior Valley. Ceramic styles changes in analogous ways,

,:. brn ourial - ---ced primary inhumation for children and infants. Here,

s,_,we, , .ere the similarity eds. Whereas the Alabama River phase
pauK tiors re tained Lhe tightly focused agricultural and hunting patterns of
thei an :.to~s, U'e L aa3 Mississiopian population at Lubbub broadened their
su.osstenc ecor mv and reinstituted procurement systems that characterized
the'tr La:" Wocdland o:-edecessors some 700 years before. Whereas the Alabama
River phase sattlements spaced themselves eauidistantly from one another -- to
hold as much territory as they possible could -- Lubbub remained isolated.
Wdhereas the Alabama River phase populations seemed to have suffered from
. ronIc and sometimes fatal nutritional deficiencies, the Late Mississippian
pop.2lation in the Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality enjoyed the same level
of health that characterized its ancestors. In brief, there is some benefit
to r.;maining small, unspecialized, and living within one's means.
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